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WHY THIS BOOK HAS BEEN WRITTEN.
-i

'

At the end of some twenty years of investigation as
tojthe nature and attributes of the Mind, I found that
the conclusions I had reached corresponded closely to
those of the Mental‘Scientists.
But I found also that most of the teachers of Mental
Science are specially interested in the study of those
attributes of the Mind which are eﬂicient to cure di
sease, while I am more interested in the inﬂuence of
the Mind upon our character.
History is repeating itself. In the past, the lame, the
blind, the sick, were attracted toward Christianity,
because its teachers were performing what was looked
upon as miraculous cures, but it was the inﬂuence of
the teachings of Christ upon character, and not the
cures made in his name, which have made Christianity
a power in the march of civilization; and to-(ﬂay it is
the wonderful cures made by some of the teachers of
Mental Science which are attracting attention,hut it
is the beneﬁts to humanity, due to the improvement
of chalacter, which will follow the general acceptanc e
of the philosophy of Mental Science that will make it
a power for good in the work of progress.
The inﬂuence of Christianity has been to soften the
character, and to oﬁer a way of reconciliation to a sup
posed oﬁended Personal God, but to-day we have out
grown these superstitious beliefs, and the sentiment
of dependence which the Christian feels toward his
Personal God for the attainment of Health, Happiness
and Business Success, is a hindrance to further social
progress.

WHY THIS BOOK HAS BEEN WRITTEN.

A new

inﬂuence is needed to help forward the work
of civilization, and this inﬂuence is being supplied by
the philosophy of Mental Science.
Brieﬂy told, the philosophy of Mental Science teaches
that the attainment of all that which we desire does
not come through the favor of a Personal God, but
through the development of our .\iind. which leads to
‘the improvement of our character.
This is what have undertaken to teach to my rea
ders. The development of our Minds means also, of
course, a better grasp of its powers for the preservation
of health and the cure of disease, and
have not ne
glected that part of the subject. but m-v chief aim
has been to show how the acceptance of the philosophy
of Mental Science will help us to improve our char
acter, and how this improvement will logically be fol
lowed by better social relations.
There are many persons in the land who are gradu
ally reaching the same conclusions. and it is to help
consider the right direction, that
them along, in what
this book has been written, and especially for those
whose minds have been prepared to accept the Mental
Science philosophy by reading my other books.
Albert Chavannes,
Knoxville, Tenn.
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system of philosophy which satisﬁes me the best. and
they are diﬁerent in some respects from those held by
to call
many persons who have as good a right as
want
themselves Mental Scientists. On that account
it well understood at the start that am alone respon
sible for the views expressed here, and make no claim
to speak with special authority.
shall now proceed to state
With this explanation,
in this chapter what I consider to be the philosophy of
Mental Science, and in what it differs from the philoso
phy of the Christians and of the Materialists.

I

I

I

I

The name, Mental Science, expresses the fundamen
tal idea of the philosophy, which rests upon a belief
in the predominant power of Mind in the Universe.
Mental Scientists believe Mind to be an attribute of
an imponderable, invisible substance, which permeates
the whole Universe, and controls all progress. Matter,
they claim, is the servant of the Mind, and has no
attributes except to occupy space, to be perceptible to
our senses, and to enable the Mind to exert its powers.
While this Mind permeates all things. it subdivides
itself to better perform its functions.
shall not dis
cuss the question of an Inﬁnite Mind, because the In
ﬁnite is beyond our powersof comprehensiombut will
state here that
believe in an Universal Mind, which
controls what we call the Universe, which is for us the
part of Inﬁnity with which we are connected. This
Universal Mind differentiates itself into Individual
Minds,some of whom constitute the being we call Man,
and thus Mental Scientists consider man as a part of
the Universal Mind, possessing all its attributes in
kind, but in a lesser degree. '
It will thus be seen that according to this philosophy,
man is no longer considered a created being, subject
to the will of his creator, but as part of the Mind that

I

I
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controls the Universe; and it logically follows that, as
the power of control is one of his attributes, he must
have aspecial sphere of activity entrusted to him, and
this special sphere the Mental Scientist considers to be
ﬁrst: Man's own physical organism, which he himself
c'onstructs'for a dwelling place for his mind while in
dividualized; and second: As much of his environment
as he can take possession of for his own e‘‘njoymént.‘
According to this philosophy,man is, within certain
well-deﬁned limits; and under the rule of natural laws.
the controller and arbiter of his own destinies, and
alone responsible for his own success.
This is the fundamental idea which underlies the
philosophy of Mental Science, and is the logical appli
cation of the theory of evolution to the belief in the
control of the mind. Evolution teaches that all organ
isms develop froin within, in obedience to their own
inherent powers, and if this development is under the
control of the mind of the organism, it alone can be
responsible for the result.
While the Christian belief places the responsibility
for success or failure upon the creator, and the Mater
ialist belief upon surrounding conditions, the Mental
Scientist cannot place it anywhere except upon th
mind of the organism itself; a logical deduction of vars;
importance, as we shall see in some of the following

I

Mental Scientists accept in the fullest sense the be
lief taught by the theory of evolution, that the desire
for happiness is the incentive to correct action. and
claim that the only aim of self-development is to en
able us to enjoy more pleasant sensations than we can
do otherwise.
personally go further than that, and
claim that there is a clear connection between the at
tainment of happiness and the work of civilization, so
much so that it is not only our right, but the only duty

.

,
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placed upon us, to secure as much personal happiness
as is possible, as being the only way by which we can
fulﬁl the task for which our mind has been individual
ized.
Mental Science does not deal with the question of a
future existence, and a great many different opinions
are held upon this subject by its adherents, but in one
thing they are all agreed, and it is that, if there is :1.
future existence, it can be but a continuation of our
lives here, subject to the same laws, and controlled by
the same mind; so that it is those who have succeed
ed the best here who stand the best chance of success
in the hereafter. With such a theory. a belief in a fu
ture existence can have no inﬂuence upon the conduct
of a Mental Scientist, except to increase the incentive
he already has to achieve all possible happiness in this

world.
This brief statement of the foundations upon which
rests the philosophy of Mental Science. will enable my
readers to understand my arguments as I develop my
subject. and follow my belief in its many logical con
clusions, but ﬁrst of all I want to contrast here this
philosophy with those which now occupy the ground,
to wit: the Christian belief as based upon the teachings
of the Bible, and the theory of the Materialists, as ex
pounded by those who believe in material evolution.
The ﬁrst result of the inﬂuence of the new scientiﬁc
knowledge upon the Christian beliefs, has been to do
away with the Personal God of the Bible, which the
Mental Scientists have replaced by an Universal Mind.
Apart the question of Personality, there are important
differences between their attributes and functions.
While the Christi-an God is the creator of the Universe,
cits sole aribiiter according to its free-will, and its own
pleasure and glory the reason for the existence of all
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things, the Universal Mind has no creative powers, and
has a well
deﬁned function in the control of progress,
not according to its free-will. but according to the in
herent potentialities of the Universe, and subject to
its laws. The Christian God is an autocratic ruler,
conferring favors on whom he chooses, rewarding and
punishing at his pleasure, and exacting gratitude and
obedience from his subjects. The Universal Mind is
the executive oﬂlcer of a republic, governing not accor
ding to his own desires. but according to the laws of
the land, to which he owes allegiance as well as the
citizens whose actions he controls.
It is well, however, to remark here that a controlling
ruler is just as necessary in a republic as in an empire,
and that because science has deprived the Christian
God of his autocratic powers, it does not follow that
the Universe is in a state of anarchy, as must believe
those who accept the materialist philosophy.
As the Mental Scientist does not believe in the story
of the creation, he cannot believe in the fall of man
and in his rebellion against God, so that he sees no
need for the sacriﬁce of Christ, nor believes in the
divinity of Jesus, whom ho cannot by any possibility
accept as the son of God, and whom he can only look
upon as an inspired teacher, who fulﬁlled an important
mission. at a time when the most advanced nations
had outgrown their old beliefs, and were ready lo ac
cept anew philosophy more in accord with the state of
mental development they had attained.
Thus the Mental Scientist, instead of looking upon
the teachings of Christ as messages direct from God,
and which have to be implicitly obeyed, looks upon
them as embodying the best knowledge of the times in
which they were promulgated, but susceptible of fur
ther improvement.
These diﬁerences as to the conception of the nature

a"
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of God, of the mission of Christ, and the position of
men here as bearing upon a future existence, consti
tute the chief distinctions between the beliefs of the
Mental Scientists and that of the Christians.

The ﬁrst difference to be noted between the Materialist and.the Mental Scientist, is that the Materialist
does not believe in the control of the mind. For him,
mind instead of being the attribute of a substance, is
In agreement
the product of material combinations.
with this belief, the Materialist denies both the exist
ence of a Personal God or an Universal Mind. He
ﬁnds sufficient cause for progress in an inherent force
which he calls Potential Energy, and according to his
belief progress does not move in any deﬁnite direction,
but is subject to variations; some of these variations
survive, being better adapted than others to surround
in'g conditions, but mind has no inﬂuence whatever on
this survival in the early stages of progress. After a
certain state of development has been reached, the
material combinations evolvo mind
a help to pro
mote progress, precisely as later on hair was evolved
by animals, as a help inthdr struggle for existence.
Out of that belief grows another which marks a wide
difference between the Materialists and the Mental
Scientists, to wit: that all progress is due to the in
ﬂuence of outside conditions. While the Mental Scien
tist must logically believe that all progress comes
from the action of inside forces, the Materialist must
as logically believe that all progress comes from the
outside, that is from the pressure of the environment.
While as a purely theoretical speculation, it can
make. but little difference whether we believe that our.
present condition has been attained through inward
control or outward pressure, it has a great practical
importance in directing our efforts to promote progress.

-
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So importantit is, that in my honest opinion, the al
most total failure of the acceptance of the theory of
evolution, up to this time, to improve social conditions
is entirely due to this fatal mistake of those who ﬁrst

Great as are the present differences between the
Mental Scientists and the Christians, they are not fun
damental, and are capable of reconciliation. Both be
lieve in a controller of the Universe, the chief differ
ence being in the character of this controlling power,
the Christian believing God to be an autocratic ruler,
while the Mental Scientist looks upon the Universal
Mind as an executive oﬂicer, whose mission is simply
to see that the inherent potentialities of the Universe
are intelligently employed toward a deﬁnite end.

__,._ ‘_i,-,.._
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The fact that the Mental Scientists have accepted
the theory of evolution as taught by the Materialists.
‘has led many persons, myself among the number, to
believe that both would eventually unite, and accept
practically the same philosophy. But better knowledge
has shown me that this is an error, for the differences
in their beliefs are fundamental and not to be bridged
over.
One believes that progress has a deﬁnite aim and is
intelligently controlled; the other believes that progress
can take any possible direction, and that intelligence is
a product of progress and not its controller.
One be
lieves in progress from the inside, and the other that
improvement is due to the pressure of the environ

ll

‘
discovered and accepted it. ‘
The belief that all advances are due to the pressure
of outside matter modifying the environment, thus com
pelling new adaptations to the surroundings, is not in
accord with the facts, and on that account must be bar
ren of results.

MENTAL SCIENCE.
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Both believe in progress from the inside, the differ
ence between them on that question resulting from
the view they each hold as to the relative position
man occupies toward God. For the Christian, man is a
subject, while for the Mental Scientist, man is part
and parcel of the Universal Mind, and no more his
subject than the free citizen of a republic is the sub
ject of its executive oﬂlcer.
The diﬁerence between these two philosophies,
comes from the full acceptance by the Mentni Scien
tists of the theory of evolution, and its application to
those truths which are embodied in the Christian be
liefs, and these two philosophies will undoubtedly draw
closer together as the new knowledge permeates the
the
adherents to the Christian church, and corrects
'
mistakes of the past.

It

is not my intention, in thus contrasting the Mental
Science philosophy with those which now occupy the
ﬁeld, either to criticize or condemn. 1 know full well
that all systems of philosophy have their use, and that
each one of them has a part to perform in the progress
of the world.
For me, systems ‘of philosophy, instead of being pass
ports to Paradises, are simply the application of known
truths to the conduct of men, and in no way diﬁering
in their construction, and in their introduction to the
public as factors in-social progress, from the mechanic
al inventions that men have adopted from time to time,
induced to it by the expectation of increasing their
material prosperity. Both have the same end in view,
the increase of human happiness, and both are built
upon past knowledge, and seek to improve and not to
'
destroy.
From my standpoint, those persons who, believing
that they have discovered a better explanation of the
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natural phenomena than the one which has been ao
cepted up to this time, go about denouncing the old
explanation, act as foolishly as a man would, who
wanting: to introduce mowing machines, would make
it his business to abuse the old fashioned scythe. The
old mowing blade has done useful work in its time,
and is yet a very useful tool under certain conditions,
which does not prevent the fact that agriculture be
comes a much more proﬁtable and satisfactory avoca
tion through the introduction of the mowing machine.
But if it is foolish to abuse, it is right to contrast
the eﬂlciency of the two systems, and to point out the
possibilities oﬁered by the diﬁerent philosophies. and
it is to help those who will read this book to under
stand, not only what Mental Science is expected to do,
but on what the claim is based, that I have thought
it best to present this contrast here.
With this help, my readers will readily see that the
Mental Scientists will use methods entirely different to
secure happiness from those followed until now by the
Christians and the Malerialists, and that they have a
right to expect much better results.
'l‘here is another point of resemblance between a
system of philosophy and 41 mechanical invention, that
will explain my object in writing this hook. The bene
ﬁt which may accrue to any one—even the discoverer
by the introduction
of either a new philosophy or a
new mechanical invention, depends upon the extent to
which they are accepted by the general public, and
If
made 0pcrative as a factor in general prosperity.
the man who discovered the use of steam as a gene
rator of force, had kept his secret to himself, neither
he nor his descendant.: would ever have travelled on
a railroad or bought calico at ﬁve cents a yard.
The same is true as regards Mental Science. The
best thing which those who believe in it can do for

10
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their own happiness, is to diffuse the knowledge as
far and as fast as possible.
There are many workers in this ﬁeld, each one
adapt
ed to teach a special class of people, and this book is
intended for circulation among those persons whose
turn of mind inclines to accept knowledge in the form
in which I am qualiﬁed to present it to the public.

II.

CHAPTER
NVHAT

WILL rr no FOR US?

After brieﬂy stating what is Mental Science, and
contrasting it with Christianity and Materialism, the
next question I want to treat is: What results can we
expect if we accept its teachings as a guide for our

actions?
To answer this question, must ﬁrst explain what
consider the objective point of all actions, and the
means by which the desired results can be attained.
The objective point of the actions of all sentient
beings—man included—is a succession of pleasant sen
sations, which sociologists claim to be the true deﬁni
tion of happiness. That all men desire to be happy is
a statement which requires no proof, but which will
bear considerable‘study, and
shall make happiness
the subject of my next chapter. For the present
simply make the statement that what all the world is
seeking for is an increase of happiness.
The means ‘through which men seek to increase
their happiness is by an improvement in conduct, giv
ing to the word “conduct” its broadest scientiﬁc mean
ing, which is: the control of all forms of actions.
Then ifthe increase of happiness depends upon the

I

I

I

I
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improvement of conduct. the next question is: Upon
what does the improvement of conduct depend? and
the answer to that question is, upon the improvement
of character. Thus we ﬁnd that the question of an in
crease of happiness resolves itself into a question as
to how we can best improve our character.
This is the ﬁnal question, that Mental Science, ans
wers very differently from the other philosophies, and
it is upon the practical results which will follow from
the teachings of Mental Science, that will depend its
general acceptance by mankind. If they furnish the
right clue to the improvement of character, so as to
be followed by an improvement in conduct, and an in
crease of happiness, Mental Science will be eagerly
accepted by those who stand in the vanguard of social
progress, but if its claims are false, and its teachings
are not followed by the desired results, it will quickly
die out to make room for something better.
The importance of ﬁnding the right clue for the solu
tion of any problem, can easily be made plain to my
readers.

Has any of them ever tried to straighten out a tan
gled skein of thread? If they have, they know that

long as they pulled here and there, wherever a
thread seemed to detach itself from the tangled mass,
thetask was a hopeless one; for they found that after
a certain amount of pulling had been done, it had only
tightened the knots. and made the task a more diﬂi
cult one. But if they once got hold of the end of the
thread—the clue—by carefully following it. and disen
tangling each snarl as they got to it. the straightening
out of the thread became only a question of time.
The world has seen what theﬁnding of the right
clue will do for science, in the solution in the past
of the problems that relate to astronomy. So long as
so

12
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astronomers held to the idea that the sun revolved
around the earth, the more they investigated the more
diﬂicu-it became the problem, and the worse tangle they
got into, but when they accepted the idea that it was
the earth which moved, it gave them the right clue,
and while it did not solve all the problems in astro
nomy, it sol\ ed many, and placed the astronomers in
a position that will enable them in due time to solve
all those within the scope of their observations.
What then is this clue which will enable Mental
idcientists to improve their character faster than can
It is
be done by the followers of other philosophies?
that the improvement of character does not depend
upon obedience to commands, or upon the pressure of
the environment, but upon the development of the
‘
individual mind.
The advent of Mental Science means that some
persons are ready to make as regards to conduct. a de
claration of independence, similar in spirit to the one
made as regards to politice over one hundred years
ago, by the men who announced to the world the then
new political doctrine, that“governments derive their
just powers from the consent of the governed".
Let us ﬁrst see what this new declaration of inde
pendence rests upon.
According to Mental Science, man instead of being
a createdbeing, is an individualized part of the Uni
versal Mind, which means that he possesses all the
attributes in kind, but not in-degree, in which they are
possessed by the Universal Mind.
To make clear to my readers the signiﬁcance of this
assertion, let me compare the Universal Mind to the
sea, and the individualized mindof man' to a small pool
of sea water by the shore. 'The water in both has
the same attributes, and yet the sea, on account of its
greater size, can do many things which cannot be done

WHAT WILL l'l‘ DO FOR US
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The sea can ﬂoat a vessel, the pool can
only ﬁoata small stick; the sea can furnish a living
place for a whale, the pool can hardly support a small
ﬁsh; the wind can raise waves on the sea, but only a
ripple on the pool. Those are all diﬁerences in degree.
and not in kind, and the water of the sea can claim
no superiority over the water of the pool. All that can
be said is that the sea occupies more space, and plays
a larger part in the evolutionary process, but both
are equally integral and necessary parts of our planet.
If this is a correct representation of the relation.-'
which exist between the Universal Mind and man, it
is evident that man possesses all the attributes of the
Universal Mind, and one of these attributes, the most
important of all because it is the highest attribute of
mind, is the power of control.
If man possesses this power of control, on what can
he exercise it ? This question is answered in the ﬁrst
chapter.' but
repeat the answer here, because it is the
key to the whole position of Mental Science.
Man’s sphere of control is, ﬁrst his own physical org
anism, which he himself constructs for a dwelling
place for his mind while individualized, and second, as
much of his environment as he can take possession of
for his own enjoyment.
It is upon this belief in special spheres of control
that the Mental Scientist bases his declaration of inde
pendence, and he claims that in so doing he is only
making use of a privilege that belongs to all other sen
tient beings, plants as well as animals. All, he says,
are individualized minds, the builders of their own
phy.sical organism, and possessing the right to secure
as much of their environment
as can contribute to
their own enjoyment.
This principle of independent control, and of a con
tinuous struggle for a portion of the environment—the
by the pool.

I
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struggle for existence of the Materialists—is so far as
animals and plants are concerned, fully believed in by
all persons who are somewhat acquainted with biology.
No educated person would deny that their growth is
due to some power inherent in the seed, which controls
and directs the assimilation of the elements out of
which they construct their physical organism; and
those persons who believe in the control of~ mind over
matter, will readily acknowledge that it is the mind
within the seed which constitutes this inherent power.
‘And no believer in evolution through the power of
the mind, but what will grant that what is true of
plants and animals, must be also true of men; that
they build their own physical organism, and that the
controlling power is the individualized mind, which
works according to its inherited knowledge and the
conditions of its environment.
But for reasons connected with the advance of civili
zation, and which
do not care to go into now, this
belief in independent control in plants, animals and in
1“-ants, has been replaced in men by a belief in the need
of an outside control to regulate their relations to each
other, and right conduct has been made to depend on
obedience and not on character.
To accomplish this result two statements have been
made, both due to man’s ignorance, and probably hon
estly held by those who made them, but which being
false, gave unsatisfactory results. The ﬁrst is that man
is a created being, and owes obedience to his creator,
and the other, that there is another existence, v» here
our happiness or misery will depend on our obedience
here to the will of our creator. By those means man
was robbed of the control of his conduct, which was
given to a supposed superior power.
The denial of a creator is in itself a declaration of
independence, and if the Mental Scientists stopped

I
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there they would in no way differ from the Material
ists, but there is this great difference that while the
Materialists are satisﬁed to declare their independence
from the control of a creator, they do not propose to
replace it except by the pressure of outside forces.
while the Mental Scientists acknowledge the control
of the mind, and claim a share of that control for
themselves.
So far as the claim of the Mental Scientists to the
control of their physical organism, and to a portion of
their environment is concerned, it is only a logical de
duction of the belief that mind controls matter, and
that the mind of man is the architect of his own phy
sical organism. They rightly argue that if the mind of
the foetus is competent to recognize the conditions of
its surroundings, and to appropriate the elements of
growth furnished by its mother, placing them in their
proper relations to build an eﬂicient physical organ
ism, the same mind must, after the child is born and
has grown to man’s estate, be competent to recognize
the conditions of his surroundings, and appropriate such
elements he needs for a satisfactory existence. And
~
if the career of the individualized mind upon the earth
is not as satisfactory as conditions permit, it is its own
fault, for e-ither he does not know how, or he is afraid
to use his own inherent privileges.
The Mental Scientist then looks for the desired im
provement, neither like the Christian to a better under
standing or a more perfect obedience to God's com
mands, nor like the Materialist to the slow change in
the environment, but in the improvement of self, and
he claims that this change in belief is the logical result
of our increased knowledge of biology. Otherwise we
must believe that laws which we recognize as operative
in the growth of plants, in the lives of animals, and
in the early development of men, cease to be operative

‘
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later stage, and do not control the march of social

progress.
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when they declared themselves free and independent.
that excuse was taken from them. and they had to bear
the responsibility for their own mistakes. Itdid not
free them from political complications with other na
tions, but threw the responsibility for these relations
upon them; it did not increase their freedom as to
their relations with others, but it gave them the free
dom to regulate these relations themselves.
They decided and announced to the world‘that they
had been politically dependent long enough, and that

ii

Having thus brieﬂy explained the arguments upon
which the Mental Scientists rely when making their
declaration of independence, I want to formulate this
declaration in the following words: Henceforth we,
who have accepted the teachings of the philosophy of
Mental Science, take the control of our conduct in
our own hands, and fully accept the responsibility for
the success or failure of our lives.
This declaration does not mean that we claim to be
independent from our surrounding-s or that we can act
regardless of the wi- hes of others, but it means that
so far as our own conduct is concerned we will control
it ourselves, and that in so doing we assume the full
responsibility for the result of our actions.
And here Ican do no better. to explain the position
in which this declaration will place the Mental Scien
tists. than to point ont its analogy witli. the declaration
of political independence -made by the American colo
nists in 1776. Before that time, the colonists looked
for their success to the control of the English king'
and parliament, and also any bad result which follow
ed the working of their laws, could be excused on the
plea that the laws were not of their own making. But
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henceforth they would manage their own political
affairs; and in the same way Mental Scientists decide
and announce to the world that they have submitted
to outside forces long enough, and that henceforﬂi
they will, to the extent of their ability, control their
conduct themselves.
The colonists, by resting their declaration of inde
pendence upon the inherent political rights of men,
ought to have recognized that logically the same rights
belong to all men. That they did not apply it to the
negroes, and that to -day their descendants do not ap
ply it but to few women, and prevent by force the in
habitants of their new possessions from exercising it,
only shows how prone men are to refuse to others the
right they claim ‘for themselves.
I hope that Mental Scientists will guard against this
failing, and will recognize that their declaration carries
with it the obligation to respect the right of all persons
to the control of their own conduct, and that they will
acquire the reputation of being a class of people who
not only assert their own independence, but are ready
to grant itto others.
When this logical result of the Mental Science philo
sophy will have suﬂiciently permeated the majority of
the citizens so as to change the spirit of our laws, we
will have a nation of really free men and women, a
thing which is not possible with the present philoso
phical beliefs.
How great a beneﬁt this change will prove to man
kind, experience alone can tell, but it can safely be
prophesied that it will do as much for human happi
ness, as is being now done by the spread of the belief
in the inherent right of all individuals to participate
inj-the- political control of the nation.
The declaration of independence of the Mental Sci
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entists carries with it other important logical deduc
tions.
One of them is that in assuming full responsibility
fpr our own acts, we at the same time release ourselves
of responsibility for the acts of others. Independence
and responsibility always go together. If others are
responsible for us, they must, in common justice. be
empowered to control our conduct, otherwise their
responsibility is a dead letter. In the same way, if
we are responsible for the happiness of others, we must
control their conduct, which means that we must deny
them the independence we claim for us.
The present teachings, that we are our brothers’
keepers, and responsible for their happiness here, and
their salvation in a future existence, which is a funda
mental tenet of the Christian church, is entirely logi
cal for those who believe in creation, and that success
is the result of the special blessing of God, because the
same God who gave to whom he pleased the knowl
edge of the way of salvation, imposed upon them at
the same time the task of carrying the glad tidings to
all nations; and in the same way, when God specially
blessed a man with worldly wealth, he at the same time
imposed upon him the duty of dividing his wealth with
those less well favored, and made him responsible for
the fulﬁlment of this task.
But for those who accept the Mental, Science philoso
phy, there is no power which can fasten upon them the
responsibility for the success or happiness of any other
person. They hold that all men are endowed with all
the powers necessary to rightly control their conduct,
and that if they fail to draw to themselves a suﬂicient
.share of their environment to minister to their happi
ness, they have simply failed to make aproper use
of
their own powers.
The klmwledge of the solidarity of interests of all
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feeling that we have for all
creatures,
may induce us to give other persons
sentient
a helping hand. but Mental Scientists will not do it
because it is their duty, or because they are respon
sible for others, but because they are happier in the
doing of it.
Another logical deduction of this declaration of in
dependence,
is that in ceasing to acknowledge the
right of a Personal God to the control of our lives, we
must at the same time cease to look for a reward in a,
.
future world.
The Christian has a right to look for this reward.
He is in the position of the son of a wealthy man, who
is told by his father that if he conducts himself in
obedience to his com‘mands, he will give him part of
his wealth at some future time. So long as the son
believes that the wealth he will thus receive will re
pay him for the surrender of the control of his conduct.
he has aright to expecta share of his father’s wealth,
but the day that he declares his independence of his
father's control, and decides that he will live his own
life regardless of his father’s commands,he forfeits his
claim to his father’s wealth.
This we all understand. but there are in this world
yet millions of people who believe that they can both
eat their ‘cake and keep it. This is a mistake
would
earnestly warn Mental Scientists from making.
Of all unhealthy inﬂuences upon character, there is
probably none worse than what is called waiting to
step in a dead man’s shoes, and that is precisely the
inﬂuence which is at work on those who believe that
the future will furnish them with better conditions for
securing happiness than those which exist now. It is
all waiting for dead men’s shoes. And whether we be
lieve that this improvement in external conditions will
take place here through a change of circumstances,
men, or the sympathetic

I
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such as the falling heir to wealth, or an increase of
salary, or that it will take place in a future existence,
the result is precisely the same; it ex-erts a baneful
inﬂuence upon our character to the extent that it in
duces to depend on outside circumstances and not on
ourselves for improvement in our c0nditions.'
'l‘o decide that we will enjoy the present, and not
wait for a change of circumstances, does not mean
that we surrender the expectation that the future will
bring some improvement in our environment. So far
as this world is concerned, present enjoyment is en
hanced by the thought that every act of ours is so di
rected as to increase the possibilities of future enjoy
ment, and as regards a future existence, if we accept
the comparison
made of our relation to the controller
of a future existence to that of a son to his father,
think that a right-minded father will be much more
likely to give apart of his wealth to the son who has
asserted his independence and made a success of his
life, than to the worthless son who fawned upon him
in the hope of getting some of his wealth.
The idea that to please God, and to secure eternal
happiness, we must humble ourselves before him, and
renounce all our independence of character, is a rem
nant of old times when men were enslaved by their po
litical rulers, and believed that the same methods by
which they courted favors from their earthly potentate,
had to be used to secure favors from their heavenly

I

ruler.

I

.

Let the Mental Scientist when he makes his declara
tion of independence, make it without reservation, and
let it be the honest expression of his inward strength.
Let him take the control of his whole life into his
own hands, and let go the control of the life of others;
let him assume the full responsibility for the success of

controlled

‘‘--i--,

that the attainby natural laws,

,

a hope of
eternal happiness which
by the
cannot be possessed
free-thinker, so that so far
as a future life is
concerned, the
advantage is

not with him b.ut with the

.
'

happiness is not

‘is

can be made
in its pursuit. The
ﬁrst
ment of
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Christian believers. The question then, of which posi
tion is preferable. that of the Christian or of the free
thinker, must not be decided by the free-thinker by its
relation to a future existence, but by its relation to an
increase of happiness in this world.
This is the view I did take when
gave up the Bible
as aguide to conduct
I did not surrender it on ac
count of its mistakes in astronomy or geology. but
because having lost my interest in a future existence,
found that the teachings of the Bible, when studied
in relation to success in this world, were just as erro
neous as its teachings upon scientiﬁc knowledge, and
that they would never lead me to the inerear-ie of hap
piness I was striving for.
I then recognized the need of study in new lines,
and commenced to investigate with the special pur
pose in view of ﬁnding how we can increase our hap
piness already in this world, and having a natural
desire to come in touch with persons likewise actuated.
l commenced, some twenty years ago, the publication
of a small monthly magazine called The Sociologist,
devoted to the increase of the knowledge of the natural
laws that control human happiness.
It did not take me very ‘long to ﬁnd that but few
persons were interested in those studios. The few pro
gressive individuals who had given the subject of hap piness any thought, held that it was best attained by
those who made no attempt to secure
and that it
came and went
any
cause
we
could
ascertain.
without‘
But
found also that the largest number of persons
who leave the ranks of the Christians are perfectly in
different to any new knowledge that might increase
their happiness, and make no attempt whatever to ob
tain it.
The conclusion was then forced upon me, and nearly
twenty years of observation has conﬁrmed
that this

I

it,

I

it,
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indifference is due to a belief that there are no natural
laws that control the attainment of happiness. Surely
intelligent persons who have given up the belief in the
Christian paradise and the fear of hell, if they believ
ed that there are natural laws, the knowledge of which
would enable them to increase their happiness, they
would certainly make some attempt to get acquainted
with them.
As I see it, the pursuit of happiness is now in the
same stage that was the pursuit of health some hun
dred years ago. Then health was thought to be due
to causes but little under human control. and no one
realized that sickness and pestilence were the results
of the violation of hygienic and sanitary laws.
Now that the knowledge of the laws of hygiene has
somewhat permeated the most intelligent portion of
society, we have a growing interest in their study, and
probably the same result will follow the diffusion of
the knowledge that an increase of happiness comes
from obedience to certain natural laws.
The failure to consider happiness as the subject of
legitimate pursuit, is partly due to religious beliefs, but
also to the popular ignorance as to the fundamental
diﬁerence which exists between the pursuit of happi
ness and the pursuit of pleasure.
'
The inﬂuence of false religions beliefs is fast passing
away, and the number of persons who believe that
the attainment of earthly happiness is displeasing to
God is steadily decreasing; and the idea that the pur
suit of happiness and pleasure are identical will also
disappear. when better knowledge will teach that plea
sure being transient in its nature, is usually enjoyed at
the expense of our faculties, while happiness cannot be
permanent except through the best development of all
our faculties.
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It

is very clear to me that so long as the overwhel

ming majority of the people believes that the attainment of happiness is the result of accident, and not
of the working of infallible laws, and also that we
must excuse ourselves to our fellow-men for following
that line of conduct which increases our happiness. no
progress in social happiness worthy of the name can

.

be expected.

One result of the acceptance of the Mental Science
philosophy, will be to place its followers in that atti
tude of mind where they will be inclined to surrender
these errors, and Mental Scientists will be among the
ﬁrst to claim the right to happiness here. regardless of
the opinion of their fellow-men, and their recognition
of the fact that this is a world of law will help them
to understand that happiness can only be attained by
obedience to its laws.
Observation has shown me that a belief in the Men
tal Science philosophy will not, of itself, overthrow
these errors, but that it leads to that line of reasoning‘
which, in due time, will eradicate them.
The subject of happiness is ton large to fully discuss
in this book, especially as have written somewhat at
length upon it in Studies in Sociology, and all \\ ill
do here will be to brieﬂy show, ﬁrst that there is a
law of happiness, and next why it is a legitimate pur
suit, and needs no excuse at our hands.

I

I

The philosophy which is built upon the attainment

of happiness, rests upon one fundamental fact, which,
in these days of dogmas, revelations, and occult com

munications, is not easily accepted, even by the major
ity of the educated classes of society. This fundamen
tal fact is. that there is one phenomenon alone which
proves itself, and that is the phenomenon of sensation.
In that one thing alone can we trust the evidence of
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our senses, for even the ﬂatness of the earth, and the
motion of the sun, which seemed self-evident truths‘
to our ancestors, have proved, upon better knowledge,
to be beliefs founded upon. optical illusions.
We all know, without arguments, that we have sen
sations and that some of these are pleasant and the
object of desire, and that others are unpleasant and
undesirable. These sensations are the attributes of all
sentient beings, of the lower forms of organized life as
well as of men, and when we study the laws of conduct
without prejudice, we quickly recognize that the desire
to increase pleasant sensations, and to avoid unplea
sant ones, is that which controls all forms of conduct.
In this fundamental fact we have a solid basis, and
the only one on which can be built a correct system
of philosophy.
-

The scientiﬁc deﬁnition of happiness is: “ Astate of
continuous pleasant sensations”, and the pursuit of
happiness means the eﬁorts we make to increase the
number of pleasant sensations, and to decrease the
number of unpleasant ones.
Let me compare here happiness to melody. The deﬁ
nition of melody is: “An agreeable succession of sounds
a succession of sounds regulated and modulated to
please the ear”.

‘

How many of my readers havlelever thought, when
they listened to some famous opera, that the beautiful
melody is composed of single sounds, insigniﬁcant in
themselves, but capable of inﬁnite combinations?
That which applies to melody is also true of happi
are aim
ness, and that which seekers
after happiness

ing at, is |1uw to increase the number of pleasant sen
sations, and also how to so combine them that their
power to confer happiness may beenhanced.
By comparing the attainment of happiness to the in
crease of melody, the error of saying that it is not
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subject to laws, but the result of accident, is easily re-'
cognized. What would we think of the man who should
say that because the frogs croak, while birds sing, me
lody is a thing of accident?
It takes a certain degree of development before w-e
can recognize that there are laws of
melody, and their
knowledge is beyond the capacity of the animals and
of the undeveloped men. In the same way.
it takes a
certain degree of development to recognize
that there
are laws of happiness, and that is
the-development that
i
is being slowly attained by
Mental Scientists.
When a suﬂlcient number of persons will
have at
tained that degree of development
which will enable
them to discover the social as well as the
individual
laws which control happiness, they will then
begin to
formulate them, and to practice them, and
will reap
the beneﬁts their knowledge can confer.
And in those days, we will no longer see
intelligent
men and women devoting large
amounts of time and
money to the acquisition of knowledge
that is of little
practical value to them, while they
utterly neglect the
acquisition of the most important
knowledge that can
come in their possession.

In writing

of the legitimacy of
the pursuit of happi
must ﬁrst explain what
mean by the term,
and
can best do it by
quoting the proverb:
“All is
fair in love and war". This
means that love and war
are now recognized as legitimate
pursuits, which “lega
lize” all means used in their
attainment. Acts which
would be bitterly condemned
in time of peace, are not
only condoned. but approved
in time of war, because
-it is held that the end
'
justiﬁes the means.
The man‘ who understands
the working of the law of
will
no
longer say: “All is fair in
evolution
love and
war”. but will say: “All is fair in
the pursuit of happiness.

I

I

I
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ness”.
There is,
that will follow from
this change in belief
and it is
that while in love and'war,
often very foul means
to success, none
lead
but the best of means
will
insure
success in the pursuit of
happiness. Success in
one
case is attained by
competitive methods,
while
in
the
other it is attained by the
establishment
of
harmoni
ous relations.
With this understanding
of the meaning of the
phrase
the legitimacy of
the pursuit of happiness.
claim
its truthfulness can
that
only be appreciated by
those
per
sons who have a
correct idea of the working
of the
law of evolution, and
of the part played by
man in
the evolutionary
process, and on that account
I must
explain my views on
the subject.
‘
The word evolution
is now scientiﬁcally

I

hold that evolution is
effected by the mind sub
stance seizing upon
into combinations, matter—atoms— and building them
these combinations
becoming more
and more complex
as the work of
evolution advances.
Furthermore
hold that the form these
combinations
take are not due to
the design of a Personal
God, or to

I

heat, motion,
sensation and knowledge, which
claim
to all be
attributes of the mind sudstance, we
must add

I

potentiality. The logical deduction
of this statement
is, that even when
this earth was in the nebulous
stage,
it then contained the
potentiality of all the combi
nations which have already
taken place, and that it
now contains the
potentiality of all future combinations .

. s.,.,.-

used to de
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Scientists divide these combinations
into two differ
ent classes, natural and
artiﬁcial.
think it would be
more in accord with the
philosophy of Mental Science
to call them
unconscious and conscious combinations,
but I shall use the words
natural and artiﬁcial as more
in accord with the
nomenclature of the day.
Natural combinations are those
which are effected
without the help of conscious
intelligence, and com
prise all that which we
call the natural

I

resources of
the earth, man
included. But when rocks, plants,
ani
had been thus
unconsciously
evolved,
of combinations was
very far from
A new inﬂuence. however, had to
be

.w inﬂuence was
found, not in man
who was already in
existence, but in the development
\in man of a greater
capacity for feeling and knowing,
which was accomplished by
increasing his ability to
store mind substance in
the brain. Increased
capacity
to experience new
sensations created desires
unknown
to other animals,
and increased capacity
for memory
these desires, and with
the help of
the newly acquired
memory, man began to
consciously

combine natural resources
into artiﬁcial combinations,
such as clothes,
houses, tools, etc., and the
work of ci
vilization was begun, and
has been continued ever
since, and will‘be kept
up until every possible
combi
nation has been
effected.

According to this theory.
man has not been evolved
for the glory of God,
or for

,

taught by the Christian, to
selﬁsh personal
gratiﬁcation, is really the
reward of
work well done, and the
eﬂicient incentive to progress.
Thus the pursuit of
happine
',

P
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tiﬂable, but legitimate and obligatory, and being justi
ﬂable in itself, it justiﬁes all the means used in its
attainment.
When this truth shall have been suﬂlciently recog
nized, the popular attitude toward the pursuit of hap
piness will change, just as it is slowly changing in
To-day, the pursuit
regard to the pursuit of health.
of health is regarded as suﬂlcient justiﬁcation for the
doing of many things, which would not have been so
considered one hundred years ago. and so, in time, the
pursuit of happiness will be regarded as sufficient jus
titlcation for acts which it would not justify now, even
in the minds of progressive people.
Let the Mental Scientist impress upon himself that
man has not only aright, but that it is his duty to
himself and society, to secure all the happiness within
his reach, because it is only by the amount of personal
happiness he can secure that he can measure the value
of his work as a factor in civilization; the reward be
ing apportioned. under laws that can be easily ascert
ained, according to the value of the work accomplished.
say advisedly all the happiness we can secure, be
cause the solidarity of mankind is such, that indivi
dual happiness is not only dependent upon individual
donduct, but upon social conduct as well.
We all have, however. a speciﬁc part of the Universe
under our individual control, amply sufficient to secure
us a moderate amount of happiness, and it is out of
that portion that we must extract all possible happi
ness; a thing now done by but few persons.
_
mistake
life,
it
is
a
According to my philosophy of
for us to complain of the obstacles placed by social
ignorance to the pursuit of individual happiness; our
time is better employed when we strive to make bet
ter use of the means for personal happiness which are
now under our control.

I
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want to say that there
Before I close this chapter,
is no royal road to happiness, but that it must be se
cured through our own exertions, controlled intelli
gently by knowledge acquired by careful investigation.
The failure of most persons to secure even the moder
ate amount within their reach. is due to the funda
mental mistake pointed at in the beginning of this
chapter, that its pursuit is npt controlled by natural
laws.
As a~ result of this belief, happiness is thought to
reside in our environment, instead of knowing that it
resides in ourselves, and is called out by our environ
ment. As a means to help my readers to understand
the nature of the mistake made. I quote here a short
paragraph from Studies in Sociology, where, asI said
before, I have treated the subject of the pursuit of hap
piness at length.
"This too prevalent idea, that to-morrow’s facilities for happiness

will

be greater than they are to-clay, is due to a mistake as to the
truc cause of happiness. It is due to the intelligentuse of all our
faculties. and not to the material upon which we exercise them;

it is inherent in ourselves and not in the things outside of us, and
it is our task to call out every day as much of happiness as is pos
sible with the material within our reach. The power to enjoy, as
everything else, grows by use, and the more we enjoy Lo-day, the
more we can enioy to-morrow.
The way to achieve happiness is
to learn to be happy, to learn how to make the most of the facili
ties for enjoyment within our reach to-day, and to so order our
lives that to-morrow shall offer us bettel facilities for enjoyment.”

The two mistakes hinted at in this paragraph, that
the enjoyment of happiness can be put oﬁ to another
day, and that it exists in outside material and not in
ourselves, are fatal to any attempt for the increase of
happiness, and yet they control the lives of even the
most intelligent men and women of our day.
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The present ‘knowledge of the pursuit
of happiness is
entirely empirical, that is, it is
based upon the past
experience of the race.
which having failed to secure
happiness up to this time,
cannot furnish any safe
guide for the present. Those
persons who desire to
make some progress in that
direction must study the
subject scientiﬁcally, that is
they must recognize that
it comes under the realm
of natural laws, and they
must ﬁnd out what these
laws are, and when found,
must take them as a guide for
their actions.

CHAPTER

IV.

CHARACTER.

It will

be

.

evident to those of my readers
who possess
a logical mind, that is
who know how to trace
effect
from cause, that if the
theory of progress that
have
explained in the last chapter
is correct, the attainment
of happiness must be,
not only the chief aim, but the
sole aim, of the
actions of men.
If man is an agent of
civilization, and if the only
way in which he can
judge of the quality of his work
is from the size of
the reward he receiw es for
its ac
complishment, then it is clear that the
largest the re
ward, the better work he
knows he is doing. And as the
limitation of our minds prevents
us from judging of
the quality of our
work‘. that is of its usefulness as a
factor in civilization, we
must fall back entirely upon
the attainment of
happiness for a guide to our conduct.
I will state here, for the beneﬁt of
the numerous per
sons who ﬁnd it
diﬂicult to give up the belief in which
they have been raised,
and to accept the legitimacy of
the pursuit of
happiness, and who claim that man

I
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ought to have a higher aim in life than the pursuit of
personal happiness, that if they will study the law of
happiness scientiﬁcally, and not empirically, they will
ﬁnd that the attainment of happiness and the develop
ment of the higher facilities are reciprocal processes,
and that we cannot seek for the attainment of all the
happiness within our reach, without at the same time
seeking to satisfy the highest ideals of which we are
capable.
This book is written for the beneﬁt of those who
believe in this theory, and who desire to make the
pursuit of happiness the aim of their lives, feeling con
ﬁdent that their success will be in accord with the
object of theirexistence and with the real progress of
society.

I

stated in a former chapter that the superior
ity of Mental Science over the philosophies by which
it has been preceded, is due to its furnishing a better
answer to the question: How can we improve orvr cha
hav'e

racter?
In answering this question from the Mental Scientist
standpoint, I will ﬁrst show the relation of character
to happiness, next explain what is character, and last
show how we can improve it.
Happiness depends on conduct. Not upon conduct
as the word is usually understood, but upon the sum
total of our actions. As a matter of fact, notwithstand
ing the teachings of many Mental Scientists, happiness
depends more upon past than upon present conduct.
Our lives are a resultant of an innumerable number of
actions, reaching out in the past even beyond our own
individual existence, each one of these actions being a
cause the effects of which extend to the present.
Present conduct is important for two well deﬁned
reasons. First because it largely controls future happi
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every present act controlling future results. and
second, because it enables us to enjoy all the present
happiness possible under present conditions.
While'
we cannot change these conditions, which are determ
ined by past conduct, we can use them to the. best ad
vantage for the present.
But conduct depends upon character. We are not
free to act as we please, but we always act in the man
ner which our character directs.
What then is this character, which thus controls our
actions, and through them the attainment of happiness?

ness,

‘

Character is the visible or outward expression of the
attributes of our mind.
The Mental Scientists must give to the word char
acter a much wider meaning than it' has received until
now. As he believes that mind permeates his whole
structure, manifesting itself intellectually, emotionally
and physically, he must also believe that character
not only expresses his intellectual, but his emotional
and physical powers.
Just as the word conduct must embrace all possible
actions, so the word character must embrace the ex
pression of every attribute of the mind. Should we
believe otherwise, it would mean that there are actions
without use or result, and attributes of the mind that
do not express themselves outwardly.
If this is correct, then the improvement of character
depends upon the improvement of the individual mind,
for if character is the outward expression of the mind,
whatever improves the mind must express itself in an
improvement in character.
This is the contention of the Mental Scientists, and
they claim that the improvement of the individual
alone furnishes the key to the improvement of society.
They further claim that their philosophy is based 0n
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actual facts, and can be substantiated step by
step.
Improvement of the mind results in improvement
of
character, improvement in character causes
improve
ment in conduct, which is followed by an increase of
individual and social happiness,
In this progressive process, while the improvement
of the mind constitutes the initial change,
entailing a
series of obligatory results. the desire for an
increase
of happiness furnishes the only
incentive to improve
ment. 'l‘he desire for pleasant
sensations, and the dis
like of unpleasant ones, is a natural law
as real and
imperative as the law of attraction and
repulsion. In
fact, the attraction of pleasant
sensations, and the re
pulsion of unpleasant ones, is only
the development in
sentient organisms of the law of attraction
and repul
sion in less complex combinations.

Improvement of the mind means the
improvernent of
character, but it is through character
'
that we become
cognizant of the qualities of the
mind.
All things are judged by their results, and
this holds
-true in the improvement of
the mind. We judge, for
instance, of the ability of an
architect to do satisfactory
work, not by what he says
about himself, or what he
thinks about himself, but by the
quality of his plans,
‘which are the outward expression
of his professional
ability, just as our character is the
outward expression
of the attributes of our
mind. We must then study
our character if we would
know in what directions we
.must work for the improvement
of our mind.
take it
for
granted that Ahere is no Mental Scientist but what
recognizes that, however far he
may have progressed,
.there is yet room for
improvement.

I

‘‘Character is the expression of
the attributes
‘mind, but these attributes
have very

of the
different functions.
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shall in this book divide these attributes into two
well deﬁned classes, manifesting themselves as intel
lectual and physical character, and shall devote two
separate chapters to their study, and in this chapter
will conﬂn'é“n1'y remarks to those questions that .aPPly
to character in general.
I will say here, however, that the quality of our in
tellectual character depends upon our knowledge, and
of our_physical character upon health and self-control.
The more we know and the more correct is our knowl
edge, and the better is ‘the quality of our intellectual
character; and the better our health and 1the more
perfect control our integral organism has acquired over
its subordinate organisms, the better is the quality of
our physical character.
There is a continuous improvement of the character
of individuals, which can be divided into unconscious
and conscious improvement.
~
Unconscious improvement is due to the unconscious
(liﬂusion of knowledge, and to the continuous efforts of
society to make practical use of this knowledge, result
ing in an increase of self‘control.
The superiority of the civilized races is due to their
superiority in knowledge and 'self‘control, that is of
character, and not, as so many persons suppose, to a
superiority in equipment for purposes of war, trans
portation or production. Uncivilized races lack the
character which would enable them to make use of
the appliances of civilization if they were in their pos
session.

This unconscious improvement of character is not
under conscious control. It follows the same lines as
all unconscious progress, and is due to the working of
natural forces, acting under the control of the Univer
sal Mind.

O
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But just as unconscious

natural combinations were
supplemented in due time by conscious artiﬁcial
ones,
so the time also comes when unconscious
improvement
of character is supplemented by conscious
improve
ment; and in this work Mental Science will bear
an
important part, both in showing how it can
best be
effected, and in furnishing us with a
suﬂlcient indu
cement.
.
'l‘he incentives to improvement of
character, furnish
ed by the Christian religion, have
about done their
work. Faith in its dogmas, which led to
efforts to
please God, and thankfulness for the
sacriﬁce of Christ,
are daily losing their inﬂuence,
and are no longer the
incentives to improvement they have been
in the past.
Materialism is chiefly concerned with the
increae of
knowledge, and has nothing to say about
the increase
of self-control. Its contention is
that the mind of man
isa product of the physical organism,
and it would be
the height of absurdity for
it to teach. that progress
can be promoted by placing the
physical organism un
der the control of the mind it
has itself evolved. It
would be equivalent to teaching that
the created can
control the creator.
But the teachings of Mental
Science are in direct
line with the improvement of
character. It teaches
that all the knowledge we acquire
is an instrument in
our possession which the
mind must transfer to the
physical organism, before it
becomes available to in
crease the number of our
pleasant sensations.
The position of the Mental
Scientist is ﬁrst, acquire
knowledge, and next, compel your
physical organism
to make practical use of
it. This is a conscious process,
resulting in a conscious improvement
of character, and
is only within the reach of
those persons who have
attained a. suﬂlcient degree of
mental development.
The belief which to-day is so
common, and which is

.
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it. The difference between believers in evolution, and
believers in creation, like the diﬁerence between mem
bers of.the church and persons outside of it, is purely
theoretical, and in no way a practical one.
It may be possible, for all I know, that as the Christ
ian claims, the simple fact that a man says he believes
in the sacriﬁce of Christ, and is willing to accept his
soul's salvation at his hands, will secure to him an
eternity of happiness, but I know that a man may
claim to believe in evolution, and ex en argue learned
ly on the folly of a belief in creation. but unless this
belief has changed his character, and through his cha
racter modiﬂed his conduct, it will have no power to
increase his happiness in this world.
The new knowledge furnished by the evolution theory
possesses great potentialities to increase happiness, but
like a seed that is never planted, this potentiality has
no value until it is given practical results.
The diiIusion- of knowledge, with all the modern fa
cilities, takes place now quite rapidly, but the impro
vement of character which is necessary before this
knowledge can become effective, is yet a very slow

~
l

due to the wave of materialism which has swept over
the educated world, that knowledge pure and simple,
poured into the brain in much larger amounts than
can possibly be digested, and largely forgotten as soon
as learned, can be an eﬂicient factor in social progress.
is a great mistake, and to it is dne the failure of the
teachings of the material evolutionists in increasing;
the happiness of mankind.
There has been in the last ﬁfty years, not only a
great increase in the amount of knowledge, but what
is yet more important, much error has been replaced
by reliable truths, but the largest part of this knowl
edge has only reached the brain, and has never been
put in practice by those who claim to be controlled by
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the slow march of social
progress. Probably the modiﬁcation of character in
with the development of individuals,
creases‘in'~sp'eed
but no quick advance will be made until the majority
of the/citiiens reach lthat'-stage where they beﬁome
conscinusthat their character needs improvement.
‘
For the improvement of character can only be carried
on by each individual for himself, and like the process
of'<ligestion cannot be - performed by another. It is
the result of inward= desires which constitute the in
centives to self-improvement.
It is these natural in
centives that Mental Science recognizes, and brings to
the notice of ‘its adherents;
The incentives urged by the Mental Scientists are in
sharp contrast to those depended upon by the Christ
ians.“ According to‘ the doctrine of creation, obedience
to the will of God. andacceptance of the sacriﬁce of
Uhrist,are tn be rewarded in heaven, but the reward
has nothing to do with the improvement of character,
for a weak man’s chances of salvation—future happi
ness—are just as good as those of a man of determina
tion, and ‘a thief’s prospects of entering paradise are
just as good as those of an honest man. VVhatever im
provement of character the Christian dogmas teach,
the inducement they offer is the desire to please God,
and not the increase of earthly or heavenly happiness.
On the other hand, Mental Science teaches, and that
in no uncertain way, that not only every advance in
the improvement of character is sure to be followed by
an increase of happiness, but that it is the only process
by which it can be increased.
Thus the teachings of Mental Science urge every
individual to strive for self-improvernentof character,
hy appealing to the strongest motive that can inﬂuence
men, and proves its position by the actual experience
of every man, woman or child in the land.

process,

and this explains

_
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And now I will explain in what consists the differ
ence between Intellectual and Physical Character, and
also the diﬁerence in their functions. for it is knowl
edge of importance to us whenever we enter upon a
‘course of conscious self-improvement.
This diﬁerence between these two kinds of character
is recognized in popular speech; thus we say of a man
that he is physically courageous, but that morally he
is'a coward. The appellations, moral and physical,
used in common speech, are a remnant of the belief
that mind existed only in the brain. which was alone
capable of morality, and thus the man who was‘ not
afraid to express the thoughts of his brain. but whn.
shrunk from bodily pain, was called morally coura
geous and physically a coward.
More correct knowledge has taught us better. Mind
permeates the whole organism, the limbs as well as the
brain, and no distinction can be made between them
upon the ground of morality, a defect in the subordi
nate organisms having just as baneful results upon
human happiness as a defect of the brain—whieh is
the only true test of immorality,
The difference which exists in that man is a diﬁer
ence in the quality of theinstruments through which
the mind ﬁnds its outward expression. The attributes
of that part of our mind which controls the brain ex
press themselves through our intellectual character.
while those which control our subordinate organisms
express themselves outwardly as physical character.
The distinction between these two parts of our mind
is well marked, as well as between the instruments
through which they work. The function of that part
of our mind which dwells in our brain is to collect
knowledge, store it, and use it to control the actions
of our subordinate organisms, and it uses the brain with.
its extended ramiﬁcation of nerves, for that purpose;
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the function of that part of the
mind which dwells in
the subordinate organisms is
to use them to execute
the orders of the brain, by so

acting upon our surroun
ilings as to give practical results to
the knowledge in
our possession.

If

these statements are
correct. then it is clear that
the quality of our
intellectual character depends upon
the amount and accuracy
01’ the knowledge
stored .in
our brain. but that this
knowledge is useless to us un
less it can be made operative

througlrthe subordinate
organisms, which can be done only if
they are under
good control and in good
working condition; and thus
the quality of our physical
character depends upon our
health and upon the degree of
training to which the
subordinate organisms have been
subjected by that
part of the mind located in
the brain.
To make clear to my
readers the importance of the
improvement of the physical
character keeping pace
with the improvement of our
intellectual character, so
that our increased knowledge
may be made effective
for the increase of our
happiness,
will compare cha
racter to an instrument.
An axe. for example, is
shaped according to the de
gree of knowledge
attained by the manufacturer; that
represents intellectual
character. But however accur
ate may have been the
knowledge which directed the
shape given to the axe, it will
be eﬁective as a practi

I
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same way. unless the physical c‘haracter; is able to res
pond to the demands of the intellectual character, all
advances in knowledge. will fail to change the conduct
or increase the happiness of the individual.
This is a fact I want my readers to take in serious
consideration. The whole trend of the present eﬁorts
to help social progress,'is to improve intellectual char
acter at the expense of physical character, with -the

result that while the brain power of society is steadily
on the increase and makes greater demands upon the
subordinate organisms. these demands cannot be sup
plied. Society is seeking to improve itself through an
increase of intellectual knowledge. without at the same
time seeking to improve the physical basis of society.
This is a social mistake, whose correction must be
left to the slow march of unconscious improvement, but
the Mental Scientist who claims the control of his own
conduct, and who desires to consciously improve his
own character, will be careful to see that as fast as he
gains in intellectual knowledge, it is transferred to
his subordinate organisms, so that they may respond
to the control of his brain.

OHAPTEB

V.

INTELLECTUAL CHARACTER.
The Intellectual and the Physical are so intimately
blended in man, that, before I explain what are the
attributes of Intellectual Character, I fee] that I must
present to my readers a comparison winch will enable
them to better understand the nature of the diﬁerence
in their functions.
I will then compare the organization of man, consi

1
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as an agent of civilization, to
the organization
of railroad, considered as an agent
oﬁransportation,
asking my readers to remember that
there
in the
Universe only one law of organization.
The head of a railroad company
the president,‘ and
his functions are purely
intellectual. He, does no.phy
sical work whatever; he ‘dictates
his letters and tran
sacts the business in his private
oﬁice. He has

many

subordinates,

-

it

.

'
and the functions of those
nextibelow
him are largely intellectual also.
Not quite so m‘uch, however. The bookkeepers must
write, and the ma’
nagers must do much
walking to superintend the
work done by their assistants. As
we pass down the ‘
line; we come to men like
the locomotive engineers,
whose work, while yet quite
intellectual has m'ore' of
the physical connected with it;
and then we reach the”
ﬁremen, working much harder
with their body than
their brain, as well as the day
laborers, those who load
and unlo'ad cars, or keep
the track in order; a class 'of
men who are expected to
simply obey orders, and have
no part of the business
under their control. These men,
however, are responsible for
their own personal wel
fare, and to keep their places
must sec to
that they
are able to do the work
required from them.
Brieﬂy stated. the president’s
functions require the
maximum of intellectual andthe
minimum of physical
exertions, while those of the
day laborers require the
minimum of intellectual and the
maximum of physical
exertions; and there is a regular
gradation between'
these two extremes,
which makes it impossible to
clearly establish a dividing
line between them.
This comparison holds
true as to the organization of
man. The controlling
faculties, which reside in the
brain, express themselves as
intellectual character, and
require the maximum of
intellectual exertions, while
the acting faculties,
which reside in the
subordinate
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express themselves as pliysicai c11a;r'a’cter.
anrllrequim the maximum of physlcal"exertl0n's’; 'a\n‘d
yet, not only there is a regular gradintion between the
manif§tations of intellectual and physical ch‘ara'c-ter,
but there is no intellectual action but what requires
some physical exertion, and no physical action but
what is more- or less under the control of the brain.
This much we know. however. The faculties of the
brain are the ‘chief determining factor of the quality
of thefintellectual character, and -the faculties of the
subordinate organisms are the chief determining factor
of the quality of the physical character.

‘ortranisins,

-

I

divide the faculties of the brain into three distinct
The controlling faculties, which direct our
conduct; the aesthetic faculties, whose functions are
to increase our powers of enjoyment, and the sympa
thetic faculties. which unite the different inelnbers of
the human family by a common bond.
The correct use of our controlling faculties depends
upon four different attributes of our minds. They are:
Knowledge, Judgement, Decision and Perseveraiice.
We need Knowledge to enable us to judge correctly
of the result of our actions, and this knowledge must,
in our complex state of civilization, embrace a great
variety of subjects.
Take. for example, the simple vocation of a farmer.
'l‘o follow that line of conduct which will give him the
most satiﬂlctory results, he must know all about the
best methods of plant culfure and stock raising, besides
a practical knowledge of liow to do the work. To es
tablish ewtisfactory relations bet“ een himself and
those by whom he is surroutlded—his wife and cliildréii
included—he must have at lltioﬁledgte of human nature
'-his own not excepted. At a citizen, he must be as:
Many easel‘
quaintetl' with politics and econiﬁfhics;
classes.

,
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things must he know if he would
fully enjoy life, but
a thorough knowledge of
what I have enumerated will
be necessary to him to
achieve any degree of success
worth considering.
His wife must have a
knowledge quite different f1'0m
his. Like him, she must
understand human nature,
but in these day‘s she need
not know anything about
politics and economics,
though she must be proﬁcient
as to housekeeping and
the care of children.
These examples are suﬂicient
to show the part taken
by knowledge in the
control of our conduct, and as at
matter of fact. all intelligent
persons recognize that,
all other things being equal,
the more we know the
better are our chances of
I said “all things being success.
equal", because knowledge
alone is very far from
ensuring success.‘ After we have
acquired knowledge, judgment
comes into play.
Many persons believe that
knowledge
and judgment
are interchangeable
terms, but a greater mistake
never

'

as to balance them
one against the
other; this balanc
ing or

comparing of knowledge
being the process by
which we decide what
conduct we better follow.

a pleasure
excursion. He
must consider the state
of his purse, the
health of his
family, his occupations
and those of his wife,
the

,
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probabilities of the weather, the amount of discomfort
to be expected, and many other factors which-will na
turally arise in the minds of my readers if they have
beenin a like position.
N ow, if these factors could be taken in turn, and set
one against the other. the more knowledge we possess
the better would be our judgment; but that is not the
way by which we arrive at a correct decision. SorIW
of these factors are much more important than others,
and their relative value cannot be estimated unless
they are all present before our minds at the same
time. that their claims to the control of our conduct
may be balanced against each other.
If my readers will investigate this question, and
there is none of more importance relating to the im
provement of intellectual character, they will ﬁnd that
the persons who are said to have poor judgment are
not those who possess but little knowledge, but H10s<
who fail to estimate correctly the relative value of the
many factors which control their actions.
The relation of judgment to knowledge explains why
with the great increase in knowledge, there has not
been a corresponding increase of judgment. The acqui
sition ofknowledge can be greatly increased by outside
forces, but the acquisition of judgment, which alone
gives value to knowledge, is an inward process which
each one must perform for himself. Judgment is di
gested knowledge, and its acquisition follows the same
law as the digestion of food. We can compel a man to
eat more than he can assimilate, but it will be no help
to his physical powers, and likewise we can compel a
man to acquire more knowledge than he can assimilate,
but it will be no help to his intellectual powers.
Let me emphasize here a statement
have already
made. The correctness of the decisions which control
our conduct and regulate the happiness of our lives,

I
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does not depend so much
upon the ‘amount of knowl
edge’ we possess, as upon the
a-biiity to ‘hold present to
our consciousness as many as
‘possible of

the

factors
which must determine these
decisions; that is upon the
quality orour .judgment.
,
Judgment. like everything else.
improves by use,
and when we discover
that we aredeﬁcient in it, the
best thing we can do is
to make more use of what we
possess. Many persons
never use their judgment ex
cept on important occasions.
In little things they are
either guided by habit or by
public opinion. or they
decide hastily, without
taking pains to examine all
sides of the question. This
is a mistake which is lar
gely responsible
for the present lack of judgment.

it
is said: ~‘Take care of
the pennies, and the dollars
will
take care of themselves”,
and the same principle holds
true in regard to judgment.

Those who have trained
themselves to decide correctly
in little things, will
have no difficulty in
deciding correctly when impor
1'-ant questions are presented
I need not explain in what to their judgment.
Decision and Persever
.-ince consist. They are
necessary because they alone
i-an give eﬂiciency to
Knowledge and

Judgment.
Without Judgment, Knowledge
is of but little use,
without Decision
the'conclusions of Judgment are in
operative, and without
Perseverance, our eﬂorts lack
that continuity which
alone can insure success.
I have thought at times that
decision and persever

ance were attributes
of the subordinate organisms,
but
observation has shown me
that they are chieﬂy

many

loc

physically
healthy and trong persons
utterly‘lacking
in
decision
and perseverance, while
small and sickly persons pos
sess those qualities in
a marked degree,
but it is an

,¥‘F‘.'
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The man of decision and perseverance
undoubtedly
ﬁnds a better tool to accomplish
his purpose in strong
physical organism, but the
seat of these qualities is in
the brain and not in
'
the body.

is

I

I

The claim of the Materialists
that the bright
colors
of insects
birds
are
and
due to sexual selection, is
an
acknowledgment that they possess the
aesthetic
facul-'
ties, which certainly are
not found in living organisms
destitute of brains, shows
conclusively that they are
attributes of the brain, and part
of the intellectual
character.
The aesthetic faculties
a social function to ful
ﬁl, and their developmenthave
opens a wide range of plea
sant sensations. and has
quite an inﬂuence upon
our
character. To explain the line of
development of the
aesthetic faculties,
will say omethingabout the love
of color, and to show
their inﬂuence upon
character.
will point out their effect upon
the taste for gambling.
All travellers have noticed
the love for bright colors
manifested by the less civilized
nations, a love ‘which
is also found in children,
and theless educated portion
of civilized
communities. The explanation of this
fact
is a very simple
one, and throws a ﬂood of light
upon
humanictions. The eyes' are only a mirror
which re
ﬂects that which
presented to our sight,
but this
makes no impression upon
us—is
not
seen
by
us-—un
less, carried
to the brain by some
nerves evolved for that purpose. In
'undeveloped men, the process of
evolution has not gone far enough
so that it should be
necessary to their enjoyment
of life that they could
recognize subdued colors,
and no nerves have as yet.
been evolved for that
purpose. Their capacity to feel
being more limited than that
of the developed men,
they are satisﬁed with the
sight of a few bright colors,
and‘ as they ‘are now
constituted, those alone reach

#1."/'
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The beautiful tints which delight the
‘cultured eye-have no existence for them.and not only
pass unappreciated, as is usually supposed, but actu
ally cannot be seen by them.
As a rule, the comments of so-called educated people,
upon the conduct of nations or individuals lower than
themselves in the stage of development, show how
ignorant we yet are of the process of evolution. and is
the chief cause of the mistakes made by civilized na~
tions in their dealings with less civilized ones, for it
prevents the more developed nations from recognizing
the limitations of less developed peoples, and to ap~
preciate how well adapted are their conduct and beliefs
to their present mental and physical condition. From
that ignorance grow attempts, to force religious beliefs

their brains.

and codes of morals unsuited to the degree of develop
ment of those peoples, causing dissatisfaction, war, and
too often a practical extinction of the nation which
has excited the greed of the stronger one.
When we understand why some nations delight in
bright colors, we are ready lo understand why those
same people should love gambling.
The many aesthetic inﬂuences which make games, to
developed persons. a pleasure in themselves, are not
in reach of undeveloped ones. The bright social 1nter
course, the charm of conversation with congenial minds,
the keen satisfaction of working out diﬂlcult problems.
\-an have no attraction for them, for they do not pos
sass the faculties of the brain which should be called

into activity. The staking of valuable possessions on
the chances of the game. is that which alone can make
an impression upon them, precisely as bright colors‘
l-an alone reach their brain.
'l‘he love of gambling, as well as the love of gaudy
oi-naments—trinkets and jewelry—is a proof of a low
state of intellectual development, and will disappear
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fast as individuals develop the aesthetic faculties.
On that account,
feel justiﬂed in claiming that the
aesthetic faculties have an important inﬂuence on our
intellectual character, and" that their development
must not he neglected by those who desire to increase
their range of pleasant sensations.
as

I

There might be quite an argument made as to whe
ther the sympathetic faculties are attributes of the
brain or of the great sympathetic nerve, that is whe
ther we must consider them as part of the intellectual
or physical character. In my books on magnetism, I
have stated over and over that sympathy is an attri
bute of the great sympathetic nerve, and
have now
no reason to doubt the correctness of my statement;
but it is also true that sympathy increases with the
development of the brain, and is known only in its
rudimental stage in animals and uncivilized men.
Some materialists consider it as a purely intellectual
faculty. They say that we only feel for others when
we have experienced the same sensations, and that for
example, we have no sympathy for those who suffer
from hunger unless we have felt the same pangs.
This
deny, but I recognize that our sympathy in
creases with our knowledge, and
shall treat it here
as an intellectual faculty, because
want to show the
part it takes, in conjunction with the aesthetic facul
ties, in promoting social development.
Sympathy is the facu,ty we possess to feel with
others—and not for others, as is usually believed—and
is the force which counteracts the selﬁshness of our
natures, and helps to hold society together.
I will not speak‘ here of its inﬂuence in inducing us
to help others. because that is a personal question that
each one must decide for himself. It can positively be
asserted that the increase of sympathy is in line with

I
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the development of character, but it is
quite another
thing to decide if the
increase of sympathy
will,leHa‘d
at all times to help others.

6’:

is

If

it

is

is

is

1
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There are plenty
ins
tances where the best interests of our
require
friends
that we should close our ears
to their
That of which want to speak now,demandfor help.
is the inﬂuence
of sympathy, joined to
the aesthetic tastes, to increase
the pleasure of the social
relations.
have spoken before of
the pleasure enjoyed by per
sons of culture, in
intellectual intercourse with conge
nial minds. This
intercourse takes many forms,
and
called social recreations,
and its object
the exer
cise of our intellectual
faculties, not for any practical
results, but for the enjoyment
of a passing moment.
But one of the conditions of
success
that these so-cial recreations should be
enjoyed in the company of
friends, that is with those
pathy, so that the pleasure withwhom we are in sym
they feel may react upon
us. and add to our own
satisfaction.
This fact, which will be
recognized at once. when at
tention is called to
has to be taken in
consideration
by those who desire to
improve their
intellectual cha
racter, so as to experience
more pleasant sensations.
The-re are many persons
who have at their command
all the means of social
recreationi, and yet who cannot
enjoy them, because
they have never cultivated
the
sympathetic faculties
which alone can give them per
manent zest. Purely
intellectual recreations can be
keenly enjoyed for a time, but
they will sooner or later
pall upon us.
however, to the pleasure
which they
can give, is added
that felt through the
exercise of the
sympathetic feelings, the
_ diminution in our powers
of
enjoyment through the
intellectual
faculties
is
to us by a keener
made up
appreciation of
pleasure
the
of
others.
For that reason, if for
no other, the
development
sympathy
one of the
conditions of real success.
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The knowledge of what are the attributes which
constitute intellectual cliaracter, is of value to us wheuIf the result
ever we feel -the need of improvement.
desire,
not
such
as
we
of our conduct is
if We feel that
we could enjoy more of happiness than we do at pre
sent, we must study ourselves and see wherein we
'
are deﬁcient.
A
If we ﬁnd that we lack knowledge, or judgment. or
decision, or perseverance, we can then commence to
train for those qualities; and the same holds true if
we ﬁnd that it is ‘due ‘to our failure to suiﬂciently
cultivate the aesthetic or the sympathetic faculties‘ that
wc do notenjoy life to its full extent.
Self-knowledge is the basis of self- improvement, but
self-knowledge is not suﬂlcient.
We must also have 8.
knowledge of which are the qualities that lead to
success.

CHAPTER

VI.

PHYSICAL CHARACTER.
Pliysical Chara-ctor is the expression of that part of
our mind which dwells in our subordinate organisms,
which thus are not material attributes, as was once
supposed. but are mental attributes.
'1‘.his is the belief
of the Mental Scientists., who claim that our physical
organisnl hasibecn constructed by our mind, to ‘be, as I
have expressed it in the ﬁrst chapter, its dwelling
place while individualized here.
According to this belief, the inlprovement of our phy
sical character is a mind process, as much so as the
improvement of ohe dntellectua-1 character, and this
probably constitutes the chief difference between the
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belief of the Mental Scientists and that ot‘the-‘ Mater
ialistwand of the-Christians. - ‘
~ *"
i
*
There are two‘ fundamental -conditions to be fulﬁlled
before the ‘ subordtnlate organismsoan give saﬂsfzwtorg:
eXpression‘t0 the knowledge‘ of the brain. -These are
health and self-control, and the improvement of tin
physical character means the attainment of the best
possible health, and the increase of the control of the
ego over its constituent parts.

In the pursuit

of health, the aim of the Mental Sci
entist will be to eschew the use of drugs, or of any oi
the 1emedies which medical science has
discovered to
counteract the evil etiects of our ignorant mode of liv
ing, and, as tar as possible, to rely on the
power“‘bf
the mind to keep in good order the
organism it has
itself constructed.
To enable us to accomplish this
result, one of the
ﬂrst conditions is that we should have a
correct idea of
the process by which we have
been evolved. Accurate
knowledge is the basis of true progress, and
no knowl
edge will be of more value to us
in the care of our
health, than that ofthe process
of the evolution from
the lowest living organism,
to the very complex organ
ism that now constitutes the
physical
In view of the importance of this structure of man.
knowledge,
must
spend some time
its
elucidation, and in explaining
in
its relation to our health.

I

In

I

the chapter upon Happiness,
stated that the
present artiﬁcial
combinations are due to the increas
ing capaeity of man to feel
and to know,‘ which means
all artiﬁcial, or conscious,
progress is due to the de.
that
sires of men; but also hold
that all the natural, or
unconscious combinations which
have been evolved
in the past are due to the
same cause, which means

I
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that the unconscious development of the lower-orgaw
isms into-higher organisms, has been doe to the’ un
conscious desires of the lowerorganisnrfor an increas
of pleasant sensations.
If this is correct. if conscious and unconscious pro
gross are due to the same causes and obey the sam-~
laws, we can best study progress in the past by study
ing progress in the present. Let us then investigate.
one of the phases of the present artiﬁcial development.
the invention and construction of telescopes, and see
what lesson ve can draw from it that will he useful to
us in the maintenance of our health.
The uncivilized savages, or the less developed nwn
of so-called civilized lands, have not yet attained that
stage of intellectual development which enables them
to feel pleasant sensations when they become acquaint
ed with the nature of the stars. or the laws which
control their movements, and so faras those men are
concerned, no progress can be expected from them in
the science of astronomy.
But it is not so with the most developed portion of
mankind. Their capacity to feel has so increased—ac
cording to the law of development-—that they ﬁnd plea
sure in the acquisition of astronomical knowledge, ﬂhﬁsr
further advanced being impelled togreater and greate r
investigations, by their desire for pleasant sensation.~.'.
But this increased capacity to feel is not sufficient.
To satisfy this desire for pleasant sensations due tone“
discoveries, a knowledge of the laws which control tiar
Universe is also needed, which is far beyond the capa
city of the .-nvage or uncivilized man.
This is one of the many proofs of the statement i
made, that progress in civilization is due to the increas
ed capacity of man to feel and to know.
It is in answer to these new desires, and by the help
of this new knowledge, that telescopes have been devis
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and conmructed, and thus we
ﬁnd that all progress
in astronomy can be traced to an inereaeed‘ capacity
',"l‘or feeling and
knowing. And if my readers will in
vestigate, they will ﬁnd that
artiﬁcial progress,
xihat is progress in civilization. all
can be traced to the
same cause. The ﬁrst stone implement,
the ﬁrst hut
built out of broken branches, the
ﬁrst wheeled vehicle.
well as the latest llIlpr0V€!lYleniJH‘!ilI!
steamers and
palace cars, owe-their
existence to the increased cap
acity of man to consciously feel
and know. which ' al
ways follow the development
of the powers of the
mind.
ed

‘

'

But while almost all those persons
who believe in
e\‘0li1i-l0n‘ would accept this
theory of artiﬁcial devel
opment, very few would be
willing to apply it to un
<-onscio-us or natural
evolution. However, that school
of evolutionists which
believes in the control of mind
over matter, and that
mind permeates all the Universe
.-.nd controls all
progress, must acknowledge that the
same mind which now
seeks to read the
the help of the
telescope, already

heavens by

inthe past dwelt in

rhc lowest forms of organized
life, and that the same
natural ‘laws of which
conscious man takes advantage
of to construct the
telescope. must have been taken
advantage of -by the unconscious
living organism when
it evolved the eye.
Personally
see no (llﬂ"6rEH0e in
kind, but only in
degree, between man
evolving a telescope to enable him
to become better
acquainted with ‘th~i-ngs-at a
dist-ance.
and a lower living organism.
evolving
the
eye
to
-enable
him to become better
acq‘uainted with his surrounding-s.
The fact tint the eye lis
the result of a natural and
uncolnscious evolution., and
that the telescope sis -the
result of an artiﬁcial and
conscious one, in .no way
di's proves that both are
not due to the same desires, and
that beth were not
evolved ,in obedielnce to one same

I
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laws. ‘I lhalntain inost positively that thesihw evol
ution of lm subordinate orgahisiris.‘ that is at 'mass.
the stomach, the eyes. the legs, etc., etc" l52i.ls"he'en due
to that same law of increased capacity of feeling and
knowing, acting upon the ego, and inducing him to
unconsciously evolve all these subordinate otganlsnis.
that he might enjoy more pleasant sensations. And I
likewise assert that if the living organisms. in their
eiirliest stage of development, had not been able to
appreciate the advantages of better locomotion, legs.
would never have come in existence, nor would they
have evolved eyes if they had not felt the need of a
better acquaintance with their environment. And it
is to the same la“ that is due the enlarged size of the
brain of man, which his pre-historic ancestors com
menced to enlarge whenever they had developed suf
ﬂciently to recognize the value of knowledge as a fac
tor for the attainment of human happiness. and the
need of more room to store the knowledge in.
I know that the Materialists claim that the subordi
nate organisms owe their existence to the struggle of
the ﬁttest, which preserved those variations that w+re
the most ﬁt to survive, but they do not recognize mind
as a factor in evolution.
I will say, however, that I believe the struggle for
existence to be a factor in evolution, but not the prim ary one. as Materialists claim, for it is certain that as
time passes the struggle for existence diminishes in
intensity, so far as man is concerned. and yet develop
ment instead of receiving a check. never was greater
than it is at the present day. Besides it can be shown
that often it is not the most ﬁt which survive, and
that culture—artiﬂcial development-—is a much better
agent of progress. As the inducement to culture is
am jus
‘the increasing capacity to feel and to know,
tified in claiming that it is the chief factor to progress,

I
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thesurvival of the ﬁttest a transitory factor, only
operative for a brief time in the development which
is going on upon the face of the
earth.

= n<-i

My readers may wonder what is the
connection bet
ween this theory of progress, and
the care and mainte
nanoe of our health.
one, for the logical
the care of our

it

is a very simple but important

deduction of, this theory is that
health is under the control of our mind.
If our subordinate organisms
have been evolved by
the aggregate mind, or ego, in
answer to its own desires
and to promote its own happiness,
it follows logically
that it has known how to keep them
under its control,
so as to insure not only that
each one should be able
to properly fulﬁl the
functions for which it has been
evolved, but also that they should
work harmoniously
iogether toward the desired end.
This ability to perform, and
harmony of efforts. is
what we call health, and can only
be secured through
an adequate central control.
And where shall we ﬁnd
this control except in the aggregate
mind, which ﬁrst
evolved the subordinate organisms,
and now controls
the conduct of the
individuals?
Let me now contrast this theory
of health with those
by which

it

has been preceded.
According to the theory of creation,

and Bible teach
ings, health. like all other
desirable things, is the gift
of God, and in no way
under our control. That Christ
ians do not act according to this
belief, is only the re
sult of the ability of men to claim to believe one thing.
when they really believe
another.
The Materialist’s belief is
entirely different. For him
the evolution of the
subordinate organisms. and their
organization into our present
structure, is the result of
a supposed tendency
to variation, controlled by the
struggle for existence, resulting
in the persistency of
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organisms which are the ﬁttest to survive.
With such an evolution the mind could in no way
be concerned. If Materialists believe, as many of them
do, that the eye has a mind of its own. then that mind
is a product of the eye, and as it did not exist when
the eye was evolved, it could
‘have no' connection with
l
its 8V0lUtl-Q1l.x.
It is inconsi‘-ter-1it,- for those who accept such atheory,
to believe tl-1at'the ‘mind can have any inﬂuence upon
the health oi the eye, whichmust depend upon sur
rounding conditions, said conditions being part of the
struggle for existence; and true to their belief, all
Materialists seek to_i‘rnprove health through hygienic
surroundings, or by tlie' use of drugs acting upon the
physical conditions.
The growing tendency of Materialist physicians to
recognize th-e inﬂuence of the mind as a cause of
health or disease, is only a proof of the incorrectness
of their position, compelling them to follow in the foot
steps of~the Christians, that is to take advantage of
factors for health w hose existence is not recognized
by the theories in which they claim to believe. This
slow cliaiige of front, of both Christians and Material
ists, is not a willing one, but they are driven to it by
the slow accumulation of the practical proofs of the
incorrectness of their position.
According to my theory‘of evolution, there is a clear
connection between the ag-g-regate mind of ‘the indivi
dual and the several minds of the subordinate organ
isms, and a clear connection between the minds of
the subordinate organisms and the satisfactory fulﬁl
ment of the functions 'for which they have been evolv
ed—that is their health.
Just as the astronomer, having constructed the tel
escope for his own satisfaction, not only controls its
use, but knows how to repair it when it gets out of
those
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drder, o does the mind which has
evolved the eye
control its use,' and knows how to cure it
when on
u/ccount of accident orabuse it loses
some of its powers.
If this statement is correct, it means no more and no
less than that our mind is the
caretaker of our health.
The Christian theory, being baed
upon an entirely
false conception of the power which
rules the Universe.
has nothing to oﬁer us but is
blind
will of God, but the theory of the submission to the
Materiaiist being
based upon a partial truth,
‘contains some truth of
which we can avail ourselves for
beneﬁt.
It is that as the eye was evolved toourwork
satisfactor
ily only under certain
conditions, and not under all
conditions, we must, if we wish to
preserve the health
of the eye, learn how to
these conditions.
It is in the study of the maintain
relation of our environment
to our health. that the
Materialists have done their
best work, and the
knowledge they have thus acquired
is the proper complement
of the belief of the Mental
Scientist in the control of the
mind.
Many Mental Scientists
make claims to almost un
limited power of the mind over
the environment. ido
not intend to pass judgment
over those claims, and am
willing to leave them to be decided by future practical
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organisms represent the cities and states. while the
individual occupies the place of the federal govern
ment, which is the highest authority in the political
organization. Each citizen and political subdivision
has a limited control over its own conduct, and like
wise each ‘cell and subordinate organism has a certain
degree of independence, but they are under the control
'
of "the individual mind.
'l‘his control of the aggregate over its constituent
It is the ag
parts is one of the conditions of success.
charge
of our health and happi
gregate which has the
ness, and it must have the power to enforce its decrees.
It is to our aggregate or individual mind then, that
the Mental Scientist looks for the care of his health,
and his position is only a further proof of the uniform
march of progress.
Progress always advances from the unconscious to
the conscious, and until now, and ever since the com
mencement of the evolution of living organisms, the
aggregate mind has unconsciously taken charge of the
subordinate organisms it has itself evolved. That which
the Mental Scientists now propose to do is to consci
ou'sly make use of this power of control, so as to get
a better grasp over our subordinate organisms, and thus
enable us to direct them more efficiently.
The result of the conscious use of this power of con
trol will be to enable the Mental Scientist to train for
health, in the same way that the athlete trains tobox,
'
or to row, or to run.
The athlete learns consciously how to control his
physical powers, that he may use them at a given time
and in a special direction, to accomplish a desired re
sult; and in the same way, the Mental Scientist claims
that he can consciously increase his control of his
health-giving powers, so as to use them to better ad
vantage to ﬁght the enemies of his life and happiness.

\
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To thoroughly understand
what is meant by “train
ing”, it is necessary to be
acquainted with the organ
ization of the human structure,
and with the
which man controls his
means by
faculties so as to enjoy plea
sant sensations. This subject
is treated at length in
the Law of Individual
Control. Part 2 of Studies in
Sociology, and I will here only
give a brief explana
tion of what
mean by training.
We all understand that
when we speak of a nation,
we mean an aggregation
of individuals, so organized
as
to better achieve
common ends. We also know
that
although each citizen has an
intelligence
and
a
will
of
its own, tliere is also a
nation’s intelligence and ana
tion’s will. When
anation decides to go to war,
its
success does not depend
only on the amount of its re,
sources, but also on its
ability to make use of
them.
This ability depends
ﬁrst upon organization, and

I

next
upon training. To be
eﬂicient, the ﬁghting power of a
nation must not only
have been organized
into com
panies, regiments,
divisions, etc., but the men
must
have been trained to
act together and in
the
use
of
their weapons.

The second object to
be attained is
the control of the
Ve1"m"*"'y system, that
it may answer to the
demands

ll
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made upon it. The child who tries to grasp the objects
‘within its reach, or who learns to walk. in training
himself in the rudiments of physical actios.and this
training ought to be carried on as long‘ as it is possible
for us to increase the control of our physical powers. _
,

The art of training is as old as conscious existence.
but as it is based upon the very slow changes which
the conscious mind is able to eﬁect upon_the physical
organization. through the action of the unconscious
mind. the tendency has been to seek for easier and
quicker methods, and the same results have been tried
for through the action of the will; that is by forming
.
good resolutions.
have no desire to discourage good resolutions, but
will say that my opinion is, after many years of care
ful observation, that good resolutions alone are not
producive of permanent results. Resolutions must be
followed by practice, and as no one can suddenly per
manently change his practice, it is only the resolutions
to train ourselves aright that can be conducive to real
~
improvement.
This follows logically from the statements
have
made in regard to character.
Conduct ‘depends upon
character. Intellectual character depends upon knowl
edge, and physical character upon health and self-con
trol. Before conduct can change character must ﬁrst
be changed, and good resolutions neither increase
knowledge, nor improve health, or give better self-con
trol. Those three lines of improvement are diie to slow
and imperceptible changes in the physical structure,
that follow the process of training. All that which is
accomplished by good resolutions, or the action of the
will, is to transfer the power of action from one -sphere
of activity to another, vsithout adding in any way to
the factors which go to make up character.

I

I

I
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Eﬂective and successful training is always n slow
process, requiring patience and determination, and
the exercié-e of these Qualities is just as necessary to
the Mental Scientist when he trains to improve his
cliaractcr, as it is llGOf.‘si-li\l‘-\’ to the athlete when he
trains to increase his control over his physical powers.
Wlien once it is understood that character is the
visible expression of the attributes of our mind. and
that before olir character can be improved these attri
butes must change. we shall cease to look for perma
nent improvement through resolutions directly affect
ing our conduct. but will resolve to do all that which
is in our power to improve our minds. ~

Our character thus being improved. our conduct will
change without the need of resolutions, but in obedi
ence to naLtnral laws.

CHAPTER

VII.

I-IER'EDITY AND HEALTH.
Truly Mental Science fnrnishes us with the clue to
the most important knowledge that can come in the

possession of man, and will enable us to take advan
tage of the power of heredity in a manner which has
not been possible till now.
The power of heredity to improve future generations
is well known, and while it is not yet applied to the
human rave, it has been used a. long time to improve
domestic animals. If we cannot yet, however, use in a
direct manner the power of heredity to improve the
race, Mental Science teaches us how we can use it to
improve our health, and it is of the relation of heredity
to health that I shall write in this chapter.
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well remember how, in
the days when
be
lieved in creation,
used to wonder that
such
a
frail
and complicated
structure as the human body
seemed
to be, could escape
the many dangers to
which it is
exposed, and it appeared
almost miraculous to me
that
any person should live
to reach old age.
-But since
have learned about
evolution 1 see nothing
miraculous

I

I

I

mind which evolves the
physical organism, and during
that process of
evolution, the mind is
educating itself
so as to know
how to accomplish its
task. The
same

ed the same
mind in the past to evolve
natural combi
nations, and to detect
mistakes, so as to rectify
them,
until the combination
had been perfected to the
full

extent oi its
potentiality.
As what we call
heredity is the power to reproduce
past
combinations, it is based upon
memory and is the
result of a process of
unconscious
education, of the
same nature as the
conscious process of education that
enables man to-day to
reproduce artiﬁcial
combinations.
The recognition that
the power of heredity is due
to

'
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aprocess of unconscious education, the minds storing‘
‘to their oi!
their own experience. and mmsinming
spring, is the hey to the whole problem. Man is a re
sultant of the past kno\vle-,dge of his”°-ancestors and of
a‘t‘l'<i the problem of
the conditionsof liis'ei1vii‘onmen
heredit‘-v, as c¢\ntradistinc'tive'of- th'e"'prohlem of envi
ronment, is to
of the illi
kno\Y"which kiiowledge, out

'

is

I

a

mitahle amou-Iit,th'at"h-ss been trai§'is1nitted to us, we.
shall select to control dur actions." ~For-while heredity
is
purely unconscious process, it is to a.~cé§‘tain ex'tent under the control of the conscious mind.
According to my theory of the nature of the mind,
and of its function as the builder of its own physical
organism. the process of heredity is a very riinple one.
A minute portion of the mind substance of the man
and of the woman, unite and blend through the act of
conception, in that environment which is necessary to
its development, and from that instant they become
one and commence an independent existence.
And right here
want my readersto realize that a
correct understanding of the process of conception is
necessary to a. correct understanding of the philosophy
of Mental Hcience. The attribute of transmitting past
knowledg'.e to future gcnerations does not inhere in
gemmules. as claimed by Darwin, or in germ-ple.sin, as
held by Weismann. but in the mind substance; and it
a portion of mind substancewhich separates itself from
that of the parents which starts a ne\v individuality.
Darwin. andzweismann, and all the Malterialist philo
sophers believe heredity to be an attribute of the phy»
sical structure, while Mental Scientists -believe it -to
be an attribute of the mind.
The ditiprence between these two beliefs‘ is funda
mental. According to the Materialists, heredity ‘is“a
purely mechanical process, set in motion by outside
causes,‘ and in which the mind of the new individual
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takes no part. As a matter of fact, as they believe
that mind is a product which follows organization, the~
new individual can have no mind at the time of con
ception to take control of his own development.
But according to the Mental Scientists, the new in
dividual is not a new mind,but a portion of the Uni‘
versal Mind which has separated itself from that which
is individualized in its parents to commence an inde
pendent existence. And it is because the new indivi
dual has been at one time an integral part of its pa
rents, as they. also were part of their own parents, that
he can make use, not only of the knowledge possessed
by its parents. but of that which its ancestors have
acquired in the past, to control its own existence.
Thus from the instant of conception, this segregated’
portion of mind becomes a new individuality, and takes
charge of its own development, subject to its inherited
knowledge and the conditions of its environment, that
is subject to the same forces that will limit its controll
all through its existence.

The beneﬁts we can receive from the knowledge of
the permanency of hereditary transmissions. is useful
to us in the degree in which we know what it is that
We have inherited from our ancestors. That which we
thus inherit is the result of their past experience, back.
to the very ﬁrst stage of development of living organ
isms. How this knowledge is stored and transmitted
is explained in my book on Vital Force, and the pro
cess is seen to be simple enough when we understand
the nature and the attributes of the mind.
But this knowledge is not impressed equally on our
minds. It is well known that we remember best that
which we have learned in our youth, probably because
we have known it the longest and practised the most.
and the same law is true as regards hereditary knowl
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That which the human race has known the
longest, and which it retains the best, is how to grow
its physical organism. It is so thoroughly engraved
upon our minds that our parents cannot modify it, but
must transmit it intact to us. Thus though the (‘-hinese
edge.

mothers have for thousands of years bandaged,the feet
of their daughters, it has not yet altered the shape of
the feet at birth, and for the same reason, the children
of the Flat-head Indians are born with heads of nor
mal shape.
These two examples would alone be sufficient to prove
the hold which the inherited knowledge that controls
the construction of the physical structure has upon the
unconscious mind, but just as strong proof is found in
those remnants of subordinate organisms—the appen
dicitis and the muscles at the root of the tail. for ex
ample—that persist after untold centuries of inaction.
It is impossible to account for these facts, and many
others of like nature, except under the supposition that
what the mind has once thoroughly learned it ﬁnds
hard to forget.
The division of the human family into races, is not
nearly as old as the evolution of the physical structure.
and also is not nearly as persistent. When the condi
tions under which racial traits have been evolved are
not disturbed, they are usually faithfully transmitted,
but they cannot stand adverse conditions. Thus cross
breeding will entirely modify racial characteristics,
and the same is true of the inﬂuence of civilization.
Finally the last acquired knowledge is that which
differentiates families from each other, and being a
late development, is not to be depended upon for hero
clitary transmission. Family traits were evolved under
conditions very different from those which exist now.
In old times, families followed the same occupations
generations after generations, extensive travelling was
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practically unknown, and pride of social position pre
vented the mixing of blood between different families.

ltis

not strange that under' these conditions marked
family traits should have been evolved, but they have
not had time to become suﬂiciently crystallized. and
cannot be depended upon for hereditary transmission
in our present stage of civilization. In last analysis,
the chief cause of the differences in families seems to
be due to differences in intellectual character, that is
to a late development, which accounts for the fact
that unusual intellectual powers in the parents are
seldom transmitted to the children.
This possibility, but not certainty, of the transmis
sion of family traits, can be taken advantage of to
improve the intellectual character of children, and
have written on the subject at the end of the chapter
where
treat of the relations of parents and children..
But the relation of heredity to health is due to the
fact that health depends upon the proper working of
our physical-organism, and that the structure of these
organisms has been so long evolved that we cannot
lose our inheritance of health, for our minds have so
thoroughly learned their lesson that no outside inﬂu
ence can alter our physical organization.
is it not foolish to suppose that, if in thousands of
years of bandage practice, the Chinese mothers have
not been able to change the shape of their daughters’
feet, those persons who do not live according to the
rules of health, can in a few generations so change
the knowledge of their minds that their offspring can
no longer construct sound stomachs or lungs?
But it will be said that children often have the same
disease as their parents, and that we all know some
families have strong tendencies to what are called in
herited diseases. Yes. this is true, but it can be easily
explained.

I

I
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Men were evolved under what we call
natural con
ditions, that is, under the conditions
which existed
before the advent of civilization.
When man was ev
olved, night had not been turned
into day, and eyes

did not have to be evolved
strong enough to stand the
glare of artiﬁcial light. In
those days, men did not
spend their days in close
rooms, stooping over their‘
work, but roamed through the
forest, breathing the
pure air and basking in the
rays of the sun, and the
lungs were evolved to meet
these
Is it surprising then if eyes conditions.
and lungs should fail
to properly do their
work, and become diseased when
the conditions are so
greatly changed ?
believe that
it can be said that all
diseases are the result of civili
zation, for even animals seem
to be free from them until
they come in contact with
man.
But civilization does not
affect all men alike, because
under it there is such a
diversity of conditions. Some
ways of living are specially
hard on the eyes, others on
the lungs, others on the
stomach, and as some families
lived one way, and others
a different way, it naturally
follows that certain families
are specially liable to cer
tain diseases, and these
diseases are called hereditary.
But that which is
hereditary is not the disease, but
the tendency to a
certain mode of life which,
if per
sistently followed, is sure to fasten the
so-called here

I

health through
heredit- .
We will take the case
of a man who is said
to have
which is a common disease in
stors were men of means
and of
,
ey
lived well, took but little ex
Bl‘G1BB, w0r1<1ng
more with their brains
than with their
hands. The natural
result followed that as
their sto
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machs had not been evolved to digest under such con
ditions, they ﬁnally failed to properly do their work.
This tendency to intellectual pursuits is a late deve l
opment, and under the new conditions of their life lias
complete control of their conduct. Many of these men
have a taste for hunting, or ﬁshing, or out-of-doors
‘sports. which they have inherited from more remote
ancestors. but as they live in a city these older tastes
are but little developed and not often exercised, and
have little inﬂuence on their lives. With each new
generation, the tendency to forego physical exercises
for intellectual occupations increases, and as the same
results naturally follow, it is said that dyspepsia is an
inherited disease in that family.
But let us suppose that the parents of the man I h.'‘t\''
taken as an example, having come into possession of
knowledge which enabled them to recognize that dys
pepsiais not due to inheritance but to a defective mode
of life, should from the start see to it that their son
takes plenty of out-of-door exercise, and do all in their
power to discourage his tastes for intellectual occupa
tions, and that himself, when arrived at the age of
discretion, should see the necessity of an open-air life
-and of plain eating, does not every day experience
prove that he would grow a healthy man, and that if
careful to the end of his days, he would entirely escape
the disease he was thought to. have inherited?
The cause of this result is that the healthy construc
tion of our stomachs is due to our oldest experience,
and is in no way affected by mistakes in living due
to a later intellectual development.

In

I

have shown how the mind
former chapters,
have
builds our physical organism, and in this one
explained how, by allowing our lives to be controlled
by the inﬂuences of civilization we lose our heritage of

I
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health. What want to impress upon
my readers now
is that, according to the
statements
have made, our
parents cannot lose it for
us.
. At the time
of conception we are all healthy
organ
isms, for the mind is so
strongly imbued by its oldest
knowledge, that it cannot change its
mode of building
in obedience to the
mistakes of the human mind. The
mistakes of our parents which
react upon us, are those
made in regard to our
environment, before we are old
enough to take the control oi
our lives into our own
hands. At that time parents
can undoubtedly inﬂu
ence the future health of
children, but even then
I doubt if their inﬂuence istheir
as great as is supposed.
Not only so-called inherited
diseases seldom mani
fest themselves before full growth
has been attained,
but children of strong
individuality are all the time
escaping the inﬂuence of their
parents, and by their
disregard of commands, and
love of out-of-door life,
usually manage to counteract
the mistakes made by
i
their parents.
-

I

‘

Ignorance

has taught a wrong

standard of conduct,
which Mental Science will
set right. Obedience in
children is not the great virtue
it has been represented ,
and the wilful child who follows his
own desires, has

much more chance of
health, than the goody-goody
child who ignores his
desires in his attempts to obey
his parents.But what
wanted to say in this chapter,
applies es
pecially to those persons who,
either‘
are
threatened
with so-called hereditary
diseases, or who ﬁnd that
some of their
physical powers are weakening, and that
they are losing their
health.
Remember that you were born
healthy, and that you
alone have brought on your
disease
by violating some
of the laws of health.
Remember also that you have
within yourself the power to
regain your health, if you

I
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will return

as near as possible to the conditions under
which the physical organs have been evolved. 4:
Do not make the mistake to suppose that drugs can
cure you. They may, for a time, counteract the evil
effects of your present mode of life, but in the end they
will weaken your powers of resistance, and your second
state \\’lll be worse than the ﬁrst.
If you care for health, ﬁrst place yourself in the best
possible surroundings, and next call upon your mind
to go to work and repair the structure it itself has ev
olved, and be assured you will not call in vain.

CHAPTER

VIII.

MIND OURES.

I

have, in the preceding chapter, written of the abi ~
lity of the mind to restore our health, when we place
ourselves in such conditions that our inherited knowl
edge can come into play. In this chapter
want to
write of the power of the mind to cure disease when
applied to the control of the use of the life-giving
force, or to the destruction of the bacilli which are ever
ready to prey upon us.
There can be no doubt for the Mental Scientist as to
the ability of the mind to create and maintain health.
But it too often happens that we require from our phy
sical structure actions for which it has not been evolv
ed, or place it in conditions so diﬁerent from its early
surroundings, that its proper working cannot be main
tained. The resnlt is disease, and if persisted in is
death.
In case of disease, the ﬁrst thing for us to do is to
investigate its cause and to correct it. The science of

I

/
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right living is
called hygiene,
ditiens of health.
Under right

ings; and next to
remove, if possible,
sease. in doing
the causes of di
this, we will
best If we proﬁt
probably succeed the
by the
accumulated experience of
man

Christian wil

'

n done, a
belief in the power
'

its work.

the

will

While

the

of God, and
covery throng.-h
material conditions,
improvement in
the M
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mind which has erected our
physical organism is the
attribute of a substance which
call Vital Force, and
one of its prerogatives is to
organize living organisms.
whose enemy is death. and one
of its functions is to
ﬁght the enemies of the
structure it has erected. This
is no ﬁgure of
speech, but an actual fact. Vital
Force
does for our physical
structure what, in times past, the
citizens used to do for their
city. They not only built
it, but protected it from
its enemies.
This vital force does not
reside in any one special
part of our organism.
but is diﬁused all through it,
and wherever found
its function is the same; and
part

I

.

recuperative powers of
the aggregate vital force
are
put in requisition,
and fever ensues, not'because
fever
is a disease, as
isusually supposed, but because fever
is a sign that the
whole organism is straining itself
to
overcome an enemy which
cannot be defeated by one
of the subordinate
parts. Weakness, the accompani
ment of serious illness,
is not due to a loss of physical
power, but to the
withdrawal of the vital force from
the healthy parts, that
it may help to ﬁght the disease
in the parts
attacked. ‘To take up again my simile of
an attacked city,
in a time of siege all
unnecessary bu
siness is suspended,
that a larger ﬁghting force may be
gathered to repulse
the enemy.
Those who realize what are
our means of defense
against disease, will
easily understand why the Mental
Scientist has great advantage
over the Christian and
the Materialist.
He knows that he has within himself
the force that will
enable him to ﬁght disease. and if
he has been a
Mental Scientist in practice, and n01?
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only in theoryfand
physical organisms

has exercised the control
of the
indicated in the preceding chapters.

ganize them,
and‘make the best defence possible
under
actual increase of power,
but from a better control
due
to that eﬂicient
training which alone enables
us
to
direct and use in a
satisfactory manner any of the fa
culties which we possess.

lief in the powers of
the mind will not
avail you unless
it has already been
translated into action. If we
not, while in health,
have
increased our self-control, and
im
proved our physical
character,
our
belief
will
not en
able us to organize
and control our
ﬁghting
powers.
They will respond, as
they always do, at the
call of

danger, but it will be the
same disorganized
rabble, and
not the trained
soldiers they would have
become had
they been taught aright.
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an horizontal bar, our life depending upon the length
of time we could stand.thel-strai,n,.;,we would conscious
ly throw such an extra amount of vital force into our
hands and. arms that-their power of endurance would

greatly increased. We also know that of two men
placed in that position, if one of them had trained
himself to hang by his hands, he would have a great
advantage over the other.
There is no diﬁerence in kind between the power to
ﬁght disease and the power to grasp a stick. Both are
expressions of the attributes of vital force manifested
in different directions, and the consciousnes of power
-due to a thorough training, which constitutes the su
periority to escape danger of one man over the other,
will give the same advantage in the ﬁght against di
sease to the Mental Scientist over those who do not
believe in the power of the mind.
be

And now

I

want to point out to my readers a way by
which we can make use of our conscious powers for
the beneﬁt of our health, even at such times when
disease has no strong. hold upon us.
A great deal has been said about the recuperative
powers of sleep, but sleep really has no recuperative
powers in itself. That which sleep does for us is to
compel the voluntary organs to inactivity, thus leaving
the vital force free to engage in the work of recupera
tion. Thus sleep is the time, not only when suﬂicient
force is stored for the time of activity, but when the
repairs to the physical structure are effected. It is on
that account that sleep istsupposed to do the work
which is really carried on by the vital force within us.
Because of this enforced rest, and of the opportunity
it gives for vital force to do its recuperative work, we
can, when we go to. sleep,oal1 consciously and positiv
ely the attention of our minds to the weak points of

-
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our physical structure, and it will be found that better
work will be done than ii the unconscious mind is left
undirected.
. The
reason for this is easily understood. The consci
ous mind is the highest power of the individual; its
function is to direct all his actions, unconscious as
well as conscious; for the unconscious is the servant
of the conscious, and will always do its bidding within
the limits of its power—especially if it has been trained
the way it should go. It is by the exercise of this pow
er that messages present themselves to our conscious
ness at the exact time when they must be delivered.
or we can wake up at the time we had decided in our
waking moments.
This power of the conscious over the unconscious
can be used to our great advantage. If conscious that
some part of our physical structure is weak, we can
order our vital force to take special pains to strength
en it during our sleep, and if we do not counteract
during the day by wrong hygienic habits the beneﬁts
received during the night, we can slowly. but surely,
regain to these parts their normal strength.
This power of the conscious mind over the subor
dinate organism, has potentialities of great develop
ment, and is really a form of auto-suggestion, as bene
ﬁeent as hypnotism,without any of its dangers.

Mr. Hudson in his book entitled The Law of Psychic
Phenomena claims more than that. He says that we
can in the stillness of the night, when those we wish to
help are in the passive state induced by sleep, send
mind messages to them that will be a help to their
recovering their health.' He further claims that he
.had thus cured many sick persons, and that his success
had been so constant, that so far as he is concerned it
had passed the stage of experiment.
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He contends that the best work is done when the
persons thus helped have no knowledge of his inten
tion, so that they may be perfectly passive, and make
no eﬂorts to resist the inﬂuence brought to bear upon
them.

This statement of Mr. Hudson brings me to the con~
sideration of the method of ﬁghting disease which is
usually meant when we speak of Mind Cures. So far
I have spoken in this chapter of the power of the
mind to cure through the slow improvement which
always follows from a proper training of our normal
powers. But the mind has healing powers which work
much more quickly, and which are exercised, like the
power mentioned by Mr. Hudson, by one person for
the beneﬁt of another.

This power manifests itself in many diﬁerent ways,
and is the basis of all the cures performed by Christ
ian Scientists, Mentai Scientists, Magnetic Healers,
Faith Healers, and those who cure by Suggestion.
Before we can understand how these Mind Cures are
effected, we must realize that all diseases can be traced
to two diﬁerent causes, which themselvs resolve into
one fundamental defect. to wit: A deﬁciency in the
amount and quality of the mind substance which has
constructed the physical organism. This mind substance-.—nervous force, so-called—not only moves the
organism, as is recognized by the profession, but being
intelligent it also maintains and repairs it and ﬁghts
its enemies. This being understood. we can easily see
that whenever it becomes deﬁcient in quantity or qua
lity. there must be a deterioration in our physical or
ganism. which becomes an easy prey to disease.
Disease manifests itself in two ways, both due to a
deﬁciency in vital force. One is a defect in structure,
and the other in attacks from our enemies.

‘

\
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topresence

due
of bacilli.
made possible through some defect in the quantityor

all diseases

are

quality of our vital force, and if vital force is mind

substance, we can trace a clear connection between
mind and disease. And if mind substance is'transfer
able from one person to another, we can understand
how the mind of one person can affect the health of
I
another.
To explain how this transfer of mind substance
is made, either from one person to another, or from mu
part of ourselves to another. I will relate some facts
which havea bearing upon the question.
Soon after
published the ﬁrst edition of Vital Force.
I received aletter from a lady who stated that she had
found in it the explanation of a power which she pos
sessed, but which she had never before understood.
She could, by pointing her ﬁnger toward a wart upon
another person, so destroy its vitality that it would
soon wilt and drop off. She said she felt distinctly a
current going out of her ﬁnger toward the wart, but
she had not realized before what was the nature of
that current.
A wart, like the bacilli, is a parasite, which feeds
at the expense of the organism upon which it has
fastened, and that which the lady felt going out from
her ﬁnger was a current of mind substance—vital force
—which in her case was strong enough to kill thelife
of the wart, just as a current of electricity can be
strong enough to destroy the life of a man.
This is typical of one of the processes by which mind
cures are effected. Some persons have the power to
produce a current of vital force sufficiently strong to
destroy the life of parasites, and can send this current
in any direction and at any distance, thus often almost
instantaneously destroying bacilli preying upon other
persons, and effecting what seems miraculous cures.

I
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The question of the
permanency of these cures de
pends upon whether
the disease is acute or
chronic—
due to transient
causes or permanent
defects.
A di
sease due to transient
causes would probably be
perma
reappear after a time,
unless the mind cure was
sup
plemented by a
radical change in the mode of
life
of
the patient. .

bacilli is the
manifestation

of only one of the many
attributes of mind
substance. Another of these attri
butes is force, and
will give an instance of cure
which
believe to have been due
to the strengthening
power of the mind
current.
Some time ago,
after unwonted mental
exertions,
suﬁered with a slight pain
in my head. The pain was

I

I

I

d1sappeared,and
'

I

y, and in a few
minutes the pain
have never felt it
since.
result was due to the
life-giving
I do not know how
it did
hat this case is typical
of
importance, when patients
by vital force received
,
been able to resist disease
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that are eﬁected the cures due to what is called Sug
gestion. We are all aware of the close relation which
exists between hypnotism and suggestion, and hypno
tism is clearly a transfer of knowledge from the hyp
notizer to his subject; the knowledge of the hypnotizer
taking the place of the knowledge of the patient and
for the time being controlling his actions.
That the cures eﬁected by suggestion are really due
to a transfer of knowledge. is practically recognized by
the men who are the most successful in its use, for
they acknowledge that it has no lasting eﬁect on the
patients unless it increases their knowledge of the
laws of hygiene, and induces them to replace their
defective mode of life in the past by one more in ac
cord with better hygienic knowledge; and they say
furthermore that it is not necessary to put the patient
to sleep, except that it makes him more susceptible to
the inﬂuence of suggestion.
Other suggestionists claim that its inﬂuence is due
to the “psychical stimuli which evoke in the patient
the kinetic energy called
vis medicatrix naturae.”
Which translated in popular lan;.- uage means that sug
gestion awakens in the patient some latent and unus
ed recuperative
powers. If th-is explanation is the
correct one, it is quite probable that it is new knowl
edge, transmitted by suggestion, which really, does
‘
the work.

While

I have no pretention

fully explain

the occult
causes of all the wonderful cures performed by the
power of the mind, and which can all be classiﬁed as
to

mind cures whatever may be the name by which the
agent designates himself,
claim that the knowledge
of the attributes of mind substance, that these attri
butes are used to protect our physical organism, that
this power of protection depends upon the quantity

I
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and the quality of our
mind substance, and further
more that it can be
transferred from one person to
another without impairing
its powers, furnishes us
with a clue which, when it
will have been intelligently
followed and stripped of all
the superstitious belief by
which it is now
surrounded, will enable us to cure
disease in a better and surer way than
is now done by
the use of drugs.
There are
mind cures,
given. They
selves? And

two ‘puzzling questions
connected with
to which deﬁnite
answers cannot yet be
are: Can we use these
powers on our
do all persons possess
this power?
As to the ﬁrst question,
am inclined to doubt if
any one can greatly
beneﬁt from any special‘
power he may possess.
healing
It
is' common to ﬁnd
that
per
sons who can
wonderfully help others, are
themselves
suffering from diseases
they cannot cure, and
healers

I

It

0 an increase of
is clear that so far as such

vement through
training;
that the power to
heal di
the capacity for
As regards the self-training.
'
destr
mind substance
currents,i
such powers as we ma

I

if

and have no doubt
that we often
ent sickness, but
also believe that
the power any
one may possess
is not

I

suﬂicient to
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prevent disease, it is of itself powerless to cure it after
it has fastened upon us. That is, I do not believe
that the possession of special healing powers release
their owner in the least degree from obedience to hy
gienic laws if he \vants to enjoy a fair state of health.
As to the second question, whether all persons pos
sess these healing powers, I think that the prepond
erance of facts goes to show that all persons possess
them in a limited measure, but that in only few per
sons are they capable of full development.
will give here, as explaining my, position on this
question, the answer made by a gentleman who suc
cessfully practises suggestion, to a person who wanted
to know how he performed his work.
“I cannot better describe the experience of these
moments, during which Iseem to abandon myself com
pletely to the higher power, than by using the words
of persons who have felt the inspiration of genius.
They speak of being invaded by a presence not them
selves, which using them as obedient organs, does
wonderful things through them, and creates works of
art which their ordinary efforts could not have pro
duced. They tell us that while the verve lasts, they
execute without efforts and do not become weary."
We know that all persons have within themselves
the potentiality to write or paint, but we also know
that but few of us can produce works of genius. Only
those- who are born with the right gift can hope to
succeed. I believe that the healing power is subject
to the same conditions, and that those who practice it
successfully do so because they possess the potentiality
of a high state of development.
Training will increase our power, just as it helps us
to write or paint, but
doubt if unless naturally gifted,
training will make us a successful healer any more
than it will make us poets or painters. The majority

I

I
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of us must be satisﬁed
with that degree of
develop
ment which enables us
to increase the
eﬂlcacy
of 0111‘
normal recuperative
powers.

Right

here comes the question
whether genius is to
a certain extent
an inspiration, that
is, whether a ge
nius is or is not
specially

helped in his work by occult
forces which dwell in
our environment.
It is held by many Mental
Scientists that there are
healing powers in the
Universe which can be drawn
upon in unlimited
amount, and 1 have often
thought
that those persons
who possess the power
to cure di-
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thought to be incurable,now yield to medical treatment,
and yet I doubt very much if these discoveries have
done anything to raise the average of health. for they
have not diminished the causes of disease, which really
The rea
increase with every advance in civilization.
son the average of the length of life is extending is
the spread of the knowledge of the laws of hygiene
and the enactment of better sanitary regulations.
Mind cures, from my standpoint. are simply the dis
covery of a new therapeutic agent which some persons
can use to great advantage. but which has no more
power to confer permanent health than any of the
treatments by drugs now in use.
Permanent health is secured by a hygienic mode of
life, and
will now give reasons for this belief.
I have said in this chapter that all diseases are due
to the presence of parasites which prey upon some of
our organs. These parasites—baci1li—are enabled to
thus live upon us because of the weakening of our phy
sical organs due to the great difference between our
present mode of life and that which was followed by
our pre-historic ancestors, at the time our structure
'
was evolved.
I have already touched upon that in the chapter on
Heredity and Health, but
want to impress the fact
more ﬁrmly upon my readers. Let them understand
this clearly, that all diseases are diseases of civiliza
tion, that is that they are possible only because of the
mode of life civilization forces upon us.
In proof of the correctness of my position, I will
present here some facts bearing on the subjectﬁllét
One of the scourges of civilization is the disease cal
led consumption. Of late years it has been discovered
that there is a bacillus of consumption, which can be
destroyed only by breathing an' abundance of fresh

I

I
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air, so that now consumptive
persons are made to
and sleep as much as
live
possible out of
By this
d0ors.1treatment the bacilli which
feeds upon their lungs are
‘destroyed, and health is
restored.
The cause of this
result is that when the lungs were
evolved, there were no
enclosed houses or heated
rooms, nor need for
lungs that could stand civilized
conditions. Now
that the environment
changed,
some lungs have
developed sufficient strength as £0
he able to adapt
themselves to the new conditions,
and to withstand the
attacks of bacilli, while others
fail to develop the
needed strength, and have to
return
as near as possible
to the primitive
environment.

I

eating. They say, and
probably correctly, that the
stomach can digest more
than the liver and kidneys
can eliminate, and
that as a result too much
eating
causes impure blood,
and that these impurities
settle
on some weak
spot and cause
disease. That which
these impurities in
the blood do, is to
furnish a feeding
ground for the
bacilli, and thus to permit
disease.
have no doubt that
over-eating
causes
impure blood,
which in its turn
causes disease.

O

are the result of
civilization.
.
-ird cause of disease, now
well recognized. is
wor. -.‘f3'I need not explain here
how the worry habit
exhausts the nervous system

and diminishes our power
of resistance.
Mental Scientists, by
their advocacy of
selt-control, and their
claim of superiority to outside
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conditions, have commenced a campaign against the
worry evil which is sure to have good results. But no
one will deny that worry is one of the results of the
conditions of civilized life, and thus we can trace a
third cause of disease to the inﬂuence of civilization.

Granting the correctness of what I have said about
the inﬂuence of civilized life upon health, what can
Mental Scientists do to counteract this inﬂuence?
This is a question for ‘each one to answer for himself,
and which will call out the exercise of our highest
intelligence to decide upon that line of conduct best
suited to our case, and the strongest self-control to en
able us to put in practice the decision we may have
reached.
It is an easy matter for the Mental Scientist to call
upon his own occult powers, or upon those of some other
person specially gifted in that direction, to correct the
evils resulting from a false mode of life, but it is much
more difllcult for him to carefully consider his present
way of living. and to change it in the face of the ad
verse environment in which we all ﬁnd ourselves.
For all civilized environment is adverse to a hygienic

A

life. The whole aim of civilization is the development
of the natural resources of the earth, and not the at
tainment of health, and the whole social machinery
has been constructed in view of material progress and
not of hygienic results.
And yet, even within the limits of our environment
much can be done to improve our hygienic condi
tions, by those persons who possess suﬁcient intelli
gence, and who can rise above the inﬂuence of their
surroundings. We need not seek to return to the origi
nal conditions which surrounded the pre-historic man,
but we can call a halt whenever we ﬁnd that our ha
hits of life are such that they require more exertions
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from our physical organism
than they can stand, and
ease the strain by
living more in accord with early
conditions.

tion. Right living, the
attainment of which is the in
centive to progress, does
not consist in denying to
ourselves the pleasures of
existence, but in partaking
of them wisely and
with a due regard for our
health.
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BUSINESS
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SUCCESS.

to obtain the
means of
subsistence'than to maintain
our health. There is
a good reason for
this. Health is
ours by right of
inheritance, and with reasonable care
will remain with us to
the end. But most of
us are
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mentally or through their writings.

success vibrations,
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make no such claims.

have that power

I

have

never found it out, and have never exercised it. What
intend to do is to explain what I consider the Law
of Business Success, as
think it can be deduced from
the teachings of Mental Science, and as I. have seen

I

I

it conﬁrmed by observation.

'

‘ ,

It

is a mistake to suppose that the philosophy we
believe has no inﬂuence upon busines's success. ‘Not

only will our beliefs inﬂuence our character according
as they give more or less help for its improvement,
but it will largely control the direction of our eﬂorts
in the acquisition of wealth. We all know what the
Christian philosophy teaches as to the acquisition of
riches, and we also know what is the result of its
What
teachings.
shall do is to present what Mental
Science-—-as
understand it--teaches, leaving to the
future to decide whether the results are an improve
ment on present conditions.
The law of progress is that every advance has to go
through the test of practical experience, and that no
thing is accepted except that which is found to increase
the number of pleasant sensations.
Mental Science teaches that we are here as agents of
civilization, and that the amount of our reward de
pends on the value of our work. Part of that reward
is the possession of wealth, meaning by that word all
those products which go to maintain life and enhance
the pleasure of existence. All men possess‘more or less
wealth according to the‘scientiﬁc meaning of the term.
The rags on the back" of the tramp are part of the
general wealth as well as the vast possessions of the

I

I

'

millionaire.
The ﬁrst logical deduction from this belief is that
each man is rewarded according to his work; that the
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wealth.

These persons draw
their supplies from two
which means that

upon the
value of the work of gh
they afe
B.upported;which is one
of the results of the
1aw of organization
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I

equitable distribution.
shall write more at length of
call intelligent distribution in the chapter
what
where I shall treat of economic organization.
From the standpoint of Mental Science, the ﬂrst thing
to be done to secure business success, is to recognize
that we receive exactly what we earn, and that if we
want more we must improve the quality of our work.

I

The second thing that Mental Science teaches. is
that man does not control the march of social progress,
but that it is under the control of the Universal Mind.
If this is true. no man can know as to the place where
his work will be the most eﬁective, his knowledge
being limited to his preference for some kinds of occu
pation, and his satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the
reward he receives for doing the work.
If there is an Universal Mind which directs progress
toward a predetermined end, it must be important to
our success for us to know whether we are working in
accord or opposition to its desires.
.
How shall we know then if we are doing the work
which the Universal Mind requires at our hands?
think there is a way by which we can attain this know
ledge. and I have tested it suﬂiciently to satisfy me
that it is correct.
If the Universal Mind has awork for us to do, and
if it controls all progress, it can surely facilitate the
outside conditions necessary to the accomplishment of
our work. If a man. for example, is qualiﬁed to do a
certain work, and needs the reward for doing it, there
must be somewhere within his reach some other man
who needs just this work and is willing to pay for it
Neither of the men may know of the existence of the
other. but the Universal Mind knows it, and it can
and ‘does bring them together.
From this course of logical reasoning have drawn

I
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the Law of
Circumstances, which is simply
that the
best course for us
to follow i's to
allow ourselves to be

largely guided in our
conductby circumstances as they
arise around us.

will

be

unfavorable, and

be the result.

if

we persist failure
is sure to
'

every
circumstance turn against
them. To that they
found a very simple
explanation.
They
God’s commands as
were following
they found them
and their failures
in the Bible,
were the work of
threw obstacles in
the Devil who
their way.
'
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condulct of many persons who have no religious beliefs
and pride themselves on their freedom of what they

call superstition. These persons will follow 'their own
judgmentyear after year, failing in what theydunder-‘
take, when circumstances are doing their best to teach
them that their judgment is at fault and that success
lays in an entirely- different direction.
who has learned thoroughly the correct,
ness oft
0 propositions
have presented here, is
on the high road to business success.
He will not look
for areward he has not earned, and he will not take
his judgment as a ﬁnal guide when circumstances
show him that it is not leading him aright.
Let us now see how we can build for business suc
cess on these foundations. No advice needs to be given
as to the best method of following the Law of Circum
stances. ‘No one can do thisexcept those who recog
nize the fallibility of the human mind, and who he
lieve ﬁrmly in a controlling power of the Universe,
With these two beliefs implanted in us, submission to
the Law of Circumstances becomes easy. and with a
little experience we soon reach the point where we
dread to follow our judgment when circumstances
The

‘

I

make it specially diﬂlcult.
.
The beliefin the Law of Circumstances can be de
pended upon to place us where we can do our best
work, but when it comes to qualifying ourselves for an
increase of reward. that is aquestion which is purely
personal to us. This improvement is under our own
control, and the Universal Mind cannot even help us.
If we are not satisﬁed with our business success, and
recognize that our failure is not due to outside condi
tions, but the result of some defects of character, the
first thing to do is to learn to know ourselves. Many
persons fail of success, not for lack of judgment, but
I

'

which we jjqdge
ourselves from others.
Nothing is
more common, so far
as business is
concerned, than to
hear men who are
themselves
business
failures pass
-judgment on the
shortcomings
‘
of
their
one will never
friends. This
succeed because he
does
to take care of
n019’k!‘tow how
his money, another
one is
easy and
cannot say no, a third is
careless,
a
fourth
too
imposed upon.
easily
These judgments are
usually
correct,
showing that those who
make them are
in judgment, but
if you talk with them not deﬁcient
you will soon
ﬁnd that, in their
estimation,
their
own failures are
not due to any
defect of theirs. One
was burnt out,
another went security for
a friend, a third
vagant wife,
has an extra
andso on to the end of the
it domes to
chapter. When
themselves, they can ﬁnd a
dozen good ex
euses for their lack
of success, but
when they judge Of
others they can see
clearly enough the
defect of cha
racter which keeps
them down.
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I

did not know anything about the
philosophy of Mental Science in those days,
but my
conclusions were based upon personal
observations.
and in line with what
am now trying to teach.

I

When we have found out our weak points, two
lines
of improvement are open to us,
both of which can be
followed at the same time. One is to improve
our cha
racter, and the other to seek for
that work we are the
best qualiﬁed to do.
The qualities of character that
insure business success

I

are the same as those which
have enumerated as ne
cessary to the right control of conduct;
they are know 1
edge, judgment, decision and perseverance.

‘A
-..T;
‘-|=.‘i;i

my observation, the most common
cause of business failure is lack
of judgment, but a
defect in any of these four qualities
will surely prevent
any marked degree of business
success. When we have
recognized in which of these qualities
we are lacking,
the way to improve is to
take all possible occasions to
call it into play. If, for example,
it is judgment, we
must commence to use it more and
to rely less on habit
or public opinion. We have
little idea, until we take
notice, how large a portion of our
conduct is really
controlled by the judgment of others. If we
are lacking
in judgment, we must learn to carefully weigh the
reasons for or against of even what
seems triﬂing ac
tions, until we have acquired a greater
proﬁciency in
the power of balancing
them against each
It is nothing but training. There is but other.
one law of
progress in the Universe, and
that is through training;
and there is but one way of
training. The man who
fwins to run a foot race exercises his lungs and his
muscles in and out of season, that in the time of need
they may respond to his
demands; the child who learns
to play the piano goes
through uumberless exercises,

s

According to

A-

upon.

We all possess a
certain amount of knowledge,
judgment, decision
and

perseverance, and besides have
the potentiality
of some development.'
these qualities

If

reel:
‘

it

we
better we

will gradually
improve, and
will feceive amore s

as our work get5

atisfactory

reward.
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ordinate positions of responsibility are comparatively
scarce, while the men who can successfully
manage
business for themselves, even on a moderate scale, are
few and far between. The large proportion of men
who fail in business is well known. but it is not due to
the risks of business, but to the large number of per
sons who, because they had made good clerks thought
they were qualiﬁed to do business on their own ac
count, or because they had successfully managed a
small business, thought they could as well manage a
large establishment.
If men would study themselves, and know their own
strength and weakness, there would be no such ﬂail
ures, and there is certainly no excuse for the Mental
Scientist falling into such errors.
The world is said to be full of round pegs in square
holes, and vice-versa, but it is the result of man’s ig
norance and not of the working-of a natural law. On
the contrary, the Law of Circumstances is all the time
driving men toward their proper position. But the ma
jority of men are not willing to be thus guided, and for
lack of knowledge make mistakes fatal to their success.
Educated young men are prone to fall in that error.
They believe that because they have gone through
college, can write a good hand, or have learned book
keeping, they have had abusiness education and can
ﬁll any responsible position. They can, if they are in
dustrious, probably do satisfactory subordinate labor,
but the ability to succeed in business does not depend
on education. It depends upon certain qualities of the
mind usually received through inheritance, and which
can be made more eﬁective only by careful training.
In these days of concentration of wealth. business is
being done on such a large scale that its management
is becoming more and more diﬂicult, and only those
who have inherited marked qualiﬁcations for business
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organization can hope to
succeed, but on the other
hand there is an
increasing demand for eﬂficient sub
ordinates, and those who will
what they are best qualiﬁed earnestly seek to discover
for, and ﬁt themselves to
do it in the best possible
manner, can f-eel assured that
they will meet with all
the business success necessary
to enjoy such happiness
as is within our reach.

It

is claimed by many
Mental Scientists that the
power of attraction
an
is
important factor in business

sell. If this power exists
it is of an hypnotic nature,
and its object is to
help its possessors to win in
the
competitive ﬁght.
have myself no doubt
that many persons use hyp
notism to help them in
their business; among -them
are found insurance
men, book agents, sellers of
patent
rights, etc., and many of
them possess considerable
hypnotic power, and
succeed where others would fail.

I

I look upon hypnotism in
business, as
in the pursuit of
health.

I

look upon it
help
us to extricate
ourselves from a difficult
position in which we
ought

It can
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The ﬁrst of these' qualities is Honesty, which de
ﬁne as the desire to fulﬁl contracts in the best possible
manner. All business transactions are a matter of con
tract. speciﬁc or implied. If I hire a man to work for
me for two dollars a day to do a certain work. it is
implied ﬁrst, that he will work for me a certain num
ber of hours, and second, that he will use all reasonable
endeavors to employ his time in the way that will
best promote my interests. An honest fulﬁlment of
the contract does not mean only thathe will spend so
many hours in my service, but that during that time
he will make my interests his own. This applies to all
these transactions where a man hires the services of
another, and nothing attracts more the employer tow
ard the employee than the recognition of honesty in
his character. All business transactions involving pur
chase and sale are also matters of implied contract.
Even in the daily purchases of the necessaries of life
we expect to ﬁnd the goods as represented, and are
attracted or repulsed by the storekeeper according to
the degree of his honesty.
I do not mean to say that honesty alone will ensure
business success.
Observation shows that many very
fail,
honest persons
either in doing business on their
own account, or in giving satisfaction to their employ
ers; and also that, for a time; dishonest persons are
sometimes quite successful. Honesty is a help to per
manent success. which however really depends on the
possession of the qualities
have already enumerated.
Observation justiﬂes me in saying that dishonest per
sons are lacking in business judgment.
Another quality which attracts is a pleasant manner
in our dealings with others, but this pleasant manner
must be genuine, and the result of a pleasant spirit
within oursol ves. There are many persons who recog
nizing the business value of a pleasant manner, put it

I
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on for the occasion, and
cringe. ﬂatter, and play upon
the vanity of those out
of whom they expect to make
some money. This,
like dishonesty, may succeed
for
a time, but fails
in the long run. Independence
of
character is the only
foundation upon which pleasant
dealings can be built. It is
the true man or woman,

ness, promptness,
accuracy, etc. Of these,
however, I
need not write, for
they are not nearly as
important
factors as those
have

I

described.

Remember ﬁrst that
according to the teachings of
Mental Science, you are
here to help in the progress
of
civilization, and that happiness
is not yours by

laws which control
part to seek where business success, and it is your
you have -made
mistakes and to
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‘THE LAW OF CIRUUM.S'1‘ANCES.
After writing the last chapter, in reading it over, I
decided that a belief in the control of the Universe by
a higher power than ours, and a willingness to place
ourselves under its control, is such an important factor
in business success that it would be best that I write
more at length on the subject, and devote an entire
chapter to an explanation of my position.

tenets of Christianity is that
God ‘already takes care of his children here, and that
thus they have an advantage in this world over those
they are pleased to call the children of darkness. But
id’ there is one fact well provcn
by experience, it is
that there is no Special Providence watchingover men,
and that the Christian, in putting his trust in the love
of a Personal God instead of in the improvement of
his own character, diminishes instead of increasing his
chances of worldly success.
It does not follow, however, as is claimed by the
Materialists, that there is no controlling power in the
Universe, or that if there is suoh a power, there is not
a law which, if understood. would enable us to put our
selves in harmony with the aims of this power, so as
to beneﬁt by its greater intelligence.
claim that there
is such a law to which I have given the name of the
Law of Circumstances.
One of the fundamental

I

To clearly understand what this law is, we must ﬁrst
know what is this power which we call the Universal
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-Mind, what are its attributes, and
what are its func
tions in the march of progress.
have stated before that it is a
of the Mental Scientists that'mind fundamental belief
permeates all the
Universe, and also that mind controls.
From these two
beliefs it follows logically that, just
as the individual
mind of man permeates his whole
organism and con
lI‘ols his aggregate actions, so
must the Universal Mind
control the aggregate actions of
the different parts
which constitute our Universe. ‘
But we must not jump at the
conclusion that because
the Universal Mind controls
the aggregate of actions,
it is conscious of its existence,
or free to direct pro
gress according to its own
will. It is logical for the
Chritians to claim these attributes for their
Personal
God, but it seems to me difficult,
in view of our present
knowledge, for Mental Scientists to
claim these attri
butes for an Impersonal
Mind.
As regards consciousness, the
ﬁrst thing we must un
derstand is that there is
afundamental difference bet
ween intelligence and
consciousness. Intelligence is
based upon knowledge,
consciousness upon sensation.
To show that intelligence
can exist without consci
ousness,
will point to the growth of
a plant. N0
Mental Scientist will deny
that a plant is intelligent,
that is, that it knows how to
use means to accomplish
a given end. Aplant
of corn know how to take
UP
at the proper time the
materials furnished by its envi
ronment, and how to dispose
of them and to‘combine
them so as to accomplish
the desired result. And yet
the plant is certainly
not conscious of it
or of the control it
exerts upon its ow
Unconscious control in the
Universe is the rule, and
conscious control the exception,
and careful investiga
tion shows that
consciousness is a late development of
the attribute of
sensation, which manifests itself only

I
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in living organisms, and to that extent in which it is
necessary to enable them to perform the work which
is under their special control.
r
cannot ‘go here into an explanation as to the dif
.
ference as to the nature of intelligence and of consci
ousness. except to say that while intelligence increases
with the increase of knowledge, consciousness does
not increase with the increase of sensation but with

I

its concentration. The diﬁerence is somewhat like
that which exists between volume and harmony of
sound. Volume depends upon the number of vibra
tions, harmony upon their organization.
So I believe that while we have suﬂicient reasons to
claim that the Universal Mind is intelligent, we have
not sufﬁcient grounds to conclude that it is conscious
of its own existence, or of performing its functions.

As regards Free-Will, that is as to the power of the
Universal Mind to direct progress in whatever direct
ion it chooses, Ido not see how we can logically be

lieve that it is one of its attributes, if we believe that
the difference between the Universal Mind and indi
vid ualized minds is one of degree and not of kind.
We know that the mind, of plants. animals and men
does not control their growth according to its free-will,
but according to the potentiality of their heredity and
the conditions of their environment.
As regards these
individualized minds, we can trace back the source of
their potentialities to hereditary transmissions, that is.
we know that a grain of corn can only develop in one
direction, which is determined by the knowledge it
‘
has received from its ancestors. But this is not a ﬁnal
answer to the question whence comes potentiality, and
why did the ancestors of the plant of corn develop in
'
that special direction?
In the same way we cannot tell where the potential
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predetermined result.
is very clear to me
that

It

it

because
is one of
which, like that of Space
and Time,
into Inﬁnity, and which
is impos
sible for
ﬂnite—individualized—minds
to
solve.
All we can say is, that
reasoning
from
the
known to
the unknown,
universal progress must travel in
the
direction of its inherent
potentialities, and that the
Universal Mind is not free to
decide what the outcome
of progress shall
be, but must control
all forces toward
a
those questions
lose themselves

if

we accept

these

pre

i

it

Special Providence
must be a stupendous
mistake,
and those who trust
in it for help will
surely be disappointed. For
if the
Universal Mind is not
conscious,
can feel neither
love nor hate, nor
have friends and enemies,
and the
belief that there

Mind and what are
its attributes, the
next question
that presents itself to
us is: What are
its functions in

'

and that organization
trol of an intelligent
power. -Starting
with the most simple
organization.
either political-or
economic, we ﬁnd that th‘ere is al
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This being recognized, we come to the next question:

of a more complex
organization than the subordinate lines of progress
which we know are organized?
It is not, according to the Materialists. They do not
believe that progress tends toward a predetermined
result or that it is intelligently controlled, nor do they
recognize progress as a whole. For them progress is
the result of a series of disconnected actions due to
the vagaries of variations and the pressure of the en
vironment, and not of a more complex organization.
But Mental Scientists cannot accept any such theory,
for they believe that progress is the result of intelli
gent organization. and they see no reason to suppose
that it stops at nations.
Just as they believe that an individual is a conglo
meration of cells which have organized themselves so
as to increase their own power of enjoyment, and a
nation is a conglomeration of individuals who have
organized themselves for the same purpose, so they
must believe that nations will eventually organize
themselves into a more complex organization that will
be controlled by an Universal Mind, in the same way
that the aggregation of cells is controlled by the in-‘
dividual mind, and the nation is controlled by a na-'
tional mind.
And if it is objected that this Universal Mind will
only come in existence through the aggregation of na
tions, and cannot control now as this greater organi
zation does not exist,
answer that the individual
mind exists in the germ long before the physical organ
ism has been constructed, and that when men organ
ize a manufacturing enterprise, the controlling intel
ligence exists long before the enterprise is ready for
operation, and that according to the law of analogy,
and reasoning from the known to the unknown, just as
progress as a whole the result

I
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accomplishment, and the organizers of
economic enter
prises do the same, we
must believe that the Univer
sal Mind already exists,
and is in control of that part
of Inﬁnity which
constitutes our Universe.
The function of the
Universal Mind is then to direct
and control the march
of progress in the Universe,
using the forces at its
command to the best advantage,
not according to its
free-will or to accomplish its own
desires, but subject to the
laws which inhere in the
Universe, and to accomplish
a predetermined result.
And according to this
belief, man is one of the forces
subject to- the control of
the Universal
Mind. and we
must logically believe
that our success will be com
mensurate with our willingness to place
ourselves un
der its control.
This is the truth which has
been
dimly recognized by
all religious persons, and the rea

Their mistake is of the
same kind as would be that
ofa man who, in a
country .as highly developed and
politically organized as
Switzerland. would seek for

laws of the land, and
an earnest endeavor
to promote
the prosperity of
the country, and
that
the
only inﬂu
ence he,
the president, could exert to
help the

success
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of any citizen was to recognize their
value to the com
munity, and help them to attain that position
where
their services would be the most
effective for the pros
perity of the country.

Thiscomparison as to the way to success under
an
autocratic ruler and in a republic, explains
clearly the
difference which exists between the
Christian's con
ception of his Personal God, and the
Mental Scientist’s
conception of the Universal Mind; and
explains also
the failure of the trust of the
Christian in his Special
Providence. The belief that God protects
those he
loves has no foundation in fact,
for the Universe is a
republic and not an autocracy,
and the way to success
upon earth is not to please
God. but to do good and
eﬂlcient work in advancing civilization.
Itis true that the Christian can show numerous in
stances where spiritual—mind—inﬁuences
have been
exerted in their favor, but investigation
shows that it
has always been done when
they were engaged in work
which promoted civilization, and
that the same help
has been given under the
same circumstances to men
of all religions, and of no
religion at all.
One striking instance of
this fact is found in the
carreer of Napoleon I. So long as he
directed France
in the wonderful civilizing
work which was accom
plished by the French
revolution, his star, as he called
it. was in the ascendant and all
circumstances favored
his enterprises, but when he
ceased to work for civili
zation, and turned his efforts and
those of the French
people toward military glory and
increase of power,
circumstances turned against him, and his downfall
became only a question of
time.
The way to success is then, from the
Mental Scientist
standpoint, not by seeking for the favors ‘of a Personal
God, but in doing good
work toward the development
of the potentialities of
the Universe.
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accomplishment of all possible
combinations,
combinations increasing in

complexity until

Mind, and depend upon
such guid ance as
them to
success.

these
all the

will help
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Universal Mind, which is all the time
seeking to
place us in that position where we
can do

the

‘

the best
work and receive the greatest reward.
Let us then cease to try to control that
which is not
within our sphere, and recollect that the
ability to en
joy pleasant sensations has been given
to us for our
own guidance and not for that of
others.
And, as the achievement of success
causes pleaant
sensations, and real success is only possible
when we
work in harmony with the control
of the Universal
Mind, it is as a help to establish this
harmony that
we beneﬁt from the knowledge
of the Law of Circum
stances.

Every person who has any power of
observation must
recognize

that at times every circumstance
seems to
work in our favor, while at other
times they seem to
conspire to thwart our eﬂorts. No
scientiﬁc explana
tion of this fact has ever been given,
but it has been
ascribed to many different causes, chief
among them
being the will of God, chance,
and the inﬂuence of
good or evil spirits.
But with my philosophy this fact is
easily explained.
The Universal Mind being in
universal control directs
circumstances so as to promote civilization, and
if the
things we are trying to do also tend
to promote civili
all circumstances must naturally favor
us, but
if they tend to obstruct civilization,
they must natur

ally thwart us.
This Tiaw of Circumstances
all men obey to a certain

is a natural law which
extent. We are all more or
less guided by the
weather. the seasons, and other con
ditions of our environment. The
reason we are not
guided by it in that form
of conduct where we seem
to have more freedom
of action. is because ignorant
men have but little idea
of the limitations of their own
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knowledge, and believe
that they can decide questlons
entirely beyond their
'
capacity.
Thus to-day, there are
millions of men who are cer
tain that they know
all about the will of God, and
on
the teeth

of adverse
circumstances, never dreaming
that all the
difficulties thev encounter
are obstacles
Other persons have an
exaggerated belief in their own
.qualiﬂcations, and are
conﬁdent that they will ﬁnally
overcome all adverse
circumstances.
Others think that they
are necessary to
the work of
progress, and that the
duty
has been imposed upon
them to educate the
world,
in
no way discouraged by
the fact that
the world will
not listen to their teach

Thus for a
thousand different
reasons men will not
obey the La“ of
their own limited Circumstances, preferring to follow
knowledge and fail, rather
than to

,
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The knowledge of these facts will not only enable us
to be guided aright, but it will also prevent us from
seeking the help of the Universal Mind in the solution
of diﬂiculties which properly belong to us. Thus the
Universal Mind will not restore our health, nor will
it increase our wealth, nor (lo any of those things that
the Christian expects at the hands of his Personal God.
The Universal Mind simply controls circumstances in
a special direction, and it is for us to take advantage
of this control for our own personal satisfaction.

CHAPTER

Z1.

INDIVIDUALS.
What is an Individual? Simple as seems this ques
tion, it is not easily answered; and yet a knowledge
of the many factors which constitute an individuality
is absolutely necessary to a clear understanding of our
relation to our environment, and to the successful con
trol of our conduct.
The usual answer is that an individual is an entity,
and the unit of society. This answer is only partially
correct, for while the individuals are the units of social
combinations, they are very far from being entities,
being combinations of cells which have organized
themselves into living organisms.
Among the many diﬁerent facts which our new
knowledge enables us to recognize, one of the most
important as a help to the control of our conduct, is
that all existing things whatever, as far as our obser
v ation extends, are combinations.
How large and how small are these combinations, no
one can tell. Theoretically one can speculate as to the
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possible

minuteness of the least
combinations,but when
scientists have reached
the point where one
million
atoms can stand on
the point of a needle,
they are just
as, far from
having reached the unit of
matter as they
were at the
beginning, for it is impossible
for man to
conceive of a particle
of substance
occupying space

and an inﬁnity
of time and
space, we cannot
the idea of the
limits

grasp
of an ultimate
combination, em
bracing all existing
things. We can talk
no one who has
about it, but
thought upon what
we mean by In

of existing
,
combinations, we can ﬁrst
fact of their
recognize the
existence, and next
establish the limits
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combinations, re
suiting in an increase in complexity, and a correspond
ing advance in civilization.
‘And those persons who are acquainted with biology
know that before the individuals were evolved, the
cells had to go through the same process of increasing
complexity of combination and improvement of organ
ization.
the absorption of the less complex

The relation of these facts to the study of conduct
and how to conduct ourselves aright is the real aim of
the study of Mental Science—is that it enables us to
recognize that, as there is but one law of organization,
it must control all combinations, and that the same
principles which control the organization of cells into
subordinate organisms, and of subordinate organisms
into individuals, ‘must also control the organization of
individuals-into families, states and nations.
'l‘his question opens three different lines of investiga
tion. One relates to the organization of the cells into
an individual, with the object of learning how an indi
vidual controls himself. This phase of the subject is
discussed at length in the Law of Individual Control,
Part II. of Studies in Sociology, and
shall not treat
of it here. Next we must investigate the special posi
tion of the individual in the Universe, considered as a
separate and distinct combination, so as to know how
far he is independent of his environment in the control
of his conduct, and how far he must consider himself
asaconstituent part of alarger combination. This is
the subject I intend to treat in this chapter. And ﬁnal
ly we must study the individual as part of the larger
combinations into which men organize themselves, so
as to ﬁnd out which is the right conduct for us to fol
low as members of a family or as citizens. These ques
tions I shall treat in subsequent chapters.

I
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with our position

on the earth, but
also dangerous to

INn'1v11>U'ALs.

As individuals are that form of combination

'1‘is

'w'h'ich

between the subordinate organisms and ‘the fa
they must differ from them as to the degree ‘in
which they have segregated themselves, and as to th'e
amount of ‘independence they enjoy.
’
As to the question of segregation, leaving out of sight
that due to the factor of space, which is ‘responsible
for the present belief that individuals and nations are
combinations diﬁering in kind and to be controlled
under different laws, we ﬁnd that while it,is true that
each cell and subordinate organism has knowledge and
feelings of its own, it is also true that‘they are much
more dependent upon each other than individuals are.
Thus it is impossible for some of the cells to be affect-ed by disease without it reacting seriously upon the
combination to which they belong—the individual—a
fact which accounts for the prostration which usually
accompanies sickness, when often a small portion of
the cells are in a diseased state. So close indeed is
the solidarity between the cells that if the eyes fail to
perform their functions, the whole individual is in
darkness, and if the heart ceases to beat, every cell in
the individual dies, and disintegration takes place.
It is not so wit-h a combination of individuals.
Within the family or the nation, each individual is
suﬂiciently segregated to maintain his faculties and
existence entirely alone,a‘.nd the sickness and suffering
of one individual do not react so strongly on the others.
In discussing the question of the increase of inde
pendence which follows the increased complexity of
organizations, we must remember that independence
does not mean only the ability to decide what our
conduct shall be, but also the ability to put in practice
our decisions. and it is in the increased ability to per
form, and not to decide, that is found the incentive to
more complex organizations.

“stands

"m'il'ies,
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This is well exempliﬁed
in the organization of the
family. It is by its help
that the individual
can raise
offspring, not only
because the

association of both sexes
is necessary to the act
of ‘conception, but
because the
family can bestow upon the
individual care in infancy,
sickness and old age, that the
individual cannot bestow
upon himself. The
combined strength and skill of the
‘family can also accomplish
many things that tend
to
increase the happiness of
the individual, which be
cannot accomplish for
himself.
therefore conclude
that the family is more
independent than the indivi

I

,

out of existence, they
would still possess the ability
to procure almost
all those things
necessary to their

This increase of independence
is, however, achieved
onl-v‘at the expense of
some of the independence
of’
the lesser
combinations. The family
within the nation
is less independent
than the family outside
the nation;
than the individuals
outside the family; and those
simpler living forms,
which practically are only a sto
mach ﬂoating about
in search of food, are
much more
independent to .decide
their actions than the human
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becoming merged in, a larger combination. and we see
it plainly in the process by which we increase the
melody of sounds. A single person playing upon one
instrument need keep no. special time or pay any at
But as soon as an
tention to rules and regulations.
take,
attempt is made to
advantage of the potentiality
for an increase of melody through a combination of
instruments. each player must surrender a part of his
independence, and learn to obey the laws that control ‘
music, and the directions of the person who has charge
of the musical organization to which he belongs.
It is because of this law of organization, that when
ever we become a component part of a larger combi
nation we lose some of our. power of decision in ex
change for an improvement in results. that it is im
portant that we should understand our true relation
to our fellow-men, and what part of the control of our
conduct we must surrender to the social organization,
and what part we must retain in our own keeping.
And this we shall best ascertain when we understand
that individuals are only one of a series of combina
tions, subject to the laws controlling all organizations.

My aim in this chapter is not to lay down rules for
the conduct of individuals, or to decide how far we
must abide by the edicts promulgated by the social
organization, but to present to the readers some of the
difficulties which are inherent to the problemof con
duct, and also some facts that have a bearing upon its
solution.
And one of the chief diﬂiculties comes from the fact
which
have just stated, that no increase in the com
plexity of organizations can take place without some
loss of independence for the constituent parts, and that
each individual must decide for himself how far,he
will submit to the control of the social organizations

I
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to which he
belongs,
regulations which
he

,

,; a_ _, -

dual happiness.

--

comes his
Universe.

,

.qually all around
us, and that thus,
we are the
center of our Universe
ill make us self-cent-‘
consider our
environment as re
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reservoir of natural resources open to us for
appropri
ation, subject only to the restraint of
natural laws, and
to the limitations imposed upon
us by the presence
here of other individuals likewise
constituted, and en
-dowed with the same desires.
And as the limits of our Universe,
and the ability to
appropriate its resources, increase with
the develop
.me.nt of our faculties,
the recognition of these facts
will further stimulate the improvement
of character
which in preceding chapters
have shown to be the
only process that can increase our
happiness.
It logically follows that if each individual
is the cen
ter of his
own Universe, he is in the best positionto
judge of the conduct that will
bring him the most hap
piness and the proper person
to control his own actions.
The belief so prevalent now,
and so sedulously taught
even by persons of a progressive
turn of mind. that we
can judge for others as to
the conduct that will bring
them—not us—the most happiness, is a
remnant of old'
beliefs in the creation by a
Personal God, of an Uni
verse with deﬁnite limits.
Under such a supposition
God occupied a position in
the center of the Universe,
and was eminently qualiﬁed
to control the conduct of
the beings he had himself
created.
This belief in outside control
has persisted until
now, but must disappear
before the knowledge of the
truths taught by the
philosophy of Mental Science, so
that the tendency will be
for individuals to become
more and more self-centered,
and to recognize that
each individual occupies
exactly that position where
he can best decide
what his conduct should be.

I

Another fact that we must thoroughly
understand is
that -the object of all organizations
is to increase indi
vidual happiness, and not social

happiness, and that
whenever the question presents itself to us
how far

But it does not follow
that because we are the sole
judges of our

conduct, and owe no
unwilling obedience
to authority,
society has no right to enforce
its decrees.
The social combination
has the same right to seek for
its combined‘ happiness
as the individual has
to seek

for its personal
happiness, and in obedience to
this na
tural law, society takes
measures to enforce its decrees
Until now reformers,
under the belief that rules of

duty to resist those
social decrees
w-hich- they did not
approve, and it is very
slowly that they put in practice
the teachings of the
evolution theory that the attain
ment of individual
happiness is the only safe guide
for
individual
conduct.

'

conservative minority,
which must be exerted when
ever progress is
made. must not be
confounded with
open resistance by
a minority. In
this last case it is
usually a waste of
eﬁorts at the expense
ofindividual
happiness, while in the
other case there is the mini
mum of individual
risks. and the maximum of satis
factory results.
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one of principle, to be decided in view of its inﬂuence
upon society, but is a personal question to be decided

by its results upon our own happiness.

I
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belief that the mind controls, and that it is the same
mind which organizes all existing combinations.
The favorite argument of the Materialists is that if
the individual is the controller of his own conduct, and
society only an aggregation of individuals, the rights
of the individual must take precedence over those of
It is on a small scale the same question that
society.
presents itself in the union of states under one federal
government, aquestion which inheres in all attempts
at organization.
This question has been fully settled in the organiza
tion of the older combinations. According to my the
ory of mind control, the eye has been evolved by the
aggregate organism to increase its own happiness—and
not for the happiness of the eye— and the aggregate
controls the eye by means of its greater power.
We ﬁnd the same law at work in the organization of
the family; the child is not born in the family for the
happiness of the child but for the happiness of the pa
rents, and the family controls the child so long as he
remains a member.
The same law is operative in the organization of the
later combinations. Society does not organize itself to
increase the happiness of any one of its members but
of all its members, and must keep the chief control if
it wants to accomplish its object.
The law of organization, as
understand .it, is this:
Whenever two units. or more, merge their interests,
each unit surrenders a certain portion of his right of

* -i-i-i ‘

And now I want to present here the reasons that lead
me to believe that social control must often supercede
individual control. because they are derived from the

tion of success
for the organization
total of control
is that the slim
possessed
by
the
larger than that
aggregate shall be
possessed by
each part, thus
the aggregate
enabling
to rule.
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believe, upon the will of the individuals, but upon the
degree of their mental development.
And
want my readers to remember that what
shall say in the following chapters is not intended as
suggestions for changes in our present methods of so
cial organization, but has been written as a help for
those persons who believe in the philosophy of Mental
Science, and that the improvement of society comes
through the improvement of character of the indivi
duals, and have to decide from their new standpoint

I

I

what line of conduct they had better follow.

CHAPTER
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THE FAMILY.
I.
MARRIAGE.

The marriage of which I want to write in this chapter
is not the legal ceremony known by that name, but the
union of men and women for the purpose of building
a home and raising offspring. Thus considered, the
institution of marriage is as old as the family itself,
and existed long before human laws were promulgated.
According to scientiﬁc researches. there has been
many forms of associations answering the purposes of
n1arriage,these forms corresponding to the degree of
~ mental
development. At the present time polygamy
seems to be the most in accord with the mental devel
opment of the less civilized people, while the more ad
vanced have evolved into the monogamic marriage, as
more in accord with the increasing -belief in the equality of the sexes. Monogamy, as I look at it, is the Warriage relation which must obtain in a society ‘Yhlch
recognizes equal rights in competition, and equallty ef

by those persons
who believe in
evolution. The funda
mental idea of
evolution is perpetual
change. and 115
applied to social
institutions, it teaches that the
same
inﬂuences which cause
one institution to
change, will
affect all other
institutions in the same way. Then if

munity, held that
what he called complex
was the logical
marriage,
form of marriave
for a community, and
attempted to put it
in practice at
Oneida. It was ab
andoned after some
thirty years of trial,
proved a
and certainly
failure at the time.
It
may
have failed from
inherent defects, or
because neither the
nor the
individuals
environment were yet
ready for it. That, how
ever, is not a
question
intend to discuss now; if

I
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to the inﬂuence which the philosophy of Mental Sci
ence will have upon the relations of husband-and wife
toward each other.

While

and the Mental Scientist
may ﬁnd the rnonogamic marriage the best suited to
their present state of mental development, and to the
environment in which they live, there must be a
great difference in the spirit in which they enter the
marriage relation, a difference that will increase as the
philosophy of Mental Science bears its logical results.
The wording of the marriage ceremony as performed
by the Christian ministers, is such as gives expression
to the Christian belief as to the right relations of the
sexes, and cannot be subscribed to by those persons
who believe in individual independence. No Mental
Scientist can accept for an instant the idea that it is
the man’s special duty to protect and cherish, or that
the woman must promise to love and obey. These
phrases imply a difference between the sexes which
their philosophy prevents them from admitting, and
for them, the only possible relation into which they
can enter, is a mutual agreement to each use their best
efforts to promote their joint happiness and economic
prosperity.
As love—so called—is the foundation on which mar
riage is usually built in this country, I think that
must ﬁrst explain the great inﬂuence that the accept
ance of the philosophy of Mental Science will make
in the way in which we will look upon the control of
the aﬁections.
I will not spend much time in explaining the way in
which love is looked upon in the present day. When
we say of persons in love that they live for each other,
and speak of marriage as the placing of one pers0l1'=‘
happiness in the hands of another, we express clearly
‘b0i3h

the Christian

I

'

an increase of
happiness

These phrases through

indletlmte
uality in 0ul‘.m0st
"1'

and

to

the Mental

w1'll be
something like ihis.
a tendency
to being
attracte
the persons

with vhom they

,

if

true

‘to

the‘ir be-lieai

will act
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very diﬁerently.
Whenever they feel themselves at
tracted toward a person of the other sex, they will
seek to judge dispassionately of the probable results
of this attraction, and if they consider them favorable
they will encourage it; but they will be careful ‘to keep
themselves well in hand, never surrendering the con
trol of their conduct to this attraction. or allowing
their own happiness to depend upon the conduct
another person. This they will do even if the attrac
tion culminates in marriage, for if their philosophy is
sound, its practice must result in an increase of hap
piness within, as well as outside, the married relation.
It is because believe that Mental Science will en
tirely change our point of view in regard to the control
of the affections, that
doubt
sentimental love can
exist in connection with it.
can understand how the
truest and most enduring affection can result from the
practice of the principles
have just now presented,
but
cannot picture to myself true Mental Scientists,
those who have gained complete control over all their
faculties—their affections include‘d—cutting
up the
foolish antics which have been the prerogative of sen
timental lovers from times immemorial.
believe that Mental Science will eliminate senti
mental love before marriage—it never exists very long
after marriage—bnt that it will be replaced by much
more married happiness than is possible now.
To those reformers who are working for political,
economic or religious changes. and yet who regret to
see the elimination of sentimental love,
would say
that the success of their efforts as reformers will also
destroy many things which more conservative persons
prize, but which must disappear before the march of
progress. War has its heroes which ‘whole nations
delight to honor, Christianity has its faithful workers
who brave death in foreign lands, slavery has many

*\ U;
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we progress in
civilisa
to successfully
afamily requires the
raise
building of a home, and
permanent the
the
more
pli shed, and home the better can the task be accom
it is to secure

this
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need not point out that neither the man nor the
woman can start a family without the other. The union
of the sexes is a condition of conception, which is the
initial step in raising afamily, and experience shows
that the longer the parties unite their efforts toward a
common end, the more successful they will be in its
T

The reason of it is that it is not only
accomplishment.
sexually, but in all the qualities that are essential to
the building of ahome, that men and women comple
ment each other.
The aim, then, of Mental Scientists who contemplate
nmrriage, should be to ﬁnd mates that can as near as
possible complement them. It is the trend of all na
tural attraction, and it is because we fall in love with
our opposites, that love has been looked upon as the
best foundation for marriage. And if by love we meant
a strong attraction for a person of the other sex we
would be substantially correct, provided we remem
bered that unconscious desires must be subordinated
to conscious control. The Mental Scientists will then,
when they contemplate marriage listen to the natural
attraction, but control it by their judgment instead of
allowing it to control their judgment.
I have said that the aim of the parties who enter
in the marriage relation, ought to be to complement
the qualities each one possesses.
There is no perfect
man or woman. and even if there was, a perfect man
or woman would not he a perfect individual, for the
qualities which go to make a perfect man preclude
the possession of other qualities which are ‘necessary
to complete a perfect character.
All qualities have
their corresponding defects. and thus no one can be
perfect.
This is one of the causes of the beneﬁts of as
sociations, and it is because of the special ﬁtness of the
qualities possessed respectively by the men and w0
men to correct and supplement each other, that their

/
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when they marry, not
look upon the
ds them together,
l purpose, and the
er.
The exigencies
'

iage ceremony,
Is only the form, and

a marriage will
very differen tfrom
those that usual ly
follow a marrlage entered into
from sentiment. Today,
married

be
-
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The advantage which Mental Science will give in
marriage is that its followers will not only seek to
know themselves, but also to know their partners; that
is, they will apply to themselves collectively the same
standard they apply to outsiders, and they will use
the knowledge thus gained in adapting themselves to
each other, instead of using it as is chieﬂy done now,
in trying to correct each other.
The study of self, which is the leading tenet of Mental
Science, will lead us to understand that we must not
look for perfection in our married partners, so we will
cease to look for the unattainable, and turn our efforts
toward that which is possible, the mutual adaptation
of opposites, making a combination much better quali
ﬁed to increase their mutual happiness, than could be
done by an attempt to reach afancied perfection.

In seeking

to attain this result, Mental Scientists who

have united themselves in marriage, will ﬁrst strive
to keep their independence, and maintain their indivi
duality. This they will do if they are true to their be
liefs, and is necessary if they want to create the feel
ing of comradship which is such an important element
~
of happiness in married life.

Out of the idea of the ownership of the wife by the
husband, and its concommitant, sentimental love, has
grown a belief that married happiness is best secured
by the wife striving to agree in all things with her
husband, and merging her individuality in his. The
result has been a condition of things which may satis
fy persons of a low order of development, but which
certainly cannot satisfy Mental Scientists.
There can be no pleasure for persons of independent
character, in living with those who have no opinion of
their own, and take their color from their surround
ings; nor can there be any intellectual growth under

II
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such conditions.
Intellectual progress is the result of
mental friction, and it
is the friction of
dissimilar
minds, tempered by
aﬂiection, which makes one of the

that they adapt their
actions to a common result.
Let us suppose two
men starting together
for a plea
the other is an artist,
interested in pictures and other
works of art. They are
friends and enjoy each 0ther’s
society, probably
because of the
difference in their
temperaments. How
shall they conduct
themselves

other’s company as
their several pursuitsmuch- as possible, but whenever
require it they will
each go their
way, to meet again
when
their
object
has been accom
plished. And
when they meet,
each one will have new

these two friends
to follow, and
which is nothingbut
what is being done
every day, is
precisely the course
that two married persons
ought to take. They ought

-
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Single persons have only
two eyes to see, one brain to observe, and a range of
tastes somewhat limited. Rightly considered marriage
ought to double our power to observe and acquire in
formation, and it certainly tends to broaden our views
of life, if we do not teach ourselves to see the same
things and reach the same conclusions.
Of course such av-iew of marriage is not possible to
those who think that their beliefs and opinions are
the only correct ones, and whose chief mission in life
is to correct these benighted beings who happen to
disagree with them. These persons—and their name is
Legion—when they marry, make all haste to destroy
the individuality of their partners, with the resultthat
they make either enemies, slaves or hypocrites of them,
and in any case kill for all time to come the feeling
of comradship, which is the best bond that can‘ exist
between married people.
This is one of the mistakes that will be prevented
by Mental Science, because its philosophy teaches that
‘our happiness depends, not only in preserving our in
dividuality. but in respecting that of others.

‘ﬁll
-

-

.
‘.

Division of labor results from social organization,
and is ﬁrst exempliﬁed in the marriage relation. The
cares of maternity have, from the earliest stages of
civilization, led the woman to assume the care of the
household, while the man took for his part the secur
in2’ of the necessities of life. This division of labor
has endured to this time, and bids fair to endure to
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But out of this division has grown an idea that the
work of the man is more important than that of the
woman, and especially that as he earned the money.
it was his right to decide how it should be spent. This
idea is due to a false view of the aim of human efforts,

-u

the end.
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which is not, as

so many believe,
the accumulation of
wealth, but the
increase of happiness. If a
a woman
man
associate themselves for
and
the
purpose
of mak
ing more money,
and while the man
works faithfully

judgment. Ancl if
this is true when
the wife spends
her time in
social pursuits, it is
much
more true when
she is busy with
the cares of the
family. Their mutual

.

Marriage is a
must be carried partnership, which to be successful
on under the
same principles which
control other
partnerships.
Nu
partner in a store
would claim the
right to control
ing of the money
exclusively the spend
received by the ﬁrm,
because he w8‘s
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the money, he was the best- informed as to the ﬁnancial
condition of the ﬁrm, and the best qualiﬁed to express
an opinion as to the probable results of a money tran
saction. And in marriage, the husband ought to be the
best qualiﬁed to decide those questions relating to se
curing the support of the family, and the Wife to decide
as to the best way to make her family comfortable with
the means at her disposition.
But there is a vast difference between recognizing
the special aptitudes of the wife or the husband, and
claiming to decide alone how to dispose of that which
is really the result of their mutual efforts.
In concluding this chapter. I want to emphasize a

THE FAMILY.

II.

PARENTS AND CHILDREN.
Ir. is said that “Coming events cast their shadows be
‘fore them”, and this is certainly true in regard to the
views which, in time, will be held as to the relations
that ought to exist between parents and children.
This difference can be foretold by the change in the
belief as to where lays the responsibility of bringing
children in this world. Fifty years ago parents threw
all the responsibility upon the Lord, and the result was
the large families so common at that time. As men
and women lost some of their fear of God, and dared
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fact which controls all forms of social associations.
That which insures success is not uniformity of cha
racter but unity of purpose. Whenever that exists, the
more diverse are the attributes possessed by the indi
viduals, the better are the chances of success.
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not so
universally
which the desires ofadopted, is the diﬁerent way in
children are viewed, to what
were in the past.
they
The doctrine
ofinnate depravity, 35
applied
to children, is losing its
hold, and with it are
going the old views
as to the
treatment of children.
The idea of the
innate
depravity of the human mind
is one of the
fundamental tenets of the
Christian phi

that d0c1'‘ril16, it
was modiﬁed
into the doctrine of ac
countability, which
means that so long as
children are
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Let me point out here the great difference in beliefs
which exists upon that question between Christians
and Mental Scientists. The Christians do not accept
any responsibility for the birth of their children; pro
vided they are born in wedlock, their conscience is
clear, and they cheerfully put their trust in the Lord
for means to raise a numerous family, even when they
have neither health nor money at their command. On
the other hand, they feel a deep responsibility for the
salvation of the souls of their children, and Christians
who do not hesitate to bring into the world a large
family, which they know will never have a fair chance

of health and business success, will spend anxious
hours in prayerto God, that their children may be kept
in the narrow path that leadeth to eternal life.
On‘ the contrary,' Mental Scientists
will feel a deep
sense of responsibility in bringing children into the
world, because their philosophy makes them respon
sible for the result of all their actions. With such a

belief, Mental Scientists will see to it that their chil
dren have a fair start in life, knowing that it is all that
which parents can do for them, besides teaching them
that they must ﬁght their own ﬁght if they would se
cure the health and business success every individual
desires. But Mental Scientists will feel no responsi
bility in regard to a future punishment in which they
do not believe, and will let their children free to form
their own opinions as to a future existence.
This fundamental difference in the views of the
Christians and of the Mental Scientists, will lead to a
corresponding difference in the relations that each will
establish with their children.
1f understand aright the present relations between
Christians and their children, they are something like
this: God give them, through the instrumentality of
marriage, a. child, and is responsible for its existence,

I
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even after their
marriage. They claim to
be actuated
in this control by
a desire for the

moral and physical
welfare of theirchildren,
but a little investigation
soon convince the
will
impartial observer
that,
to themselves,
unconscious
they enforce this
control
mostly for
their own pleasure
and satisfaction.
and
have n0

I

to act, dress,
study, and often
marry, not according to
their own desires,
but according to
the desires of the
parents,

who excuse
themselves in thus violating the
individuality of their
children, by the plea of :1. self
imposed duty
toward them.

of all
individuality, if the desire
for freedom implanted
in all human
beings, did not lead
the children to resent
their parents’
interference, and to thwart
it whenever
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innate depravity prevails, and where parents seek to
control the children by force, are the scenes of subdued
rebellions breaking out at unexpected times, and put
down by the authority of the parents: said rebellions
being due to the attempts of the parents to enforce
rules ofconduct which have no other aim than to make
the actions of the child conform to the desires of the
parents. The idea that the attainment of the child‘s
happiness is the right standard for the child’s conduct
never seems to enter in the head of those parents, and
more or less antagonism is the obligatory result.
We

will ﬁnd an entirely different condition of things

existing in those families which have adopted the phi
losophy of Mental Science. With them, the birth of
a child, instead of being the result of sexual indulgence,
will receive before hand due consideration, and the
parents will see to it that the child shall be born under
the best possible conditions. And the child, when born,
will not be looked upon by its parents as their property,
to be molded according to their will, but will be con
sidered as a separate and independent mind, possessing
potentialities and inherent rights equal to theirs. and
it will be their pleasure to respect those rights and to
help the development of those potentialities.
They will not, like the Christian, believe that they
hold the future destinies of their child in their hands,
and that they are responsible for his success or failure,
but a proper regard for their own happiness. as connec
ted with the welfare of their child,will suiﬁciently in
duce them to help him in his own development, so
that he may acquire that character which observation
and experience has taught them offers the best chance
of success.

In

pursuance of ‘that result, instead of seeking to
break their child‘s will, and discouraging all attempts

-
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at independence,
compelling

implicit obedience
out assigning any
with
reason except their power to
enforce
it. they will, as fast as
the ‘intelligence of
the child
develops, reason with him,
explain the nature of the
forces that compel us to
follow certain lines of action,
and impress upon him
that in this world we‘ reap as
we sow, and that
if we are not satisfied with
our con
dition, it is ourselves
and not others that we must
try to improve. No
one who has never
tried it can re
alize what acute
reasoners children are, and how quick
ly they will
understand the law of cause and
effect
as applied to
their own actions.
Besides reasoning with
their children, the Mental
Scientists will give them as
large a quantity as possible
of freedom of
action, that they may
learn by practice
how to control their
own conduct. Unlike
the Christ
ian, whose whole
philosophy is based upon the suppos

a common
end.

The

Communist’s

motto

is: “From each according
te his ability,
to all
motto cannot be put according to their needs”. and this
1n practice
except where sy1nP8I'
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said that there must grow between them a feeling of
friendship and comradship, before they can assume
The same is true as to parents and
the right relation.
children. From the‘very ﬁrst the idea ought to be en
tertained by the parents that as fast as the children
grow, they must be looked upon' as comrades and
friends. This is very different from the present point
of view, which is for parents to look upon their chil
dren as wards, who have been consigned to their care
by ahigher power, to whom they must account forthe
way in which they fulﬁl the trust imposed on them.
The idea that the aim of the parents ought to be to
turn the family into a community, whose members
sympathize. with each other, and where the common
happiness takes precedence over individual desires, is
no fancy picture, but is realized in many homes, though
never in those where the parents enforce their authori
ty, impelled by their idea of duty to their children.
the
saving power of dogma, is that it induces parents to
trust to the inculcating of rules and precepts as an
easy way of training their children. So far as my
observation goes, this perpetual preaching at the chil
dren, which is indulged in by many parents, has no
good inﬂuence on their character.
The value of outside teaching as 'a factor in success
has been much exaggerated, and the opinion so often
expressed that this or that person turned out failures
because their parents did not teach them aright, is a
proof of the popular ignorance as to what constitutes
'
the true factors of success.
Of these factors, the one which has the most inﬂu
ence to insure success is heredity. and this factor is not
under our control. We do not transmit to our children
what we have personally acquired, but what we have

il"l

One of the evil results of the present belief in
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While Iam on this
subject, want to say
are very few
that there
parents who
always
tell
the
children.
truth to their

I

Parents deceive
their children as a matter
of policy, and
also because it
is easier to break
word than to
their
keep it. A
common phrase is: “If you do
that again Iwill
punish you",
but how seldom is the
child really punished!
And this form of
lying is s0
,
-':ed. It is also quite
for a nervous,
usual
irritable man
giving in his home an

.
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exhibition-of temper. and looking upon it as a matter
of course and not to be repressed, while at the same
time he reprimands his son for doing the same thing.
Those things are not noticed by the parents because
they are the ones at fault, but the children see them,
and it is no wonder if they lose their respect for their
parents and appearances have to be maintained by
threats and punishments.

And now I want to say something more abmit here
dity. as it may help some of my readers in the bring.-ing
up of their children. I have said that heredity is not
under our control, which is true, but it is also true that
we can play the hereditrtry forces one against the other
with good results. All advances in civilization have
been made by playing one natural force against ano
ther, and the same method can be used with advantage
to help us to improve the character of our children.
Let us suppose that a young child should from infan
cy be so cut off from the world that, when he has reach
ed manhood, he had never seen a human being or come
in contact with any of the results of civilization. How

.

_,.-‘._

far would this child beneﬁt from heredity? He would
grow a human being. he would be white if of Europe
an parentage,
and if of ‘pure Anglo-Saxon blood he
would show traces of his nationality. But he would
show no traces of the intellectual progress that man
has made in his evolution
beyond the ‘animals. This
would not be the result of alack ofpotentiality of de
velopment. but because his potentialities had never
been called out by his environment.
This teaches us the important lesson that the later
evolved intellectual faculties cannot be developed in
If
the individual except in the proper environment.
this is true of all of them it must be true of any one of
them, and thus we ﬂnd that the development of the

'
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nearly extinct.
‘Let war, however, be
blazesjout as strong
declared, and it
as

many a man who

ever, and it is safe to
say that
has inherited
the ﬁghting spirit.

same way, a
child

born from a
who would
drunken father, and
undoubtedly have
followed in his footsteps
had he lived in
the same
environment, will never care

This inﬂuence
can, however,
iage in bringing
up children.

persistency of
hereditary
Wei!‘ antiquity, there

be used to

great advan

'l‘ake the case of

transmissions

achild

increases

with
is nothing to
prevent the child
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become a family trait, is due to the fact that their en

encouraged shiftlessness, so that it was
easier for them to be shiftless than to be thrifty.
This has been proven over and over. when, for ex
ample, boys who in Europe belonged to families which
had never tried to rise in the world, and who came in
this country and accumulated large fortunes.
The instances where character has been changed by
environment are 'too numerous to be mentioned. Lying
children have become truthful when taken away from
cruel parents, unruly scholars have turned into models
of department when brought under the inﬂuence of
more intelligent teachers. idle laborers have become
industrious when working for a different employer, etc.
But all these changes have been ascribed to education,
while really they are the result'of a better environ
ment. It is not the better teaching which the child
receives which induces him to stop lying and tell the
truth,but it is because he soon recognizes that in his
new environment lying is of no beneﬁt to him, and that
it pays better to tell the truth.
vironment

I
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for him—those to which the environment is the most
favorable, and it is because the parents control this
environment during his youth, that it is important that
they should realize its inﬂuence, and especially under
stand that the evils resulting- from a had environment
cannot be overcome by education, as the term is now
understood. If they are wise, they will see to it that
the home inﬂuences are of the best, and such as to de
velop the qualities they wish to seein their children.
ln conclusion would say that the art of right con
trol consists in making good conduct easy‘ and wrong

L,..w-——V4-

Let us remember this. Out of the. many qualities.
and defects a child inherits from his many ancestors.
he will develop for himse1f—they cannot be developed

I
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conduct cliﬁlcult. Ignorant
parents, like ignorant gov
ernments. seek to control by
compulsion, but better
‘knowledge teaches that
proper management gives m0r€
satisfactory resulls. If the
people were wise, instead
of building penitentiaries
they would seek to so ameli
orate social conditions
that it would be easier to earn
an honest than a
dishonest living, and for the same
reason wise parents,
instead of using compulsion, will
seek to create in
their homes such conditions
as will
bring out the best qualities
of their children.
But as a stream
cannot rise higher than its source,
and a government
cannot display more wisdom than
is
possessed by the
people, so the nature of the
relations
which exists between
parents and children
depends on
the degree of
mental development
attained
by the pa
rents.
‘This is a truth no Mental Scientist will
dispute,

i
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supported by one individual alone.
This distinction furnishes us with a safe test as to
what we personally consider as organized or individual
conduct, ‘but it leaves room for different conclusions.
To make my meaning clear.
will give examples of
what I consider family and political conduct. A family
can live in the city or in the country, it can move to
a new place or remain where it
can earn its living
by trade .or on the farm. It can also entertain com
pany extensively or not at all, travel or. stay at home.
Those are a few examples of family conduct, which
depends for their success upon the co-operation of the
whole family, and which oug
to be decided by the
combined inﬂuence of all its
embers.
That' in too
many families those questions are yet decided- by the
man alone, is the result of the lack of. development of
the individuals, and of the ignorance of the man who
does not understand that while he may decide, success
can only be secured with the willing help of the other
-

it

t

is,

I

members.

if

if

it

But whether the family is rich or poor, on a farm or
in a city, at the East or at the West, individual conduct within the family must remain the same. If the
largest amount of personal independence is right on a
farm
is right in a city, if respect for the rights of
others is desirable at the West it is desirable at the
East, if comradship among the members of the family
increases the happiness of the rich it also increases
that of the poor. This is individual conduct which no
organization can enforce, and which depends upon in
dividual development.
The same principle applies as to politics and econo
mics. It is the political organization which has to de
cide whether the nation will support a standing army
or rely upon volunteers,
it will maintain free schools
or leave education to individual eﬂorts,
it will license
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saloons, establish
dispensaries, or prohibit entirely
the
In the same way. it is
the
political or
ganization which
alone can decide whether
the organ
ized power of the
nation shall be used to
increase the
economic prosperity of the
people.
by
levying
tariff
duties, granting special
rights to
sale of liquors.

individuals and cor

trol economic
results.

Those are questions
relating to political
conduct, and
must be solved by
the whole nation,
or
at least by a;
majority of the
their success depends
citizenagecause
.ed as possible, of
the whole
nation. Autocrat rulers,
like
heads
of
families,
often taken the
have
decision into their own hands,
but fail

vidual conduct of a
citizen, we must ﬁrst
the eb]ect
investigate
aimed at by political
organizations.
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control means that the separate desires of the subor
dinate organisms are kept in the proper subjection by
the aggregate combination, and it is the strong indivi
duals—those capable of exerting considerable force—
and not the weak ones, who attain the best self-control.
The family is largely a voluntary organization, at
least at the present time, but there can be no doubt
that in the earliest stages of civilization, force was an
important factor in bringing about family relations.
Political organizations are essentially compulsory
organizations, the word politics being now used to ex
press the combined force of the nation, exerted to con
trol its public conduct so as to promote the happiness
of the majority of the individuals who make the nation.
This organization of the effective power of the nation
into a political force, for the purpose I have just now
mentioned, is a logical result of the belief that the
individual has a right to appropriate as much of his
environment as he can gain possession of for his own
enjoyment.
If one individual has the right, according to natural
laws, to gain possession of as much of our environment
as he can use for his own enjoyment, it follows logic
ally that several individuals have the right to organ
ize themselves so as to increase their ability to obtain
possession. This right has always been conceded so
long as the object of the organization was to increase
our control of natural resources, but there are many
persons who deny that we have the right to organize
to control the conduct of our fellow-men.
These persons are mistaken. according to the philoso
phy of Mental Science, which teaches that men diﬁer
only in the degree of their development from the re
mainder of our environment.
If there is a natural law which releases men from
the obligation of individually or collectively securing

~,
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through their own

science.

efforts, the right to
control

their

ience as a
means of
increasing human
1t is the part
happiness, and
of wisdom to
so consider
must not lose sight
them, but we
of the
must keep pace
with

individual

the original

desire of

development

individuals to

be

protected—or

stigation to prove
lvidual restraint
which now exists and
he labor and
pr0P§-1"
e of civilization,
and
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not to the teaching of natural law, and that it is force
and not honesty which is the basis of progress.
Civilization has out
One example will be sufficient.
grown slavery, so slavery has been abolished, but civili
zation has not outgrown the wage system, and although
with its help the laborer is often robbed of his just
share of products as much as if he was a slave, the
wage system still obtains. If honesty was a natural
force, rewarded by natural law. slavery and the wage
system would never have been tried, or if tried they
would both have quickly failed and been given up, on
account of the punishment meted out by natural law
to the doer of dishonest actions.
But nature has no such punishment for dishonesty,
because honesty is an artiﬁcial product of the artiﬁ
cial process we call civilization. Honesty is a social
and not a natural virtue, a distinction of the greatest
importance when we study the question of political
organizations. because while the development of the
natural virtues can safely be left to the working of the
natural laws, the development of the social virtues is
an artiﬁcial process controlled by the progress attain
ed by the social organization.
The sum total of the social virtues is called morals,
and their practice is called morality, and the aim of
political organizations is to enforce morality, or that
form of conduct which the majority of the citizens be
lieve is the most condnciveto their own happiness.
Morals being an artiﬁcial productare subject to cons
tant changes. Thus, in times not long passed, slavery
was considered moral and protected by the political
power, but now is considered immoral and forbidden
by law. To-day most persons consider it moral for
Legislatures to grant franchises in perpetuity; but unless
all signs fail, future generations will look upon these
grants as a robbery of public rights.

-
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Because of this
constant‘lclliange, -by
conduct of
which;':|',l-ie social
nations‘has been modiﬁed in
the past, and

that there is an
absolute necessity for political
izations. Hard bought
organ
experience
has
taught
duals that there
indivi
are some forms
of conduct they are
not able to control;
For instance. they
have never"sue
.
or
in maintaining the
right of single
1ndividuals to private
property, withﬂllt

accordingly beli
political power.

But with the me
the citizens
ntal development of
they became
susceptible
and gradually
to other inﬂuences
they are
religious
allowed. to select their own
beliefs.

he right to
control their religious
'
beliefs, are
'ng away from
them the right to
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These instances of a release by the nation of the con
trol of one line of conduct, and its assumption at the
same time of control over another line of conduct cal
led out by the development of the individuals, shows
the unity of the natural laws which regulate the im
provement of all organizations, for we ﬁnd the same
phenomenon accompanying the development of living

- .

‘

I
organizations.
The question, however, which I want ‘to help the
Mental Scientists to decide is not whether this transfer
is right or wrong, or how far and how
fastit ought to
proceed, but what shall be their attitude toward the
political power in its attempts to enforce morality.

I

The ﬁrst thing
would say is that any one who be
lieves in the necessity of political organizations, and
that in all organizations the majority must rule. must
learn to submit to the will of the majority.
All past experience teaches that it is one ofuthe chief
conditions of success. I can give for example the
people of the South American republics, whose pro
gress and economic prosperity are constantly checked
because the defeated minority in the elections has not
developed far enough to recognize the advantages of
submitting to the majority. Lack of submission on the
part of the minority is always followed bydiesensions
and disintegration, both of which are fatal to the ob

jects for which the units have organized.
We may believe, and if we have progressed beyond
the average intelligence we must believe, that some of
the decisions of the majority are wrong, but redress
comes through education and not through rebellion.
and until education has done its work it is the part of
wisdom to obey the decisions of the political organiza
tions with which we are connected.
One of the chief causes of the success of the American
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people is itscapacity for
organization. supplemented
by a readiness to
submit to ifs decrees, even when
they do not agree with
their individual judgment, and
sincerely hope that just as
the American people thus
shows its superior
intelligence over less developed
nations, so will the
Mental Scientists show ahigh
(lt
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it

is

individual conduct is
connecte
ganizations, and
important that
understood.

it

a

a

e

is

The next thing that
Mental Science teaches
that
as individuals w
have no right to control the
conduct
of others. As
members of an organization we have
right to assistlt in
making and enforcing its decision-'
In matter
relating to public morals,
but the
of
that part of conduct
control
which the organization recognlzt‘-B
as individual
conduct belongs to the
individual and
no one has
right to interfere.

should

be

well

is

I

Morals, as
have
new social relations explained, are the result of the
into which individuals
enter
they organize
whe-rl
themselves. Each new organization
created to solve new
problems, therefore because it is
the organization,
and not each
individual separately.
which can decide as
to the best
conduct to solve
new problems,
that this new
the
conduct
becomes Pllbhc
conduct, and passes
from the control of the
to that of the
individual
organization.
Suppose, for instance,
that a growing settlement ﬁn
ding that as its
inhabitants increase new problems
present
themselves, such as
sewerage, supply of water,
sale of liquor,
maintenance
of
order, etc., should decide
to organize
politically as the best
way to solve‘ these
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new problems. It is evident that it cannot be left to
each individual separately to decide what part of the
conduct of the inhabitants they will take collectively

under their control, or how the organization will con
duct itself in fulﬂllingits new duties. The decision of
these questions belongs to the organization as a whole,
and whatever it takes charge of becomes henceforth
public conduct, while what it leaves to individual con
trol remains individual conduct.
This distinction applies to all organizations. It ap
plies to the f8.l1]lly4Wh0se public conduct
called fa
mily conduct—and to all political or economic organi
zations, aud it is the failure to recognize this distinc
tion between public and individual conduct which is
the cause of most of the troubles of our social system.
It prevents an intelligent division of control, it pre
vents harmony between the individuals and the organ
izations, and it leads the individuals to replace the
inﬂuence of political organizations by that of the subtle
'force we call public opinion.
Public opinion exerted to uphold the decrees of the
organizations is an useful force, but at this time it is
too often used by individuals to control the individual
conduct of others, when the political organization has
decided that the conduct objected to is best leftin the
control of the individuals.
Take for example the habit of excessive drinking of
liquors at home. The public easily understands that
if it attempts to control the personal habits of the in
dividuals in the home, it undertakes far more than . it
can accomplish, so it does not interfere unless the individuals make themselves publicly obnoxious. But the
private citizens, disapproving of the private excesses of
their neighbors, invoke the force of public opini0I1 110
control indirectly lines of conduct which the majority
bﬁlieve had better be left to individual control.

I
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This is 4‘ mistake,

‘rm

scisucit.‘

if ‘¢i1@5r@- isia triitli
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all p-a'st‘experil
ﬁrmly believe and which is proven
it
is
that
the
same
conduct
cannot
be success
'ence.
fully controlled at the same time by'two individuals.
or by an individual and an organization.
.‘
Let'each Mental Scientist then judge for himself
what part of conduct he thinks political organizations
ought to take under their charge, and what part onglxt
to be left under the control of the individual, and when
that question shall have been decided, let him use his
inﬂuence so that the political organizations shall con
trol intelligently that part of the conduct which they
have taken under their charge, and at the same time
release their control of that conduct which ho thinks
'best should be left in the hands of the individuals.
And especially let him entirely surrender all efforts
to individually control—by public opinion or otherwise
—the individual conduct of others, turning all his
powers to the intelligent control of his own.
There is another question connected with political
organizations, which it is well for Mental Scientists
to investigate.
It is as to the best method to ascertain
the will of the majority.
There is an opinion which is quite common in repu
blics, that autocratic governments do not represent the
will of the nation. This is a mistake. No govern
ment can stand long or bring any degree of prosperity
to its citizens, unless it represents the will of a majority
of the nation.
,
But autocratic govgrnments are a very primitive
form of government, and have many defects which be
come manifest to the people as they increase in intel
ligence, and in the most developed countries have
been replaced by representative governments, through
which the citizens can periodically express their will
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have avoice in the enactment of all their laws.
While representative governments are a great im
provement upon autocratic governments, yet they can
not satisfy those individuals who have the rightspirit
of independence, and the Swiss people, which have developed the highest degree of political independence,
have inaugurated Direct Legislation, which gives them
Direct Legislation has been
much better satisfaction.
introduced in some parts of the United States, and is
slowly making headway.
Direct Legislation enables each citizen to present to
the people such changes in legislation as he thinks
would be conducive to public welfare, and to pass
judgment upon any laws framed by the men the people
have elected to represent them in the councils of the
'
nation.
The question of the method by which the people’s will
is ascertained does not bear any relation as to what
is this will, but as public conduct is that part of con
duct whose success depends upon the support of a
majority of the individuals, it logically follows that the
more correctly the will of the people is expressed, the
less arbitrary and oppressive will be the laws, and the
,
easier they will be enforced.
.
the
of
philosophy
Direct Legislation is in the line of
Mental Science, for it furnishes the best method for
the individuals to express their will as to the policy to
be followed by the political organization; and besides
'it offers the best prospect of progress, according to that
belief that that organization is the best which the most
closely represents the will and ‘the intelligence of the
‘
citizenship.
and

'
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ECONOMY.

do not suppose

thatlhe process of political organ
ization had proceeded very far, before the individuals

recognized that it could be made useful to promote
economic prosperity. In due time this economic use
of political power was studied scientiﬁcally, and called
political economy. " It is of the use of that power
that
I want to write in this chapter.
But
ﬁrst want to make a statement which
think
is much needed.
Our present economic system, that
is our methods of production and distribution, are not
natural, but artiﬁcial, devised and controlled by men,
and subject to such changes as they see ﬁt to make.
This statement is necessary because the usual answer
made by those persons who beneﬁt from the present
system, to the proposal to improve it, is that economics
are subject to natural laws, and not
under our control.
Economics are subject to natural laws, but like all
artiﬁcial processes, are not controlled by law but by the
intelligence of man. So is agriculture. It is a natural.
law that corn is killed by cold weather while
wheat
can live through it. but itis man and not
natural law
which decides whether a ﬁeld shall be planted in
corn.
or wheat; and just as man has
found that by the arti
ﬁcial control of some natural laws—which we
call agri
culture—he could increase the production of the fruits
of the earth, so did he ﬁnd that
by the artiﬁcial control
of other natural laws—which
we call economy-'—he
increase
the
production
‘could
and improve the distri
bution of those products necessary to
his existence.

I
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And he found also that through political economy
he could gain better control of the economic forces,
than he could do if he tried to control them separately.

Let

clearly understand what we mean by
economic prosperity. Economic prosperity in a nation
corresponds to health in an individual. Health in an
individual does not mean that he is rich or poor, edu
cated or ignorant, a farmer or a teacher, but that he
has a suﬂicient supply of those elements which are ne
cessary to support life, and that those elements are so
distributed all through his system that each part re
ceives all it needs, but not more than it can assimilate.
.
Economic prosperity means the same thing. It means
‘
that the nation produces .for itself, either directly or
by exchange, an abundance of those things which go
to enhance the enjoyments of life, and that we desig
nate as wealth, and that this wealth is so distributed
that each individual has all he can use, but no more
than is good for his right development.
It is toward this condition that the efforts of the so
cial organism are tending, and my aim in this chap
ter is to discuss what help political organization can
give toward its attainment.
us now

Organization has for a long time been recognized as
a great help to production, and political organizations
now conduct some business enterprises, but they are
chieﬂy in the hands of private organizations. These
private corporations, as they are called, are steadily
growing in size, povs er and eﬂiciency, and must be con
sidered as important agencies of production. There can
be no doubt as to their usefulness, and the question is
not whether society can get along without economic or
ganizations, hut whether public or private. organiza
tions are tber most conducive to economic prosperity.

‘
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The chief argument in favor of privatecorporations
is that they are better r'nanaged... I believe there can be
no doubt that a private organization of individuals,

-

who have each one accumulated more or less wealth,
must, in the nature of things, possess a higher degree
of business intelligence than a political organization
which is composed of the whole citizens‘hip. The busi
ness intelligence of any organization cannotbe greater
than the average intelligence of alliits members, and
among the citizenship of any nation, there is always
alarge n-umber ofpeople whose life has been a business
failure. suﬂicient to ‘keep the average intelligence at a
lower level.
,
~,,|-i
-‘ .
So we can easily concede that private-organizations,
considered as agencies of production, are better mana
'
ged than public organizations.
.
,
But the question arises whether this advantage in
management is not overcome by other advantages pos
sessed by public organizations.
There are two importanti differences between them.
One is that public organizations can enforce their de
crees by law, which the private organizations cannot
do, and the other is that public organizations seek
pu
blic prosperity, while private organizations seek pri
vate proﬁt.
The possession of political power gives political or
ganizations an enormous advantage, because it enables
them to eliminate competition, and to devote to the
service of the public all the energy that private 0rganizations must spend in ﬁghting their competitors. Any
one who has studied the waste
caused by competition
will appreciate the beneﬁts that will accrue to the na
'
tion through itselimination.
The difference in the aims of public and private or
ganizations is also one of great
importance to public
prosperity.
can probably best explain it by comparing

I

16!

the difference in the management‘of~the
posifoﬂice and
that of the telegraph companies.
The post oﬂice is managed to promote public prospe
rity, the telegraph to increase private proﬁt. So far as
proﬁt is concerned, the telegraph is undoubtedly the
best managed but on the other hand the post oﬂice is a
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do not mean that
moi-efeﬂicient agent of-prosperity.
the carrying of letters and parcels is more conducive
to economic prosperity than the transmission of tele
graphic messages. but that the post oﬂlce fulﬁls its
mission, so far as public prosperity is concerned, im
measurably better than the telegraph companies fulﬁl
theirs. Whenever the question of the-improvement of
the post office is broached, the only thing considered
is how will it beneﬁt the public, but in the improve
ment of the telegraph. the thing ﬁrst taken in consi
deration is how it will aﬁect the proﬁts of the stock
holders. Any man of average intelligence must know
how the difference in these two policies affects the
prosperity of the country.
Public organizations can also, by virtue of the politi
cal power they possess, take a broader view of the ﬁeld
in which they operate, and organize their business in
a much‘ better manner for the prosperity of the whole
nation. In proof of which I can contrast the policy
that now controls the extension of the post oﬂice with
that which controls the.extension of the railroads.
The post office is a complete system, extending all
over the land, and the aim of its greater extension.is to
better serve the people. This aim is easily attained be
cause it is backed by all the economic and political
power of the people, and fears nothing from competition.
The railroads, on the other hand, are in the hands
of numerous disconnected companies, each one control
ling a limited territory, each one much more intent to
ﬁght competition than to promote the prosperity of the
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nation. The result is that the extension of the rail
roads instead of being carried in the broad spirit which
animates the management of the post oﬂice, is carried
on in the narrow competitive spirit which best serves
i
its private owners.
It is then an open question whether the superior
management of private organizations enables them to
better help the producing power oi‘ the people than the
lesseflciently managed public organizations.

The question of the proper distribution of products
is only now commencing to attract the attention of
society. This is probably due to the fact that until late

ly there was not enough produced to fully supply the
wants of the people, and it was instinctively felt

that production was more important than distribution.
Production, however, has of late years so much increas
ed in‘most civilized countries, that enough is produced

to supply the normal needs of all the citizens.
But under the present economic system this produc
tion is badly distributed, some citizens appropriating
more than they can use to advantage, while others
suffer from lack of products. This is not conducive to
-economic prosperity. and my aim now is to see how

far private ownership is responsible for it.

I want

ﬁrst to state a law which controls all distri
Distribution is not regulated by production,

bution.
but ‘by the ownership of the means of production, and
>ther'é is no way by which men can
change distribution
-except by changing the ownership of the means of
production.
There are two factors of production, the labor of men
.-and the natural resources of the
earth. To-day the
right to the ‘individual ownership of these two factors
is fu‘Hy recognized. and it is to this recognition that
we can trace our defective distribution.

POLITICAL
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The Socialistspropose to do-away with the right of
individual ownership both as.i to labor .and as to the
resources of the earth. They want the political
organ
izations to o\vn all the productive resources of the
earth, and to control the labor by the abolition
of the
wage system.

I will

not discuss liere the inﬂuence of the abolition
of the wage system upon distribution.
Whatever ‘we
may think of the justice of the system, it has been de
vised as the best method by which the workers
can
preserve their individual independence, and
the time
when they will consent to see it abolished is yet
so far
otf that it is useless to speculate about
it.
But we are now in the time of transition as tothe
ownership of the productive resources of the earth,‘ and
we must investigate what
inﬂuence this transfer will

have upon distribution.
Let it ﬁrst be understood, however, that the question
of the improvement of distribution does not

diﬁerfrom

If

we acknowledge that the only way to improve
distribution is to change the ownership of the produc
tive resources of the earth,it,hat which we want to know
'
is 110W We can do it by the
use of political power.
One Way is by limiting the ownership of the means of

production, thus putting them within reach ofmore individuals. This method which is conducive to the eco
nomic independence of the individuals, is however only

i
*l ._

that of the improvement of production; both are
fac
tors of economic prosperity, and both
improve as the
individuals increase in intelligence. That is the rea
son whyI claim that what we
want is not a more just
buta more intelligent economic system. Justice, like
honesty, is a social virtue which owes its existence to
the artiﬁcial process of civilization,
and its increase
follows the increase of intelligence.
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available for those business enterprises which require
but little capital. To limit individual ownership of pri
vately owned railroads, factories, or any other line of
business which requires large accumulations of capital.
would be fatal to the producing power of the country.
For these large enterprises a transfer -from private
to public ownership is the only way by which political
power can improve distribution.
The reason why at present some individuals receive
too large a share of products, while others do not re
ceive enough, is on account of the unequal ownership

of the means of production.
Public ownership strikes at the root of this defect.
It transfers the ownership of the means of production
from a few individuals to all the citizens of the nation,
and when public ownership will have been extended
to its practical limits, and is supplemented with the
limitation of ownership of these means of production
which can be safely left to private hands, ownership of
all the means of production will be so diﬂused as to
cause automatically what

I call an

intelligent distribu

tion. From my standpoint, an intelligent distribution
is not an equal distribution. as is aimed at by the
Socialists, or a distribution controlled by unlimited
ownership, as is the case under the present system, but
as near as possible an equal distribution of the beneﬁts
conferred by the ownership of the natural resources,
and an unequal distribution of the beneﬁts due to in
dividual eﬁorts.

If we look

at it from its eﬂects upon distribution, the
very superiority of management of private companies
is a defect. The argument that they are better mana
ged than public organizations does not rest
upon the
fact that they attain better results with the same efforts,
but because they are more cheaply managed, which’
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means that they pay less than public organizations
for supplies and labor.
The present economic ignorance is such that most
persons consider it a public beneﬁt when contractors
do work for less than can be done by the government,
not because they use better methods, but because they
pay less for material and labor. As the people grow
in intelligence, they will see that it is only an increase
of results for eﬂorts expended which beneﬁt the nation
at large, and that the proﬁts which the contractors
make by reducing prices are an important factor in
causing our defective distribution.
The question of the distribution of products as a
factor in economic prosperity is entirely too large for
me to discuss here, and
can only hint at it that my
readers may take it in serious consideration. And they
will ﬁnd, as they study it, that many things that have
been considered objections to public ownership really
furnish arguments in its favor.
The economic changes which are now taking place
are fast bringing the question of distribution to the
front. ‘The formation of trusts is making the private
organizations better agents of production, for it gives
them some of the power to overcome competition that
have claimed in favor of political organizations, but
their enormous proﬁts unequally distributed are going
to increase the evils of our present distribution, and
hasten the time when under consumption will serious
ly check economic production.

I

I

Aside from economic considerations, there is another
side to the question-of public ownership which is of
peculiar interest to the Mental Scientists. Those who
have read this book sofar, must have recognized that
I claim that while Mental Scientists believe in organ
ization, and in the surrender of such individual control
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within

the organization as is
necessary to its success,
they also believe in the
individual retaining as large
as possible an
amount of personal independence.
hold, contrary to the usually
accepted views, that
there is much more
individual independence when
business is carried on by political
organizations than
when it is carried on by private
organizations.
When private business enterprises
have been organ
ized. and the terms of their
charters ﬁxed by the state,
the only right left in
the hands of individuals
is that
of competition.
They have no voice in their
manage
ment, and provided the
companies keep within the li
mits of their charters,
there is no way by which the
individuals can have their wishes
respected. The right
of competition left to
them is fast becoming a 'dead
letter, and cannot be
exercised. In time past it had a
practical value, but
to-day the capital needed for hu
siness is so large, and the
advantages of pre-emption
are so great, that
the attempt to control
business by
competition is becoming
more and more difficult, and
the truth is that
while private corporations are gra-'
dually gaining possession
of the ﬁeld of busin'ess‘en
terprises, private individuals
are losing the power to
compete, without
acquiring the compensating right to
have a voice in corporate
.
It is not so with political management.
organizations. Within them
every citizen is a part
owner, with an equal right with
every other citizen in
their management, and claim
that the certainty
that each voter has to express at
stated times how
public"busi'ness shall be managed,
and the knowledge
that if his‘ wihes coincide with
those of amajority of
the people they will be enforced,
gives him much
more economic independence than
the theoretical
righttocompete with companies which
are so strongly
entrenched that he is certain to be de
ieated.

I

I
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want to brieﬂy
There is another question which
mention here. It is how shall the Mental Scientists
consider the Socialist movement‘?
Socialism aims at a better economic organization of
society, that Socialists believe would follow the trans
fer from private to public ownership of all the means
oi production.
The difference between tie Manta! Scientists and the
Socialists is that in the pursuit of their aims, the So
cialists da not consider enough the desmr tor personal
independence.
At present this diﬁerence is but little noticed, be
cause the transfer advocated by the Socialists has not
gone far enough, but when the time comes, in a more
or less far oﬁ future. to discuss the abolition of the
wage system. and the transfer of those means of pro
duction which require but little capital, and whose
possession is not detrimental to an intelligent distri
bution, I think that the desire for individual indepen
dence will be strong enough to call a halt upon fur
ther‘ advance of political organizations.
These two antagonistic factors of pI-ogress—personal
independence and organization—are
everywhere pre
sent and compel a perpetual compromise. We ﬁnd
them in private as well as in public organizations, and
L am -convinced that the growing favor with which
public ownership is being received, is because of an
unconscious feeling that it is compatible with more
personal independence than private ownership. And it
is because
believe that in some instances the limita
tion of ownership will better safeguard personal inde
pendence than public ownership, that I doubt if the
Mental Scientists will be willing to see the Socialist
programme fully carried out.
believe then that most Mental Scientists will be
willing to. help the Sociaiistsin their propaganda for
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public ownership‘, but ‘will‘make it clearly understood
that they hold that private enterprise and individual
independence are just as important factors of economic
prosperity as politicalorganizations.
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COMMUNISM AND CO-OPER-ATION.
Communism and co-operation are two methods of
voluntary organization that haveattracted the atten
tion of those persons of progressive tendencies who, im
patient at the slow march of unconscious improvement.
have tried to ﬁnd a short cut to the social conditions
which they desired to see established. When I ﬁrst
commenced the study of social questions, had myself
great hope as to the potentiality of these agencies. for
could realize the great advantages they oﬁer to indi
viduals, but a better study of the subject showed me
that there were inherent causes for their failure at this
time, and
think the conclusions reached are of suf
ﬁcient importance to present them to my readers.
I will ﬁrst write of communism. Communism has
adopted for its motto a phrase which clearly explains
the difference between its aims and methods with
those of every other social organization.
This motto
is: “From all according to their ability, to each ac
cording to his needs.” According to this motto com
munism is not only a uniorrof efforts towards :1. com
mon result, but a division of products on an entirely
diﬁerent plan than the one followed in co-operation.
It is this difference in the principle of distribution
which is the cause of the difficulty oi making commu
nism a success. for it destroys the present incentive of

I
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personal eﬂort for the sake of personal beneﬁt, and the
problem of communism is to ﬂnd how to replace this
incentive by one which will induce the individuals to
forego their personal desires for the sake of increasing
the happiness of the other members of the community.
There is to day only one example of successful com
munism, and that is theimonogamic family, for such
communities as convents, or the Shakers, or any of
those built upon religious beliefs, do not answer to my
deﬁnition of success. They are built upon beliefs that
are changing with every advance in knowledge, and
are doomed to extinction when the changes have gone
far enough.
l’ do not wish to be understood to say that all mono
gamic families are managed on the communistic prin
ciple, very far from it. Not only there are plenty of
families where the husband or wife fail to use all their
abilities, or to receive according to their needs, but
there are very few married couples who practice the
communistic principles in their relations with their
children. The Christian idea that the parents are the
guardians of their -children and responsible for their
success still obtains, with the result that while the pa
rents are willing enough to give totheir children ac
cording to their needs, they seldom call upon them to
use their ability for the welfare of the family.
The tendency of the monogamic family is, however,
toward the practice of communism, and this tendency
will increase as individuals accept the philosophy of
Mental Science, became it is acc0rding- to the law of
development that the more independent the units be
come, the more inclined they are to assume commun
istic relations, and it is upon the working of this law
‘(hilt depends the success of communism.
If it is in the monogamic family that we can ﬁnd
we only successful example of communism, it must
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that communities restricted to two
persons cannot possibly enjoy all the beneﬁts of that
form of organization. While it is true that one man
and one woman complement each other, yet in their
monogamic community they encounter many difficul
ties which could be overcome much easier by the un
ited eﬂorts of several individuals.
It is not my intention to show in this book the weak
points of the monogamic community, or to represent
the advantages that would follow an increase of its
be acknowledged

members, because these questions have been suffici
ently investigated, and a great many attempts have
been made to establish large communities. All these
attempts have practically been failures, the only ones
which have had any lease of life being those held to
gether by religious beliefs, and from which the ‘ele
ment of sex has been eradicated.
After a careful study of the question,
have come to
the conclusion that the sex relation and communism
are so intimately connected that their success or fail
ure cannot be separated.
mean that no sex relation
can be lasting and satisfactory that does not result in
communism. and that all successful communism must
include the sex relations.
If this is correct, it gives us a clue to the failure of
those marriages that were not followed by communism.
as well as to the failure of the attempts at communism
which involved no change in the sexual relations.

I

I

This

is not a fanciful theory of mine, but a belief
based upon careful investigations of the motives which
prompt men to action.
suppose that my readers un
derstand by this time that I do not believe that men
adopt celibacy, polygamy, monogamy, communism, etc-.,
‘because they will to do so.
believe that those ques
tions are decided for us by the degree of development
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we have attained, supplemented by the degree of dev
elopment of the environment in which we live.
Diﬁerent degrees of development enable us to be sus
ceptible to different feelings, which in their turn impel
us to follow dlﬁerent lines of conduct.
According to this theory, lasting sex relations, whose
persistency is due to attraction and not to force, are
due to the same degree of development which leads to

communism, and if this is true they must always ma

nifest themselves together.
Only a portion of the sex relations owe their perma
nency to attraction; many of them entered into from
passion. sentimental love, or business considerations,
would sooner or later be dissolved if it was not for the
restraining inﬂuence of the laws enacted to uphold
marriage; but whenever the attraction which induces
it couple to enter into the married relation is of the
lasting kind it always ends in Izommunism.
A few words‘ as to the basis of lasting attraction will
be of use here. There are two kinds of love that have
widely different results. One is sexual love, which ma
nifests itself as passion or sentiment, the other starts
from the great sympathetic nerve and is the basis of
.
aﬁection.
Sexual love is selﬁsh, whatever poets may have writ
ten about it. It seeks its own satisfaction regardless
of the happiness or desires of the object of its attrac
tion, and is the cause of all the tragedies due to the
problems of the sexual relations.
While aiiection starts in the great sympathetic nerve,
its inﬂuence is much strengthened when the sexual
feelings are aroused, and it is aﬁection intensiﬁed by
sexual love which furnishes the elements of lasting
attractions such as lead to communism.
Sexual love alone does not lead to communism, of
that the experience of the world furnislws B‘bnnda'1‘
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proof. Affection alone does not lead to communism,
otherwise communities would long ago have been suc
cessfully organized.
have looked carefully over the whole social ﬁeld,
and
have never found communism except as due to
religious beliefs or to affection and sexual attraction
‘combined. Sexual love does lead to marriage. but mar
riage and communism are two entirely different things,
and J believe that my readers will admit that the
amount of communism which will develop in marriage
will depend on the degree of aﬁection which exists
between the parties.
Sometimes for brief intervals a limited degree of
communism will manifest itself between friends and
blood relations, but even this is not true communism
as
understand it in this, that it does not mean mut
ual help but that a parent or a friend supplies the needs
of another. ‘Friends help each other, sous help-their
mothers, parents help their children, but they never
blend their interests for life as is done by husband and
wife when they are united by the right feelings.
The examples of successful communism found in a
portion of ‘the monogamic families can only be ascribed
to a greater development of character of its members.

I
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This gives us the clue to the cause why the monoga
mic family cannot be extended into the community.
It is because with our present degree of development
the feelings which lead to
communism cannot be ex

perienced between more than two
persons at the same
time on account of jealousy.
Jealousy is a sign of a low degree of development,
and is not felt by persons of independent
character.
The highest praise we give to the great men who
rose
from the ranks and achieved fame in
the war of seces
.5ien, is that they were entirely
free from jealous-v,and
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thus contrasted conspicuously with the less developed
men who tried to push themselves forward in our late
war at the expense of each other.
Love, marriage and jealousy are yet intimately con
nected in the public mind. and the feeling of jealousy
will have to be outgrown before any advance in com
munism can be made.
Every advance in marriage—giving that word the
deﬁnition have explained in the chapter on marriage
—has come from a development of the character of the
individuals. Monogamy is the result of the increased
independence of character of both sexes, the men being
no longer satisﬁed with semi-slaves as companions,
the women claiming for themselves equality of sexual
rights. And the change which is going on now in the
inouogamic family, from the ‘economic dependence of
women to communism, is also the result of the devel
-,.¢. .. . .
opment oi' characterot b0.$1L.86X6&. ,It is in the improvement of monogamic communities
and in the increase of their number, and not in estab
lishing large communities, that lies the present line of
social development. When the land will be full of
monogamic families where sexual love instead of being
the ruling power will only be the source of attraction,
where jealousy will be unknown, where the indepen
dence of character of each member shall be looked
upon as an important element of family success, where
each individual will spontaneously ﬁll that place in
which his abilities can be used to the best advantage,
where all the members are anxious that the family
supply the needs of all the other members fully as
well as it supplies their own, there will then be some
chance of enlarging the monogamic community with
a fair prospect of success.
The conclusion
have reached in regard to commu
nism, and which have tried to explain here, is that

I
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however desirable it might be to establish large com
munities, all attempts in that direction will certainly
fail for lack of the right individual developments

We give the name of co-operative enterprises to those
organizations where a large number of persons contri
bute both the labor and the capital to their establish

ment and operation. All economic organizations are
carried on by the co-operation of capital and labor, but
we do not use the name of co-operation when these
two distinct factors in production are furnished by
two separate classes of people.
The spread of the ideas advocated by the Socialists
has induced many persons to start co-operative enter
prises, but on the whole these attempts have not been
very successful. The failures have been many and the
successes but few, and while thirty or forty years ago
most reformers looked upon co-operation as the best
factor for economic progress, to-day they look with
much more favor toward public ownership.
I personally believe that this change of views is right,
and
want to give myi reasons for this belief.
One reason is that co-operative enterprises do not
possess political power, and thus cannot do away with
competition. If we suppose that the street car sys
tems of the city of New York should be owned and
operated by the employees, it would in no way remedy
the present evils of division and antagonism of the dif
ferent systems, while if they were owned by the city
they could all be operated in harmony, so as to give
the best possible service to the public. And if it is
claimed that co-operation would give a better distribu
tion of products than the present capitalistic system,
the answer is that public ownership distributes pro
ducts better than co-operation.
Another reason is that public ownership secures a

I
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claim
better management than co operation. This
on the ground that the management of business enter
prises is always equal to the average business capacity
of its owners, and furthermore on the assertion that the
possession of but little capital in these competitive
days is proof positive of the possession of but little bu
siness judgment. This is the same line of reasoning
which I followed when I acknowledged that public
enterprises are not as well managed as capitalistic en
ierprises, and according to its logic there are but few
co-operative enterprises which can secure such ma
nagement ae will insure success.
Political enterprises are controlled by all the voters
of the nation, and these include not only the laborers
but also the capitalists, and thus their average of busi
ness ability is obliged to be higher than that of co
operative enterprises.
I want here to remind my readers of my deﬁnition
of co-operation, which was that given many years ago
when reformers took it up as a means of economic
progress.
Their ideal was for men and women to or
ganize and unite their capital so as to manage large
enterprises and he their ovs n employers, and this is also
the aim of some of the reformers of to-day, such as the
founders of the Labor Exchange, of the members of
the Ruskin Colony, and of like organizations.
Those are the attempts that fail through mismanage
ment, but there is no reason why, when farmers who
have known how to successfully manage their proper
ty organize to manufacture butter or cheese, or when
persons who have bought separately their family sup
plies, organize to buy them collectively to better ad
vantage, they should not possess the ability necessary
to success. But these organizations are not co-opera
tive according to my deﬁnition of the term, and in no
way differ from other private business corporations.

.

One result of my investigation of communism and
co-operation has been to strengthen me in the belief
that social progress is not under the control of man.
For more than ﬁfty years earnest men and women
have made numerous attempts at organization in these
directions, and so constantly failed that these attempts
have practically ceased. But unconscious progress has
been going on all the time, and the results they were
aiming at are coming, although in a very different way
from what they expected. Co-operation is coming as a
result of public ownership, which leads straight to the
co-operative commonwealth,
and communism will
come in its own time through the improvement of cha
rat-ter of the members of the monogamic family.
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and the tendency is on the increase as a greater num
ber of enterprises pass under the control of political
organizations, so that the establishment of the co-oper
ative commonwealth will inaugurate real co-operation.
Public ownership—which leads to public co-operation
—is a success as far as tried. which is really remark
able because it has to ﬁght the entire capitalistic in
ﬂuence, which is hostile to the transfer from private
capitalism to public management. This enmity is not
due to abelief in the superiority of capitalism. but is
prompted by selﬁsh interest. When,however, the day
comes—as it must sooner or later—when they will re
cognize the inevitableness of this transfer, and will use
their inﬂuence to improve public management, instead
of using it to mislead public intelligence and to corrupt
political power, then the potentialities of public own
ership will be recognized, and prove to be considera
bly greater than those of private co-operation.
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Public business enterprises are more truly co-op'era
tive in this, that the people employ themselves much
more than they do in what now is called co-operation,
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XVII.

CHAPTER

COLONIZATION AND ORGANIZATION.

It seems

clear to me that according to the philosophy
of Mental Science. individuals organize themselves
only when they think they can thus better accomplish
some special result, and that the success of these org
anizations depends on the dep,-ree of development the
individuals have attained, and the question naturally
arises: Will the Mental Scientists make separate at
tempts at organization, and if they do will they be
successful?
I will not discuss this questionat length here, but
conﬁne myself to presenting my views on the subject.
[ do not believe that the Mental Scientists will make
any serious attempt at organization such as has been
made by the supporters of other philosophies, nor do
believe that if they make such attempts they will meet
with any degree of success.
believe this because I
do not see that they would gain anything by organiz
ation that would compensate them for the loss of individual independence, which always results from the
attempt of many persons to act in common.
But there is one object of organization which has not
yet been recognized by progressive thinkers, and which
will, in due time, attract the attention of the Mental
Scientists. This object is to increase social enjoyment.
Mental Scientists believe in the pursuit of happiness,
and also believe in organization.
When we study the
laws that control the attainment of happiness, we ﬁnd
that it comes from the exercise of ALL our faculties;
this means the exercise of the aesthetic and sympathetic
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faculties, as well as of the physical faculties; and as
these faculties cannot be exercised by the individual
living in solitude, it follows logically that as we ad
vance in the knowledge of the conditions of happiness,
the units will recognize that the same advantages that
come from organizing to increase economic prosperity,
can also be reaped by organizing to increase social
'
enjoyment.
And believe that the philosophy of Mental Science
leads directly to the recognition of this fact, as well as
to that improvement of character which ﬁts the indi
vidual for the exercise of the social virtues, and that
the time is coming when Mental Scientists, instead of
following in the footsteps of the believers in other
philosophies, and organizing for the purpose of wor
ship, proselyting. or intellectual studies, will organize
purely and simply for the purpose of increasing their
social enjoyment.
This time has not yet come, for the Mental Scientists
have not yet suﬂiciently practised their own beliefs,
but Ican already see a marked diﬁerence between their
aims and methods and thqse of other reformers, and
this difference is the forerunner of the difference in
their future attempts at organization,

'

This desire for an increase of social enjoyment will
ﬁrst induce the Mental Scientists to make efforts to
get in closer social touch with each other, which will

probably be best accomplished by colonization.
Colonies are not a new experiment, but are found
everywhere, and are usually a success, and
see no
reason why, when Mental Scientists feel the desire to
come in closer social contact with each other they
should not form colonies, where they will add to their
present advantages, the enjoyment which comes from
living in a congenial environment.
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Under the supposition, then, that the philosophy of
Mental Science will induce those who accept it and
practice it,-to draw closer together and form Mental
Science colonies, not for the purposes of worship. or of
proselytism, or to try new social experiments, but sim
ply to enjoy life better, the question arises whether
some kind of organization would not help them to ac
complish this result. I believe it would, and I want to
present here a plan of organization which offers but
little diﬂiculty, and has many chances of success.
This plan, however, like all other attempts at organ
ization, depends for its success upon the character of
the persons who will try to put it in execution, and one
fundamental condition is that they should have shown
by their past life a clear appreciation of the worth and
the worthlessness of wealth.
mean that on one hand
they have realized that those who do not know how to
accumulate some wealth are hampered in all they un
dertakc, and on the other hand that it is not the pos
session of large amounts of wealth which secures our
happiness in this world.
This is important because
do not believe that such
a colony as
propose could successfully increase the
happin'ess of its members if the means were furnished
by a few wealthy persons. and yet there ought to be
from the start suﬂicient available means within the
colony to place it on a sound business basis.

I

I

I would

I

ﬁrst suggest that these Mental Scientists who
have in
want to establish a colony for the purpose
Not
that I
dicated, organize themselves as a church.
am partial to churches, but because I believe in taking
all possible advantages that can secure success.
Churches are a form of organization that has stood
the test of experience, and which, on account of religi
ous prejudices, are treated here with special favor.
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Christian churches are organized for' the special pur
pose of calling out, within the church, all the indivi
dual factors of religious life, so as to make them avail
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able for all the members of the church, and what I
propose is that the same means shall be used by the
Mental Scientists to call out the individual factors of
social life, to make them available to all the members
of their colony.
Whenever the church should be organized, its mem
bers ought to subscribe a fund sufficient to buy a tract
of land in such a location as the majority should ap
prove, using such means to safeguard their interests
as have been found necessary by other organizations.
After the land has been bought, it should be divided in
suitable tracts, and sold only to Mental Scientists who
'
pledged themselves to settle upon it.
This would enable the members of the colony to lo
cate near together at moderate expense, and yet a
small proﬁt could be charged on the land, sufficient to
provide a fund that the church would administer for
the social enjoyment of all the members.
Thus the church organization would ﬁrst help the
individuals to locate themselves more advantageously
than they could do separately, and when the colony
should have been started, it would take its social life
under its special care.
will not attempt here to explain in what this social
life consists, but will say that
have been convinced
for many years that it offers a wide ﬁeld of activity,
which will bring large returns in increase of happiness,
but which can only be cultivated through an organi
zation eﬁected for that special purpose.
- Those who study the changed
attitude of the Christ
ian church toward social amusements, see that it has
recognized their power as a cohesive force, and that it
is daily relying more upon them and less upon dogma‘
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to hold its, members within their organizations.‘ But
the Christian church can never work this ﬂeld very
successfully, because it is hampered by numberless li
mitations, and has to contend against all its own 'pu
ritanical traditions. The attempt to introduce worldly
pleasures in an orthodox organization, is like pouring
in the same bottle oil and water. The same bottle can
hold them, but they never can combine together. It is
safe to prophesy that at the rate the change is taking
place,in less than ﬁfty years worldly pleasures will have

driven orthodoxy all out of the Christian church.
But what the Christian church is now doing against
its will, and as a means of absolute necessity to its
continued existence, aMental Science church can do
freely and in accord with the teachings of its philoso
have no doubt that whenever some Mental
p'hy, and
Scientists shall organize to increase their social happi
ness, they will be surprised at their own success.

I

There are some advantages which will come from the
colonization and organization of Mental Scientists
that cannot he secured any other way.
The colonization

will improve

the social atmosphere.
With all the good social qualities which have been
evolved by civilization, there is one defect which is
nearly universal, and which can be traced directly to
the teachings of the accepted philosophies.
It is the
tendency to criticize the individual conduct of others,
and to control it through the power of public opinion.
This spirit of criticism, which is the logical concom
itant of the belief that we are responsible for the
happiness of others, creates an unsatisfactory atmos
phere to persons of independent character, and there
is no way to escape it except through isolation or col

onization.
do not believe that any one who has read this book,
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and appreciates the wide difference
exists bet
which‘
ween the beliefs of the Christians and those of the
Mental Scientists, as to our responsibility for the hap
piness of others, but xvliat will acknowledge that the
social atmosphere of a Mental Science colony will be
relatively free of this spirit of criticism, and leave to
the individuals a better control of their private actions.
Colonization, it seems to me, will be necessary for
the full enjoyment of social intercourse, until Mental
Science beliefs thorougrhly permeate society. In no
other way can those persons who want to organize to
increase their social enjoyments get near enough to
gether. The colonization may be spontaneous and take
place in some large city, or it may be deliberate on
some such plan as
have proposed, but at the present
time there must be a conscious desire for companion
ship, and an intelligent effort to satisfy this desire,
before an organization can be effected.
Organization will be necessary to enable the Mental
Scientists to call out the many factors for social en
joyment which are now lost to the community. There
is no neighborhood where now such factors are not
either entirely lost or only partially used.
A Mental Science church organized for that special
purpose would seek out these factors, cultivate them
and make them available for all the members of the‘
colony. And the colony itself would furnish the best
possible environment for the culture of the social plea
sures. Its members would believe in the pursuit of
happiness, and support every eﬁort which leads in that
direction, and the Mental Science philosophy. which
would obtain in the colony releases many social factors
that are kept in check by the teachings of Christianity.
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SOME “OTHER "-BOOKS.
I

During the time was making the investigations that
resulted in the conclusions which
have explained in
this book,
published others, the contents of which
have a direct relation with the fundamental principles
have built the philosophy of Mental
upon which
Science.
The ﬁrst of these books is entitled:

I

I

I

STUDIES

IN

BOO l OLOGY.
When I gave up the Christian belief, and ceased to
acknowledge the Bible as my guide of conduct,
found
that if wanted to replace my old belief by one which
would be satisfactory to me, I must solve
for myself
A
several important questions.
The ﬁrst, and one which was to decide the answer to
all the others, was: What is man here for?
had
been taught from my youth up, that man is here to
glorify God, and to save his soul, but this
no longer
believed, nor could any better accept the newly taught
belief that man is the result of an accident of evolution.
I have always believed in the intelligent control of
progress, and I am practical enough to recognize that
if man has a special work to do here, those who knew
what this work was, and tried to do it according to
their ability, have the best chance of success.
The result of my researches is that man is an agent of
civilization; and
found furthermore that the exercise
of our faculties has 'a double and simultaneous result.
It is through the exercise ofour faculties that we civi
lize the earth,and also experience pleasant sensations.~
The recognition of the importance of the right exer
ci se of our faculties opened a wide ﬁeld of researches,
and-it was during the time that I studied these ques
tions that I published my ﬁrst book.
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Studies in Sociology is divided in four parts, making
a complete whole, but each treating a separate subject.
The ﬁrst part is entitled Tun LAW or HAPPINESS,
and is devoted to the investigation of the relation of
the exercise of our faculties with civilization and hap
piness and to a classiﬁcation of our faculties.
If happiness is attained by the exercise of our facul
ties, how can we control them to our best advantage?
This makes the subject of the second part, entitled
explain that
Tun LAw or INDIVIDUAL CONTRoL.
man is an aggregate of subordinate organisms, which
are induced to action by desires, which are controlled
by intelligence acting through the will, our intelligence
deciding what line of conduct we must follow accord
ing to the knowledge in our possession. Memory, cons
ciousness, conscience, and other factors of Individual
Control are also discussed.
Biit when we know how to control 0urselves,what of
our relations to others "2 This is discussed in the third
part under the title of THE LAW or EXCHANGE.
show the importance of satisfactory exchanges to soci
ety, and discuss the exchange of present for future
happiness, duty to others, and the inﬂuence of sym
pathy upon our actions.
After studying our relations to our fellow-men, we
must investigate our relations to our environment. This
includes the questions of free-will, natural rights, in
telligence in nature, and of a controlling power in the
Universe. A correct answer to those questions is neces
sary to a satisfactory adaptation to our surroundings,
and they are discussed in the fourth part under the
title of THE LAW or ENVIRoNMENT.
Studies in Sociology contains the arguments upon
which are based many of the assertions I have made
in Mental Science, and is of special interest to those
persons who are not satisﬁed to accept their opinions
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at second hand, and who want to investigate for them
selves the foundations upon which is built the philoso
phy of Mental Science I present to my readers.
Studies in Sociology only explains the material part
of these foundations, for at the time it was written
was a Materialist. that is
believed mind to be a pro
duct, and not the attribute of a substance. But I already
recognized the inﬂuence of magnetism as a factor in
conduct, and as
pursued my studies came to connect
sympathy with magnetism, and to recognize magnetism
as a substance. I then published a book entitled:

I

I

I

VITAL FORCE,
MAGNETIC EXCHANGE Alli] MAGNETATIUN.
In the ﬁrst edition of this book I asserted that Vital
l<‘orce is a substance, and that it is the factor which
builds. maintains and runs the human machine, a sta
tement which sooner or later was bound to land me
in the camp of the Mental Scientists.
edition seven chapters upon
Magnetation, aname
have given to special beneﬁts
brought about by the blending of male and female
sexual map;netism.
can probably best convey an idea of its contents by
giving here the headings of the chapters.
VITAL F0RCE. Its Evolution; Life and Motion; Sen
sation and Consciousness;Knowledge; Individuality;
Health; Magnetic Exchange; Intellectual Magnetism;
added to the second

I

I

I

Emotional Magnetism; Sexual Magnetism; Normal
and Abnormal Action; Attraction and Repulsion; Sleep;
Magnetic Cures; Mind Reading; Hypnotism.; Spiritual
ism. MAGNETATIoN. Its Potentialities; Reason for the
Change; Self-Control; Equilibrium and Waste; Positive
and'Negative;Before Marriage; After Marriage.

I

I

gained P0sse!“
had one more step to take before
sion of the knowledge which culminated in the con

/
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struction of the philosophy of Mental Science which
have presented to my readers. This step was the recog
nition that Mind and Magnetism are attributes of the
same substance. This recognition came as a natural
result of my studies, for found that I could not draw
any dividing line between the manifestations of Mind,
and those which in my former books I had attributed
then published
to Magnetism.

I

I

THE NATURE OF THE MIMD,
And its Relation

to Magnetism.
prove the existence in the Universe of

book I
an imponderable substance, which in its elementary
state we call electricity, and which manifests itself to
us as heat, force, motion, life, knowledge and spirit.
This substance, I claim, is the basis of Mind, its ma
nifestations changing in character as it develops. I also
prove that Mind is omni-present, and controls chemical
changes as well as the actions of living organisms. I
explain Individuality and its relation to progress in
civilization, and the relation of Mind to conduct. ln a
show that
chapter on the transmission of knowledge
it is done through magnetism, and in the next chapters
successfully apply this theory to explain occult com
munications from the living and the dead. The last
chapter is devoted to an argument to'prove the exist
.
ence of an Universal Mind.

In this

I

These three books, although written disconnectedly,
and without any idea that they would culminate in a
philosophy of Mental Science, yet lead up to it by re
gular ad-vances in knowledge, and oﬁer the best argu
ments for its support with which
am acquainted, and
feel justiﬁed in recommending them to those persons
who desire to make a thorough study of the foundation
principles on which
have based the philosophy I
have presented to them.
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I

I
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EXPLANATORY.
In presenting the
to say a few

to their publication.
-

a

few

following

words to explain

sentences

pages to

the

the

public,

I

desire

which have led
This can best be done by ﬁrst quoting

from an nddress

motives

upon the

Problems

of our

Second

Century, delivered by Ex-Senator lngalls at Glen-Echo
in the slimmer of 1891.
Speaking, of the evil results of our present industrial sys
tem,

Mr. lngalls said:

“From 1860 to 1890 the country has
grown richer at the rate of 250,000
dollars
for every day
and hour of these thirty years.
There has been accumulated
during that term one
hundred thousand millions of dollars,
enough to give every man, woman and child beneath the ﬂag
a competency, enough to secure to
every family a. comfortable
home, to educate and keep the wolf from
every door, and to
guard

against

“And yet,”

every misfortune and calamity.
he continued with a dramatic

hands, “there are ten

millions
to the

millions of people

that never get enough to eat
other.”

out
from

of his
uplifting
'
of sixty-ﬁve
one year’s end

The speaker presented

:1
strong contrast between the laborer
incessantly, only to end his life in helpless mendicity,
and the 31,000 persons who hold
more than one half of the
acquired earnings for the last hundred years. With ascathing
denunciation of the extravagance which spends 10,000 dollars

working

on

for a wedding, and
repeating that 31,000 men
controlled one half of the wealth of the country, Mr. Ingalls
strolled to the front of the platform, and raising his slender
form to its full height, exclaimed:
“If thirty thousand men
ﬂowers

can do

this, what is to prevent

one

of all?
“The doctrine of ‘the devil takes

man from getting control

the hindmost’,”

continued

ii
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Mr. Ingalls, “is a good
were more hindmost

one,

but just now it seems

than‘ foremost.

If

the

as

if

there

present condition

of things were to continue without being retarded, this land,
instead of being the land of the free and the home of the
brave, would
slave.”

be

the land

of the rich

and the home

of the

Making due allowance

for the exaggeration of an impulsive
speaker, there is enough truth in Mr. lngalls’ indictment to
explain the general dissatisfaction which now exists with the
'results of our present economic system.

Mr. Ingalls

does not believe in the efficiency of the remedies
the
by
Nationalists, and he presented his objections in
a very forcible manner.
oﬂered

“There is,” he said, “a growing sentiment in favor of Pater
nalism in this country—of the government doing everything
of the people doing nothing.
We have now a new school
of political philosophy that is repudiating
the declaration of

independence and is endeavoring to overthrow the maxims of
democracy and to insist that the race shall not be to the
strong,
that the distinctions
ordained of God
shall be an
obliterated statute, that idleness shall bring the same reward
as

industry

thrift, that the ignorant shall be as wise as
the learned, that debts shall be paid
by acts of Congress, that
money shall be made as plenty as the autumn leaves, that
taxation shall be abolished by acts of the Legislature, and
that property shall be forcibly distributed
among men.”
It is to answer just such obiections that this story has been
written, for they are often heard
among practical men who
have really the welfare of the
community at heart. These
objections cannot be answered in a few
words, and it has seemed
to me that it could best be
done by portraying a Common
wealth where the changes we
advocate have already been
accomplished, showing ho\v the desired results can be altaifled
and

iii
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without resorting to such revolutionary methods as would never
meet with the approval of sensible and practical
men, and
that without passing the limits of the possible and practicable,
many changes could be made that would cause great impro
vement.

For in this picture of a Future Commonwealth

I

drawn on my imagination, but
have carefully
line which progress has followed since the dawn
tion, and

have

probably take

If

endeavored
place

to portray

I

have not

studied

the

of civiliza

the changes which

will

in the course of coming years.

the trouble to investigate, they will
ﬁnd that what I have described as being part of the public ins
titutions of Socioland, already exists in its incipient stages in
one or the other of the civilized nations. And
furthermore
my

readers

will

take

they will ﬁnd that the tendency to progress in the direction
described
manifests
itself now in n greater degree than it
did one or two hundred years ago.

of these

it is true, are not yet strong
enough to affect the laws or public institutions, but their in
ﬂuence is felt among the moat intelligent part of the popula
tion, that
among those who lead in the march of progress.
tendencies,

is,

Many

As some objections have been made, during the

of this story in serial form, in the True

publication
Nationalist, both as

to the philosophical

it

enactment

belief and to the spirit which controls the
of the laws in Socioland,
seems well to me to

achange in one country
all other countries.

But too many

implies

a

a

is

a

few words in explanation.
The reaction of all changes
now
upon the surroundings
recognized as
positive fact. We realize now that the success
of one nation affects more or less all other nations, and that
say

corresponding

students of social science

fail

to

change

in

understand

iv
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that the same law holds good in the
social relations, and we
now have the spectacle of a. world full
of social reformers who,
dissatisﬁed with some of the present
conditions, strive with
main

and

might

to

change them, and
at the same time
iust as hard to prevent corresponding
changes in other
directions.
With one hanri they push along the car of progress
and with the other they work
just as hard to hold it back.
Nothing, in my estimation, has more influence upon
progress,
aside from the motive power
furnished
the desire for
by
increased happiness, than the religious beliefs
of the people.
They control its conduct, public and private, and are
respon
sible for the spirit of its laws.
'
Increased knowledge has opened to mankind
greater prospects
of happiness, which have been
checked by religious
beliefs
handed down to us by past generations.
The result is that our religion and our
environment no
longer agree.
The environment is of to-day, the religion is
of the past.
strive

.

This is felt and realized

by all those who
earnestly study
the social problems, and strenuous
eﬂbrts are made to shape
and trim the old religious
doctrines so as to make them ﬁt
the new social conditions.

At the rate this work is progressing, it will

many years before the spirit
have been
entirely changed;

of

the

not bea great

Christian religion

will

and according
to the changes
which have already taken place within
the church, supplemented
by the beliefs which are growing in
favor outside the church,
think
am justilied in claiming that
sometime in the X1611r
future, religion will resolve itself in
something like the philo
sophicul beliefs expressed by Mr.
Walter in the third Chapter
of this story.

I

I

The inﬂuence of the religions

has led me to devote

beliefs upon laws and conduct
some space to
the subject, for I claim

EXPLANATORY.
that our-economic condition is
sent religious belief, and that
is achieved.

any progress

In

tried

tely,

their

logical outcome of our pre
both must change together if
the

I

have, very brieﬂy and inadequa
Chapter,
to express my views as to the spirit which will

the sixteenth

animate

'

v

ooming generations and control the enactment

the

of

laws.

thinking person

Every

must

acknowledge

that

nations

are

sympathetic and less quarrelsome, and that a
spirit of leniency is replacing the "eye for an eye and tooth
can
for a tooth” doctrine of olden times. In proof thereof
growing more

I

point to the exemption clauses in the laws for the collection
of debts, and the growing tendency to compel arbitlation in
cases of disputes between employers and their laborers.
Both
exemption and

enforced arbitration

are

steps away from exact

rights, and are the result ofa sympathetic
desire to help those who are defeated in the battle
of life.
It is true that the American people, as a nation, have ‘as

justice and

natural

the eﬂicacy of the law as a moral re
gulator, blit among their best men the feeling is growing that
people cannot be made moral by law, and other nations have
faith

much

progressed

I

as

ever in

beyond

ns

in this direction.

touched upon the population question, and have
said but a word about the marriage relation,
not because I
do not recognize their importance in the solution of the social
problems, but because they are not as fundamental as the ques
tion of religious beliefs.
have not

Yet

I

wish

to put myself on record here

as

believing

that

times is toward educating the individuals
so as to enable them to fulﬁl their
duties as citizens in a
manner without the need of state control, and that
satisfactory
the

the coming
more

of the

tendency

generations will be able to allow individuals much
in their personal actions.

freedom

1
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Nationalism,

in fact,

will only prove

acceptable

in

it will know how to
reconcile economic organization
sonal liberty.
'

so

far

as

with per

I

not only believe that it
can be done, butl feel conﬁdent
that it will be done; and
that it will come to pass in the evo
lution of social progress,
that wrangling, competing humanity
as we know it
to-day, will, in its persistent search after in
creased happiness,
organize itself
into true Commonwealths,
with institutions somewhat
like those 1 have tried to picture
as existing in
Socioland.

How long will it take
before it comes
will the work of organization
progress?

future alone can answer.
For the present
shall
Vilwing

I

be

satisﬁed

if

to

pass?

HoW far

are questions

I

succeed in

the
con

inquiring mind that Nationalism is not an im
possible dream, and that it
offers prospects of improvement
lor society, which are well
worth the consideration of intelligent
some

citizens.

Albert

Chavannes.

Knoxville,

Tenn
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THE EX OD US.
Spencer, Socioland, Africa,

June
My dear friend Harry

I

have

1, 1950.

:

at last reached

this place

after a long and interest
commence :1 iournal, which

ing journey, and I will at once
when complete, will enable me to fulﬁl my promise that
would try to faithfully report to you whatever
should see

I

I

or hear which
in' which

blems

I

could

throw

we are

light

any
upon
both interested.

I

the

social pro

have no doubt, from what
have seen of the people
since
entered the Commonwealth of Socioland, that
do
not ﬁnd here a complete
solution of the problems which

I

perplex

us,

I

will ﬁnd

at least

the results of

ifI

interesting

ex

hints as
to the best
Sociology, and valuable
course to be followed to secure' a better distribution of wealth,
and an increase of general comfort.

periments in

For

I

must

at once

acknowledge that these
people seem
than we are, and while they recognize

much better satisﬁed
that they have not yet attained perfect social conditions, still
they are confident that they are travelling in the right direc
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tion,
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all desirable changes
in the course of time.
that

naturally
But before

I

will

come

easily

and

upon a detailed account of what I see
want to tell you of the causes which led to the
settlement of Socioland, as well as of the aims of
the ﬁrst
emigrants, which controlled their conduct and form the basis
of their public and private
institutions.
am enabled to do so from
information
received from
and hear,

I

enter

I

Mr. Walter,
a native

an

old gentleman

I

whom

of Ohio, who nearly ﬁfty

l

found

on

the

boat,

years

azo emigrated to
judge
from his conversation, took an
‘active part in shaping the
policy of the (‘ommon‘-vealth.
You know as well ‘as
do that the latter end of the
XIXth century was a time of great changes. Not only of a
great development of the natural resources
and of the producing
power of mankind through the increased
use of steam and

this country,

and

I

I

~of

electricity,

but also of changes in
the religious, scientiﬁc
philosophical beliefs of the educated
classes.
It was then that through the researches of
Darwin, Spencer
and othels, commenced that
period of leligious doubt in which
We still are in the United
States. Truly before their time
there had been skeptics and
railcrs at the Christian religion,
men and women who denied
the authority of the Bible, but
their number was small, their
inﬂuence null, and civilized
tsociety was willing yet to be
controlled by persons who either
believed, or claimed to believe,
that the ten commandments
‘were the expression of the
will of God, and ithat the more
¢1ose1Y they could be followed
.and enforced, the better the
results would be. These
persons explained
the suffering and
misery of the masses as due to
the innate depravity of human
nature: and the poor were kept quiet
of
by alternate doses
charity and of promises of eternal
bliss in the world to come.
The doctrine of
evolution, taught and accepted
towards thc
and

'
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of the century, sapped this belief at its basis, and it was
soon recognized
follow it to its
by those who undertook to
logical <‘onclusitms that the whole philosophy of the past,
built upon tl belief in special creation, would have to be re
end

until an entire change

)l‘.t>ll0lOtl

ls‘liefs,

and

would

be

that
thereby

eventu=tll.\'

the

Mr.‘Walter

been

social

in religious

effected

institutions

themselves

inﬂuenced.

The spread of these doctrines
minds caused naturally a great
time confusion

h-.1<l

worse

among persons of progressive
commotion, and for a long

<‘oul'oun'iell was the result.

years were the scene of
as the world had never seen or
these

According to

such

intellectual

will probably ever
wrangling
First came the believers in these new teachings,
see again.
enthusiastically ﬁghting for the acceptance of what they con
sidered the truth, and thus ruthlessly tearing down the foun
dations of the Christian beliefs, who were
interested
by those who, honestly or from

met

and opposed
motives, citing to
which
threatened its

Christianity, and resisted all attacks
while mixing in the din of the battle were alegion
existence;
of persons, each with a patent remedy of his own for all the
striving for recognition, and trying by all
ills of society,
means in their power to bring their schemes before the public
while the masses, fast losing their interest in things spiritual
and their fear of damnation, and more interested in physical
comforts than in speculations of a philosophical nature, turned,
their attention to the practical work of developing the natural‘
resources opened to them through the increase of mechanical‘
forces, and the extension of the means oi communication
struggle soon emerged here and
religious
who, discarding
men and women
there practical
speculations as to :1 future existence, and the Bible as a
guide for their actions, studied the laws of conduct: in a
scientiﬁc spirit, and with the ﬁrm intention to proﬁt, by any
Out of

this

intellectual

THE
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new truths they might discover.

These

persons,

were soon
part of the United States,
the name of
by a common aim, and under

1-very

students of Social Science, formed
the pursuit of

scattered

drawn

in

together

Sociologists, or
themselves into clubs for

and to seek for means of
knowledge,
practical application of such knowledge as could - help them
to a more satisfactory mode of life
and
a better form of
social

government.
In the pursuit

of new'knowledge they claim to

entirely successful,
laws

if

which,

and

applied,

to

have been

many new social
But
beneﬁt society.

have

discovered

would

greatly
they tried to give their new knowledge practical force,
they found ita more diﬁicult task than they had anticipated.

when

The number

of

persons interested

in

such

studies

as

they

pursued was comparatively very small, and the whole control
~of the government was in the hands of men who had adirect
interest in opposing any changes and were entrenched behind
centuries of possession.
The masses were too indifferent or
ignorant

fair hope

of

to a better way
awakening
~out of their
misery, and personal conduct was yet largely
controlled by laws enacted by men who were earnest believers
in the infallibility of the Bible, and who felt it their duty
to offer a

to compel

disagree with them.
is not strange that out of such conditions grew an ear
nest desire to seek by emigration a land wheretheir new ideas
could ﬁnd free development in a virgin and unoccupied coun

It

by force those who

might

try, and that like the Pilgrim Fathers,
earnest men and
women should decide to leave home, friends and relations, in
the endeavor to found a settlement where they would be free
to follow the dictates of their intelligence.

The opening of the Dark

the desiled
blished

Continent' furnished

them

with

opportunity.
Several European
powers had esta
protectorates over large and unsettled portions of the

THE EXODUS.
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country, and were anxious to sen them inhabited by a popu
lation which could help to check the slave trade, and open
new outlets to commerce.

Taking advantage of this situation,

trusty

to spy -the country and see what prospect
were remarkably successful. found a large

men were selected

it offered.
They
valley with fertile

capable of supporting a large
They made a treaty with the protecting po\ver
population.
which guaranteed to the proposed settlement complete autonomy
in their internal government, and they were assured of pro
soil and healthy climate,

and

tcction against foreign foes so long

as

they could

not

protect

themselves.

Inthe

time the home clubs

mean

coming immigration

as

soon

steady

United

of

States

made

ready for the
be

open,

and

exodus took place from the
promise which
the] baptized

a comparatively

large and
to the land

had

as the way should

with the name of Socioland.
Of course they had many ditiiculties to contend

with,

but

they have overcome them and they are a prosperous and
happy people. Their prosperity
and
happiness is not the
result of chance or of special advantages pertaining to their
now

It

theil conduct, public
and private, is intelligently controlled by what they claim to
be scientiﬁc principles.
They believe in a social science, which
is
different
from political economy.
they claim
something
They study this science, and instead of allowing the doctrine
of Laissez fairs full sway, and trusting to natural forces alone
new

country.

is due

to

the fact that

to help natule
they are not afraid
along, and to experiment in new lines of public co-operation
whenever they seem to lead in the right direction.
S0 much it was necessary for me to say, to explain to you
how it came to pass that in this far oﬁ' land, a settlement of
to remedy existing

our countrymen

evils,

has been made, embued

with entirely different

THE FUTURE
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from those
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New England was settled by earnest men and women,
special aims and profound convictions, who infusell a

as

having
new country

with :1 new spirit, which has
stamped its mark upon the United States government and upon
the character of the people, so in this land a new spirit has
and

ll.

new nation

which, according to my information,
results.

been infused,

wonderful

has produced

Of this, however, we can judge better when I have mixed
more with the people, and I am better acquainted with the

institutions

which

they have here

inaugurated.

CHAPTER II.
THE

I

found

Mr Walter

OBJECT IN

VIEW.

very pleasant companion, and during
the few days we spent together
received from him much
valuable information.
When from questions I made to him
a

I

I

it,

he understood whv I was g0ing'toSocio1aud,
and learned from
my lips of the deep interest 1 felt in social problems, he
seemed as desirous of imparting knowledge as 1 was to receive
and tried to facilitate by all means in his power the aims
had in view.

“Mr. Balcom,”

said

evening as we were
sitting in the cabin conversing upon Socioland, “it will help
you very much to understand what you will see in our country
if you know the object we had in view in coming here, 115
well as some of the means by which we expectedtoattain it.
he

“There has been, as you
but

I

own,

to

me one

know, many an exodus before our
believe they were all actuated by very diilerent
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from those which induced us to leave our native land.
the Puritans were
The Hebrews were ﬂeeing from bondage,
trying to escape religious persecution, and the 'M0rIuons wanted
motives

On' a smaller scale, but
hierarchy.
under similar inﬂuences, many communities and co-operative
colonies have been started, but they all had a deﬁnite plan
to establish

a

religious

which they wanted to work out. We had no settled plan, no
deﬁnite scheme, but we had a very clear idea of the results
were

we

“

We

going to strive for.
were dissatisﬁed with

organized in
that it afforded to

society

lnited States, and did not believe
individual all the facilities for comfort
the

natural

been fostered that

spirit of greed, strife

and happiness

the
the

which

warranted.

advantages

“With the increase of population
had

as

we
and

and wealth

many abuses

powerless to remedy, and a
competition had been engendered
felt

which was uncongenial to our character.
Besides we had out
and were tired of
grown the old ideas of religious morality,
having our personal actions under the control of laws enacted
by men whose standard of morals was not based upon the
result of our conduct on our happiness, but upon certain com
mandments and precepts which may have" been proper enough
in the barbarous times

in

which they were promulgated,

but

superannuated several centuries ago.
“These causes of dissatisfaction
not us alone, but
affected
the conservative inﬂuences were yet so strong
that improve
had

become

very slow, and we preferred to go to a new country
where we would be free to live according to our own ideas
of right.
“We had faith in the good disposition of human nature, and
ment

was

if rightly

would recognize
persons
taught, all
would also pro
welfare
promoted the general
mote personal happiness.
We wanted to educate our people to
believed that,
that whatever

,

8

/
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the recognition
race, and

by

of the solidarity of the
interests of the human
this knowledge replace as

far as possible the
checks to selﬁsh greed, now
restrained, but not diminished,
by religious authority
and lmman law.
“But, Mr. Balcom, we were
not reformers
according to the
meaning of the word among
you.
We had no patent remedy
warranted to cure all the ills
that the ﬂesh is heir to.
We
did, not claim to know
everything, and
we were fully aware
that we could not
lay down any positive rule
of conduct as
best for us to
follow.
We were dissatisﬁed
with existing
conditions, and wanted to see
what desirable changes we
could
make. We had no desire
to'overturn the existing conditions
of society, or to give
up anything which then
gave satisfac
tion. We wanted to
try to improve the public
institutions
:1 little
faster than was possible
with the ideas prevailing in
the United States,
and to conform our
conduct to the laws
of nature, and thus
increase our plospects of
earthly happiness.
“As you can see our
aims were very broad,
for it was not
one special evil we
wanted to correct, but we
wanted
a ge
neral improvement,
based upon :1 radical
change'1n
the foun
dations of the aims and
beliefs which control
society.

and

no fault

found with

the means

employed.
Our submis
submissive
to
nature's methods,
and we could but
.
approve of what
nature
rewarded.
“In a word, we applied
to social science
the same tests that
are universally
applied to chemistry,
mechanics, or any other
eiract science.
any one claims to
have discovered some
ade

us

If

combination,

which

gives
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But in your country you have no test to apply to social ex
periments, for you have no social science worthy ofthe name,
and the best results would be either ignored or denounced, if
to the commandments of
brought
about by means opposed
Moses or the teachings of Jesus.
“We believed then, and we believe now, that a righteous
end sanctilies

the

not

and

means,

as

is taught among you
And we further believe

that righteous means sanctify the end.
that, so far as man is concerned, an increase
happiness is
ture,

a

and that

are'a-right

and

righteous

end,

approved

which tend
=1l'E means

to

of his

earthly

of by the laws of na
accomplish that result

proper.

“And

it is because we Sociologists have accepted the increase
of happiness as
legitimate pursuit, encouraged and rewarded:
the achievement of
by the laws .'of nature, and have accepted
happiness as a correct standard for public and private actions,
that
tition

decided to leave home, family, and friends, and es
new Commonwealth where greed, strife, and compe
would
be held at adiscouut, and peace and happiness

we

tablish

a

fostered.”

Mr.

a moment, for .our conversation
Walter
had
paused
taken him back to the days of his youth and to the memories
of the past. Bat not for long, for ﬁxing his earnest grey
eyes

on

me

Socioland you
member what
derstand how

he

continued:

“Mr

\vill ﬁnd yourself

lam telling

in

Balcom,
a new

you, for it

we have succeeded

to

when

you

atmosphere.

reach

Re

will.‘ help ','you to un

accomplish

many

diﬂicult

The desire for happiness brings many valuable
undertakings.
results in its train. It fosters peace, leads to kindness, en
It teaches the value of health and comfort.
courages unity.
It softens the heart and broadens the sympathies. Seekers

exercise all their
after happiness cultivate their minds and
faculties. Yes, the pursuit of happiness is a wonderful civilizing

10
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more,

and it

have

FUTURE
watched

COMMONWEALTH.
it

has accomplished

at

work

greater

of fear or of promies of
eternal bliss.

for

ﬁfty years and
results than centuries

“You can have no idea
what a help it has been to us
in
the ﬁrst years we spent
here, when the many different
opinions
which must "naturally
manifest themselves at the
beginning
of such an enterprise
might have divided us in many
factions.
But instead of each insisting on the
special merit of his
scheme, we were all willing
to submit to the test ofpractical
experience, and were also decided
to remain united whatever
might happen, for we
believed that the friendship
ofﬂour
associates
was
more conducive to our
happiness than the
adoption of some
pet
opinion of ours. And now that We
have safely launched our
social bark, and have achieved satis
ﬁtctory results, we are more
united than ever.”
was very much
interested in Mr. Walter’s statement, and
in the earnestness of
his convictions, and as he paused
re
marked to him that
thought he had given me a clearer
idea of the object
they had in view, and that I wanted
him
to tell me how
they went to work to reorganize
society.
“But do you not
understand,” he replied,
“that
we did
not intend to reorganize
society. We wanted to improve it.
We did not believe in
setting aside all the past experience of
mankind, and
reconstructing society on entirely new lines.
We wanted to improve
it on the same old lines, which is a
very different thing.
New conditions had created new abuses,
and we wanted to
stop them as far as possible. Not
only did
we want to feel
free to work out our own
happiness in our
own way, but we
could see also that while the
United States
produced plentifully,
the distribution was very defective.”
“You are entirely
right,” I remarked, “and probably more
dissatisfaction is felt among us
on account of the inequality in
the distribution of
wealth than from any other cause.”

I

I

-

I
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that it should be so,” continued Mr. Waltel,
production is not as large as it might or will

natural

“for while

still it is large enough to keep every one in
comfort if it was rightly distributed, and it is a crying shame
that in this advanced age of ours, some should be rolling in
wealth, while others are shivering and starving.
"We consider the distribution of products as the most im
portant question placed before civilized communities, and that
its correct solution offers the best prospect of increasing the
sum total of human happiness.
From our standpoint, unequal
distribution is a two-edged sword which cuts both ways.
On
one side you have the wealthy class, which lives in idleness,
having no aim in life
their wants supplied by hirelings,
except to pass the time which before middle age drags heavily
them lives another class,
on their hands, while all
around
unable
to secure a little of the leisure and some of the
luxuries which
prevent the exercise of the most valuable
faculties of their more \vealthy but not more happy neighbors.
eventually

“Nor

be,

are

the

relations between

the two

classes

satisfactory.

The sympathies of the rich are wounded by the sight of the
privations of the poor, while the poor see with more and
more envious eyes the ever increasing possessions of the rich.
Thus the relations between the rich and the poor become
more strained, and in a. measure the steady
increase of pro
duction tends to diminish instead of increasing the happiness
‘
of mankind.”
“You need not enlarge upon this theme, Mr. Walter,” I

“Yon

cannot frame a stronger indictment against the
evil effects of our system of distribution than you will hear
replied.

at any time in

the United States.

All

who study the social
fol it is much worse now than it

problems realize the evil,
was at the time you left our country.
The rich have grown
in number and wealth and are drawing everything into their
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hands, while the poor, growing
more intelligent and better
educated,
realize more and more that
they do not receive
the full reward of their
labors.
.

“But what can we do about it?
Where is
the remedy?
We cannot despoil the rich for
the beneﬁt of the poor, for
it would destroy the
accumulation of capital anddiminish pro
duction.
The diffusion of capital
in the hands of so many
untrained and‘ incompetent persons
would

the

I

is

be

a

would

'1‘€slllt

it,

soon destroy
and
impoverishment
of the whole
country without any improvement in
the condition of the poor.”
“Very true,” answered Mr. ¥Valter.
“It
difficult ques
tion, but
can tell you what we have
done, and how we
have succeeded ~in keeping
down this inequality between the
clast-es, and prevented
the acquisition of the lion’s share
of
the produced wealth by a
few privileged members
the ﬁnal

“But let me remind you

of society.

is

a

is

in

it

ii

a

is

It

thing.

is

It
not because
perfect equality, or that all men
are entitled
-to an equal share of
the production,
that we object to the
wide distinction which
now exists between the opulent rich
and the abject poor.
because the rich have more than
they can enjoy, while the poor
have less, that we believe
better system of
distribution will beneﬁt all. This very much
simpliﬁes the problem, for
we can ﬁnd the source
of ex
cessive wealth, and turn
into a reservoir fol the beneﬁt of
all classes, our aim will
be practically attained.
“And that
what we have done. The
large accumulation
of wealth in private
hands
not the result of the toil of these
persons, for no man can
by dailv labor accumulate more than
will insure him
comfortable living.
Excessive private wealth
the result of social
causes which encourage and reward the
cumulative power of capital.
we believe in

of one

“No, we knew well
enough that the diffusion
of capital
leads to its
destruction, and that all
means which would tend
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to its equal distribution would result in adiminution of pro
duction and a reduction of general comfort.
“So the measures we took led in an entirely different direc
tion.

VVe made

thus

and

as

far

our new Commonwealth
as

possible

prevented

the great Capitalist,
the undue accumulation

of wealth in private hands.
“There, Mr. Balcom, is the whole secret of it.
a large scale, not

on

of

a few,

practised

wealth, for the advantage of
rich as well as for the poor,
men.”

the

I

must

by

a few,

for

it exists among you, but carried

as

confess

I

the

Co-operation
the advantage

by the Common

population, for the
women as well as for

whole

for the

somewhat disappointed,
nothing new for me to hear such doctrines, and
“Oh! then your Socioland
is simply a
Socialistic
was

I

for

it was

exclaimed:
settlement,

It may suit you, but
everything.
me or many of the free and in
‘
dependent citizens of America.”
A malicious twinkle gleamed in Mr. Walte1"s eyes.
“Free and independent indeed! Then things have wonder
where the

I

doubt

controls
would suit

state

if it

fully changed since my time. When I lived in the United
in the days of my youth,
recollect hearing a 'grea'
deal about the slavery of labor, and freedom in trade with
foreign countries was unknown.
We had Sunday laws regu
lating the use of the days, and marriage and divorce laws

I

States,

controlling
were

private

in force

associations.

Prohibitive

in many states, while

to

laws on

liquor

crown this free social

the Mormon persecution was in all its glory.
“Reassure yourself‘, we have not abridged personal liberty
as much as you have, and are not Socialists as
you understand
the term.
All governments are somewhat Socialists, some a
little more, others a little less. We are a little more, and
have intrusted the Commonwealth with the accumulation and
ediﬁce,

1
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of a portion of our capital for the beneﬁt of our people,
while you only intrust your government with the spending of
use

such

as
or by
raise
capital
by unequal
taxation,
you
borrowing from the wealthy class, thus increasing the burdens

of the producers by compelling them to
the money your government spends.

pay the

interest on

sometimes reﬂect, Mr. Balcom, how the dilferent
enterprises, created by the growing needs of our civilization,
are divided in the United States?
Take the cities for instance.
“Do you

Whatever costs money

maintain, as the streets and the
parks, the police and the ﬁre department, etc.-, is placed in
the hands of the government, and the people are taxed for
to

its support, while those enterprises which offer opportunities
to make money, as the supply of‘light and water,
the life
and
ﬁre insurances, are allowed to fall into the hands of
and individuals.
“We are so far Socialists as to claim that the sweet ought
to go with the sour, and to keep in the possession of the
people many valuable privileges which you give away to men
corporations

who use them

for their

private

beneﬁt.

pulling out his watch, “I see it is getting late, and
we had better retire. To-morrow we will ﬁnd plenty of time
to talk before we reach Spencer, and I will explain to you
“But,”

length the changes
tions of Socioland.”

at
-

we

inaugurated

in

the

public institu
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REFLECTIONS.

my dear Harry,

believe,

that

what

will keep my mind

in this country

I

busy,

I

will

see

and that

and hear

I will

have

already that theil way
different from
entirely
problems
ours.
They look them square in the face, with a. clear con
ception of the ends they are striving for, and do not allow
themselves
to stray hither and thither after false
issues as
many

new

of looking

we are

ideas

to

digest.

at the social

inclined

to

can see
is

do.

.

Mr. Walter was emphatic, and his whole manner expressive
of quiet determination, and he succeeded in giving me a clear
impression of the aims and methods of the people of So
cioland.
go

After

I

to

sleep.

had

Icould

gone to rest it was a long time before
That which had struck me the most

conversation was Mr. Walter’s

frank

avowal

that

as

in
a

our

people

in the pursuit of happiness. There was
of trying to serve the Lord,
no claim of
helping to promote morality, no holding aloof a beacon for

they \vere engaged
no false pretense

the beneﬁt of other

nations.

acknowledged that they were
trying to increase their own
experimenting
happiness, owing no allegiance except to the laws of nature,
recognizing no duty except that of improving their faculties
and making the most of existing conditions.
had,
That was something entirely new in my experience.
of course, come across young people with more money than
Instead,

people freely
for themselves,

these

I

who said they wanted a good time, and were going to
enjoy all the pleasure that this life can afford, but among
brains,
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the sensible, respectable people of my acquaintance, tl:e pursuit
of happiness was looked down upon as a. low standard of life,
leading to selﬁshness, and degrading in its tendencies.

To

be

sure

I

could

not tell what

was

the aim

I

in

life of

Had
asked them,
acquaintances of mine.
never thought of doing,
would probably have found
which
knew the religious teachings
they did not know themselves.
these

respectable

I

I

I

that subject, and that we are admonished to so live' as to
glorify God. But mv friends did not believe any such doc~
on

to
trines, or if they believed them, they made no
pretense
kind
in
their
them
in
of
the
practice
daily life, being
put
who give their religion a Sunday airing, putting it carefully
away during the week to preserve it from unseemly wear, so

it bright and shining on the rare
called upon to parade it before the world.

as to have
are

occasions

they

As my mind roamed over the list of my acquaintances, I
could think of Mr. B., whose whole ambition
seemed to be
to make money, of which he had already more than himself
or his family could use. His wife was a society leader, and
her object in life was to outshine her rivals. His sons were
certainly bent on pleasure, but with their expensive habits,
eﬁeminate tastes, and shattered constitutions, were not happy,
and were positive proof of the fact that the pursuit of hap

of pleasure are entirely different.
And our neighbor D., is he living for happiness? If he
he seems to make
miserable failure of it. An overworked,
tired-out man, without a minute he can call his own, follow
ing an incessant round of occupations which have no interest for
him, he
kept constantly tramping in a commercial tread
mill for
bare support for himself and his large family. His
wife, whom
can remember as the lively, sweet Alice T.,
and

1

i8

a

is

a

is,

piness

now

a

a

tired, dissatisﬁed woman. That couple had probably
in the early days of their marriage anticipated
happy life,
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their fond expectations.
From them my thoughts turned to the contemplation of
living for?
What was
myself.
really could not answer.
An Agnostic, I was not living in view of a future life, and
but the result had not come

up

to

I

yet

I

realized

that

I

I

was certainly

not studying how to attain
this world.

highest satisfaction possible in
As
could see very clearly that
had no de
leﬂected,
ﬁnite staudard of conduct, and that the principles which
the

I

I

I

my life were of a very composite nature. Raised
outside the church, by parents who had outgrown the Christian
beliefs without accepting any other, my moral education had
controlled

been desultory
at the

Christian

ideas and

dogmas,

sanctimonious

upon me

press

laws, help

or made

At

wa-vs.

of their

fun
other

times

the beauty of lihét Christian
and
quote the golden ‘rll8,

renunciation,
teacher that
greatest
doctrine

At one time my father railed

in the extreme.

ever lived.

puritanical

he would

im

doctrine of self

Christ

call

the

Again he would preach the

of duty, how we must respect our parents, obey the
our neighbors, work for humanity.
But these moods

I

I

did not last always.
was also taught that
must learn to
take care of number one, ﬁght for standing room, and strike
out for myself if
would not be crushed.

I

Out of such

the

usual

I

had followed.

results

simply drifted, one day following the voice of duty, and the
next allowing the care of self to predominate.
The outcome
was not very satisfactory, but
could not
see
my Way to

I

consoled myself with the thought that
better, and
was doing about as well as the average of those by
whom

anything

I

was

surrounded.

I

it,

Now that my attention was called to
instead of having
well-deﬁned aim in life,
my

conduct

in

the

manner best calculated

allowed myself to be swayed

by the ideas,

could

Fee

that

and controlling
to

beliefs

attain
and

it,

I

I

I

a

'

teachings

habits

'
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of the people among whom
lived, who themselves had no
accurate knowledge
of right or wrong, but were
following
blindly in the footsteps of their
superstitious ancestors.
Mr. Walter’s conversation
made a profound impression
upon
me, for ‘I was logical
enough to see that our conduct in life
must be largely controlled
by the character of the solution
we accept
for the problem of
existence, and if practically
concurred in by a whole
people, it must have a great inﬂu
ence on their public
institutions.
A nation with divided or
indeﬁnite aims would drift
along, where one with clear and'

decided opinions would
adopt eﬁicient means to insure success.
As is the seed, so must
the tree be, and if the people of
Socioland are happier and
more contented than the people
of the United States,
then
must conclude that they have
the best institutions.

I

I

cogitated over these
things a long time, wondering if these
people were really right,
and if the pursuit of. happiness is
the only safe guide to
conduct; and if the old barriers erected
to restrain s<‘lﬁshn|PBs
were thrown down,
who would protect
the weak from the
strong, or settle the terms of compromise
between individual
happiness and public welfare when they
came in conﬂict?
Worn out with thoughts,
decided to present these questions
for solution to M1.
Walter the ﬁrst thing in the morning,
and after hearing
what he has to say on the
subject, to

I

wait and see with
my own eyes the working of these prin
ciples in Socioland.
Theoretical ideas must give way before
practical results. I
would try and set aside all prejudice and
PP8-conceived
beliefs,
and impartially observe
the life of the
inhabitants of the
Commonwealth.
Of one thing I am
certain.
There isagreat deal of misery
in this world, and
even a slight increase of happiness is well
worth striving

for.

A

A

PHILOSOPHICAL
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‘CHAPTER IV‘.
A PHILOSOPHICAL
The next morning

I

DIGRESSION.

took the ﬁrst opportunity to propound
told him that' before he said
Walter.

my questions to Mr.
any more about the social

I

changes

exp!anations

wanted to have some

they

had

instituted,

I

of their doctrine of accept

ing the attainment of happiness as a standard of conduct, and
presented to him some of the objections which had arisen in
my mind.
he answered, “I am glad to see tlmt
you appreciate the importance of this question. One of the
ﬁrst conditions of success is the concentration
of our powers

“My young friend,”

towards the object we wish to attain, which is only possible
if we have a clear conception of what we wish to accomplish.
“If there is so little happiness in this war-1d,. it is largely
many

of the

directed towards it.
“Some men seek for pleasure,

others

due

to

the fact that

not

eﬂbrts

of men

have

been

wealtlr or fame,
many are trying to serve God and Mammon, others are only
anxious to secure eternal bliss, while all Christians, sincere
or otherwise, are under the inﬂuence of teachings which de
precate the pursuit of earthly happiness as inimical to the
will of God.
“We, on the other hand, believe in the pursuit of happiness
just as the sincere Christian believes in serving the Lord.
We believe that in so doing we are working in the line of
progress, and that to attain it we must not only cultivate
all the best there is in us, but that it will also induce us
to adopt those

public

the welfare of society.

institutions

best

for

calculated

to

increase

THE
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“I

cannot explain to you why we believe those
things except
by indulging in a little philosophical
talk, something that is
not always interesting to the
young. However,
if you will
kindly listen to What
want to say,
will try to be brief,
and possibly you may be rewarded for
your patience.

I

I

“We believe in evolution, in
development, in latent poten
tiality. We believe that until the advent of

man, development
what we call the natural process, and that
under this
process, plants, animals, and men were
evolved.
“But we further believe that when
this natural process had
ﬁnished its work, the latent
potentiality of development was
not yet exhausted, and that
the way was just made ready

followed

for a further stage of
development

which we call artiﬁcial,
the natural, although
both are according to
the laws of nature-—which
requires for its accomplishment a.
highly organized and intelligent
agent.
“Man, who is the last and highest product-of
natural evo
lution, is this agent calcutated
to promote
this artiﬁcial de
velopment,
and
is well ﬁtted for the work
his ever
by
incrcasing consciousness and intelligence.
Through consciousness
he._
dreads pain and enjoys pleasant
sensations, by intelligence
he ‘recognizes the nature of
his surroundings, and learns how
to control his conduct so
as to escape the one and increase
the other.

—in contrast

to

“The law

it

is

it,

of progress, as we understand
this: All
those actions of men which
tend to advance artiﬁcial development,
—0r civilization, to give
its popular name—produce at once,
"or
ultimately through their complex
results, pleasant sensations,
and thus encourage
men
to repeat them; while all those
actions of men which
tend to obstruct civilization, produce
at once, or
ultimately
oy their complex
results,
unpleasant
and thus discourage
sehsaﬁonst
men from repeating them
‘Uncler this law
civilization has been carried and all the

A
things
ment

we
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evnlvedffor this artiﬁcial develop
in numberless different ways the
the stage of evolution through

passing now.
“This boat which carries us

which
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are

we live in, the

clothes

and swiftly, the
smoothly
we wear, the books we read,

so

simply combinations called into existence by the desire
of men for pleasant sensations, or in other words, by their
are

their happiness.
not weary you by enlarging
on this theme,
but
will point out to you that it is of the utmost importance for
our success that we should know if we are working Yin har
etfnrts to ‘increase

I

“I will

mony with the forces which have brought the earth to the
present stage of development.
Whether we believe that pro
or that it is directed by
gress is controlled by laws alone,
intelligent power, the ﬁrst condition of success is that we
should work in harmony with the law of progress.
“But how shall we know that we are in accord with the
an

march of civilization?

lVe answer

that

if

VVho shall decide when doctors disagree?
we can ﬁnd what is the incentive to right

tell by the result upon our happiness if our
actions are in harmony with the advance of civilization.
According to the law of progress as I have stated it to you,
pleasant sensations
are the motive power of civilization, and
conduct,

we can

thus we believe that whenever

our conduct

causes an

increase

of pleasant sensations, it co-ordinates with the advance 0
civilization, which is equal to saying that the increase of hap
piness is the true standard of conduct.
“And it is thereon, Mr. Balcom, that our philosophy dilfers
from that of all other civilized nations.
They have moral
revealed laws, ancient maxims, but they have no standard
of conduct by which they can test the correctness of their

codes,

actions.

We also have codes, laws, and maxims, but they are
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all derived from a scientiﬁc standard which provides a correct
test for all our actions. This applies to the
Qommonwealth as
well as to the individual. Bv that standard we test our public
and ﬁnd that those which secure the most happi
ness are also the most conducive to a high state of civilization,
and by that standard each individual is taught to test his own
actions, and soon learns by experience that the conduct which
institutions,

creates

that

his

“I
An

the most pleasant

which

with his surroundings, is
harmonizes the best with nature’s laws and fosters
relations

truest happiness.
do not know if this brief explanation
will convince you.
entirely different philosophy has held the minds of Christ

ian nations

so long

it is diﬂicult to weigh impartially
advance. For two thousand years the

that

the proofs of \vhat \ve
fear of Hell has broocled

as

a

dark pull

over the

Christian
world, and the whole study of conduct has been .turned in. the
dilection of learning how to serve the Lord and obey his
commandments so as to escape the wrath to comef Success
has been branded

shunned as the

the badge of wickedness, and enjoyments
temptations of our fallen and sinful nature.
as

But the time has come when better knowledge has dissipated
our fears, and an honest study of the subject has taught us
that success in the realm of conduct means precisely the same
that it means in the realm of other pursuits.
it simply proves
that we are acting in harmony
with nature’s laws, and we
have as much right to all the happiness we can attain, as
we have to the wages of labor faithfully performed. Pleasant
may be called the wages given by nature for con
duct which it approves, and the lager the wages we receive,
the more assurance
we have
that we are moving in the
sensations

right direction.
“But whether

I

.

have convinced you or not,
enough to give you an outline of oul philosophy.

I

have

If it

said

strikes

A
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it at leisure, and follow it in its
test of investigation;
assure yon, and if once you accept
it for your own, you
study

you favorably, you can
numerous ramiﬁcations.

I
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It will bear the

will never regret it.
“And now let us

pass

to

the

adoption by the Commonwealth,

practical
which

you

its

objections

to

presented

to me

How, do you ask, is the innate selﬁshness of
restrained? Who shall decide in caseof a conﬂict

this morning.
men

to

be

of interests?
“Before answering

you,

1

mieht put some

questions myself.

ls it not
What leads you to believe that men are so selﬁsh?
because you have heard so much about their innate depravity
that you fail to recognize the good there is in them? Are
of selﬁshness is not the result of the
you sure the display
social conditions in which
competition is

they have lived

till now, and that

not largely responsible for it? Or have you ever
whether in a true Commonwealth there is so

experimented
much antagonism

public and

private interests?
“We have more faith than you in human nature, and are
not afraid of a certain amount of selﬁshness, for we know that

it underlays

between

all attempts

But
improvement.
They are the centripetal
at

it

must

be

and centri
tempered by sympathy.
fugal forces of society, which ought to balance each other,
and would do so if properly controlled.

“But

your

system

of society

fails

recognize the true
has the control of the

to

functions of these forces, and selﬁshness
to restrain
government, and no power is given
to sympathy
it. Selﬁsh individuals are allowed to grasp all the valuable

their efforts in
privileges, while sympathetic persons
waste
vain attempts to palliate the sufferings endured by those who
are worsted in the battle of life.

“We recognize
preaching

the value

of both

against selﬁshness on one

factors,

hand, and

and

instead

of

allowing it to

THE FUTURE
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keep it within proper limits by
demanded and supported by the united sym

the other,

we

public measures,
pathies of the community.

“The same sympathetic

feeling

prevents the Commonwealth

from passing laws that would antagonize with the welfare of
individuals, and leads it to encourage all its members who
honestly try to improve their
business of the Commonwealth
would

abuse

their power

Commonwealth meddles

as

to

to
the

little

f

but

But

condition.

as

restrain

it is

those

also the

persons who

of others. The
possible with private actions,
detriment

any person presumes on its toleration to impose upon
thers, it promptly interferes and puts u. stop to it. We try

large family with many,interests in common, and
where there is a sympathetic bond uniting all its members,
but if one of the family so conducts himself as to be unpleasant
to-,be

to

as

a.

others,

the head of the

family asserts

his authority and
The Commonwealth

obliges him to keep his proper place.
as a whole represents the head of the family,
promoting the
happiness of all its members, instructing and helping, with
kindness towards all, but prompt to control when the public
good requires

it.”

my dear Harry, is in substance what Hr. Walter told
must acknowledge that it impressed me very favor
me, and
ably. Among the many points
in its favor which presented

This,

I

themselves to

me,

1

will only

mention

to

you

two

which

of special consideration.
If he is correct, then society is slowly progressing towards
a state of perfect harmony, where all factors will ﬁnd their
proper sphere and the highest civilization be attained, and we
can explain the conﬂicts
through which society passes now,
and has passed up to this time, as the educative stage of
mankind, and necessary
It is the
to its full development.
social phase of the struggle for existence, and will eventually
seem worthy

A
result in
private
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The other point goes to conﬁrm the claim made by Mr.
Walter for the beneﬁcent inﬂuence of the pursuit of happiness.
brought to my mind some facts that have come
u‘nder my notice.
You know that Iam interested in farming.
had occasion to see the inﬂuence of a
Now
have often
H-is

assertions

I

correct standard upon the character and the social relations.
You recollect Mr. Daval, our neighbor. He has a high
standard of farming, and is successful
in his operations. He
is not soft-hearted, but
housed

and are

all the same

well and

his men
paid; his

punctually
the care they

are

comfortably

horses

are

of

and his stock
is well fed
and
sheltered. His relations
with his men are
always pleasant; he treats them well, and they know it and
are anxious to remain in his service.
Not far from him lives Mr. Thornwald, a much kinder man
and easy-going in all his business relations.
But he isa poor
farmer and everything
about him is in a dilapidated
state.
His children leave him as soon as they can make their way
in the world, his men are ill paid and dissatisﬁed, his horses
are poor and his cattle half starved. All the difference in results
comes from difference in aims. To accomplish. his ends, Mr.
Daval had to treat his surroundings right, even his ﬁelds
which receive the best of care, and give him large returns.
Call it selﬁshness, or call it by any other name, the result
has been to create around him a little community where exist
the best conditions for men and beasts, while life in Mr.
the

best and receive

all

need,

Thornwa-ld’s home is barely supportable.
These facts seem to me to point to an harmony

in nature

compels us, if we would be happy, to help improve the
conditions of our surroundings, which would go to prove that
Mr. Walter’s claims rest on a solid foundation.

which
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CHAPTER

‘The

morning

was

nearly

‘spent

MADE.
before we

had

exhausted

the subject, and yet nothing had
been said about the social
changes they had made in
Socioland, although that was to be
thettopic of our conversation, and we were

called to dinner
could get Mr. Walter to tell me what
they had done.
At the table the conversation became
general, and when ‘we
left
some time elapsed before
could .get him disentangled
from 'his surroundings, anti seated
in a place where
felt safe
from interruption.

I

I

I

it,

before

L
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as

sitting down comfortably by his side, “you
to
bit of history, and to an essay upon

philosophy,
let us come down to Socioland,
and to what you
have done to ameliorate its
social conditions?’

“Certainly,
-have

it

it

is

I

1

a

'I

I

'will tell ‘you with pleasure,” he answered.
“I
yet time enough before we reach
And
Spencer.
for
beginning
will tell you of one of our ﬁrst measures,
which
believe would ﬁnd favor in all
countries and with
all classes of people. We
have abolished all4taxes.”
“What!” Iexclaimed,
“abolished all taxes! That
ind?‘-ea
a practical step‘towards
happiness.
But how then does y0111'
government raise the
money to meet its necessary expenses?”
“Well,” rejoined Mr. Vllalter, “it
as every
honestly earns
government ou;-,h‘t to do.
Our Commonwealth carries on busi
ness, earns money by
legitimate means, and spends
for the
beneﬁt of all.
see

a

is

a

is

It

is

it

“The system‘ of
taxation, 'Mr. Balcom, ﬁrmly entrenched 8s
in the habits of
civilized society,
in fact
relic Of
barbarism.
remnant of the times when the
strong

,

a

I,

“Now,” said
have treated me
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altogether on the labor of the weak. Civilization has
masked by
modiﬁed it, and the iron hand is more cunningly
fact
remains
that
the
producer is
the velvet glove, but the
lived'

support all the public burdens. Of course the Com
monwealth must have means to defray the public expenses,
but by what logical argument can it be maintained that if
it is trusted to spend money, it cannot also be trusted to earn it?
made to

The truth is that when the ruling classes were compelled' to
surrender a portion of their privileges, and give the people
a voice in the control of the government, they threw on the
public all that which cost money, and under various pretexts
kept in their own hands all the proﬁtable
enterprises. As
plundering the producers was then the only known process for
providing funds to carry on the government, it was legalized
and made legitimate
of the legislatures, and legal
By acts
taxation was organized. When that proved insuﬁicient, and the
people refused to bear heavier taxation, the rich, instead of
giving of their surplus to supply the deﬁciency, lent m the
government the money they had accumulated, and thus created
for their own beneﬁt a perpetual lien on the production
of

To you, who are used to thatsystem, it probably
seems perfectly right and proper, but to us who have a much
better way to prhvide for public needs, we loolcupon taxation
the country.

as an

unjust and needless imposition.
“But the release
from taxation
is not the only advantage
which has resulted to the country from the management of
business

enterprises by the

~

Commonwealth.

“We spoke yesterday of the growing evi1"nf large fortunes.
Our system has cut oﬁ‘ the evil at its roots. Excessive fortunes
are not the result of individual economy
or persistent labor;
are
the
they
result of the cumulative power of capital. If you
inquire into the origin of the vast fortunes which exist in
your country, you will ﬁnd that moat of them are due to

.
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investments of proﬁts made in certain
lines of business,
carried for
the beneﬁt of the community.
We readily ac
knowledge the need of those services, we know
that under your
system they could not be performed
unless some persons had
saved, often by great denial, the
needed capital; nor do we
believe that those services are
over-paid.
But we claim that
the ﬁeld of activity they
opened was so vast that it enabled
those persons to accumulate such
large fortunes as to endanger
the welfare of the
community,
“Those are the lines of business
we decided to withdraw
from the ﬁeld of
and
competition,
to place in the hands
of
the Commonwealth, to be
prosecuted for the beneﬁt of all.
“That is the ﬁrst change we have made in
our internal eco
nomy.
Our Commonwealth, instead of levying taxes from its
‘citizens, carries on all the most extensive
and proﬁtable enter
prises of the country,
with
the avowed object of making
money to be spent for the
good of the whole
people
“Thus, Mr. Balcom, we have accomplished what
told 701!
was our aim.
We tap the Source
of Excessive Wealth, 117141 Wm
it into a Reser1;oi1the
for
‘beneﬁt Qf all classes.”
Mr. Walter’s information was
interesting, for the changes
he was describing seemed practical and well
worthy of consider
ation.
So
asked him to tell me which were the lines of
business the Commonwealth had
kept in its own hands, and
how they were
managed to avoid peculation and Waste

I

I

“M7 Young friend,” he answered, “the question of the‘ ma
nagement of public affairs is
too large for us to go into
noiv
and you will be able to
study it carefully
while you stay 111
Socioland.
But as to the lines of business we place in the
care of the
Commonwealth,
can
state in broad terms that
it is those which
‘jrequire large capital, and return through the
magnitude of their operations
large proﬁts. For the present
the jGommonwealth controls
the Wholesale Trade, the Trans

I
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of Letters,

and Persons, the
Parcels, Merchandise,
the
the
Life and Fire ln
Telegraph
Banks,
surances, the Street Railways, the Supply of Lights and Water,
portation

and Telephone,

Working of the Mines anda. portion of the Manufactures.
“These, as you will see, are distributed between the Common

-the

wealth

of

and

the best

the several
localities,

so as to
take advantage
Townships,
and to secure the most efficient manage

Each case is decided on its own merits, with due regard
happiness of our whole people. \Ve try
to prevent the waste of competition, and the evils of undue
ment.

to the comfort and
personal

accumulation

of wealth,

and to make

our Common

prosperous so that it can reduce the expenses
of living, increase the comfort of all its citizens, and protect
the poor and disinherited against want and suffering.
wealth rich and

“But let us pass on to other changes we have
our laws in regard to land.”

made.

Let

me tell you about

I

signiﬁed my desire to hear whatever
interest me, and Mr. Walter continued‘

he thought

would

never admitted the right of individual
ownership in land, and holds it in trust for the whole people.
For purposes of improvement it sells leases, equal for practical
“Our Commonwealth

only he
These
leases can
complete ownership.
cancelled if the public good requires
and the tenant must
be paid for actual damages
inﬂicted upon him. No rent
paid, and those leases can be divided, bought and sold, but
to

a

is

it,

purposes

limit has been placed upon

the

number

of acles

that each

By this policy, the Com
monwealth has retained in its possession all the best business
person can get

under his

locations, or can reclaim

control.

them at reasonable

rates.

No‘pro

held for speculation,
nor can any man or set
of men levy exorbitant tolls in the shape of rents because
they are the lucky owners of a piece of land so situated asto be
perty can

be

indispensable to the eﬂicient

transaction of business.
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“We hold that the land is common property, but we re
cognize also that its division among the people leads to ahigher
development and to better culture.
We appreciate upon cha
racter the good .etl'ects of personal enterprise and independent
management, provided they are kept within proper limits. It
is only when private enterprise
overshadows and antagonizes

public welfare that we seeks to circumscribe it. Th-is land
policy of ours has been a success
so far.. It has stopped
speculation inland, it has prevented
the premature settlement of distant portions of our territory, and yet those of us
who

wanted to make

a.

living by agriculture

have been

able

i\

_

of all. they could cu1.tivate.”
“I think I understand the trend of your public policy,”
remarked, when Mr. Walter ceased speaking. “You use the
power of the Commonwealth
to regulate the distribution of
to

get

wealth.
insure

possession

In the United

I

expect the government to
while you add to the functions of

States,

we

political\ equality,
yours the task of maintaining social equality.
With this.ol'>-ject
in view, the means you use must exert a very good inﬂuence
in that directions”
“Indeed you are correct, my dear Sir, and
to insure the.
success of our scheme, we have
ade some radical changes in
the methods of educating our young people.

“We claim that equal advantages in education are necessary
to maintain equal chances of success in society.
Furthermore
we claim that it is of the utmost
importance to educate and

train the physical as well. as the mental faculties.
“The education of the mind, the training of the intellect,
can of course best be accomplished in the
schools, and. except

that

we have reduced the number
of hours of study, and
pay more attention to recreation, there is but littlewiifference
between our schools and yours. The great difference is in the
industrial training of the youths of both sexes. The numerous

~-
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enterprises carried on by the Commonwealth and the
Townships oﬁ'er splendid ‘opportunities for practical training,
and all‘ our young people are compelled to serve a six yea-rs’
business

term of apprenticeship
“It seems to me,”

I

to the

state.”
rejoined, “that

it is

a

very

arbitrary

that must create a great deal of dissatisfaction‘.”
“It seems so to you,” answered Mr. Walter, “because you
are thinking of its application under
the old conditions, but

measure,

and one

the public apprentice system

ls

very

popular with us.
how our youths

You

are
will stay long enough among us to see
treated and understand why it is popular
with them, and
can tell you why it is popular with the grown people also.
“By entrusting to our youths a large portion of the work
connected
with the business of the Commonwealth, we have
opened to them an extensive industrial school, where there is
an almost unlimited choice of occupations, and by requiring
of ‘them only a fl‘W ‘hours of actual work, we give them ample
time 'and facilities to keep on with their studies. Our system
is far superior to your industrial schodls, for our boys do not
play with tools among other boys, but do real work alongside
of men, under conditions which train the mind to face all
kinds of emergencies, and compel them to exercise all the
faculties they may possess. One yeal in an industrial school
may teach a b0V how to saw to a mark or plane a board
straight, and may teach him many of the technicalities of his
will teach him all
profession, but one year of apprenticeship

that and

I

much more.

apprentice
system because it gives
our youths the best training under the best possible conditions;
we believe in it because it considerably reduces public expenses,
and thus increases public wealth; we believe in it because it
has had a moral result which has been satisfactory beyond
“So we believe in our

our expectations.
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“There is always a tendency among the children of the men
who are the most successful, to believe that idleness and lux
ury are badges of superiority, and that they are made of
different and better clay than those persons who are raised in
the lower walks of life. Six years of apprenticeship, subject
to uniform rules, and where merit is the only factor in pro
motion, generally takes such ideas out of their heads.
“Those, Mr. Balcom, are the changes we have made in the
public policy of Socioland, and I have no doubt that when
the results, you will acknowledge that we have suc
ceeded, and that our people have much better facilities for the
pursuit of happiness than can be found anywhere else.
business
a co-operative
“By making our Commonwealth
it rich and placed all its citizens
concern, we have made
you

see

above
and

want.

have entirely abolished overgrown fortunes
diminished the accumulation of capital in private
\lVe

greatly
hands, and yet we have retained

sufficient ﬁelds of activity for

which being relieved from the pressure of
monopolistic competition,
give to their operators agreeable
and
full
reward for their labor.
occupation
“By retaining in the hands of the Commonwealth the con
trol of the land, we have prevented its unjust distribution and
sinful waste, and yet we have secured to all our cit/izens a
fair chance to its acquisition.
“By our system of public apprenticeship We are training
our youths to useful occupations, developing their bodies as
well as their minds, and giving them a just appreciation of
the conditions of life. It brings all classes together and equa
lizes their chances, and is without doubt the measure that
private

enterprises,

will have the most far-reaching

effects.”

We were nearing Spencer, and

I

thanked

Mr. Walter

his kindness to me, and the interest he had manifested
desire to investigate.

1'0r

in my
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“It is a pleasure to‘
“You are welcome indeed,” he rejoined.
But
give information where it is so thoroughly appreciated.
and as I live in Spencer
we are nearly at the landing,
hope to see you again and have more conversation with you,
and that you will soon learn to know us and like us.
“Where do you intend to stay while in the city? You do
would advise you to stop at one of the
not know. Well,
hotels kept by the city, near the wharves and depots, for the
convenience of travellers.
You will be comfortable and the

I

I

charges

if

you

are
stop

very moderate.

It

will

at a private

city, for it will
institutions.”

be

be

more

interesting than
house in the center of the

boarding
your ﬁrst introduction

cmrrnn
AT THE

to one

of our public

vz.

HO1lE'L.

Spencer isthe commercial

center of Socioland, and is situated
lake Norlay. It is the gateway of
communication with the civilized world.
Now a city of 50,000
at the

lower

end

of

it

it

it,

and the character
inhabitants, it has a great future before
istic American thought came to my mind of the ﬁne ﬁeld
would offer for speculation, were
not prevented by the
land policy of the country.
-

I

We steamed slowly into port, and when we landed at the
wharf,
looked around for some one to take me to the hotel.
Mr. Walter was busy, yet found the time to poind out an
oﬁicial whose functions,' he said, were to give information to
travellers,

and help them on

their

way.

This gentleman, for
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undoubtedly he was. one in appearance and demeanor, asked
me where I wanted to go, and advised me to
stop at the
‘nearest City ‘hotel, which was only a st0ne’s
throw from the
landing.
He also pointed to me the government baggage/agent,
a blight young man in uniform, who
took the number*of my
check and the address towhieh
wanted my trunk sent, and
‘after ‘he had checked oﬁ' on my
baggage card the amount due

I

city transportation, I'was ready lo
go on my way.
"And'here I may as well explain to you that in 'Socioland

‘for

there

no ticket 'oﬁices at the railroad depots or steamboat
landings.
Travelling cards are bought in the stores, good for
a given number of miles. These ca-rds are
good on all roads
or boats, in all directions and at all
times. The conductor
cbecks oil~ the number of miles
travelled, and when the card
is used,a new one is bought. There are no
excursion or return
tickets, and the card dues not give free transportation of baggage.
are

Baggage cards are bought in the same way, good for trans
portation on the cars or boats,
and also for transfer from
the residences to the depots.
The price of all these-cards is
exceedingly low, according to our standard, but with the ex
ceptional facilities possessed} by the
Commonwealth, and the
concentration of all the business in its hands, it is clﬂillled
the proﬁt is quite ‘large.
The freight business is also managed
diﬂerently
'from
ours. All goods must be prepaid, stamps
being used for that purpose. These changes do
with
,aW' 1Y

of the complications which increase the
expenses in our
country, but are only possible where all the means of trans

some

portation

are concentrated

in one hand.
.
ﬁnd, my dear Harry, that
am not making much p10gre$B
in my journey, 'bntiI must
take you as far as
manage to
the hotel, which proved to
be a large brick building of plain
appearance, with City Hotel No. 3, written on the facade
and over.the entrance. Its
interior did nuf- differ materially

I

I
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much comfort, but less luxury.
clerk’s1 desk stood a bright young woman, who after
A~t. the
proceeded
registered, had me shown to a room where

from our large hotels; probably

I

H-OTEL..
as

I

I0 make myself at home.
That which struck me at once, as we made our waytothe
upper regions where my loom was located, was the number
of young people who seemed to be busy in the house, and
whom
concluded were some of the apprentices, Mr. Walter
had told me of. Both boys and girls wore plain uniforms, and

I

in doing the regular housework.
The afternoon was-well advanced when we reached Spencer,
and supper was ready by the time l had attended to my toilet..
At the table, where a goldly number of guests were seated,
were evidently

we

were

with

due

engaged

waited on by these youths who performed their task
courtesy, but without servility. The service was

of an elderly lady, who showed the guests
to their places, and saw that their wants were provided for.
Aftel supper, I strolled a. while in the city, and when E
returned to the hotel, made my way to the parlor, where I
found, besides many of the guests, quite a number of young
the attendants of the house.
people in uniform, evidently
under. the supervision

These youths were not busy at work, but were engaged in
social pastimes, and were treated on terms of social equality.
At the piano, a middle-aged gentleman and apretty brunette

I

recognized in the girl who played the
The young
one of our waiters at the table.
accompaniment,
man who had showed me to my room was Eone of. a party
were singing,

while

playing cards, while many groups engaged in. con
in the room. Some of the ladies had.
their work, and there seemed to he very little formality, but
plenty of mirth and good nature.
quietly took a chair and watched. the novel scene, won
dering what our United States friends would say if the menials
who were

versation were scattered

I
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should invade the parlor
themselves at home therein.
Rutl soon reﬂected
youths were not menials, as we understand the

and

make

that these

term, but that
simply
passing a term of apprenticeship
which
would ﬁt them for the different duties of
life, and that there
was nothing moredegrading in their work
than there is in

they were

waiting upon customers in a store, ‘or in
working ina milli
nery

As

I

sat there,

looking and thinking, a lady entered the
room, and probably recognizing me as a stranger, and
noticing
my lonely position, came towards me and
opened the conver
sation by a. Casual remark about the
singers at the piano.
As

I

principal object here is to get all the information
can,
I managed to turn the conversation towards their peculiar
method of treating the employees of the house, and remarked

‘my

that

I was

a stranger in the land, and not used to their
ways.
“Yes,” said the lady, “it must he somewhat
to
unexpected
ﬁnd the help of the establishment
in
themselves
the
enjoying
parlor, and must be a shock to
ideas of social position.”
-v<>t-u‘
“It is indeed unexpected,”
answered, “and at ﬁrst it may

I

I

is,

have seemed undesirable, but
can see that these young people
are suﬁiciently educated to be at home
everywhere. No, what
surprises me
that they should be spared from their
tions, and

occupa

wonder how the work can be attended to and
these boys and girls enjoy
themselves at the same time.”
“I understand that very well,” she replied, “for our ways
are in some respects so
diﬁelent from yours, that many thing!
you will see here must naturally
surprise you. We are able
to give our youths
plenty of time for recreation on account
of the difference in our social
system.

I

“In your country,

portion of the population has managed
throw the burden of labor on
so that thoseon
others,
whom the burden has fallen
have very little leisure time.

to

a

'

establishment.

-
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it is entirely different. All our young people must
do their share of work, and it is diﬁicult for the adult to live

with

us

in idleness

.

here.

girl,” turning and pointing toward
boy?
another part of the room, “talking to that bright-faced
She is the daughter of one of our best men in the town, A
sensible,
practical, business girl, with the same qualities which
“D0 you

have made

see

that young

her father

business abilities,

a successful

he would

wealth, and his daughter
a leading place in society.

great

ﬁll

man among us.

With his

in your country have accumulated
would

have been

The result

would

educated to
have

been

that she need never have done any work, and until she married
would have led a useless life, supported by the exertions of

the laboring poor. -Besides the waste of her own-time, she
would have required the services of a waiting maid to attend
to her artiﬁcial wants.
Nor would she have been happier, for
she

is born for better things.

entirely different. Her father has
the beneﬁt of the Commonwealth; as

“Her life here has been
used

his abilities

for

one of our Managers he has earned the trust and -conﬁdence
of all who know him, and is in easy circumstances and no
more.
His daughter has had to do her share of the public
since she was fourteen, and thus has relieved of its
extra burden some of her less fortunate sisters.
As she learned
the work, and her good qualities showed themselves, she has
work ever

steadily advanced, and now ﬁlls a position of trust in this house.
“Thus you see that as we all have to do our share, none
have to work very long or very hard, and
we can give our
young people time to rest, or study, or enjoy themselves, as
they prefer. We use as little compulsion as possible in Socio
land, but we provide
ample facilities for study, and are
anxious to encourage all that tends to the intellectual develop
ment of our children.
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“You

seem to

be quite

a believer

in

the public apprentice
Iremarkerl.
“ll is pleasant to ﬁnd that the people
here are satisﬁed with their institistions.
A contented people
is something very unusual nowadays.”
system,”

:‘And it ought to

the lady

“for all other
rejoined,
nations are cramped by institutions they have outgrown, and
no longer ﬁt the intellectual stature they have reached. Here
we are. always ready to change whenever we have cause for
dissatisfaction.
“But. so far as our apprentice system is concerned, it is
be,”

undoubtedly a great success. It greatly‘ facilitates public business, provides pleasant employment for the young, and best of
all, has proved a. great educator, by teaching those who would
be idle how to work, and by elevating the lower
classes and
educating them to hold their places among people of taste
and

culture.

“The girl I'lpointed out to you is an example of’ the ﬁrst
now if you will look in the direction of this
will
window,
show you an example of the other.
That young man you see

I

reading there is an orphan.
His father, a common laborer,‘.
died young, leaving his family destitute.
He can-e here from
the old country and was a worthy man, but with little edu~
cation. Under these conditions,
in your country this boy
would have had .to go to work to
help his mother, and would
have remained an uneducated drudge all his life. With
us,
his mother was provided wilhagood
place in one of the Town
Laundries, where she receives liberal wages for short hours of
labor, and thus was enabled to easily raise her
family, While
our apprentice system has given
her boy an equal chance in
the world with more favored
children. He has been with us
two years, and it has made a
Wonderful
diﬁerence in him;

his
manner has greatly improved
in intellectual recreations.

and he is getting interested
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which our system
had opportunities
give him, for it has blought him in close contact
‘with much better educated persons than he was in the habit

"‘Bu't you
‘alone could

see

he has

of associating with.
“The actual results of our system

been a steady gain

in

intelligence, and you will ﬁnd no better he
than
the inhabitants of Socioland, which is due
people

-d‘eportment
-haved
to

have

and

training they

the

!‘et‘.8lV!3I.lll

their youth.

-

“But have we not talked long enough ori serious subjects, and
would you not like to join us in some of the recreations of
the evening? We have very pleasant times, ‘T assure: you,
‘and it is largely due to the presence of our young people, for
they make the charm of our social gatherings. Our travellers
come and our travellers go, but our boys and girls are here
all the time, ready to amu~'e and be amused. By freely mixing
together we
learn to know all almnt them. They tell us
about their early lives, tltcy conﬁde to us their plans, their
of our
and we give them the beneﬁt
hopes, their dreams,
'
experieuce, and try to make their life pleasant.
“But come, let me introduce you to Miss Bell, the lady
pointed out to you. 'You will enjoy her society, ~I believe,
and when you get acquainted here, you will ﬁnd that the
i

I

-time

quite pleasantly.”
easily persuaded, and was soon engaged in conversa
retired for the
tion, then joined in some games, and when
night,
thoroughly appreciated the friendly spirit which had

I

passes

was

I

I

so quickly made me feel at home among my new surroundings.
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CHAPTER

VII.

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT.
The lady with whom I had the conversation I reported to
you, proved to he Mrs. Wilton, wife of the Manager of the
hotel. 1 made the acquaintance‘of Mr. Wilton the next day,
and had some interesting talks with him upon their methods
of managing public business.
Mr. Wilton is an American, while his wife is a native of

He

years of age, and came here
about ﬁfteen years ago, having been in business in Cincinnati
be-fore he came to Spencer.
Socioland.

“Mr. Balcom,”

is

about ﬁfty

said he,

surprised at our ways,
of the United Slates.

“I

uliderstand

that

you

for they are quite different

I

came;

and wondered how

going

ways.

should be
from those

I

ﬁrst
myself when
surprised
business could he done in such easy

was

For we all take life

easy

here,

and no one

has

out early in the morning or work till late at night,
But understand me,
am speaking of productive lahor. Of
course we do not idle away such a large portion of our time,
to hurry

I

in sofa!‘
but we spend it in what we might call recreation,
that we all are at liberty to follow the dictates of our own
sweet will, and use our time as We
like best. But thereis
method in our madness, and if we have short hours of labor,
we make good use of them, and if none work very hard or
very long, all have to follow some useful occupation
part of
their time.
“Do you know that one of the most striking results of the
am
policy of this peopl1.~of our policy,
might say, for
entirely one of them—has
been to so reduce the supply of
labor for domestic services, that there are many things which

I

I

much

is

‘it

PUBLIC
easier

very

there are
on

themselves
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to do for

few
more

have

here who

You

or less.

ﬁnished their term

hire

tlnm to

onrselves

persons
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are

obliged to wait
our young people

not

when

see,

done, and

of apprenticeship,

all

they

complete knowledge of some lucrative trade, and but
‘found willing to do menial labor.
This fact, added
prevents the

impossibility,
formation or

'the services ofothers,

few

are

to

the

large for
can command

of accumulating
who

class

a

'tunes,

not the

if

diﬂiculty,

have a

and thus withdraws them from'the

of

Having
production.
plish much more, and

no drones to
sti-‘ll

be

support,

able

we

can accom

considerably

to

ﬁeld
reduce

the number of hours of labor.
this was not the subject We were to talk
wished me to explain to you the way in which

“But excuse
‘about.

You

we manage

me,

public

business.”

is

is

I

I

is

it

“Yes,
answered~
Want to know,”
precisely what
“With us the assertion
usually made, with more or less
truth, that whatever the government
undertakes costs more
than what
and that the
done by private management,
the door wide to
‘assumption of business by the state opens
corruption.”
“llVell, my dear Sir,” Mr. Wilton replied,
and

-mismanagement

“I

have not been

things went in
the United States, and probably there
foundation for the
opinion you now express, although -.it may be fostered by those
who have
direct interest' in preventing the government from
but

what

can

recollect

ho\v

a

is
a

so long

I

here

its operations.
“But there
fundamental difference between your govern
ment and ours.
Yours
a Republic, established to maintain
and

to secure

political
those

right..1.

rights, and

Ours

besides,

a

civil

is

is

is
a

extending

Commonwealth, organized

to manage

for public beneﬁt.
“The folllldarrl of your Republic had no

public

idea

of

business

national
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for business
purposes,
the lighting of streets,

for post
etc.,

was

oﬂices,

railroads,

then

unknown,
when your Republic tries to manage business
enterprises,
it tries to accomplish something for which it has never been
organized.
and

“A

republican government is in theory a. part of the people,
but in practice is sw,nethins above it. You elect
your repre
sentatives to make your laws, and your oﬂicers to execute
them, and

so long

hold their mandates, they are your
masters as much :t.~='if they had been
appointed hv a king.
“There is no inducement to abuse that power so far as civil
‘as

they

rights are concerned, but it is only a question of time for
the men you elect to ﬁnd out that a
representative government can grant, against the will of the people, lucrative places,

legislate men into valuable
positions where they can be
taken care of out of the proceeds of taxation.. All ﬁnancial
places of trnst are in the gift of -political oﬁicers, and are
and

disposed

cannot

of

be

rewards for personal services.
expected to be competent or
as

kinds of safeguards

Men thus appointed
trustworthy, and all

have to be thrown around them to keep
the path of honesty.
“Yours is the lndividualisticsystem, where the whole aim
of the government is to help the individuals to
develop the
resources of the country by atiording equal protection
to al-1
its citizens.
them in

“Buta stream never rises higher than its source. A natisll
where the individual is taught to look upon himself as Pn
tered upon a race for wealth, where the winner reaches the
goal exhausted by the eﬂbrts he has
his
made
to distance
competitors,
where individual greed is encouraged by 111e
most tempting rewards, and where a
most intricate system of
laws, courts and prisons, is needed to
preserve some kin~l of
order among the contestants will
never evolve the right kind

PUBLIC
of
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or organize a satisfactory public management.
“It is somethingto have succeeded in restraining competition
within legal bounds, but you will have to entirely change
your policy before you can inaugurate the true Commonwealth,
a

covernment,

try to apply the machinery of your representa
of business
tive government, to the management
interests;
it
too
fail
of
entire
success
because
much
gives
you
power to
and when you

your public oﬂicers and legislatures.
“Our Commonwealth is organized in a diﬁerent spirit and
It not only aims to preserve peace
with a different purpose..
order, but also to co-ordinate our producing power, and
to make all‘ its citizens participate in the increased production.
Thus our welfare is intimately connected with the pecuniary

and

success

of the Commonwealth,

and we are all interested

in its

proper management. On that account the people never sur
render the law-making power to their delegates, but exercize
supervision over all their actions, and if they fail
to properly conduct the business committed
to their care, tliey
are quickly v:-lled to account for their mismanagement.”
“You do not then,”
said, “surrender to your political oﬂi
a constant

I

cers the Business

interests. of

the country, and do not expect
your President
and Governors to manage themthrough agents
of their own selection.”

“No, not at all. In the ﬁrst place we have no Presidents
or Governors, their functions being ﬁlled by the Chairmen of
the executive committees, but
our ﬁnancial interests iii their

if

we had,

we would

not

place

hands.

“We have added to our guvernmentaBusiness department,
independent of the Political and the Judiciary, which has
entire charge of the business enterprises of the Commonwealth,
and is responsible to the people alone for the result of their
labor. Through Il\lB dep-art|nent‘we co-ordinate the producive
power of the whole people, and constitute ourselves into a
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co-operative
munity

It

association.

creates

a

throu;1h. the com-.

bond

of interests, and tends to destloy

the spirit of competi

tion among us.
“We, the people, thus become a busi-ness
certain number of men to manage the work
cognize that
situated than

if

ﬁrm, and hire a
for

us.

We re

those men are competent, they are m-uch better
we can be to know what is the best course to

follow to succeed, and we place in their hands. both power and
We recognize also that there mustbe stability,
responsibility.
and on that account the Managers and Advisers are elected
for indeﬁnite terms, and are retained in place so long as the
people are satisﬁed \vith their services. But should dissatisfac
tion arise, speciﬁc charges must be laid before the Advisers
for investigation, and if they are sustained, a new election is
ordered, which is the ﬁnal verdict pronounced by the people-.
Thus we are learning the art of self-government, and while
liable to make mistakes, they are corrected as soon as discovered.
“Those, you see, are the principles that govern us in the

Elections of olﬁcers.
organization of the Business department.
by the people, responsibility to the people, conﬁdence in them
so long as thev give satisfaction, recall of their powers by the
with their ma
people whenever they are no longerpleased
nagement.”
“These principles,”
ory,
your

I

remarked,

but may work badly
machinery

“seem sound enough

in the

in practice.

The people who control‘
‘What is
are often a very unwieldy element.-

nobody’s business,’ is a saying
which contains more truth than poetry, and
should be afraid
that the public supervision of which you speak would prove
everybody’s business

ineﬂicient and easily

is often

I

evaded.”

“You are right,” answered Mr. Wilton, “and it is partly on.
that account that we have established Advisory Boards.
“The functions of these Boards are three-told. To advise,to

PUBLIC
supervise, to co-ordinate.
except such as they need
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They are clothed with
them

to enable

to

no

authority;

attain the needed

report to the people through publication.
that we look for that close supervision so
Their duties are to overlook the whole
necessary to success.
business situation, reconcile the different interests, -keep watch
information,

“lt

is

to

and

them

over the receipts and

the expenses,

promote the general welfare,
and to the Managers.

and

study
suggest

the best

means

to

them to the public

“They are the oil \vhich lubricates the co-operative machine.
Their position enables them to take a broad look at the‘
situation, and to give impartial information.
As they occupy
places of great inﬂuence, we are careful to select men of good
known integrity, for our material
judgment and
prosperity.
depends largely upon the soundness of their advice.
“But as I have named the Managers, let me explain to you
what are their functions.
Their name is the best explanation
I can give you, for they really manage the business placed
in their charge, and within their departments have
full au
thority placed in their hands.
I am. the Manager of this hotel,
and have all the needed power to run it successfully, provided

I

use that power

policy of the
Commonwealth.
Our position is somewhat tike that of the
captain of a vessel.
A ruler on board, a private citizen on shore
“Some

according to

the

recognized

of our Managers are elected

by the Commonwealth,
must be under a central control,

for they direct enterprises which
but all local business is controlled

by Managers elected by the
Townships, a division we have adopted in place of counties on
incorporated cities, and which replaces them both.
These
Townships

have

each

a

business

department

of their

own

looks after their local interests.
“We have, as l told you, formed ourselves into a business
ﬁrm, and have tried to follow the same course that a practical
which
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business

man

would

“Success demands

the whole

a.

take under

the

same

circumstances.

general direction by men who‘ can overlook
00-0rdinate to a. successful

of operations, and

ﬁeld

the means

command.
We secure this through our
Advisers, whose duty it is to gather information,
and furnishiit to the inhabitants
of the Commonwealth. We
do not entrust them with the execution of the measures they
recommend, because it would give them
more
power than
any man, or set of men, should have except in times of public
end

under

hoards of

-

danger.

“The next thing that success demands is an eﬁicient executive
management, which shall not be hampered by intricate laws
and regulations, but left free to. attain the desired ends in the
best manner consistent with the means placed at its disposition”
This, we secure through our Managers, who, elected by the
people, and responsible to the people alone, have every inducement to fulﬁl their task to the best of their ability.
“Next, we must have a division of responsibility,
which
we secure through our system of Townships,
which are really
branches of the whole ﬁrm‘r Commonwealth,
having special

their control.

interests under

“Believing

as

we do

we

have tried

that

co-operation
ought to replace
competition as far as possible, that each individual has social!
as well as political rights, and
that a Commonwealth which
helps its. citizens to attain to a fair .-hare, of comfort and
enjoyment is as far superior
to a Republic as a Republlo iB
to Despotism,

our organization.

to

secure

that

result

through

“We have retained political and' judicial organizations, but
their importance is steadily diminishing, not because their

functions are encroached upon by the husiness.department,. but
from the‘ results of our policy, which
are
constantly dimi
nishing the causes which com/pel the enactment of laws and
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of restraint. All wars, disputes, contentions, are the
outcome of the competitive spirit, either in nations or indi
the need

viduals,

and

whatever

diminishes the spirit of

the co-operative interests,
promotes
greed which has to be restrained
by
the need of the laws themselves.

law, and thus diminishes

“We believe in social equality, in the solidarity of human
interests, and instead of using our skill and intelligence
in
trying to remedy the evils of society by law, we use our
intelligence in devising means to diminish the need of laws
by creating harmonious relations between man and man.”
Mr. Wilton then had to leave, H! I thanked him for his
information, hoping to hear

more at some future day.

CHAPTER

VIII.

‘THE RIGHT SPIRIT.

I

renewed my conversation with
Mr. Wilton, days which
spent in viewing the city and its
surroundings, and also in getting acquainted with the people.
Undoubtedly there is a diﬁerence between life here and in the
United States; PH much, I. suppose, as there is between life in
the United States and in Europe.
Several

days

'One thing

passed

before

I

It is that they know how
quite noticeable.
to work and how to enjoy themselves. During working hours
everything seems to move briskly, each one has something to
do, and without any fuss and worry, an immense amount of
work is accomplished.
But the working hours are short, and
is

when they are over, one might believe himself in one of those
Italian cities, where after sunset it looks as if the whole
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turned out to enjoy

in the

evening stroll

an

‘stores whloh

late and close early, especially the wholesale
do 'not lzeep open
The
more than six hours.

retail stores,

which are left to private

open

but no one is found

longer,

till late
system.

.

enterprise,

keep

open

willingto work from early morning

obliged to do under. our
The more even distribution of wealth has fostered a
at night,

are

as so many

quieter spirit, and as great iK§(Il1!!1lllaLl0!1S of property are not
possible, and poverty is practically unltnown, there are none

of those strong incentives to extra exertions
‘in other

I

i

countries.

which are found

have made some casual acquaintances in my rambles, and
have had some conversations with persons
met on the cars
pr ‘in the stores, and
ﬁnd everywhere the same satisfaction

I

I

with existing conditions.

In
owner
talk,

a retail

store

entered to hur underwear,

to be a quiet, unassuming
and

‘inﬂuence

who

told

which

am

me

some

surrounding

character.

“I

I

'

surprised,”

I

I

found

old gentleman, who

things

that

conditions

said to him,

so
have

to

in

the

liked to
show

the

modifying

“at the easy way in which

you do business here, and that some of your
do not take advantage of’ it to crowd to the
ambitious neighbors."

energetic
wall

their

men
less

“I

believe,” he answered, “that if you were to remain here
some time, you would understand it better.
It is natural that
in your country yon should strive for wealth, for wealth is not

only comfort, it is more, it is power.
“Under your system everything is for sale, and the man of
wealth can get possession of everything which is worth having.
Your rich men own your railways, your street cars, y0u1'
steamboats.
They own your palaces, your most valuable lauds,
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They own the ma

nufactures, the hanks and the money, and worse yet, they
own mortgages upon the homes of the workers and upon their
future production in the shape of public bonds.
should bestir myself to
“But it is not so here. Suppose
do with it? All our most
accumulate a fortune, what should
valuable property is in the hands of the Commonwealth
and

I

cannot

he bought

bonds

or railroad

I

price. We have no government
stocks to furnish investments here.
There is
at any

s small demand for private capital, mostly for manufacturing
purposes, but on account of the high price of labor, and the
of money furnished by the Commonwealth, interest
is very low, and we have little inducement to increase our
wealth beyond what will secure us a comfortable existence.”

abundance

With my

wealth is all
life,
I expressed
powerful and its acquisition the chief end in
of
Sociolaud
should be sa
my astonishment that the people
ideas fresh from

America,

tisﬁed under such a regime, and
of private ambition might result
'

where

my fear that this
unfavorably to the

stiﬂing
general

prosperity.
“Yes, yes,” said my new acquaintance, “you reason precisely
as would have done, some hundred years ago,a French mar
quis or a German baron. They could not have
understood
that life was worth living in a country
without an aristocracy. Yet you have

without an army and
learned in America
worth living for besides parading

that there are other things
at Court or killing our fellow-men,
here that there are other things
acquisition of money.

and

worth

we have

living for

found

out

besides

the

“But you are entirely mistaken in your supposition that a
diminution of private ambition will have a bad inﬂuence on
the public prosperity.
“Our men have as much brain, as much physical

activity,
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enterprising as y-ours, and as ready to conceive
execute, hut, unable to concoct schemes by which they
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and are just
-and

can
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as

have‘‘Il place their intelligence and their activity at the
for the people’s
to be used
disposal of the Commonwealth
beneﬁt.

“My

dear Sir,”

and

the old

excited, emphasized his words
weight of his argument to bear

getting a little
gentleman
whole
the
so as to bring

upon
ambition.

me,

“which

do

you

The freehooter baron
suppose displayed the truest
of old who, at the head of a band of private retainers,
plundered the unwary traveller for ,his personal advantage, or
the oﬁicer of a modern army; ﬁghting for the preservation of
is the freebooter system, where
country? Yours
‘Every one for himself and the Devil take the hindmost’ is
the motto inscribed on your banner, while ours is the organized
the whole

army of labor, where individual etfort is
’the welfare of all.

trained

to

promote

“No, no, this old argument of the decline of enterprise under
better co-operative system will not stand ﬁre or hold Water
It is based upon a false estimate of human nature, and ex
perience disproves it every day. Even in your country the
a

under government aes
pices, and the best work is done by men who have no ﬁnancial
interest in the result of their labor.
“You may have in your midst men who, under the incentive

greatest

achievements have been done

in the pllrallii
of wealth than they would be were they working for public
beneﬁt, but also how many men with as keen intellect they
may crush, and how many efforts they may cause to abort ill
their struggles to distance their competitors! All of which is

of private gain, will do more and

he

keener

-

-

clear loss to the Commonwealth, and may more than balance
the gain made by those who are successful.
_.
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“Not only do we escape this waste of energy, but our efforts
at improvement are better co-ordinated and better sustained,
for they are backed by the whole power ofthe Commonwealth.
The result is that we are a wealthy people, producing at less
cost than other nations, and far beyond our daily
wants.”
did not try to answer the old gentleman, for really I did

I

not know

what

to say.

My objections could not

be

founded

knowledge, but on preconceived ideas fostered by
tried their system and were
education. These people had
satisﬁed.
Still it seemed to me that all thisgovernment control
on practical

could not be maintained
freedom.

I expressed

without

serious

a

loss

of

personal

-1

my thoughts to my new

acquaintance, and

asked

for instance, he was not compelled to order his
goods from certain stores, and give for them a price arbitrarily
ﬁxed by the government?

him whether,

“Not at all,” he answered. “It is strange how the idea of
,compulsion clings to whatever is connected with government
control. Our wholesale trade is perfectly free, and. the prices
and demand as in all
are regulated by the law of supply
other countries. It is in the hands of the Townships
instead
ofbeing in private hands. That is all the difference. I order
where

I

It

same.

please

and what

is true that

not exist in other

we

I

and

every one

does the

have some

countries,

of the whole people.

please

regulations here that do
but they are for the protection

One is a regular scale of proﬁts, without
know. that the price
any admixture of speculation in it.
give the Town for the goods bears a regular ratio to the

I

I

price paid to the producer and manufacturer, and.I also know
that
have nothing to fear from those speculative ﬂuctuations
in price which so often ruin the most careful dealer.

I

“Another rule is that we must pay the cash. The Common
wealth furnishes an abundance of money for all transactions,
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panic or stringency in
We, the merchants, are not at the mercy
the money market.
of the bankers, and the whole trade of the country is never
need of protecting
paralyzed because these money kings feel the

it never

and as

speculates,

we have no

themselves.
“Again there

is one wholesale price for all. The price of
our
to inspection, and
'goods in all wholesale stores is open
if they buy in
customers can buy at the same price we do

We are only‘ distributors whom
large quantities.
but there is
the people are willing to pay for their trouble,
no chance for exorbitant proﬁts.
of by all
“Thus by a few simple rules, which are approved
from their
sensible persons, and from the power which results
all the trade, to
position, the Townships are able to regulate
minimum
insure to the customers a large choice of goods at the
against speculation.
cost of distribution, and protect 'them
exists,
"Outside of these regulations the most perfect freedom
suﬁiciently

and

I

can

turer direct

deal with

if

I

another

ﬁnd it

to

Township, or with the manufac-my

advantage.

Besides,

many

of =1
meats, milk and others
vegetables,
wholesale stores,
perishable ‘nature, never ﬁnd their way to the
out any
but are left to private hands. We are not working
trade $0
deﬁnite plan, and would as soon leave the wholesale
But 011f
private citizens if the result was more satisfactory.
and to
'system enables us to better provide for the people,

articles,

as

fruits,

protect them from trusts and other speculative combinationfb
one of
And the proﬁts derived from the wholesale trade form
the most available public revenues
“As for the question of individual freedom, you are Ithink
of
entirely mistaken. The well digested regulations, approved
by the majority
wealth,
enacted

of the people, and enforced by the Common

a.rbitraril.Y
nearly as oppreive as' the rules
Orderis
according to the whims of the money kings.
are not
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one

of the conditions of society, and must

by

private

edicts or

public

All

laws.

be

that

enforced
we

either

is
should
be
such
as
tend
to
they
the
accomplish
desired
thatend with the least infringement of individual freedom. We

willingly submit to the government’s

control,

but

can ask

we

never

would stand the treatment you receive from private corporations,
who have no respect for the desires of their customers, except

it can inﬂuence the amount of money they expect
to make out of them.
“Besides, we have extended the sphere of personal freedom,
and are willing to leave private conduct to be regulated by
natural results, and many laws which are yet in force among
so far as

you, would

not be tolerated an instant

herc.”

Much more did the old gentleman tell me, for we talked a
long time, and I must acknowledge that the more Iunderstand
the spirit which controls their public organization, the more I
believe that they are moving in the right direction.

CHAPTER

IX.

THE APPRENTICES.

I

The next day
had occasion to resume my conversation
with Mr. Wilton. 1 am getting very much interested in all

I

I

see and hear, and while
do not ﬁnd Socioland different
in its features and products from other countries
have
visited,
he
warned
recognize that Mr. Walter was right when

I

I

I

would ﬁnd myself in an entirely different atmos
that
phere. This does not appear on the surface, although indica
tions can be seen by the careful observer, but its inﬂuence is
me
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internal economy. I am more and
more convinced that they are in a fair way of solving problems
which have puzzled mankind for a long time, and I desire to
learn all I can as to the manner in \vhich they are solving

strongly marked on their

S01

them.

was g-lad

ﬁnd

to

the

next

Wilton had no
time

for

a

previous' engagement,
long conversation.

evening

that

Mr.

could

spare

the

and

After a few words on general subjects, I asked him to tell
me more about the management of public business, especially
of that part connected with the apprentices, for I meet them
are one of the most conspicuous
at every turn, and they
featules of the society in Socioland.
“I can probably best explain what you want to know,” said
Mr. Wi.lton in answer to my questions, “by giving you a short
account of the management of thishotel. When the Township
of Spencer, for reasons we will not go into now, decided to
open another hotel, the ﬁrst thing to be dune was to select
a suitable spot upon the land in its possession, and upon that
tract to erect a building for that purpose. This was done by
the Town Architect under the supervision of the Board uf
Advisers, the means coming from the surplus fund, Wh1Ch, with
the resources in the hands of the Township, is always large.
“All the material was paid for in cash, that which came
from the Township stores, as well as that bought from private

The labor was

persons.

liberal rates, but

hired

by

many

apprentices
at work, to reduce expenses, and also
physical

exercise

as

of that

kind

is

day or the

the

a.

week

at

possible were kept
because we ﬁnd that
good training for 0ll?
as

and has a beneﬁcial inﬂuence on their body and
‘on their mind.
‘ “And
here, Mr. Balcom, let me point to you the diﬂerence
In the
between our system and that of the United States.
building of this hotel we have eliminated the proﬁt on the
.Ye11n8‘

111611,
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speculator, the proﬁt
which was mostly furnished by the wholesale
gone to

some

on the material,
stores, and the proﬁt of the contractor.

That which

has cost

money has been the labor which commands high
prices here, yet the ﬁnal result has been to reduce the cost
one third. All this has been achieved without doing injustice
us

more

to any one, but simply by preventing
natural resources by individuals.

the

monopolization

of

I

“When the house was ﬁnished,
presented myself as can
I have been connected with hotels all
didate for Manager.
have been Head
my life, and since my arrival in Socioland
I ‘had borne a good cha
Steward in another establishment.
and
was
without
l have given sa
elected
racter,
opposition.
tisfaction and have held

the place
liberal, but not extravagant, and

“As

soon

as

am

My salary

is

well satisﬁed.

took charge of the house which was
That part of the outﬁt was purchased under

elected,

not yet furnished.

I

I

ever since.

with one of the Advisers who was detailed
to help me until
I turnished the
the work was ﬁnished.
knowledge of what would be required, while he safeguarded
the interests of the Town.‘ We were not limited in our expenses
by an appropriation, but conﬁdence was placed in our judgment
and in our integrity.
“When the work was done, the full Board was invited to
my care, conjointly

carefully
examine the hotel throughout, the accounts were
submitted to their inspection, and when all was recognized as
correct, both the Architect and myself were notiﬁed that our
work was satisfactory, and a notice to that effect, as well as

full

of all our expenses, was published for the
beneﬁt of the inhabitants of Spencer.
“Once in charge, I proceeded
and
besides,
to hire help,
made an application to the Apprentice Bureau for as many
of them as
could employ. Those young people,
thought
a

statement

I

I
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are

often

very

intelligent

and

help to reduce expenses, and
there is always a great demand for them.
“When we put in a requisition, we must state the kind of
occupation we have, for it is not only the apprentices just
called out that are free to choose to work for us, but all those
in the Commonwealth.
Except that all apprentices are ex
pected to keep at work, they have all the freedom of choice
they can desire. At any time a young man ol woman working
anxious

to learn,

are

great

a

for me can leave if they have a place offered to them where
but I can also
they think they would be better satisﬁed,
send back to the Bureau any of them who does not give me
satisfaction.
Of course there are checks to the abuse of these
privileges, for the Commonwealth has the welfare of its young
people very much at heart, and the Apprentice Bureau is
specially charged to see after them, and to advise them so as
to

prevent

unwise

The parents

changes.

have also

inﬂuence

with their children, and are consulted by the Bureau and the

is

it it

if,

Managerslso as to attain the best results.
“It is also the duty of the Bureau to investigate the com
as sometimes happens with
plaints of the apprentices, and
found that they cannot get along
Managers newly elected,
a

a

is

suﬂicient reason t0
with the young people,
considered
new election.
put in motion the machinery necessary to secure
We have also among our children some who have a roving
to change often and without good cnns9
For these, places are found with Managers specially qualiﬁed
to deal with such characters, and they are compelled to remain
until there
an improvement
in their disposition. Thus,

of

is

disposition, and want

a

process
without strict rules or harsh measures, we try by
natural selection to make the most of the material at our

“Once provided

with

a

command.
suitable building and

the

necessa1'Y
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as

if

I

owned it

charge moderate prices, to give
to my guests, to deal kindly with my help, and
satisfaction
must keep a strict account of
proﬁt.
to clear a moderate
myself.

am

to

expected

I

I

can easily
with the
do
my receipts and expenses, which
of
several
whom
are
fair
accountants
of
the
help
apprentices,
be open to the
and book-keepers. My accounts must always

inspection of the Board of

Advisers,

or

whoever they

choose

to delegate.

“The result of this union of responsibility and freedom is to
create a body of men trained to the management of public
enterprises, and we are educating the growing generatiorn in
needed for the responsible position
the special qualiﬁcations
of Managers. It is the process of the survival of the ﬁttest
applied

to public

aﬂairs, and

makes Socioland

ged country in the world.”
remarked,
“But, Mr. Wilton,”

I

with some of the apprentices?

“do you not

the best mana
have

trouble

Of course the most of them

and?
trusted, but are not sevelal of them careless
than
to
work?”
and
more
anxious
to
unreliable,
play
“No,” he answered. “We have very little trouble in that
are

to be

Probably it is due to the spirit which reigns in
Socioland and which affectsall our people, and has its inﬂu-.
ence even upon the children.
In the ﬁrst place, all kinds of
direction.

work are honorable here, and a moderate amount is looked
upon as healthy for both body and mind. Our children are
not taught that labor is a curse entailed upon the human fa

mily by the fall of Adam.

they are taught
that it is through labor that all that which makes life worth.
living has been attained, and that further progress will only
result from labor intelligently directed. Then we teach them.
the great advantages which result from
the combination of“
labor, and

On

the.

contrary,

try to make them understand that concerted action.
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is only possible
when the right
whole population.

kind

of spirit

-

“As our aims are
diﬁerent

fro'n yours,

animates
'

the

we

preach to our
doctrine.
Your sins are the sins
against the will of
God, ours are the sins against
the welfare
of society. You trust in
the authority of the law, we trust
in
each other, and frown
down any conduct which tends to
des
troy this conﬁdence.
You envy and try to imitate
the man
who enriches himself at
public expense; we look upon him
as a public
enemy. You excuse the man who
betraysa public
trust; we look upon him
with the same contempt as the brave
soldier looks upon the man
who runs away in the midst of
battle. We thus create
a public spirit which is an
important
factor toward the
success of our institutions.
“No, Mr. Balcom, we have
very little trouble with our ap
prentices. Having a
common aim and common interests, the
desire for success permeates
all our people and is felt by our
youths

an entirely

different

P

l

compelled

to keep step with
their surroundings.
“However there are other
causes which induce our apprentices
to work cheerfully.
We try as far as possible to make them

happy, and want them
permit.
We believe

'be

happy.

seen,

to enjoy

life

as

much

as the conditions

in happiness, and want our children $0
They are not only well cared
for, but as you have

they have much more
recreation
and also much more
freedom than they have in
your land. We ask nothing from
them in the way of
work but what they can see is for the
general good, and
when their task is
accomplished, not only
do we leave
them free to do what
they please, but we help
them to spend
their time agreeably and
proﬁtably."
“That, Mr. Wilton,”
remarked, “must be a very good plan
for boys and girls
of good disposition, but we
would be afraid

l

I

1
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children, for it
to abuse the privilege, and form

to give so much freedom

to

our

must

be a

habits and
temptation
associations which might have a bad inﬂuence on the character.”
“You give me here, Mr. Balcom, a very old argument
against every extension of individual freedom, an argument
great

which is logical enough in the mouth of a Christian who
believes in innate depravity, and is taught to pray to be kept
out of temptation, but which, if you will allow me to say
so,
is entirely

American

out of place
citizen.

in the mouth of an

Agnostic

and an

Agnostic, cannot believe in natural depravity,
and as an American, you ought to know that the same criti
cism is launched at you by the Europeans on account of the

“You,

as an

greater freedom you give to the youths of both sexes, and yet
you have no reason to believe but what their conduct is just
as good as that of their European
brothers and sisters.
“No, our experience has shown us that we can better aﬁbrd
to trust our' young people than to mistrust them, and that if
we taught them right we could safely allow them to control
their own personal actions.
“Besides all these inﬂuences, our system is such as to induce
our apprentices to their best exertions,
for it is those who
learn and improve, and show the most executive ability, who
in position.
There is really more incentive to well
doing in our system than there is under private competition
for the best prizes are won by actual merit, and not by favor:
advance

or the privilege of birth.
“I have tried to explain to you, Mr. Balcom, how we try
to foster from the start the spirit which alone can make our

public policy a success.

That is the base, the foundation,
which lacking would wreck all our eﬂorts. Public institutions
are

we

advance
built upon private character, and the marked
think we have made over other nations, we would soon

THE
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cultivate the same spirit

which animated our

predecessors.”

This opinion of Mr-. Wilton

is worthy of a
then a change in public spirit
a change in public institutions.
The lessons of
show that he is right, for several times, under

If

he is correct,

of progressive

was warranted

nations have tried
by the state of public

men,

careful study.
must

precede

history would

the leadership
to advance further than

knowledge, and after
was lost, and the people had

trials the ground gained
fall back to their original institutions.

short
to

CHAPTER X.
ABOUT ED UOA rmzv.

I
but

am staying longer

I

in Spencer than

am

I

enjoying myself at the hotel,
friends, and where reigns a home feeling
found in a hotel before.

This feeling is not due

to

the

had at ﬁrst intended,
have many
where

special

I

which

I

had

character

never

of the

but is due to ‘the social feeling among the employees
of the hotel, young and old. As their tasks are comparatively
light and they have much spare time, and as special eﬁbrlis
are made to spend this time in common, they constitute a social
circle open at all times to the guests, and form the bond that
guests,

this pleasant home feeling alive. Every afternoon quite
a number of people meet in the
parlor, and every evenisg
keeps
some

entertainment is provided.
ﬁnd that music is very much cultivated in Socioland, and
the children are taught to play and sing in the public schools

I
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There are many good performers on several instruments among
the hotel people, and concerts are of frequent occurrence. As
for dancing, it is the order of the day here, and children are
taught to dance

almost as

soon

as

they

can

walk.

Besides

social advantages, there is a good library in the hotel,
and it is well patronized.
On the other hand, there is very little style and it is
not encouraged. Everything is nice and good,
and all con
these

veniences

for show.
for those

for, but there is very little
The table is well supplied, and the service suﬂicient

for comfort are provided
who are willing

to

eat at leisure.

One thing which makes it much easier for the people of
the hotel and which is characteristic
of the habits of the
country, is that there is little or no travel at night.
In adjusting the time tables of public conveyances, the com
fort of the employees is consulted as much as the desires of
the travelling

public,

and they

are so arranged

tu prevent

as

their being called upon to work at undue hours. That seemed
very strange to me at ﬁrst, for it is an unheard of thing
among us that the convenience of the workers should be con
sulted in ‘the running of public conveyances,
and
could not

I

I

learned
understand that the travellers should be satisﬁed, but
that it is one of the natural consequences of the emancipation
of the laborer from the thraldom of poverty.

Inacountry wherealarge part of the public

labor is

done

by the young people, and where wealth is so distributed that
want stares no one in the face, and where the attainment of
happiness is made the chief incentive to labor, it would be
request the public employees to turn night into
day for the convenience of those who want to be carried at
night. Not that all night work can be dispensed with, only
unlogical

it is

to

reduced

to

Such a course

its minimum.
would

be impowible

with

us

for everything
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railroad speed, and the motto “Time is
index of the practices of our country. But
at

time is also money, yet money is not valued above
comfort, and it will not buy the discomfort of alarge portion
of the people as it will do among us.

You may remember that the ﬁrst

dav

of my arrival

I

was

Miss Bell, whom Mrs. Wilton told me was the
daughter of one of the inﬂuential men of Spencer, one of the
class who among us would be a merchant prince anda ﬁnan
cial power. I was very much pleased with her from that
presented

to

evening, and as she seems to enjoy my society, we have he
come very good friends indeed.
She is not strikingly hand
but is a pleasant looking girl of about nineteen years
of age. She is a little above the medium height, with fair
hair and honest blue eyes. One of those girls who improve
in looks as they advance in years, and make the best of wives
and mothers. I have not fallen in love with her, so mydear
Harry, do not weave a. little romance at my expense, but I
ﬁnd her well-informed
and intelligent, and we enjoy conver
sing together. Miss Bell is as much interested
in learning
something of our usages as I am in learning from her, and
it adds greatly to the pleasure of our conversation.
“Tell me, Mr. Balcom,” she said to me one evening as we
were sitting in the parlor,
“how do girls of my age spend
their time in the United States?”
“Ah! Miss Bell,”
replied, “that is too hard a qnestinn fol‘
me to answer, for it depends very. much in what ‘station of
life they are born.”
“That is true,” she remarked, “I had forgotten you told me
some,

l

that you have no public apprentices there. Do you knew ii
seems impossible to realize
that there should he so much
difference in the education of children?
Now here all have
an equal chance, and the only difference is what results frnm
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our special ability, or from the choice of vocations.
had
been
have been educated
me, how would

I

the United

I

States?”

But tell
born in

I

can.
You
“Well, Miss Bell, I will tell you as near as
would have lived in a very large house, surrounded by a great

many servants who would have
have been nearly all your society
to go to school.”

waited

on

until you

you, and would
were old enough

exclaimed, “and my parents?”
“Oh! your father would have been too busy getting rich to
spend much time at home, and too tired and nervous to stand
“What!”

she

of your overﬂowing spirits, and as for your
of society would have absorbed all her
time, and she would have been compelled to leave you in the
care of the nursery maid.
“You would have been ﬁrst sent to private school, then
lo a ﬁnishing school until you were twenty years or more,
when you would have come out in society, and spent your
the etlervescence

mother, the demands

time in dressing, and making and receiving calls.”
“Do you mean to say, Mr. Balcom, that
would have been
kept at school more than ten years of my life? And what do

I

girls learn during all that time?”
“Really, Miss Bell, it is more than

these

I

as

for

I

tell you. So far
keep to themselves,

can

they learn they
have never been able to detect it in their conversation.

can judge,

1

I

what

what they learned at school
and they would answer latin, algebra,
geometry, chemistry,
never could get. them to tell me what was the
etc., but
object of their studies, or how it was expected
that it would
have

some times asked them

I

help them

through

life.”

-

“But surely, Mr. Balcom, these girls do not spend all their
time in such studies. They must be taught some practical
knowledge, something of housekeeping or cooking, or dressmaking.

-
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must have a
of the picture you are showing me now. You
large number of girls who receive a practical and an intellec
tual education, and who, like us here, can turn their hands

brains to

and

all kinrls of useful occupations,

possessing culture
accomplishments, and feeling at home everywhere."
“Of course we have,”
answered. “The force of circumstances

and

I

many a girl the practical side of life, but it is not
looked upon favorably, even by the most sensible portion of
the community.
The rich set the fashion, and all other classes
teaches

follow

as

will allow.

far as their means

You

have

a check

here on such pernicious inﬂuences in your social institutions
which prevents the private accumulation of wealth, and trains
all your people to useful occupations, but we have no checks,
and the evil is running riot, audis fast demoralizing society.

“The results of our system of education

just

as bad

Their children

among
any useful

are not taught
rise in the world,
knowledge, such as would help them to
and our cities are full of girls who have to earn their living
the

lower

are

classes.

their own resources
You can have no idea, Miss Bell, of
istence.
Ignorant, ill-paid, overworked,
their rich sisters, who ﬂaunt in their
their silk dresses, and monopolize alh
and are thrown upon

without any preparation.
the misery of their ex
they are surrounded
faces

by

their carriages and

enjoyments.
“N0, you cannot realize here how great a difference there is
in the education of our children, and how far from an equal
chance our system—or

to he

correct

the

our lack of system—gives

of reaching a desirable position in society.”
“But, Mr. Balcom, if it is as you represent
why do you
not adopt some system like ours?”
“You cannot understand,”
“how diﬁicult
answered,
to make changes in old settled countries.
Many of us want
change, and in time will be suﬂiciently numerous to compel
The dissatisfaction with the inequalities in conditions
change.

a

a

is

it

I

it,

them

THE
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is becoming greater

every year, and it is one of the most
encouraging signs of the times.
“It is only of late that this dissatisfaction has dared to
manifest itself,
for the religious beliefs of the past were
opposed to

changes, and

their tendency was to encourage abject

For centuries the poor have been taught that God
the existing conditions of society, and that he had
some to be rich and powerful,
and others to be poor

submission.
had created
chosen
and

submissive, and that any attempt to change these
relations was an act of rebellion against the decrees of
wise Providence.

social
an

all

I

“Those are,
suppose, arguments against progress you never
heard before, and which would have no eﬁect on you, and
you would probably laugh at the person who told you that
health

or sickness, success or failure, happiness or misery, are
not the result of the wisdom or foolishness of our actions,
but the result of the will of
God.
“Yet for ages this‘ doctrine has been preached to us by
those who were regarded as best qualiﬁed
to teach, and any
‘doubt

as

to

its truth

nishment in a future
believed, although it
pect, and the number
to equalize

the social

us to accomplish

has

been

threatened

with

fearful

pu

existence. This doctrine is no longer
is still preached and listened to with res

of persons
conditions

any important

believe that it is possible
is yet far too small to enable
who

change.

“We are just emerging out of the toils of an iron-bound
spiritual despotism, which has held society so long in its em
brace

that

now that

its arms

are

beginning to be loosened
are yet so cramped that very few realize that we are free
to stretch out and seek for a more comfortable
position. We
commence
to dare to express our belief that our position
is
not as satisfactory as it might be, and to deny the claims of
those who oppose changes
from fear that they might Pre‘7e

‘we

ANCI ENT
to

disastrous

public

institutions.
see,

the highest

to

but we are not yet far
know huW to modify our
'

Miss Bell,

I

by what

tell

you, how

much

of society
improve
only far from perfect, but fails utterly to promote
happiness of the rich as \\'ell- as of the poor.”

there is to be done
is not

people

as a

advanced

which
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their spiritual authority,

enough

“You, can

INSTITUTIONS.

before

we can

a state

CHAPTER XI.
ANCIENT INSTITUTIONS.
I

I

conversed with
my dear Harry, until
Miss Bell, how great a difference there is between their edu
cation and ouls, especially from a religious point of view. Here
was a young girl who had never entered a church or even
had

not realized,

had

never conversed

with a

preacher or been ap
of her soul, and
proached upon the subject of the salvation
never been told that there was any possible relation between
seen one,

her beliefs and conduct here,
in a future existence.

The point which
religious beliefs,
some

that
me

struck me

for while

I

her

and

not

was

have

was the fact,

pure

and

or

misery

the question of her
her, yet from

never asked

dropped in conversation
she leans toward Spiritualism,
words

happiness

I

have reason

to believe

but that which interested

simple, that
inﬂuences.

her

conduct

was

entirely free from religious
We have no such characters among us, at least
have never
seen any.
We have unbelievers, agnostics, heathens even. The
slums contain many

I

youths who have never entered

a

church
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or attended Sabbath school, but still they have
comein contact
with men and women who go to both, and their
conduct is
inﬂuenced by what they hear from them.
doubt
if any
person can be found but what has heard of’ the Ten Command

I

ments and know that they are held in
reverence-by
persons
they
themselves
respect.
that
,But not only this girl, but all these youths by whomlam
surrounded, live in a country where there is no church, no
Bible, no preachers, and where right"' and wrong are judgei
entirely upon the desirable or undesirable results of their
'
actions.

What a different basis from
to change a nation

which is hampered
and

obey

ancient

purpose, but
the Lord.”

ours!

How

ﬂexible and

open

thus educated must be, compared
to one
by old traditions, and whose people respect
laws,

because

not
they

because
are

they

prefaced

fulﬁl

any

useful

by a “Thus‘says

How it simpliﬁes the solution of the social problem to place
it on a purely natural basis, bv surrendering the belief that

somewhere there resides a creator who has promulgated laws
for the guidance of men, which are in direct
opposition to
the laws that control the balance of the
-Univerre, and who
compels obedience to these laws by rewards and punishments
outside of the realm of natural results.
It brought strongly to my mind what Mr. Walter had told
me on the boat, that thev had
adopted a. standard of conduct

in accord with the law of evolution, and which would
greatly
As I-1 get’, a better insight into the philoso
facilitate progress.
phy of these people, and learn to understand the beliefs which
guide their conduct, I realize how diﬂicult
it will be for 11$ W

rnake any marked advance so long as we try to follow at!-he
same time the teachings of the Bible and the dictates ofour
natural desires.
We are a ‘house divided against itself, and it
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but little that our religious beliefs do not penetrate
deeper than the surface, and our obedience to the Bible is more
in form than reality.
‘
helps

us

The day after I had the conversation on education with
Miss Bell was Sunday, and in the morning as I sauntered in

the parlor after breakfast,
know,

I

suppose,

to

me

and

Mr. Balcom, that this

is a

holiday

she

came

said:

“You

with us.

stop work entirely here, for there are many things
which have to be done, but we suspend all but the most
the day as much as
necessary occupations, and try to enjoy
We cannot

My work

beﬂlaid aside for the day,
have to do consists in helping
those who
are not so well favored.
But I have most of the day free,
and I would be pleased if you will come home with me and
get acquainted
with my parents.”
Of course I gladly assented, and not long after we started
to walk to their house.
The streets were quiet, most all the
stores closed, and the people whom we met were in their holi
In the course of the conversation 1 remarked to
day attile.
Miss Bcll that the absence of churches
was
something an
possible.
and

what little

American

“It

is such

as

can

1

would he sure to notice.

said,

true that we have no churches in Socioland,”
she
“and
have often wondered what people went to church

for.

Can

takes

is

I

explain

you

to

me

what is

the

attraction

which

them the-re?”

“Well, Miss Bell, I suppose
else which

takes

I

it is habit more than 'anything
now. It is one of those

people to church

told you of yesterday, that have been imposed
Youmay
upon us by the iron hand of spiritual
authority.
have heard
the
that the Bible teaches that God created

duties which

world in six days and rested
on the seventh, and on that
account ordered that man should rest one day out
of seven.

Of course
1

no one

believes that now, but-'still the donsecration
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‘of

-is

the seventh day to God’s worship
upheld by men who
believe one thing- and preach
another, and law and public
opinion enforces it.

it

a

a

“Then some three thousand years ago,
Jewish kng named
Solomon built God
ﬁne temple, for
was believed in those
days that God took special pleasure in
temples and had to be
worshipped there. S0 in imitation of Solomon, Christians built

a

churches everywhere and now, although they no
longer believe
in such a God, and no longer
go to church to worship him,
they go there to hear ﬁne music, to listen or
pretend to listen
to
ﬂowery discourse on subjects that have lost their interest
for them, and to join in prayers which no
longer come from
the heart and are addressed to God, but
are elaborate compo
sitions pronounced for the entertainment of
the

built,

and people found to

force

of habit

the

is

And

so

great that churches are still

attend them,

which originally led
to their
with sincere, but ignorant

although the belief
construction and ﬁlled them

“Do you

has

been entirely out

‘is

worshippers,

grown.

congregation

a scientiﬁc

it

understand now \vhy
so diﬁicult
'to change
our institutions?
From the standpoint of Socioland there are
no excuses for churches.
The cost of their construction and
the salaries of the preachers are
useless expenses, for they do
not contribute one iota to the
public prosperity, or even preach
code

“There would

of morality.

be some excuse if an
honest religious belief
the foundation of church-building and
church.-going, but
that belief
nearly entirely gone.
N0 educated person now
believes in the six days’
creation, or‘ that God takes special
pleasure in expensive
buildings, or‘in ﬁne organs, or in famous
singers, and very, very few believe
that
he
church member
secures
passport to Paradise.
“No,
all rests upon inherited habits.
the habit $0

is

It

a

to

is

at

it a

was
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It is the hal-it to
upheld.
before
say grace
meals, to
open the sessions of legislatures
with prayer, to grind the poor, to monopolize
the laud, to
cheat the government, to settle all disputes by war, to spend

uphold

churches, so they are

the

millions

upon the army, and so
one dreams of changing them.
“But

let any

these

things

go

on

and

no

as for instance
propose something new,
which
the
of
curtail
the rich and
any legislation
might
power
improve the condition of the poor, or promote a better distri
bution of the land, or reduce the expenses
of the army and
une

thus lighten the load on the shoulders of the workers, or a
diminution in the number of the hours of labor, then an outcry
is made by the conservative portion of society, for such dan
gerous demands were never made
and if not promptly
before,
checked,

the social ediﬁce

buried under its ruins.”

I

abruptly,

stopped

excited, and
said, “that

I

excused

you

will

for

will

I

be

overthrown,

recognized that

I

and
had

civilization
got

unduly

I

myself to Miss Bell. “I am afraid,”
think me
very uncourteous to allow

digression to take up our time this pleasant morning,
when agreeable thoughts
alone ought to ﬁll our minds. lt
was very wrong in me to indulge in such fault-ﬁndingfbut
must acknowledge that ‘I sometimes lose patience ‘with these
nominal Christians who are trying to save their souls and gain
such

:1

I

the whole world

"What

vexes

at the

same

me the most,

time.

Miss Bell, is that our best men

many of whom earnestly desire to see the social
conditions improved, allow themselves to be turned aside from
an honest study of the best solution of the problems involved,
and

women,

through fear that it might destroy the respect now entertained
for these ‘ancient institutions.”
“I do not know,” Miss Bell remarked, “that ,1 correctly
understand

you.

I can see that your people

do

many

things
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that we

would not thin‘: of doing, and‘ you seem to think that
they have no better leason for it except that it used to be
thought the right thing in the past.”
“Precisely so,”
answered. “Thus if our ancestors had never
gone to church, never observed the Sunday, the reasons now

I

given

would

not be deemed

sufficient to establish the custom.
This matter of church-going is in itself of small importance.
but it shows the tendency to hold on to old habits which
prevents more important changes.”

“Then, Mr. Balcom, the trouble seems to be in the conser
vative character of the people as much as in their religion.”
“Yes and no. Not in the special religion, for the Buddhists

the Mahomeddans are yet more conservative than we are,
but the inﬂuence of all so-called revealed religions is to chrys
talyze the character and customs and thus prevent improvement.
and

“At the beginning, when ﬁrst promulgated, they area

force

great

to

impel forward civilization, but when their work is
accomplished, and their strength has spent itself, they cannot
he modiﬁed to suit the new conditions they themselves have
helped to create, for they are supposed to come directly from

God, so all the inﬂuence of their believers is exerted to pre
vent changes which would leave all their paraphernalia high,
dry and useless. The more useful a religion has been in the

the stronger is the hold it has taken upon the people, and
the more diﬁicnlt it is to
hrow oﬁ" the fetters it has placed
'
upon its followers.
past,

is

it,

“But let us drop the subject, and now that I have told Ye"
about our national ideas-upon keeping the Sunday, and why
we go to church, pleaseitell me how
you spend the day here.”
"Really, Mr. Balcom, there is very little to tell, for we have
no special way of spending
except as a. day of rest and
pleasure. It
the day of family gatherings, of feasts and
picnics.
We visit on that day more than upon any other, and
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public entertainments are provided for by the Townships, such
dances.
Those who are intellectu
as music in the parks, and
ally inclined can attend lectures and debates in our public halls;
free excursions on the lake, rivers and rail
roads, although not very often on account of the extra work
it gives to many persons who thus lose their chance of Sunday
recreation. Every one spends his time as he chooses,
and

and we have also

really

the greatest

pleasant

ways

diﬁiculty is
tor our

provided

to

select

the many

among

amusement.

“But this is our house we are coming to, and Iwill have
the pleasure of introducing you to my father and mother, and
to the balance of the family.”

CHAPTER XII.
HOUSEKEEPING

IN SOOIOLAND.

Mr. Bell is a good-looking gentleman,

yet in the

prime

of

his strength and activity, and impressed me as possessing great
will power and a sound judgment.
He is heavily
built, with
a. round
keen
a
gray eyes,
strong face, every lineament
head,
well deﬁned.
His wife is quick and impulsive, slender, with
a reﬁned face, and black hair and hazel eyes.
They have two
sons, one

older and the other younger

With the

oldest one, a thriving
an acquaintance later on.

I

than

their

young lawyer,

I

daughter.
struck quite

very pleasantly by th’e family, and it seemed
quite natural that the daughter should have invited me to
spend the day at their house.
was received

“We are very glad to

see

you,

Mr. Baloom,” Mrs. Bell said
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I

had been introduced.
“Mary has told us about
you and how interested
she is in all you tell her about the
older countries.
It is somethinq new"'to her tolhear about
them, just as a great deal of
what you see here must benew
to you also.”
Iassented

her remarks, and tliinkingr that it
would be a
good opportunity to
learn something of the way in which
their new institutions affected
the female portion of the popu
lation,
turned the conversation in that direction
by asking
to

I

Mrs. Bell if they did not ﬁnd it
very difficult to
help in Socioland.
“Yes, of course,” she answered.

it is impossible here
used

to.

to

have

“It

hire

is not

servants

house

only ditﬁcult,
such as
you

Whoever we get to help us in the house

we

but
are
must

treat as one of the family.
Nobody would submit here to Bat
at a diﬁ'erent table, receive
their company in the kitchen, 01'
sleep in a cupboard under the
roof. You see our system Of
apprenticeship has a great inﬂuence upon the character of
our girls.
In the ﬁrst place, the Commonwealth controls all
their time from the age of
fourteen
until they are twenty
Dnring that time these girls are much thrown
together, often
indeed dwell in the same
house, eat at the same table, sll'9P
in the same room, work in
the same department, and assovlale
in the same pleasures.
It is not to be expected that girls so
trained would be willing to
accept a menial’s
position in 3
private family, especially as there
are plenty of other occu
pations open to their choice, for
everyone coming out of the
training school is well ﬁtted to earn her living in whatever
direction she may prefer. There are girls who like to (l0
house-work, and are: willing to help in private families, bl“
they must be treated as
equals and not as servants,
and We
have to pay them as good a
salary as they would earn as
book-keepers or clerks in a
store.’-’

\
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l

rejoined, “must be very pleasant for the
girls, but cannot prove so satisfactory for those ladies who
must either do their work without help, or must submit to
“That,

close

Madam,”

with persons

association

lo their tastes.”
“l think that
preferable

which

on

the

to yours, at

servants

are

who may not be at all congenial

whole,

so far as

least

in

treated

Mr.

other

I

Balcom,

our

system

is

understand the way in

If

countries.

idleness was

chief aim of woman, and happiness was reached by com
ing in daily contact with persons without education or culture,
it would be diﬁerent, but we would strongly object to bringing
of persons on whom your women
into our houses the class
the

for the help they believe they must have. You may
relegate your servants to the kitchen, and build back stairs for
their especial use, and keep them at arm's length as much as
possible, but the fact remains that they are adiscordant ele

depend

ment'

in the

household,

and

while

they

may cater

it is

habits of your female population,
wondered at that there should be so much

luxurious

to the

not

to

be

dissatisfaction

as

hear exists with your servant system.
“Your women do not seem to look at this question in that
light. They hire help to do their work, and if it is done in
a satisfactory manner and
at a reasonable price, they are
we

willing to accept the
necessary

of

annoyance

the

daily contact as a

result.

“To us, who have never been used to the class from whom
the an
you draw your servants, for it does not exist‘ here,
noyance

would be much greater,

and

I

would

bring into my home
person with
unwilling to associate on terms of equality.”
to

a

“I

know,

Madam,” I- answered, “that

plaint at home

about

the

labor is so much better paid

servants.

than

never

I

whom

there is

In

the

consent
would be

much

United

in Europe, and

so

com
States

many
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it

ance.

Is

is

a

a

is

is

it

is

it

if

it

is

of

it

is

a

it

a

is,

more chances are open to the
women to otherwise earn their
living, that if it were not for the
immigration, from the
older countries, the supply would
tall short of the demand.
As it
our help occupies
middle position between yours
and that of Europe.
VVe have many ladies who would
prefer
to do their work
alone, but who ﬁnd that they cannot stand
and at the same time
keep their place in society. Their
health and strength fails
them, and they have to get help
as
measure of self-preservation.
How
that you can
manage
here, and ale satisﬁed with all the burden
housekeeping resting upon you?”
“Mr. Balcom, the burden of
housekeeping
largely What
we make
ourselves, and
too heavy for us,
usu
-ally our own fault.
You will ﬁnd that those ladies Wlwse
strength fails in doing their
work, are trying tn live in the
same style as those
who keep help. That
pretty big un
dertaking, but there
worse yet. Your leaders in society
not only have
servants, but they have many more than the)’
need, and are using their
power in trying to outshine their
less fortunate
sisters, who, unwilling to be outdone, put out
all their eﬁbrts to make
what they call
respectable appear
a

it

if

senseless

I

fashions. Our t'o01s—and
have some yet
among us—are in the
of setting up for
models, as with you,
conduct -tu that of the sensible
portion

am

sorry

minority,
have

lid

a

a

if

it

surprising
they ﬁnd
struggle,
‘hopeless
they are compelled
to hire help to
enable them t0
-make even
faint show of keeping up with the inﬂated .‘We
of living expected from
all those who have some Pfetenslon
to education
l'
and culture?
“We have got rid of that
pernicious
inﬂuence. We have
no inordinately
rich class to set up
of life,
false standard
no fashionable
class to create useless wants and to inasgllmte
and

s33'

and

to conform

we

insleafl

thelr

of the community.
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“You can understand that this difference in our standard
of living, which leads us to eschew all unnecessary display, is
a'great help to us. We aim to retain all the comfort possible,
but those willing to live plainly can attain a great deal of
comfort with a very reasonable amount of work.
Besides, it
is the policy of the Commonwealth
to make life in Socioland
as, pleasant as possible, and the lightening of the labors of
the women has not been forgotten in planning their public
institutions.
One of the most unpleasant features
of house
T

I

keeping does not exist among us.
ironing of clothes. This is done free

mean

the

washing

and

of charge by the Town
there are public laundrics where that

In every Town
is done, and every week the cart comes around and takes
It
away our soiled clothes and brings them back when clean.
ships.
work

relief and

of time, for it is awork
which can be done much better and quicker in buildings which
are ﬁtted with
proper mechanical appliances, than it can be
is

a

great

a great saving

done at home.”

“I

I

remarked, “to see such work
done by private co-operation, but
ﬁnd that the system does
not meet with much favor with you.”
would

have expected,”

I

“No, it does not,” answered Mrs. Bell. “You see, co-ope
rative laundries would only beneﬁt a. portion of the population,
and cleanliness,
which is said to be next to godliness, ought to
be in reach of every one, especially of those who have the least
time and money to spare.
We have some co-operative enter
prises, but the people do not seem ready to adopt the system
in its closest relations where it would cause too much friction.
We are making slow progress in that direction, and every
year some families unite their fortunes and keep house toge
ther, but such experiments require for success special qualiﬁ
cations in character which are not yet common, although they
are certainly

increasing among us.
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“But it is in public co-operation that we are
succeeding

For instance, by its help

we

best.

have

inaugurated a reform in
leisure and enjoyment, and

visiting which has added to our
at the
same time reduced our expenses and the
labor of
housekeeping.
We have abolished the private parlor at home,
and in its place the To‘:-'ns have huilt Club houses
where all
our

visiting is

money
and
we

inkeeping

of spending much

Instead

done.

the best room

ready

to

time and

receive company,

having our time-taken up in making or receiving

see each

other

at

the Club,

calls,

where comfortable rooms
always open, and where we go whenever we feel disposed
can spare the time.

are
and

“This is comparatively a late innovation, and is the result.
of our peculiar condition. We found that we were
drifting
into a position where we must cease to visit at all
except
our most intimate friends, or let visiting take more of our

time than was convenient

under the circumstances.

So we put

our heads together, and after full discussion decided that the
best remedy was for the Towns to
erect buildings for social
purposes,

and

very

soon

one was

The results were so satisfactory

built

that now

for an

experiment.

found all
they
over the land, and formal calls are no
longer known in So
cioland.
These Club houses are provided
with comfortable
are

parlors, music and reading rooms, and are open to all. They
not only relieve us from the tediousness
of formal calls, but
furnish a pleasant place to spend a few
hours, and help to
keep up the social life among us.

“Thus you see, Mr. Balcom, that we have learned
ourselves from too great a pressure at both ends of
scale, and intend to make more
progress in the same
The aims of the people have much
to do with the

to relieve
the

B0viﬁl

direction.
march of

improvement, and we must expect that ours will take a dif
ferent course from what it has
followed in other countriesl
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“In Fnro'pe, for instance, the rich have

enioying life, and of enhancing
the pleasure of their existence,
poor

have been

directed

by all

the art of

mastered

in their power
the efforts of the

means

while all

toward
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catering

to

that desire of

their own
wants.
The result has been that the genius and labor of that
countrv have been turned in the direction of striving to please
the taste and gratifying the whims of the owners of accu
mulated wealth. In your country, its immense resources have
encouraged
the creation and acquisition
of wealth, and in
the rich, so as to earn the necessary

to satisfy

means

that direction your powers are turned.
“Here our aims are changed. We have no rich class to
cater to, nor any prospect of accumulating
large amounts of
wealth. It is not the individuals but the Commonwealth that

our efforts are directed to the increase of the
comfort and happiness of all, women not excepted. Up to
rich, and

is

this time, the Commonwealth has had enough to do in placing
within the reach of all its citizens those every-day comforts
in your land are the prerogative only of those who
are said to be in
easy circumstances, but we are fast in

which

public wealth, and expect soon to make further
improvements which will make life still more pleasant and
.
enjoyable.
“When that time comes, the claims of the women will not
creasing in

forgotten, for

be

power,

and

we

here we
have

as

are a

much

political

as

voice as

well

as

a social

the men

in the

of the Commonwealth,
but reallyl must say
that we have little need to exert our inﬂuence, for the men
are very considerate of us, and are always studying means by
management

-

which they can
pleasant."

Just then we
and

adjourned

make

our

tasks

easier

or

our

Iives

more

called to dinner by the younger brother,
to the next room where a plain meal was ready
were
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Miss Mary and her brothers had quietly gone ontof
while we were talking and had set the table. We

the room

all sat around the board, and were fsoon engaged in ageneral
conversation which was very interesting and lively, but which
did not run on such topics as
have been writing to you,
and on that account I will not try to reproduce it here.

I

CHAPTER
TRUE

A

COMMONWEALTH.

After dinner we adjourned
remarked

that

XIII.

to the garden, and

he judged

soon

Mr. Bell

I

from my conversation that
was
interested in their public policy, and that if I wished he
would explain some things which he thought might interest
me.
Of course
was glad to avail myself of such an oppor

I

tunity, and expressed; my willingness
he
to hear
whatever
‘
might wish to say.
“The United States is a very rich country,” he commenced,
“but it cannot by any means be called a Commonwealth, for
all the means of production are held in private hands, and
very

few or none are held

Commonwealth,
whole people.

and aim to

As wealth

in common. We belieye inatrue
make it rich so as to beneﬁt the
cannot

be

created

by individual
industry oftlw

effort alone, but is the result of the combined
whole people, it is but common justice that as far as possible
the whole nation should proﬁt by its increased
production.
a result of your extreme
individualism, you have n0
'“As
public wealth to be handed down from generation to gene
ration, and the child of the poor man does not beneﬁt in any

A
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of his ancestors, for long before his birth
all the valuable property in the country has passed into the
hands of the capitalists, and he has to work just
as hard to
supply his wants as his parents did before him. The laborer
draws his wages day by day,it is true, but the capitalist draws
degree

by the labor

his

interest, or his rent, or his profit, and besides reaps the
whole beneﬁt of the increased value of all investments, or

what we call

the

unearned

increment,

which

always follows

the gradual improvement of the country.
“Such a condition of things is not just, and thelphilosophy
on which it is based has been entirely repudiated by us.
We
believe it is both the protecting care of society, and the co
operation of capital and labor which makes this unearned
increment possible, and that the whole Commonwealth
ought
to proﬁt by it as far as conditions permit.
“And now let me explain to you how we went to work to
establish

what we consider a true

Commonwealth.

“The founders of Socioland, as you know,
came from the
United States. They had seen in less than two centuries the
whole wealth of the nation pass into the hands of a privileged
class. The land was held by a few while multitudes
were
homeless;
gold and silver mines yielded their riches into the
hands of a few millionaires, who conjointly with the money
kings controlled the ﬁnancial policy of the nation; the coal
mines were in the hands of monopolists who checked the
output so as to create an artiﬁcial scarcity; the railroads, in
stead of being managed in the interests of the people, were
manipulated for purposes of speculation, or combined so as to
prevent competition.
private individuals, either
Everywhere,
singly, or banded in limited numbers, were striving to accumu
late fortunes by compelling the consumer to pay them tribute,
and using all lawful means
value to the
to give ﬁctitious
property in their hands.
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“These results were not due to any of
the causes from
which the oppressed peoples of
Europe had suffered. There
was no aristocracy with vested
rights,':no",kings to give away
the people’s substance to court
favorites, no standing army to
prey on the wealth of the nation.

They were the‘outcome
and of the policy which
had thrown open to all comers
the chances of taking and keeping
possession of all the means
of production.
Individualism in

of perfect freedom in
competition,

economics had run mad, and the
weakest members
of‘ society
had been crowded to the
wall in the unequal struggle.
“Our predecessors decided rightly
that they would provide
against such results here, and
that measures should be taken
to prevent the
monopoly by individuals of the
of
means
production.

“The ﬁrst thing

a

a

it

is

it

is

is

it,

to be done was to create
which
.‘a fund
would enable the
Commonwealth to carry on its own business
enterprises.
That was not an easy undertaking, for when they
came here they
brought
but little wealth with them, Mid
what they did bring was
private property.
The Commonwealth
could, of course, have taxed
some of that property, or it Could
have borrowed
but either course would have been opposed
to the policy they
wanted
to inaugurate.
Taxation in as.Y
form
always objectionable, and
borrowing
worse, for 110116
can lend but the
rich, and
placing
mortgage upon the
labor of the country
for their beneﬁt.
Both borrowing and
taxation are crude methods
practised by nations ignorant Of
the laws which
ought to control social interests, and would
l0f!g ago have been
abolished, were
not
that through
their agency the rich
contrive to throw all the ﬁnancial burdens
on those who
labor.
“N0, the ﬁrst settlers
managed the business of the Common
wealth precisely as
wise young man starting in life would
have managed his
own. They husbanded their resources, and
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their receipts. The ﬁrst money
kept their expenses below
which came into their hands was made by providing the people
with a medium of exchange. Treasury notes‘ were issued and
made a legal
as

recognized

tender for all debts, and
having a legal existence.

other

no

Then

money was
the land was

thrown open for settlement, and rights of occupancy sold which
helped to ﬁll the Treasury.
“VVith the funds thns secured, the Commonwealth started
the wholesale trade and the business of common carrier.
Of
course

it was slow work at ﬁrst, but it was

interest to see the public

fund increase

for the common
prosper, and
accumulated

and

by

till
management and economy the proﬁts
ample means were provided for all public enterprises.
“Yet it took nearly, twenty-ﬁve years before the Common
good

wealth felt rich euough to commence repaying to its citizens
the returns secured by their abstinence, but now that we are
receiving the full beneﬁts accrued to us by the wise policy
of our parents, we can bless ‘them for the rich inheritance
they have secured to us. They have planted
the seed, and

it has grown and prospered,
plentiful harvest.
“Now,

Mr.

Balcom,

if

you

and

every year

will tell

it

gives

us a

what is the amount

me

United States, I will try and show you
the difference it makes to the working people between our
of

taxation in the

policy and yours.”

“I

I answered,

“for we have city,
county, state and federal taxes, and they are levied in so many
the exact
different ways that there are no means of learning
amount of our taxation, but 1 suppose that each person must
cannot

tell you positively,”

contribute at least twenty
ferent governments.”

“Taking your

estimate

Mr. Bell, “and if there

dollars

a year

to

support

our

dif

correct,” continued
proximately
man to every four
able-bodied
is one
as

'
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we ﬁnd that each one has
year to help pay public expenses.
persons,

"Here

we

have no taxes

has an

income over

dollars

to

each

bodied man.
‘

“We have

and

person,

to produce eighty

dollarsa

all. Instead the Commonwealth
above all expenses
of twenty-ﬁve
at

or one hundred

dollars

to each

able

now here about one million inhabitants, and our
surplus income is over twenty-ﬁve
million dollars, earned in
our import and export and
wholesale trade, our transportation
agencies and our insurance
policies.
As the
Commonwealth
has accumulated over four
hundred million dollars of capital,
you can see that our surplus
income only represents a fair
i‘nterest on the capital
invested, and not one cent for proﬁt
“This income, earned in
common, is spent for the common
good and in promoting the
comfort of all. Alarge proportion
is re-invested every year in
improvements calculated to increase
the producive power of the
Commonwealth, and in developing
its natural resources.
What in your land is left to private
enterprise, acting purely from selﬁsh
impulses, and rcgardlw
of the best interests of the
nation, is done by us under the
broader principle of :1 wise and
scientiﬁc development of our
producing power, and no money is
spent in permanent impro
vements until a thorough scientiﬁc
investigation has been made
to see that they
co-ordinate with the plans which have been
previously decided upon as oﬁering the
best prospect Of Pm‘
rooting public success.
The industrial development of Socioland
bears to that of the
United States the same relation that the
Systematic
drainage of a large tract of land would bear $0
the drainage of the
same land by a number of individuals or
Private corporations, each
working for private advantage and in
competition with the
interest of others.
“Besides the capital we thus
invest each year,alarge amount
of our surplus
earnings is spent for the direct comfort of the

A
people.

It
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is now over one

8'5

holf, and as our producing power
can thus spend will increase also.

the proportion we
“My wife told you about our public laundries and our Club
houses, and you have seen‘ our parks and know of our schools,
but vou may not know that the bread cart furnishes to all

increases,

‘

free of cost, all the bread they wish to consume,
both
that
or that
gas and water are free in every house,
we pension the aged and the needy, and have free hospitals

the citizens,

or

-and asylums.

“Thus you
ourselves
founders
is

see,

Mr. Balcom,

to congratulate

we have reason

upon the results of the policy inaugurated
by the
of Socioland, but there is another advantage which it

diﬁicult to estimate in

dollars and

and

cents,

yet which
in the price

be forgotten.
It is the great reduction
which has
of all necessaries of lite. A reduction

must not

not been

down the wages of the working men, but
by eliminating from our Commonwealth all methods through
which one class of people can live at the expense of the other.
within reasonable bounds
Rent, interest and proﬁt are kept

etfected

and the

by forcing

heavy load they place on the shoulders

almost disappeared.
“You can see now the difference in

of labor has

the prospects
one born in other countries.

who is born here and
the United States, as soon

as

he commences

ofa child

If born

to produce, he

in

will

the government,
eighty dollars a year to maintain
and will
and in return has been educated at public expense,
be protected
in his civil and political rights. The country he
be taxed

into has long ago passed into the hands of indivi
duals or corporations who look upon such as he as tools in.
their hands to increase their wealth. His predecessors, instead
of saving and investing property, borrowed money and left it
is ushered

as a

mortgage

on

his

“Of Commonwealth

of

public debt.
there is none, and while there is a large
work

in the form

a

‘
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amount of producive capital, it is all in
private hands, and
the child of poor parents has little to be thankful
for that
his lot in life has fallen in what is
callerlacivilized country
for all that which makes life desirable is
already appropriated,
and his education only makes more
galling the load he has
to bear.

“Here the child ﬁnds himselfin entirely different conditions.
N0 taxes to pay, no idle class to
support, no monopolies to
levy tolls on his labor. Instead a well-invested public fund of
four hundred million

dollars, of which he is a share-holder, and
which will help him to raise himself to the position his na
tural capacities enable him to occupy. It will not
destroy his
incentive to improvement, or imlke him the
equal ofhis fellow
citizens, but it will insure him a standing place in the com
munity, from which he can raise himself as high as his abilities
Will allow' him.
,

“All

these

results are

attained without curtailing individual
enterprise, or preventing any one from getting all the property
they can use to their advantage, or which is necessary I0
minister to their comfort. It is sim-ply due ‘to a policy which
prevents the monopoly of natural resources, and the excessive

accumulation of wealth in private hands.”
l have here, my dear Harry, given you more the substanﬁe
than the form of our
conversation, for we spoke of many other
things, and the ladies were not so entirely left out as my
account would make it appear, for in this advanced state the
women are interested in public
aﬁitirs, and not only vote, but
hold positions of trust. But the
conversation was mostly Carried
'ou by Mr. Bell, his wife and
children having anaturalrespect
for his opinions, and allowing him
to explain the working of

their institutions,
and there.

only occasionally

putting

in a remark heft:

A
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the middle of the afternoon Miss

I

Bell proposed that,

would enjoy
we take a
out in the suburbs of the Town.
thought

it,

if I
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casrrna xrv.

A
Toward

RIDE.

ride

to the

park

elapsed till
Miss Bell

I

Of course such an offer was not to be refused, and as Mr.
Bell keeps a very neat tumout, not along space of time
found myself seated

at

her side.

if

held the reins, and turning to me said: “I have
oﬂered to take you to the park, Mr. Balcom, but
you prefer
we can drive

some other

ﬁrst take

you

ourselves,

and

it

if

I

I

I

it

way.”
“No, Miss Mary,”
answered. “I place myself in your hands
and
am sure
shall enjoy myself wherever we go.”
“Then
with me," said Miss Bell, “I will
you leave
to the

park that you may see how we enjoy
after we will drive out in the country.”

drove along the street where Mr. Bell lives, and
soon reached the river on which Spencer
built. The park,
situated on that river,
left quite wild
very large and
Except at the entrance, wherea portion
laid out in walks
is

is

is is

S0 we

left almost entirely

has been
with lawns and ﬂowers,
in its natural state, except that roads and

paths have been cut in

available

it

aud drives, and ornamented

places,

and

rough benches

tabla constructed for the convenience of the picnickers.
The park contains also
large music stand with a dancing
a

and

ﬂoor attached to

a

it,

merry and noisy crowd was en
joying itself heartily. Merry-go-rounds, swings, shooting galleries
and all the many amusements‘ usually
found at fairs were
where

there in abundance, and the whole place seemed to
up to harmless enjoyment.

be

given

THE FUTURE
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The woods and lawns

were full of pleasure parties, many
have spent the day there,
having set up their
croquets and hammocks, and
otherwise having made themselves
entirely at home.
seeming

to

After taking in the sights in the
park, we struck out for
the country on a road
skirting the river. The day was beau
tiful, the air had become cool, and as
ﬁne rate

I

found my position

we

sped along

I

at

a

very pleasant, and as
leaned
of all
had heard and seen since

I

on my seat, thinking
my arrival in Spencer, 1
seemed to realize more and more
the advantages enjoyed by
the people of this favored Cou\monWealth, and turning to my
companion,
said to her:
“Miss Mary, you must be
very happy here, for your posi
tion in life is pleasant
indeed, and you live in 2. community
where
the people
certainly possess the art of enjoying
themselves.”
hack

I

Miss Bell paused a moment
before answering, seeming to be
in deep thought, but
ﬁnally remarked. “Yes my life is very
happy, but really
have never given the subject much thought.
You see our days ﬂow on so
evenly that we enjoy our hap
piness as a matter of
course.
All our lives are pleasant here,
mine no more than those of
the people with whom I
live-”
“But Miss Bell,”
lemarked, “has all your life been happy?
Did you not have an
unpleasant time when you left yullf
home and went to live
among strangers? Please tell medlittle
about your early life and
your school days.”
“There is really very little to
tell, Mr. Balcom.
think
here ‘every one is kind
to children and tries to make them
happ . My earliest
recollections are of the pleasant time I
had with my parents
\vhile yet a little girl, of long Walks and
rides, of helping mother
in the lightest tasks of house-workyand
of how proud
was when
could feel that
had
been'0l'
some use. Then
my parents helped me to learn how to 1'68‘d

I

I

I

I

I

I

A
and

I

write, and
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pleasure

from study, so as l grew oldcriand began

to

l

received

umlersttmd

the

of knowledge, l was eager enough to get all the
information within my reach.
“I never went to school until l was ten years of age, and
my
by that time I had acquired with a little
help from
an
and
had
the
rudiments
of
gone
parents
English education,

advantages

far

l

l

glad to receive
help from competent persons who had ample time to devote
to me.
ln school I found mysclf among children of my age
or older,‘ who were also interested in their studies and needed

as

as

no urging
sant days

could without

teachers.

So

was

their teachers.

Yes indeed, those were plea
when we commenced to drink decp at the fountain
from

of knowledge, and our minds began to appreciate the beauties
nnd Wonders of nature.
Botany, astronomy, chemistry, physio,
history, geography,
were
ttuight to us, and‘ we liked our
studies
wanted

well that the time seemed far too short
to learn.”

so

for all we

“But,” l remarked, “were nut those interesting studies
mixed with some not so pleasant?
Wlntt about many subjects
which are not supposed to have much interest for young girls,
but which they must
learn if they want to be thoroughly
educated?”

“Of course,

Mr. Balcom, all studies did not

interest for us, but we never were
we did not want to.
For instance,

requested

if

have the
to

:<:uue

what

learn

scholar did not wish
the teacher would explain to him its use,
and how much he would need it in his work, but no cllbrt
would be made to compel him, and if he could not see that
it would be for his advantage to study it, the teacher would
:1

to study arithmetic,

was made

that
he

was the one to decide,

he

would

“Some special studies,

be the one

to

geometry

and

as

forif

a

mis

suffer from it.
algebra

were

only

;::'.',

take

tell him

-,- . .P1-,‘,,._

simply

-
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undertaken by those who had a. taste for
them, and teacliers
were provided for those who had
a taste for artistic pursuits
“And thus the few years that were
spent at school passed
all too quickly, and left a.
very ple:1santinipression behind.”
“From what you tell me,” I said, “I
judge that the same
difference exists between the methods of
education
here and
ours, as exists between all our
public institutions. With us,
scholars are made to study, whether
interested or not, and 110
efforts are made to teach them
the beneﬁts that will f0ll0W
from their education,
except that it is the usual and proper
course to take for children in
their social position. You, 011
the other hand, induce the
children to study by helping ll"-"1'
to increase their
knowledge ‘of those things which infe1‘93i
them, and by explaining to them
the help they will receive
in their future carreers
from the knowledge that is placed
within their reach.”
“I do not know how it is in other
countries,” replied Miss
Bell, “but
know that in Socioland very litte compulsion is
ever used. We are told
that if we desire to attain celtalll
ends, certain means must he
used, and we are left free to use
those means or neglect them
as
we choose.
But let me
assure jyou that very few
of us neglect them, and that the
spirit of improvement and the
desire to learn are so strong
that our teachers are
more anxious to restrain than to urge‘
On that account the
hours of study are short, and as much
out of door exercises
intermingled as possible.
Many studies
are taught in pleasant
talks in the open air, and short lecture!
given us in our
rambles.”
“I think
have been told, Miss Bell, that the time of
all‘
Prenticeship for girls commences
in their fourteenth year. If
that is the case, your
school days are soon over. You have
but four years, if
Icount right?”
“Yes, you are right, and
then we enter into an entirely

I

I

A
diffei-ent,
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but not unpleasant life. We are expected at that
arrived at an age when we can appreciate the

time to have

of work, and the necessity that we should ﬁt ourselves
for the battle of life. .We are taught while at school, that
all the advantages we enjoy here are the result of man’s
and woman's labor, and that incessant care is needed for their
neeal

and we are impressed

maintenance,
old

enough

fact

when

that

enrolletl in the army of workers who
welfare
of
maintaining and
increasing the

we shall

in

are engaged

with the

be

will

the Commonwealth.
Thus we are led to realize that we
in our turn become useful members of society.

“It

is

with

apprenticeship,
in us. \rVhen
the apprentices,
the

Vacant

term of

those feelings that

we enter upon ‘our

and we are proud
I was fourteen my

of the trust which is placed

and

places

I

was directed

offered

by

name

was

enrolled

among

to make my choice between

the diﬂ'erent Managers.

The two

lirst years we are requested to do housework, and to commence
with the most simple and easy occupations, ‘so
entered in
the hotel where lam now, and
made
myself useful in the

I

I

had to
housekeeping department. But
except that
away from home there was nothing unpleasant about it.
work was light, for there is always an abundance of
and
had many hours
have
could devote to study.
taste for music, and could ﬁnd all the time I wanted to

I

tice,

and

I

I

live
The
help,
some

prac

help me alonv.
of two years lwas allowed to make my choice

had good

teachers

to

“At the end
of the kind of occupation
wanted to perfect myself in, and
as my taste led me more toward oflice
work than to house

I

I

keeping,
devoted less time to my house duties and commenced
to learn short-hand, type-writing and book-keeping,
was
and
set to work in the oﬂice.
had more
As other girls left,
work put under my charge, so that now
have all the cor

I

rcspondence

and most

of the books under my

I

supervision.

It
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I

like,
have all the help
enjoy, and you see I
have good

can

”But, Miss

Bell,”

I

said,

I

need, all

reasons

“this

will

the

to be

leisure

I

satisﬁed.”

not

last. In one
now all that will
be chaugedt
You will be tlirough
with your term
of apprenticeship
and
you
will have to leave
the hotel, for
do not suppose
that
Mr.
Wilton can afford
to keep you
when he will have
to pay you a.
salary.”
“I do not know,
Mr. Balcom, what
shall
do
when that
time comes.
Oul motto here
‘Care
not
for
the
morrow,
for suﬁicient
unto the day
the Good thereof,’
but
kl10W
that
does not suit Mr.
Wilton to keep me,
0-1" ﬁnd
plenty of occupations
to choose from.
may get lnarflell, er
can return home
and help mother, or
start in business for
myself, or ﬁnd
employment in some public or
private 0l‘ll¢9
Oh! no, we are
never troubled with lack of
opportunities here,
the difliculty
all the other way, to
select
from the many'
openings offered tn us.”

year from

I

I

is

is

I

I

l

it

if

is,

I

“Pd

a

ls

\“I suppose, Miss Mary, that
‘
the same liberty
£,""'e" te
all in selecting
vocation?"
“Certainly, all have the same
liberty. but
girls, are required to
=1llM-l‘e-"5
start at the bottom of the
indllstrlfll
scale, and to stay
there some time too.
They rll"
hc‘lP the oldﬁr Persons, and
e"-“‘llds'
learn the A. B. C. of the 1ndl1s
trial alphabet. But
as new recruits come
in, they are l"'emei'
ed, until having
mastered the rudiments of industrial
edge,

their desires.

desired to learn
liousckeeping.
would lmve
charge of some minor
departments, and

higher ones.

If

had

Kl‘-'"-lu“H-V

tcaclnug,

the schools.

it

have been found for
me in
ever we choose,
we are helped to
make

selected

been

P1

the

a

to

blace would

T

promoted

I

I

“Had
put in

in

l<r1e,Vl'
they are allowed to
select the special branch
wlnch
they wish to perfect
themselves, and
are found ff"
places
them according to

success.

What

bill

"0

A
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compulsion is ever used, and we are left free to decide for
ourselves the occupation in which we desire to improve our
opportunities.”
“Yes! yes!

I

I

not help saying. “You rely upon
kindness and intelligence.
You instruct your young people in
the construction of society, and show them the relation which
see.”

could

knowledge and success and happiness.
Our children have no such teachings, and most of them are
exists

between

useful

their success or failure will depend on a
lucky or unlucky chance.
Very few of our youths have any
idea of the relation which eyists between their education and
their success in life. Education is accepted
by most of them
as one of the requirements of their
and not as H.
position,
led to believe that

means

a well-deﬁned

tn

end.

“Of course many of them,
it is

mistake and commence

a

to

but they :11-cleft to make

purpose,
and

their minds

as

the majority

of our

hu-v.<

and

st1nl.\'

the

mature,

with

di.~'covcr-v

an

see

that

intelligent

for themselves,

girls never iiml

it out,' uml

only stutly because they are made to, and bet-:msc it is the
proper thing in the class tn which they belong."
Our conversation after this driftctl a\\'a-\' from that subject;
and after a very pleasant 1‘l<l0 nfiscverul
miles through u
rich and
and

with

I

well cultivated

was
them.

kindly

invited

mnntry, we
by

returned

the family

to

the

<'iI-\',

lu s|>i~|nlthee\'e11ii1f-'
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CHAPTER
THE LAND
You

XV.

QUESTION.

know,

my dear Harry, that among the many social
questions which inﬂuence the welfare of humanity, there ii
none of more importance,'0r which
at
this time has been
more discussed, than the ownership of land.
The absolute ownership of the-soil, as 9I'lfUr<‘€tl
in Europe

America, has given rise to so many abuses, has enablﬂl
individuals and corporations to get possession of such vast tracts,
and

and to ask such enormous prices for desirable
pan-els of land,
that it is everywhere recognized as one
of the great factor-5
in the inequality of wealth, and a
great imp<'to the to the
equitable distribution of products.
On the other hand it is ar;:ued by the conservative mem

of society, that the absolute ownership of land by ih?
individuals is necessary for the best improvement of the sail:
and that unless owners are certain of
reaping the beneﬁts of
their labors, they will only skim the surface and spend neither
time nor money in those improvements which must be made
bers

if

the country

is to

attain

its highest development.

You are as familiar as I with all the arguments, pro. and
c0n., of this momentous question, as
well as with the man)’
schemes

which

have been

involved.

proposed to

reconcile

the

interesis

I

was aware, from what Mr. Walter had told
me, that they
had a somewhat different land
tenure in Socioland from that

which

obtains with us,

offered

by

mation

an

and

I

was

glad

of

the

opp0rt\1ni1)'

evening spent with Mr. Bell to get some
from him on the subject. l feel that he is a

infor
clear
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C

opinions ought to have
he
weight, and who would not willingly color any statement
should make.
So
took the ﬁrst convenient occasion to breach
headed,

well-informed

man,

whose

I

'

the suhiect.

“This land
we had to

he said, “is one of the most diﬂicult
with, and we cannot claim to have settled

question,”

contend

it yet,

nor is it likely to be settled for ages to come.
Noth
ing short of a state of perfect millenium, a time when pro
duction will have become so large as to supply all possible
centuries of peace and prosperity will have
and so bound men together as to destroy
the incentive to private interests,
will enable men to reconcile
when

and

all hearts,

claims to the ownership
we have not reached that stage,

public and private

greatly
countries.

“I

could in a few
but
think you

I

is,

our system; if still open to objections,
in other
to
that which obtains
preferable

advance,

is yet

believe we have

and

words explain

will understand

to
us

you what
hetter

our
go

system
back

a

made some

I

I

“But if

of land.

if

wants,

so softened

n

it

little and explain to you our position from the beginning.
It
will take
little more time, but
will be more satisfactory

I

in the end.”
signiﬁed my assent

and

Hr. Bell

continued'.

“The foundation'0f our system was established before my
of the ﬁrst settlement of the country
were part of my early education, and
did not participate
in the events of those days,
lived on terms of intimacy with
those who took an active part in the decisions of those times“Our predecessors had seen’ enough in the United States to
make them keenly alive to the evils of private ownership of

I

if
I

time, but the traditions

land, and they decided unanimously that the Commonwealth
would retain for ever the control of the land,
hut that all
persons who desired to settle and improve some of it, should
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be allowed tn

acquire a. right of occupancy to a vacant
tract,
that this right should hold
good against all plivate inte
rests, hut should Le f'url"eit .~-J In the
(.'<r-nnionwealtlx
upon the
payment of actual damtiges,
whenever the land was needed
for public purposes.
and

“After so much had been decided
upon, the next question
which presented itself was this:
Should this right be a free
gift or should it he paid for?
Should it be for a limited or
unlimited number of acres?
These questions were soon t'0rrc.l
upon the new community.
Spencer had been decided

a natural desire

from

When the
upon, there

each

one

to

site

for

soon

the

manifested

possess as

of

city

well-located

itieli
and

large a tract as possible.
On the other hand, the Common
wealth needed money, and was
anxious to secure funds withallt
resorting to taxation.
“The result of these
contending forces was that, after special
tracts had been reserved for
public use, the land was divided
into zones, commencing at
the centre of the city. In the
inner zone no one could
occupy more than one acre, in the
next zone the limit was
placed at ﬁve
at
as

ten

son,

acres, in the next
while it was decided that thirty acres for one
per
or sixty for a. married
would
couple,
be the largest tract

acres,

granted, even

at

and

taking in

the

desire that

of their choice,
at

auction.”

the

furthest

extremity
the public

consideration
all should have the

it

was

decided

of

the‘ Comonweﬂli-hi

need

same

unanimously

of

chance

money, and
to

theland

to sell the tracts

“And did the plan succeed?"
I asked, “and is the public
satisﬁed, and does it still
regulate the ownership of the soil?"
“Yes,” answered Mr. Bell.

“It proved in the main satis
factory, and not nearly as
liable to abuse as the old system.
The plan is the
same, but we have reduced the size of the lols
t0 suit the
needs of our increased
population, for you k"eW

i
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QUESTION.

claim that it is one of the advantages of our institu
tions that \ve can change our policy to suit the. needs of the
that

we

times.

“No

were

changes

needed

for

many

years,

but

as

the

country became settled, small business oenters began to grow
in many directions, and new Townships had to be established,
and thus new and independent zones had to he marked out.
At the sites selected for the business locations of -these new
Townships,

persons had to be dispossessed of their
the land \vas needed
for public use. They

many

rights because
repaid

were

compensated

the

money they had paid at ﬁrst, and were
for the improvements they could not remove. Of

it was

had to
not pleasant, but as their neighbors
reduce the size of their holdings, they were enabled to make

satisfactory

purchases,

settlement was
their trouble.”

full

a

compensation

“And here in Spencer itself, I
to make. some

sary

prosperity of the whole
to all
the parties for

and the increased

suppose

you found it

neces

'

changes?”

“Oh! yes, we had to make them also. The Town had to
take back some of the
land it had sold, and in the center
of the city the limit has been cut down to half an acre,
while the limits of the acre zone have been much extended.”

I

“But do not these enforced changes

“l represent

asked.

create

among us

if

to myself

j€~

course

create much disturbance?”

what

a

commotion it would

such an ordel was enforced.”

“You would find,” Mr. Bell answered, “that it would only
aftel-t the very rich in your lar,‘ge cities, for
the high price
of youl land brings about the same results. With you the
division
it.
troys

it

With

speculation and prevents high prices,

so

we

must

resort

~-!,-m$1§=g-

makes

by its increased value, which
more proﬁtable for the owner to sell that? to hold
us it is different.
Our system of land tenure des

of the soil is fostered

THE
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to compel

its division.
And
very well our purpose.
“Those who have acquired rights of

answer

city, know that

they

we ﬁnd

occupancy

will

in

our policy
growing

a

some day have to divide with others,
accordingly.
Many a father gives his children a por
tion pf his land who would have
held on to it till death
released his grip.
Many a person sells at a reasonable
and

act

price

piece of land to the man who needs
who would have
taken advantage of his power to drain
him of his last p08
sible dollar.
it,

*t

“Besides we give plenty of time for the changes to hike
place easily and gradually.
Our citizens are more indllcetl
than compelled to divide with
those in need.
When the land
within the acre limit had been
there
practically all
occupied,

were

is

it

is

It

is

is

a

,

a

a.

found many persons willing to pay the
fail’
occupants
price for
part of their lots, and the persons in
possession,
knowing that eventually they would be
compelled to sell, were
inclined to make
virtue of necessity, and part with what
they otherwise might have preferred to
keep.
“Mark you, nothing
taken
which
necessary to the
possessor's comfort and welfare.
The size of the lotsisalways
ample for all legitimate wants.
only the superﬂuous they
are compelled to give
up, and the sense of insecurity
givfs
in the possession of the
superﬂuous
an important factor In
inducing our people to divide with those who are less favored

“You

must have noticed, Mr. Balcom,
that our aims are
entirely different from yours. You are after
stability, you are
afraid of changes, you dread
the weakening of the existing
order of society. We care
nothing for these things. W6 are

trying to improve

is

if

our condition in life, and are ready t0
change every day
we are
better satisﬁed thereby.
That
which we want to see
enduring
not the institutions, but
the happiness of the
community.
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“But to return to the land question. As population increases,
the tendent--v is to an amiable division of the property, as
preferable to an enforced one, which is sure to come sooner
or later.
When this process has been going on for :1 suﬂicient
length of time to allow all
right minded persons to adjust
welfare, a vote is taken
the size of their lots to the public
and two or three years given for the enforced reduction of

holllngs to the new limit, after which the occupants lose
their rights to the excess of their property which reverts back

the

to the

Commonwealth

without compensation."
asked, “does your polit‘-, ullt’ct

“And how," I
settlement of the country?”

the general

“Our country has been surveyed, the best location.‘1 for rail
roads and public roads decided upon, which are built as fast
as

needed,

mature

and

expenses

we

settle

and

the country

needless

as

we go, avoiding

pi-e—

privations.

“We are in no hurry to develop all our resources at once,
for we have nothing to gain by it. We do not, as is the case
with you, build long lines of railroads going through deserts
and uninhabited countries, to carry settlers from rich farming

half

far-ofl' states just opened to
It is private speculation which induces your people
the desire to get possession of
to-this course, and engenders
large tracts of land, but the result is an immense amount of

only
civilization.
sections

cultivated,

wasted labor and needless

“Your

system

to

hardships.

of land ownership

is

suited

to

the ideas

and

character of your people, and fosters the spirit of enterprise
which is fast making the United States the richest nation in the
world. ,Our system is s"ite<l to our character and aims. l/Ve do
not develop as fast, but we avoid the

evil of land speculation and

monopoly of the soil.
Yours is the hot-bed growth, fostered by
the desire for riches, .,llr8 is the healthier growth of a contented
people, following the line of intelligent development.
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“And what about the titles to these rights?”
you have the same system of transfer by deeds
other countries?”

l
as

asked.

“D0

obtains

in

.

“N0, we have not, and thus we have done away with a
fruitful source of litigation. The Townships alone can grant
those rights of occupancy or transfer them. Whenever a change

is made, the former occupant relinquishes
his right, which
is cancelled, and a new one is issued.
Transfer by inheritance
follows the same rule. And the change once made is ﬁnal
and not

to

be

disturbed

or questioned, for we hold that it is
of the utmost importance that the men who labor on the
soil
should feel all possible security, and that improvement
and occupancy are worthy of more consideration than ancient
deeds or mislaid wills.
.

“Many of the results of our laud policy may

seem har-l and

arbitrarv to those who are used to the absolute ownership
the soil, and to the right of sale and
but to
mortgage,
who have never been used to them, v\'e look only to
results

on

the

public
'

satisfactory.

prosperity,

and

they

are-

of
11$

the

eminently

-

“No public enterprise is thwarted by the selﬁshness or stub
bornness of individuals or corporations, no large tracts mono

polized by shrewd speculators,‘ no exorbitant ground renlfhle;
vied on commerce or manufactures, no endless and expensive
litigation entered into because some lost marriage 0€r?‘iﬁtme

has been found,

title.

or a ﬂaw discovered

to invalidate some ancient

“It might

be thought
that the feeling of insecurity £0
individuals would more than offset those advantages, but we do
not ﬁnd it so, for sudden changes are
never made, and they are
always the result of the best judgment of the
people, pllbliclyi

discussed

and expressed,

the prosperity

and always directed

of the community.

toward

increasing

ARBITRATION
“Besides
it

checks

AND

LAWS.

the tendency of our institutions is such thutWhilethe large accumulation of wealth in
the hands of

it also checks the tendency to

those of a grasping disposition,
waste of the

held by those who

property

reckless or extravagant, so that

inclined

are

to be

on the whole there are probably

in the occupancy of the soil
to he found under the absolute

in Socioland, than
ownership of other

less changes

there is
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countries.”
About

-

that time

the

ladies came in,

after

pleasant
evening, Iwalkell bat-k to the hotel with Miss Bell, well
satisﬁed with the way in which the day had been spent.
and

a

_

social

CHAPTER XVI.

friend in

Harry,

William Bell, the

I

that
older

had

brother

He is a bright young man, very enthusiastic
of Sociolnnd, and thoroughly imbued with

spirit which prevails here.
He is a lawyer hy profession, but the word has an entirely

\V0tllt'l

be

that
that

which

give

we

means

here

or

what

it

meaning here from
more correct to say

it

diﬁerent

it,

the

our

lawyers are and what they all ought to be. Instead of
fomenting trouble and fostering lawsuits, their work
consists
in
and
differences
and
ditiiculties,
adjusting
in settling
best

counsellors and advisers than

as

advocates, and

in

fact

I

presenting their cIient’s case clearly and concisely to the iudge
when their efforts do not meet with success. They act more
as

@.esP‘.~

Mary.

to the future

as

my dear

before,

-

an agreeable

of Miss

you

ﬁnd

-4

told

-

found

I

LAWS.

‘1-..:a:-

I believe

AND

-1

ARBITRATION
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that the law

has much less to do here
than \vith
the relations of men to
each other.
As
have plenty of time,
[often drop in his
ﬁnd him at leisure ,\ve
drift in conversation

gulating

if I

I

in

us,

re

.

oﬂice,

and

“ll

upon
kinds of subjects, and l
thinl: it will interest you il'l
rBP°"l
some of our talks
upon their ideas oflaw and government
I was telling him a few tlays
ago that, as far as lknew,
thele had been only two
.f0rms of government tried. One was

the autocratic,
control of the

where

the rulers had succeeded in
ohtainintl
power and were using it to their own
advan
tage, and the other the
representative form, where the people
try togovern themselves
by tlelegtitiiig their powers to ley,islative
bodies who make the
laws and provide means to enforce them
But I said that it
seemed to me that here in Socioland they
were experimenting on
n third method, where the
peoplv "led
to govern
themselves with as little intervention of
delegales
as possible.
“Yes,”

he answered.

“Our system is peculiar to ourselves,
of the philosophical beliefs of those Wlla
founded our
Commonwealth, .and of the conditions under which
and

it

is the

has been

result

started.
have,” he further
remarked, “read extensively about the
laws and customs of
other nations, and I ﬁnd that the constant
trend of the oppressed
has been to have justice meted out W
them, and to gain posse:-sion
of what they consider their rights.
ln the pursuit of
these aims they have elaborated constitutions
deﬁning the relations of
men to each
other, and enacted
numberless
laws to compel due
for these rights ill
respect
order that justice
might be maintained.
“Now we look upon
these
ideas
as entirely
for
natural
those who are
oppressed
and at
the same
time are laugh!
that God has
created all men equal; but
for us who h==\\’e
eliminated all forms of
oppression from among usasinimiﬂﬂl

“l

ARBITRATION

lower organism,
survival of the
and

cannot

believe in

and

to happiness,

in

and

ﬁttest,

furnish

a

AND
the

evolution

the struggle
such
a view

sound
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of man from a

existence and the
is entirely unscientiﬁc,
for

basis for the forming

of constitu

of laws."
“Do you not believe in the need ofiustice

tions or the enactment
“What!”

I

said.

or the enforcement of rights?”
“No, not in the sense in which
answered.‘ “With us they only
which
experience has shown to

you use these
mean
a
form
be beneﬁcent

words,” he
of conduct
to

mankind,

But
calculated to promote the best interests of society.
we do not believe that in the light of the evolution theory
there can be such a thing in nature as abstract justice, or
that it is possible to attain perfect rights.

and

it,

“In your search after this ignis-fatuus you are all the time
,trampling upon justice and violating natural rights. Like the
man who loved peace so well that he was always willing to
ﬁght to attain
you are all the time unconsciously breaking
the very principles you are trying to establish.
For instance

a

is

a

what greater violation of natural rights can there be than the
individual appropriation of land? Bv What right, please tell
me, can any man or
portion of the
body of men say of
soil: ‘This
mine.’
They did not create it. It was there

will remain long after they have passed
And yet habit has so blunted your sense of right that
away.
you talk about the natural right of men to their land, as
they had an actual right to
instead of having only a legal
title to
based originally upon spoliation and force.
“And talk about justice.
Is
just, tell me, to take 11
them, and

it

it,

it

if

long before

and father from his
family, and send him to ﬁght
the battles of his country because he happens to be under
certain age, while an older man, with as much or more at

stake

is

a

husband

allowed

to

remain at home?

Is there any justice

in
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not

attain it.”

To this tirade

of

is

it

is

a

preventing
man from voting until he
twenty-one
years
age, or in keeping :1, woman
away from the polls altogether?
“G0 to Europe, to America, to
Socioland, or to any country,
and you will ﬁnd that
perfect justice does not exist, cannot
exist in fact, for
not in accord with the law of evolu
tion, and all the efforts of mankind
do
enable

them

to

a

a

by

if

l

I

it

I

could make no reply,
for
new
was
idea to me, and one
had never studied, so
conﬁned my
self to asking my friend
they were going' to do willwlll
justice,
what did they intend to replace it?
“Those were the views entertained
by the ﬁrst settlers” he
“so instead of seeking the establishment of
answered,
justice
and the maintenance of
individual rights, they sought t0 PTO
mote
spirit of friendliness and good-will
toward all, ﬁnd
‘shaped their laws so as to
discourage litigation, and to ill<l"¢e
the people to settle their
differences among themselves.
abandoned

the

jury

system

as

The)’
too expensive and cumbrous, and

citi

is

it

is

is

abolished the right of appeal to higher
courts.
The decision
of the judge
ﬁnal and must be accepted as
such.“You believe that the enforcement
of justice
the dut."
of the government, and
that you must see to
that ever)’
man
protected in his natural rights.
We look upon the
men who cannot agree
among themselves as undesirable

zens, and we

it

only settle their disputes for them because
18
the best way for the
peace and happiness of the community

But it‘ must be done quickly,
and at the least possible exPense
of time and money. If
the parties do not like the jl1<lEe’5
decision, they will be more inclined
to come to amutual un
derstanding next time, or to resort to arbitration, which
favor
all means in our power.
“The law has very little to
say about the enforcement
<ontr:wls or thecolluction of
better
debts, for we think

it

by
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our people that they must look to the
honesty of the
contracting parties, than to the help of the
Commonwealth
for the fulﬁlment of promises
made.
Suits for damages are
for we think it best to live down slander
discouraged,
than
to intensify it by
ventilating it before the public. ln civil
suits, the statute of limitation
promptly debars the complainant,
for we hold that differences
ought to be quickly settled and
quickly forgotten, nor do we have suﬁicient
respect for the
dictates of the dead to allow mislaid
wills to disturb existing
conditions.
teach

“Besides,

we

leave

the
individuals much freer to control
actions than is done in other countries. We
do. not try to make the
people religious
or moral by law.
Marriage and divorce are free,
religious convictions are never
interfered with, all days are
equal before the law, and all
personal actions are
left as much as possible to be controlled
by the intelligent
judgment of the individuals concerned.

their

private

“Criminal cases are treated

diﬂ"erently. They are rare with
away with the incentives to crime,
but when they do
we
occur,
look
upon
the culprits as di
Feased persons and treat
thein accordingly.
“To all these changes the
objection might be made
that
justice must often
suffer, and if perfect justice was our aim, we
would certainly be
advancing in the wrong dilection.
But we
do not believe that
perfect justice can be attained, and we
know that it is daily violated,
even by those nations who have
the most elaborate code
of laws. So we prefer to look to the
culture of kindly feelings and to
the increase
of community
of interests for the
recognition of as many individual rights
and the establishment of
as much justice
as the social condi
tions permit. .
us,

because

“It

we

is by thus

have done

diminishing

teaching the people

the
number of the laws, and
the art of individual control, that we can
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govern ourselves by direct
legislation, and take from our legis
lative bodies the power
they so often abuse in representative
countries, and I believe our people
get along as well or better
than those nations who
look for the proper regulation of in
dividual conduct to the increase
in number of their laws.”
And it is true that the
people of Spencer seem I‘€lll8rl(ﬂ.l)l-\'
behaved.
well
Bar-rooms are unknown, and drunkenness does
not seem to exist here,
and no loafers
are
mill 0"
to be
the street corners.
When I asked my friend how
lultl

succeeded

in banishing

they

these

pests

of civilized

countries,

he

said he did not know how
it was brought about, for he hall
never seen them and he
did not believe the species existed
in Socioland or had
been imported
the
there. He supposed
climate was not favorable
to that kind of growth, for though
once in a while
disreputable clmracters made their appenl'f\H1‘%
on the
streets, they looked so lost and
forlorn, and so quickly
disappeared from the public
gaze, that probably
they mended
their ways or left in
search of more congenial elimes.
A. few days later, my friend
gave me an interesting account
of the formation of
their government as he had heard it
.
from the ﬁrst settlers.

“I

was

told”

he said, “that when the ﬁrst
emigrants arrive-l
they decided, contrary to all
precedents, to draft no cons
titution, to enact no laws, but
to wait and decide
each ctlA
as it presented
itself.
They were not numerous then, and
used to meet in a
large hall, which was one of the ﬁrst buil
dings they put up, and
talk matters over and decide what
course they had
better follow.
These decisions, duly recorded
and voted upon,
are the foundation of all our
laws, but are
liable to modiﬁcation by
popular vote at any time.
here,

“Our

business system was organized
in the same W11)’: and
by the aame
process our ﬁrst Managers were
appointed. Wllvn
the time arrived
for the Commonwealth to commence business
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own account, the best men were selected to take it in
‘How
charge and do the hest thev could for the community.
on its

long shall
we

faction,’

we serve?’

‘As long as you give satis

they asked.

answered.

“The experiment was a success. These men
their work and spared no efforts to make it
was found

best

to give

took pride in
successful.

It

of action and to
them co-ordinate their eﬂbrts.

them

much latitude

appoint Advisory Boards to help
“When the first disagreement among the settlers arose, there
was no court, jury or judge, so a reliable man was selected

their dispute, and it was decided to enforce his de
cision whatever it might be,' mid thus our ﬁrst
judge was

to

settle

created.

“For several years there was no
met
as

in mass-meetings

presented

and

to discuss

themselves,

and

legislature,

at

this

for the people

upon such questions
time all our Townships

vote

it
makes
population
impracticable.
But our legislative bodies have none of the power
they possess in other countries, and only act as committees
are

thus

till the

governed

the different

where

increase

opinions

are

of

discussed

and condensed,

and

ﬁnally put in shape to be voted upon by the people.
“Our system is not at all calculated to promote extensive
legislation, and if we were a law~making and a law-loving
But we look upon
people, we would not be satisﬁed with it.
law

at

possible

best as

a

necessary

by conciliation

and

evil,

and

replace it

kindly feelings.”

as far

as
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I

have not said anything to you about Mr. Walter, although
have seen him often, and called
upon him several times
at his house, because I have tried
to conﬁne
myself as far
as possible to the topics
and conversations which treat more
specially of the public institutions of Soc.ioland.
But I will
give you an account of the last
conversation l had \vith him,
for I think it will interest
you to know his views upon the
clitfusion of the principles they
advocate, and their adoption
by other countries.

I

I

had

addressed

been
me

calling

upon

seen,

you

have

seated in

his library

been

must have formed some opinions

as

here

some

must understand the results of the clianges we
in our form of government.
How does it strike

Have we progressed,
in civilization?”
must

have
defects

say,”

made great

monwealth

be

I

or

have we been

answered,
progress,

“that

and

taking backward

it seems to

have

lillle

to whnt you lint?

and

made

“l

and

thus:

“Well, my young friend,

time, and

him,

have
Y0“?
st0|'!

me that Wll

established here

aCOl11

from which you have eliminated many oflhe
which still exist in other countries, and I would he

indeed if some of the
you have iuangurﬂied
changes
here could also be made in
the United States.
It would 8e
very far to ameliorate the
condition of the lower claeexeﬁiand
increase the comfort and
happiness of the Whole Pe0Ple-"
“Yes, those changes are
desirable, or
at least we think -<0
here, or we would not
have instituted them,” he answered
pleased
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“But unless the character of the people is quite different from
what it was in my time, you will ﬁnd that there are diﬁicul
ties in the way that it will take many years, if not centuries,
to‘ overcome.

“You must un-lcrstand that when we left the United States
to come here, it was not a matter ol' choice, but of necessity.
Had we seen a fair prospect of effecting the desired changes,
we would

expatriated ourselves and faced the hard
settlement. But we could see no prospect

not have

ships of a new

of a complete

change

in our

time, and

onl-v one

of gradual

but slow

,
improvement.”
“Your views are not very encouraging,” I said, “and hardly
in accord with your belief in evolution, for you must believe

of society.”
and

know

that

mankind
feel con
and

is

gradual improvement
“Certainly, I believe in

I

the

it,

in

if

1

steadily progressing toward better conditions,
ﬁdent that
our institutions are the best calculated to promote
happiness

and

the highest

form of civilization,

they

will

be

everywhere; for‘ systems of government, as well as
public or private institutions, must stand the test of the
But the
struggle for existence that the ﬁttest may survive.
working of this law
exceedingly slow, and under certain
is

adopted

conditions centuries may elapse
be accomplished.

“A

before

important

changes

can

-

contemplate,” he continued, “can
only be effected
based upon an increase in the intelligence
our
of the people.
do not
believe, Mr. Balcom, that
institutions could be transplanted bodily in the United States,
such

as

you

if

I

if

change

is

they would endure for any length of time. Your people are
we have made, and
probably ready for some of the changes
in time may adopt our whole system, but our government
entirely too dependent upon the inner love of order and the
good conduct and kindliness of our
citizens, to cope with
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the spirit of greed and individualism which are the
attributes of the inhabitants of the United States.

marked

“No, unless you can secure :1 much more intelligent
lation, one which is fully imbued with the spirit of

and conciliation,

contentment

one

and

which knows

happiness,

what is

you hall

the

Letter

true

popu
order

basis

adhere

to

of
the

existing order ofsociety,
is

as

fast

as

permeates

-

the

improving it as fast as possible, that
knowledge of the true conditions of success

society.

“Educate the people; educate them not in Greek or Latin,
but away from the superstitions which now control their lives;
educate them to what is their
true. position here, to their
upon the forces of nature and the absolute necessity
of obeying natural laws. Teach them the advantages of 00

dependence

beauty of agreement, the vanity and emptiness
of show and style, the public danger of the private accumu
lation of wealth, the folly of dissipation, the waste 0fqlltlI‘rel3

operation,

and

the

litigation, and

as

fast as this

education

takes hold

of the

masses, displaces and replaces the old ideas which now c0lllI'0l
them, so fast, and no faster, will you be able to bring abﬂlli
the changes you are striving for.”

Mr. Walter leaned

his chair in deep thought, and
his eyes seemed to take an inward retrospective look. In 8
moment he raised
his head and looking at me said: “Mr
Balcom, our conversation takes
me back to those early day!
when we commenced our settlement.
I was a young 111*"!
back

in

then, with more enthusiasm and energy than experience, but
many of us were middle-aged or old people, who,
tired Of
strife and competition, were longing for
and agreement.

peace
VVe were nearly a thousand,
men, women and children, and
far above the average in'
knowledge and intelligence. We had

left

behind

progressed

the suspertitious beliefs of the past, and had
beyond the follies and weakness of modern civilization.
us
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or spend their time on the
at the shrine of fashion,

not sacriﬁce

nor consume their time and

strength in

foolish

attempts to
character and the

substitute style for comfort. It was the
intelligence of these people which enabled them
to succeed,
and which stamped this young nation with the spirit
with
which it is animated now, and which underlays and sustains
our institutions.

“Had we been quarrelsome, we would have been swamped
in the ﬁrst months of our existence, for new conditions brought
to the front many new opinions.
Had we been unruly, our
simple organization

never would have restrained us. Had we
greedy, private ambition
would have defeated all our
schemes for public welfare.
been

“But the seed planted by these choice spirits

took root’ and
grew. Our children were raised under these inﬂuences, and
it permeated them thoroughly.
Those who joined us later
were those who were
attracted by a community of desires
anl ileas, while those among us who became dissatisﬁed left
us to return to other countries.

“It

an

is

axiom

in physiology

that in a healthy organism
eliminating powers are suﬂicient to throw off all offen
sive matter which may be absorbed, and thus the organism be
kept in ll. healthy state. It is just as true in Sociology, and
the

a body economic

it cannot

naturally

all

the

individuals

control

is not beyond

“We ha\'c
United

will drive out

or assimilate, provided always that the inﬂux
the capacity of its eliminating powers.
ever been mindful of this truth, and while the

States

ignorant of all

have

opened

their doors wide

to

poor and
material re

the

develop their
sources, and anxious to provide cheap labor for their capitalists,
regardless of the difficulty of transforming
such
persons into
intelligent citizens, we have been careful to not
encourage
nations,

eager

to
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emigration, or do anything which
would have brought upon
us such an
outpour
as you
have received
in the United

"‘We

are

but little known, and do not
care to he know"
We have no emigration
bureau spreading the tidings of our

good

fortune, and should we ever
undesirable emigration, we would
not
by force if necessary.”

he

threatened

hesitate

with

an

to prevent it

I

“From what you say,”
remarked, “I judge that you WI
us but little
hope of a speedy change, yet surely We

give

must be able to do
something to bring about more desirable
conditions.
We cannot see so much
misery and suﬂ"ering,a11<l
know that it can be
prevented, and yet fold our hands and
passively wait for the good
work to accomplish itself. Some
one 'must take
measures to enlighten the masses if it is ever

reality.”

a

‘F-ills‘

“N0,
do not believe that a
great deal can be accom
plished soon, yet
there are many things you can do which
would promote the
aims you have in view.
“A great deal can be
done to educate the people in the
true functions of
the government, and in
the
atlvrllli'€-1g95 0f
public co-operation.
If you can get the public interested
and lead them to
study and discuss those questions, a great
advance will have been
made, and itwill open the way 5e’
practical experiments.
“But the masses are more
easily reached by object les3e"!
than by any other
forms of education, and while it is imPes'
sible to establish
anywhere on American soil an indepesdenl
Commonwealth like Socioland, you
can point out every instanw
where the principles
we advocate have been
tried, ﬁnd em'
phasize the fact that
the results have been uniformely
ﬁcent for the people
if honestly conducted. And when bﬂlf'
education has been carried
long enough to imbue
sufficient

---i

I

a

,,

become

.

-_

to
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number of persons with these principles, you can gain political
control of some city or township, and give the most important
features of our system
a fair trial.
alone can

“Experiments

teach

what

will bring around the desired results,

are

the conditions that

if

and

a

number

of

the present public institutions
persons who have outgrown
should ﬁnd themselves in a position where they could control
the public power, and use for their
beneﬁt the agencies of

their example would be a great edu
culing force, and their inﬂuence would slowly radiate until it
public
would

co-operation,

the whole

population.
“The world moves in spite of all

and
do

aI'l'ect

it moves in the right direction.
not feel

discouraged

States cannot

“When

move as

because
fast

as

conservative

inﬂuences,

So be of good cheer, and

a heavy‘body

like the United

our little Commonwealth.

in the good cause,
and -join your efforts to those of the persons
who are even
now trying to educate the people so as to secure a better
form of government.
lhope that what you have seen here
return

you

home

you can work

will help you

in your task, and that you
for good in your native‘ land.”
Amen!

I

say.

will

provea power

And may this brief account of whutl have

many to imitate
them, and may it be a factor, however humble, in the peace
ful evolution of our industrial system, until every person in
the land shall receive an adequate share of the comforts that
seen

in this

should

accrue

favored

to

Commonwealth

all from the progress

induce

of civilization.
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And now, my dear Harry,
that would interest you, l
my visit here, but
will

I

the solution

COMMONWEALTH.
while I might write much

will not
send

it

extend
to

you,

this

more
of

account

that you

may

of the problems

we are studying.
well satisﬁed of the superiority of the
institutions of Socioland over those
of the United States, but
realize fully that the progress
they have made
due
the development of their
character
which
enables them to
place in the hands of
the Commonwealth many of its most
important industries, while at
the
same time they have
been able to safely
withdraw government control from the
departments of morals and
religion. The material being better,
its cohesive power
greater, and they have been able $0
erect
much better structure.
For the present, the
example of Socioland can only serve
us as a beacon to
guide our steps, trusting that those who
come after us will be
able to realize the hope which sustains
us in our labors.

I

am

a

is

1's

I

Your friend,
Samuel Balcom.

E0

For my part,
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VITAL

FORCE.

CHAPTER

I.

rrs EVOLUTION.

-

Li we would clearly understand the nature and func
tion of Vital Force, we must ﬁrst study its -evolution
from the substance from which itis derived. No per
son who adopts the theory of development as the mode
of progress, can help to recognize that there was a
time in the history of the earth when there was no
Vital Force--as we now acknowledge it— in existence.
Whence then does it come? We can no longer ex
plain it by saying that it has been created, and must
acknowledge that there must always have existed
some substance qualiﬁed to ‘evolve in that direction.
The scientiﬁc world is now confronted by many
psychological problems which the Materialists are
unable to solve, and as their explanation no longer
satisﬁes the investigators
of our times, many new
hypotheses are advanced.
The following theory of the evolution of vital force
seems to me to be more in accord with our present
am'acquaint
knowledge than any other with which
do not claim that it is proven,but that it offers
ed.'
a possible key to many psychological problems, and
is worthy of careful consideration.
It may be as well at the outset to remark that all

I

I

2

'

VITAL FORCE.

i

hypothesis are assumed. We
accept the evolution hy
pothesis, not because it is
proven, but because it co
ordinates better with our present
knowledge than the
creation hypothesis, and enables
us to do better work
in the solution of other
problems. It isa better tool
in our hands than the
creation theory to help us to
increase our knowledge and on
that account we accept
it and use it. Should
another theory be oﬁered at
some future time, fulﬁlling
better our requirements’
the evolution theory
would be dropped and the new
theory adopted.
Just as the evolution theory
assumes many things
which cannot be proven, so
do
assume many predi
cates on which my
theory is based. These predicates
are not capable of proof
or denial, but are deductions
from knowledge in our possession.
‘
that
assume
the nebular theory is
correct. and
that at the earliest
known stage ofour solar system
it was composed of
super-heated gases.
I. assume that these
gases were composed of two
entirely
substances,
different
one which
call ma
terial and the other
electrical.
assume that material
substance is composed of
imponderable atoms,
having neither potentiality n01‘
attributes, but serving as points
of application for the
electrical substance.
'
'
assume that electrical
substance possesses poten
tiality and contains
attributes which manifest them
selves to us as heat,
motion, force, sensation and
memory. Motion
developing into life, sensation lute
consciousness, memory into
intelligence.
How did these two
substances come into existence?
Where did electrical
substance get its potentiality and
its attributes?
Those are the questions which ﬁnite
mind cannot
answer.
We can trace the process of
evolution backward for
alittle distance, but the, miet

I

I

I

I

i._,.

I
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3

sible explanation is that substance had no beginning
and will have no end.
Assuming then the presence of these two substances
at the earliest known period of the earth's history,
claim as capable of proof that all changes are due
to combinations
of material substances, effected by
the electric substance, and that progress is the re
sult of the increasing complexity of these combinations.
claim that the ﬁrst change which took place was
due to the electrical substance being aware or sen
sitive of the presence of the atoms which constitute
the material substance, and seizing upon them and
drawing them together. This initial combination being
followed by others more complex in their nature,
until they culminated in our present condition.
The result of these changes was a diminution of
heat. As the electrical substance evolved force soas
to hold the atoms together, it was at the expense of
Aheat in which it originally manifested itself, and thus
the cooling process which we know to have taken
place was inaugurated.
This initial combination implies the ﬁrst manifest
ation of several attributes.
It implies a dim recognition by the electrical sub
stance of the presence of atoms, and is thusa manifestation of sensation.
It implies the use of force or motion, which is the
basis of all action.
It implies attraction and repulsion, for repulsion is
resistance, and without resistance there would have
been but one combination embracing all the atoms.
Itimplies variation,for if all the combinations had
been alike, there would not be any variation in them
now. I But if for some cause some combinations con
sisted of two atoms, others of three or four, we have
the explanation of the countless variations of combi
nations which are one of the most remarkable features
of our planet. These initial variations were probably

l
I

I

.

C‘

A

4

due to the difference in the
power of resistance,
ﬁrst combinations must, like
for the
all which have followed,
have been effected in the
line of the least
resistance.

it was registered in the
electrical

substance,

that some
subtle change did take place
in its nature, and that
this change was the ﬁrst
manifestation of memory,
which was to evolve into
intelligence.
have been somewhat
explicit in stating what I
claim took place in this ﬁrst
combination because I
believe that any satisfactory
explanation 0f present
phenomena must be
traced back to the earliest known
times. As we now recognize
memory, thought, con
sciousness, and as we believe ina
time when nothing
existed in the solar system
except super-heated gases,
no hypothesis is worth
considering which does not
account for the change
through a gradual process,
indicating how it has become
possible for heat to
have diminished and
intelligence increased.
The Materialists, by their
thorough and conscienti
ous work, have fully
satisﬁed the scientiﬁc mind that '
in this world there
can be no diminution nor any
increase of the original
substance, no eﬁect witlwllli
a cause, and that
the only phenomena which can talrs
place are the result
of constant changes.
And now investigators
are applying these principles
to the study
of psychological phenomena, and Me
asking themselves:
Whence does mind originate and
what is the material
out of which intelligence I8
constructed?

I

'
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MOTION.

avowed beliefs.
Life is only
higher manifestation 0f motion, and
exists in a latent state all through the Universe. We
do not recognize it in the minerals because our perceptive senses are not enough developed, but we know
that it is there, for life is possessed by the later
combinations which are a development of the mineral
kingdom.
The ﬁrst and least complex combinations we call
chemical, and the knowledge of their attributes and
laws is called Chemistry. These combinations, at ﬁrst
very simple, increased in complexity and slowly passed
from what we call the gaseous state to what the eye
and the touch can recognize and which we call mate
rial substance. We call these combinations material
because the number of atoms contained in them has in
creased suﬂilciently to become perceptible to our senses,
while in the past the electrical substance which held
the atoms together escaped our recognition so that for
along time its presence was not even suspected. But
now we can consider its presence, as proven, both by
experiments and by deduction from other knowledge,
and thus we are able to explain many phenomena
which used to defy our investigations.
As these combinations increased in complexity,.it
required a larger amount of electrical substance to
~

'

a

__‘_

How did Life appear on our planet? This is one of
the diﬂicult questions which the materialist cannot
solve. Deprived of a Supreme Power able to create
Life, believing that the living principle manifests it
self only in plants and animals, he seeks in vain for
an explanation
which will not conﬂict with his“

-
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hold them together.

More of it was used as force and
less as heat, and thus was produced
the cooling and
condensing process which we know to be
taking place.
When these combinations became
so complex as to
require a large amount of
electrical substance to hold
them together, the force so used
was also able to move
them, chemical combinations
evolved into living com
binations, and Life as we now recognize it
made its
appearance.

And

I

claim that there is no difference in kind, but
only in degree, between chemical
and living combi
nations, and that all the attributes and
faculties that
.we ﬁnd in the most highly
developed man are found
in their rudimentary form in
the most simple chemi
cal combinations.
'Thus we ﬁnd in this electrical substance the basis
of life and motion. Nervous
force, well recognized by
all materialists, is nothing more
than a manifeBtaﬁ011
of electrical substance, which
condensed and educated,
has evolved into Vital
Force..
It is this vital force which stored in the brain
moves the voluntary organs, and
which stored in the
great sympathetic nerve
moves the vegetative orgai1B
In its elementary condition
known to us as electricity,
it manifests its force as
attraction and repulsion, but
just as the weight of the water
falling on the wheel
and transmitted to complex
machinery, will weave,
grind, print, etc., and thus
supply any number of the
requirements of men by
the transmission of T0rce
used in hundreds of
different combinations, so the
contraction and relaxation of the muscles are suﬂi
cient to account for all
living actions, and the relaﬁVe
strength and weakness of
these contractions and re
laxations, and the greater or
lesser complexity of the
intricate human mechanism
accounts for all the phy
sical difference in
action between diﬁerent 111en
The advent of living
combinations brought in its
wake
1119-n3’

new problems.

These combinations were
1
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more transient and exposed to many new dangers, so
that self-protection compelled them to develop the
latent attributes of the electrical substance and put
them'to practical use. Thus it became necessary for
theseliving organisms to be cognizant of their sur
roundings, both to enable them to seek for their food
or to escape threatening dangers. Sensation was thus
dev‘-e1o.ped,,u-ntil it reached the point of consciousness
and ‘these sensations were recognized and stored and
became thebasis of memory and knowledge, which
evolves into intelligence, irntil we reach the high
stage of present development where the ful1y'‘develop
ed 'man possesses conscious intelligence.

CHAPTER

-

.

'

III.

'

SENSATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS.
'
Who shall deﬁne sensations? "It is something we
allrecogjnize but that no one can deﬁne, and yet the
diﬁerence between‘ sensations controls all our actions.

of,

Some sensations we recognize as pleasant and try.‘
to;repeat them, others we recognize as unpleasant‘,
and .,try to avoid them, and that one factcontrols all
our -1i-ves'. All living .organisms— -men'inc1uded—are
so,
constructed that, consciously or unconsciously they
encourage pleasant sensations and discourage-unp1eas
ant ones, and from this have grown all the ‘complex
.
iorm-,s o£- conduct and all the maxims of morality.
Pleasant sensations are felt w henever' the organism
works harmoniously in all its parts and is in harmony
Unpleasant sensations are
with allits surroundings.
felt,-w-hen the organism is‘ out of ‘order or in discord
Harmony, giving theword its
Wll§l-'-1.I}ll its surroundings.
most extended meaning, is the'-source of pleasant sen
unpleasant ones, and
sations -and discord the source
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oontrarily

it

to what too many of us
have been taught,
is by listening to our love of
pleasant sensations

that we can follow the line of conduct
which will
place us in harmony with ourselves
and our sun'oun~
dings.
These sensations are recognized by
the vital force
and transmitted through the
nerves in the current
which constantly courses through them. This
current,
similar in its nature to the one which runs
through
the telegraph
wire, keeps us advised of all that
‘
which takes place in our ‘organism.
How it does it is beyond our knowledge. No
I-he
has ever been able to tell in
what consists the differ
en’ce between a current
charged with a messageuf
pain and one charged with one of
pleasure, but that
there is adiﬁerence and that it can be
recognized by
our consciousness cannot be doubted. These currents
guide our actions, for we soon
learn to recognize the
connection between certain‘ actions and unpieﬂnslll
sensations and try to avoid them, and between other
actions and pleasant sensations and seek to reheat
them.
Q
But these pleasant and unpleasant sensations which
thus control our actions are only
eﬁective ii they reach
the seat of our
consciousness. This seat of conscious
ness has never yet been
perfectly located. 'l‘he beet
knowledge points to its being located at the junction
of the brain' with the
spine, the point where all the
nerves center and where
all messages arrive from
every direction. But one
thing is certain. There ll
one place alone
where we are conscious oi‘ pain and
P1eeeI1re,and any sensation must
be reported thereto
be efficient in
the control of our actions. We ml!‘
reel the most
excruciating pain or the most exqﬂill“
Pleasure in our hands or
limbs, but it communication
is cut oﬂ from
the seat of consciousness, it will not
be realized by
our organism and will have no inﬂuence
'
"P011 our general
actions.
-.

, ~'.1.‘iH

‘
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Oonsciousness is the hlgIn$st known development of
sensation, and self-consciousness is the distinct pre
rogative of man. It is the result of the increase of
sensation due to the intensity and volume of the
current of vital force, and the highly developed brain
of man is alone capable of generating such a current
as will make an organism self-conscious.
This high state of development has been reached by
man because it is necessary to enable him. to attain
and maintain his place in the civilized world. No
development is ever attained by any organism higher
than what is necessary for the place it has to ﬁll.
Self-consciousness, which-bestows upon its possessor
the ability to compare self to others and is the basis
of self-knowledge, would be a uselessgift to animals
Plants, which are
and only add to their sufferings.
rooted in one place and cannot ﬂee from danger,
and only develop
could not make use of consciousness
being able
Animals,
avery low degree of sensation.
more
to control their actions within certain limits, are
as
highly endowed and have as much consciousness
in the
is necessary to enable them to put themselves
men,
most favorable conditions. Children, uncivilized
with limited opportunities, lmve very little self-con
degree by
sciousness, while it is possessed in a high
they
the most developed men and women ‘because
can beneﬁt by its teachings.
is well said to be the knowledge
Self-knowledge
because it is
the most diﬂicult of attainment, not
than to study others,
.mor.-e diﬂlcult to‘study ourselves
highly de
but because it is only possible through a
the highest and
veloped. self-consciousness, which is
force which
last development of that attribute of vital
'
‘we call' sensation.
\,

.

'

'

'

=
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CHAPTER

IV.

KNOWLEDGE.
Knowledge is that faculty possessed by
vital force
of proﬁting by sensations,
so as to make them useful
in the control of our actions.
Sensations are transient,
knowledge is
Sensations
permanept.
deal only with
the present, knowledge
binds in one co-ordinate whole

the past,

the present and the future.
Practically,
knowledge is the result of the power
which vital force
possesses of calling
back sensations, and deducting
from them a forecast 0,1.‘
what will happen in the

future.
Thus if a child places his hand

too near the ﬁre
an unpleasant sensation
will compel him to withdraw
it; but if the child did not
possess the power of re
calling this unpleasant sensation,
the act would be
repeated every time the
occasion presented itself.
But by the help of this
faculty of remembering
which we call memory, the
child learns to associate
the idea of too near an
approach to the ﬁre with that
Of pain and soon
avoids it and by the same-pr0(=9BB
by which he learns
that ﬁre burns, he also learns that
i t will impart a
pleasant warmth under other con

ditions.

That is knowledge,‘ and it
cannot
more

be deﬁned any

than sensation, force
and motion. They are in
herent Drﬂperties of
vital force, developing under 5
process of
evolution, to be accepted as such, and
whose workings alone
can be studied.
'
The modus operandi by which knowledge is ac
quired and
transmitted

furnishes material for aver!
important
"l1'dS'- The physical agents of this acqui
sition and
transmission are easily enough recognized,
The 5183“, thﬁ
taste are

hearing,

the touch, the smell

and
all gateways by
which knowledge is

the

im

'
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parted‘ to us, and scientists have supplemented them
with vibrations and waves which are supposed to
.

'

furnish a suﬂicient explanation.
But the study of psychological problems soon shows
that these outward or physical agents do not fulﬁl
all the requirements, and while recognize the correct
ness of much that has been written on that subject,
still maintain that they are only the physical agents
and do not touch upon the spiritual portion of the
phenomena, and
now present my own explanation
based upon the propositions which
have presented
in former chapters.
Starting from the position that knowledge is due
to sensations, the ﬁrst question which presents itself
is: How are these sensations registered? For it iso
self-evident that in some manner these sensations

1

I

I

I

I
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must be stored where they can be recalled and thus
become eﬂicient in the control of our actions.
claim that sensations change the character of
the vital force that receives them and that this change
‘becoming permanent serves as a store-house of knowl
edge. It implies a constant change in the character
of the vital force, so that there imust be a marked
diﬁerence in the vital force contained in the brain of
a child, and that this difference. while it cannot
be recognized or measured by physical tests, can be
readily appreciated by the vital force itself.
believe that the modus operandi is something like
this. A man touches with his ﬁnger an object upon
a table. The touch produces a sensation in the vital
force contained in the nerves of the ﬁnger which at
once changes its character. That change is recognized
wherever that vital force penetrates. If the touch was
the result of an unconscious act of no special import
ance to the individual, the knowledge acquired by the
touch may not be communicated further than to the
ganglion which controls the action of the ﬁnger and
only cause an unconscious diminution of the pressure,

12
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but if the touch was the result of conscious action,
as for instance of a man seeking to pick up a pin
from a table, the change which the sensation causes
in the vital force is at once carried to the seat of
consciousness and thus becomes the basis of knowledge
which controls further action. The sensation itselfis
transient, being dependent upon the pressure of the
ﬁnger upon the pin, but it causes a change in the
vital force which is permanent, and this change “
transforms sensation into knowledge.
In the study of interesting psychological phenomena
have .~..
to which I have devoted much of my time,
slowly been driven to two important conclusions by
my utter inability to otherwise reach a satisfactory'
explanation.
'
The ﬁrst conclusion is that what we call mind is a
substance, and that heat, motion, force, sensation and
knowledge are inherent attributes of that substance
and are some of the forms under which it manifests
itself. {The second is that every development of that
mind substance or vital force is accompanied by a;
subtle but permanent change, which can 'best be‘
compared to the change which takes place when‘
~
chemical combinations are formed.

I

"

The test of the correctness of any hypothesis is its
application to the explanation of known phenomena
and as a- proof of what I advancel will now apply
itfto the explanation of three of the most interesting
phenomena which have so far baﬂied the ingenuity
These phenomena

o£'the-n'1ateria1ists.

are

Memory,

Heredity and Thought.

.MEMORY.
The best materialistic explanation of the mechanism
of Memory which
have. seen is that furnished by
Th. Ribot in his famous book entitled “The Diseases

I

of Memory”.

According to him, Memory is caused by cell-com

‘

knownsnes.
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binatlons, each combination corresponding to an idea,
a feeling, a perception, etc., and our ability to re
member is the result of our ability to reproduce these
combinations, thus bringing back to us the sensation
caused by the idea, feeling or perception. According
to Mr. Ribot the whole nervous system is like a book,
where instead of letters cells are used. and where by
means of cell-combinations we write our sensations
'for future use.
I have no doubt that Mr.‘ Ribot‘ is correct as to his
statements about cell-combinations, but it no more
explains Memory than a book explains the faculty of
writing. It is only a help to Memory-, an agent by
which, as by the act of writing, the use of Memory is
greatly extended. It falls to explain by what process
are formed, and it breaks‘
these cell-combinations
down utterly in trying to account for Heredity. which
is now acknowledged by all scientists to be based on
what is called speciﬁc memory. For in Heredity there
is no possible cell-combination to transfer the knowl
edge from the parent to the child.
According to my hypothesis, the change caused by
sensations takes place in the vital force ltself, and
‘transmitted by the vital force to the nerve-cells, causes
the diﬁerent combinations, which are onlya devise of
vital force to help it in its work, precisely as writing is
a devise for the same purpose.

HEREDITY.

I

have never yet seen a materialist explanation of
Heredity which was worthy of serious consideration,
and in fact
do not see how one could be given.
What we call Heredity is the transmission of knowl
edge. Not of general knowledge, but of speciﬁc knowl
edge, not based upon general experience. but upon
the speciﬁc and individual experience of the progeni
tors. -Heredity manifests itself in plants, animals and
men. Heredity is latent knowledge, imparted to the

I

.
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germ, which directs its development in a predeter
mined direction, said direction being always in accord
with the past knowledge of its ancestors. And this
knowledge is not transmitted through a congiomera
tion of cells, or in the seed, but in the vital spank in
the seed, which I claim is nothing more or less than
a minute portion of the substance I call Vital Force.
But how can so much knowledge be contained in
such a minute particle of substance? While it may
not be easy for l1s1t0 realize that such a thing can
be. yet the knowledge we now possess of the inﬁnite
possibility of the diffusion of substance must prevent
us from rejecting my explanation.
When scientists
speak confidently of millions of atoms occupying B'
space no larger than the point of a needle, we must
acknowledge that we must refuse to conﬁne our inves
tigations to combinations large enough to come within
‘
the range of our perceptions.
Here is the theory by which
explain the trans
mission of knowledge through Heredity. Let us ﬁrst
suppose that a chemist is engaged in mixing diﬂerent
ﬂuids into a tub, using only one drop of each kind
If these ﬂuids had aﬂinity for each other, that is, if
they could combine together, and if the chemist p08
sessed an unlimited number of them and could dispose
of unlimited time, when the tub would be ﬁlled and
the compound it contained should be thoroughly mix
ed~ 0ne drop
of it would be an epitome of all the
ﬂuids that were used in its composition, and theore
tiﬁally at least, it would be possible by alwlysis W
ﬁnd traces of all of them.
What
have here supposed as taking place in the
mixing of the ﬂuids, is what actually takes place in
the mixing of experience. Every new experience
sensation—changes
the character of the vital f01‘0B
of the living organism. As the race devel0pB, expel“
ience is added to experience, causing Ghﬂ‘n8es in‘ the
nature.of the vital force, precisely as every new dI'eP

I

I
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poured into the tub changes the nature of its contents.
This change not only aﬁects the whole vital "force
of the organism, but also the tiny speck contained in
the germ, and thus transmits to the oﬂspring an epi
tome of the experience of its ancestors.
Each new organism thus brought into existence has
its own experience, which modiﬁes the nature of its
own vital force, so that it transmits to its own des
cendants, not only the knowledge it has inherited,
but also that which it has acquired through its own
experience and registered through its own sensations.
\
This transfer of knowledge through changes in the
nature of vital force is the only satisfactory explana
tion
can ﬁnd of the transfer of experience through
the living substance in the germ, and that will also
account for the constant development of living orga
nisms and their power of acclimation when placed
into new conditions.

I

rnonenr.
Has any of my readers ever seen an explanation
of the process of thinking?
Thought according to my theory is simply the pro
cess of combinations or changes caused in the vital
force by the presence of new sensations, and what we
call Thinking is the consciousness that some such
process is going on in the brain.
I will not enter here into an explanation of'the
‘different kinds of knowledge we possess, but
will
only state the fact now fully recognized by such men
as L. F. Ward and Th. Ribot, that memory and knowl
edge are found wherever nerve cells exist, and that

I

all

'
-

subordinate organisms have knowledge and sensa
tions of their own. "That is the scientiﬁc view of it,
but for common mortals, the preponderance of nerve
cells in the brain is so great as to over-shadow all
other nerve centers and it is usually supposed that
Thought only exists in the brain. What is true is

16
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that thebrain
is_the- place where the largest amount
of knowledge is storedfxand where most’ sensations' 1
are recorded,‘ thus becoming the locationof Conscious ' we are conscious of th
T1l01lg'hi3l,'-[0l‘ theplace.where
'
‘
‘
’
‘
process of thinking.
.
_
AS vital. -foi'ce ,-is a substance capable of clianges,j
it is self-evident that if those changes are suﬂicient
' ‘ ‘
to aﬂectl a_portion'. ‘of the vitalfforcé
stored in the
brain, they must cause certain sensations, and iithese

"sensatioins-.are strong enough to reach the seat "of con
sciousness,.1w-e realize that we are thinking.‘
Now, let us suppose a man quietly reading in his‘
library, who suddenly raises his eyes and
se6B.f11@

,‘

ﬂames bursting into , the room. The vivid sensation . ‘
caused by the sight of the ﬁre will rush to his brain" -,
and causes theresuch changes as will modiiy all his
diﬁer from other in-""
actions.‘ Right‘ here is ‘where
vestigators,
They hold thatthé sensation caii1'se'd‘by
‘
thesight of the ﬁre will leave no s1'1bstant'ial‘cha’nge ‘ ‘'
behind it. They do not even. attempt: to explain h0W
it will cause the/ man to ‘act, while -I claim, that it
will modify the nature of the vital' force in his bfhﬁl
and that the change thus caused willlcontrol hi§'.f11',
ture actions.
thus claim that there is amarked <iii-"
'
ference in the nature‘ of the vital force'of that'iJ'.\a1.1's'‘ I ,
brain after'. he received“ the impression, ‘and that
'
diﬁerence is due to the combination of a current
charged with the perception of-the ﬁre and, the: VIM,
teree in the brain, chargediwith all the knowle-<1geet- -,,,
the past experience .of.that man, including
.
.
that
.
mitted to him by
from his-anceit0rﬂ-A

I

I

inheritance
can any one suppose, that such a -combinatiph._0!%}!take place -in his ,brain without
his being cOi1:B¢.i,el15;.,‘
of it? No, indeed! He will be conscious of doing some
-Pretty quick ‘thinking'. The knowledge of-his-f18'1.1,-8‘eF1,,

and that of sthe
,..
diﬁerent ways‘. of escape Will
Pretty.‘rapidly and direct him in his eﬂorts to reach . 9"
P13c6 of safety.
And after his house is burnéjd,

‘

.

W
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and all his plans and prospects in life are mo
diﬁed thereby, this new knowledge—the realization
that his house no longer exists—and the old knowl
edge of his past business condition, will slowly com
bine, and he will for days be conscious of a slow
process'of thinking, until he has arrived at a con
scious recognition of the best line of conduct for him
to follow in his new condition.
clown

I

The theory of Knowledge
have here explained,
not only helps us to understand the workings of Me
mory, Heredity and Thought, but it gives us a fair
clue to the mystery of occult phenomena, as
shall
try to show in some subsequent chapters.
u

I

OEAPTER

V.

INDIVIDUALITY.
It will

be easily recognized by whatI have written
that
hold that there is a vast difference between
Life as it used to be considered and Vital Force as

I

I

explain it.

Life was

,

:

prerogative of certain
organisms endowed with the living principle at the
time of creation, and a vast and impassable chasm
divided them from dead matter. Life had no attributes
and was simply a state of being.
Vital Force is something entirely diﬁerent. It is ‘a
substance endowed with faculties and potentialities.
It is capable of increase and decrease and has powers
of its own upon which depends our Individuality,
More than that it is transferable, while Life is not.
The vital force we possess -has been drawn from other
sources, and it can be transferred from one person
'
to another.
supposed

to be the

18
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Life as the result of creation
Vital Force can and is being

deﬁes

investigation,
investigated and its

powers and faculties recognized.
'Every new organism starts in a germ which con
tains a small amount of vital force, and while that
small amount can easily be driven out and the life
of the germ destroyed, yet it is suﬂicient if placed in
the right conditions to form the nucleus of an organ
ism which may attain considerable proportions.
This vital force in the germ possesses certain. po
tentialities. One is the faculty of increase or growth,
the other the faculty'of controlling its growth .in'a

.
special direction.
Tlris faculty of growth is due. to the superior power
of vital force over chemical combinations, enabling
‘it to appropriate them to its own advantage. Slowly,
-butsurely. making use of the material within its

reach, the germ develops, increases and constructs a
new organism. It is shown that this power of growth
is due to the presence of vital ‘force in the germ by
the fact that if the vital force is driven away,gr0Wth
will cease and the organism decay.
But the presence of vital force will not only insure
growth, but it will control the line. of growth sothat
the germ of a plant will develop into the same kind
of a plant, or that of an animal into- the same kind
of an animal. This power of controlling growth in one
special direction is called Heredity, and there is a.
practical side to it which at some future day will be
recognized and taken advantage of for the improve
ment of humanity.
,
The ‘result of this power of growth and control pos
sessed by vital force is Individuality. Every orgimism
is stamped by what it has inherited from its ances
tors, modiﬁed by its own surroundings and experience,
into an Individuality which makes him diﬁer in 9'
greater or lesser degree from-all other organism?
Living organisms are not identical forms, turned
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out alike from a common mould and made like a
watch with interchangeable parts, but they are separ
ate Individualities, 'with idiosyncrasies of their own,
and whose advantages or defects are due to inheritance
modiﬁed by' the environment.
The inference we draw from these facts is that it
is upon the amount and quality of our vital force that
the success of our lives. We are exactly
depends
what the vital force which our original germ posses
sed has made us; and -this vital force is not as is
usually supposed a blind instrument subject to the
will of the organism. but it is intelligent and work
ing in a well-deﬁned direction. We are not its masters,
but it is our master. and upon its amount and intel
ligence depend- the structure. the faculties and the
character which constitute our Individuality.
It is a fact hard to realize, but it is nevertheless
true, that our Intelligence and our Consciousness
which man prizes so highly, and on account of whose
possession he has exalted himself but little lower than
the gods, are not the masters and controllers
of our
lives, but are themselves instruments in the hands of
a higher power which we call Vital Force, and that
long before we had reached the stage of conscions
intelligence, when the germ was in its ﬁrst stage of
development, this force was building the mechanism
which would develop into conscious intelligence.
Vital Force keeps, protects and guides the structure
it builds, and our Individuality is not the result ‘of
our will or intelligence, but of the faculties which
we have received from our ancestors.
When we realize that this force has an intelligent
purpose, and that this 'purpose-,is to build us into in
telligent, strong, healthy Individualities, ﬁt to overcome
the diﬂiculties in our path and capable of enjoying the
pleasant sensations within our reach, we will cease to
thwart its eﬁorts, and on the contrary help it by all
means in our power.

VITAL FORCE.
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Up to this time, what with the desire of securing
eternal bliss at the expense of present success, or
through fear of not complying with the standard of
living and of education required by the customs of
our time, we have fought against the purposesof vital
force and have helped our enemies in their work of
destruction, and the result has been that vital force
has been worsted time and again in the struggle for
existence, and many germs, instead of developing
into strong and healthy Individualities, have proven
unﬂt and have perished after a brie! and miserable
existence.

cmrrnni
HEALTH.

VI.
'

There is a very close relation between Vital Force
and Health. As
have stated in the previous chaPie1'~
vital force is intelligent and has a well-deﬁned end
in view, and that end is the construction of a perfect
living organism. This organism may be a plant, an
animal or a man, either of these results being decided
by the past experience registered in the germ, but
whichever it may be, it is expected to be as perfect
of the kind as the nature of the case will permit
If we lived in a world of harmonious relati0nB,the
result would always be in accord with the aims 0!
vital force, but we live in a world of conﬂict, Whe1.‘e
the success of one always entails the failure of mail?
others. Germs containing vital force and Pﬁtenml
faculties are confronted at the very start by “her
germs likewise constituted, and all through their ex
istence they strive for mastery. Those of us who sl10
ceed in overpowering
our enemies of all kinds M9
healthy, successful and happy, while those who M1
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to conquer their enemies are miserable through life.
If this is so then the question arises: How shall we
conduct ourselves to help the vital force within us?

Right here our intelligence comes into play. We must
recognize that the chief end of our actions must be
to store yvithin us' as large a portion of this v1tal
force as''possib1e and to educate it to our greatest
advantage. -This world is one of causes and eﬁects

of ii(!t!'.0l1'--,‘-8',1'ld“,()f- reaction, and within us the same ac
tions anq reactions take place. ' Vital Force creates
knowledge and‘ knowl-ed‘ge"helps vital force.
To helpvital -forc’e we must seek all possible sources
of supply'{-which.are numerous, and in fact they lay all
around us; our ‘fpod,-a-ir,\ligh't, the rays of the sun,
magnetic einanations fromother living creatures, offer
to us an Iextensive store from which we can replenish
our own;ac-cur'nulhtion. -But we must not only realize
that there 'is;su(',-h1'ja ‘store within our reach, but also
make use of it“-'a1i§1'jlearn_ how to turn it to our bene
ﬁt. It is notby indifference -or neglect that our own
supply
but we must strive for an
'b-e",enlarged,
increase if we would attain it. “Seek and you shall
ﬁnd," applies with special truth to the pursuit of vital
force.

'

‘ .

'-

The fo6d' must" be of the right kind, properly pre
pared and -' thoroughly masticated. The air must be
breathed, for our lungs will only half (To their Work
if we live in a state of inactivity. The sun must shine
on us, wlnfch it cannot do if we spend our time in the
seclusion of our -houses. And the beneﬁt we may re»
ceive fror'n' the Inagnetic emanations from others must
be soughtjor, and we must put ourselves in a state
of receptivity if we would reap any beneﬁt from them.
The important part taken by digestion in renewing
the supply of vital force must especially be recognized
'
.
'
and its true methods ascertained.
Digestion is usually looked upon as a chemical
process, but is really a conﬂict 01' vital‘ forces, for the
1

‘

‘
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physical process through which digestion is carried
fails to account for the fact that while the machinery
is in each one substantially the same, some persons
have much better digestive powers than others. Di
gestion is with all animals, man included, the ﬁrst
and most important battleﬁeld of the conﬂicting vital

.

.

.
forces.
It is the vital force contained in allorganisms the
prevents their dissolution and their appropriation by
others. Life in our food resists the strongest‘powers
of digestion.
Living parasites exist in the stomach
and intestines of animals undisturbed by their diges
tive powers. We are able to overcome the vitalityin
our food only if we have enough vital force of our own
to destroy it. It is on that account that‘ we cook and
masticate our food, tor it disintegrates the organism
we want to appropriate to our use. Those persons who
have the most vital force digest their food the mﬂtt
thoroughly and are the most beneﬁtted by it.
A good digestion then is the ﬁrst condition of health
and can only be secured by furnishing the digestive
organs with all the vital force they need to overcome
the vitality contained in the food we eat.
But after all, the supply of vital force is so large
and the tendency to the care oi sell so strong, that it is
seldom toalack of supply that we owe our defeat in
the strugglejor existence but to the fact that we do
not carefully husband that which we get and allow
ourselves either to spend it, or to be robbedﬂf it
faster than we can replace it. It is the same with
vital force as with other property. Almost every 0110
earns enough to accumulate a supply against the time
of need, but there are very iew who know how t0
store that surplus so as to have something putaway
for a rainy day. We ﬂnd as much pleasure in the
expenditure of vital force as in the expenditure 0!
any other property, and it is now as recklessly wasted.
so that when we are assailed by the many enemm
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which are all the time struggling against us, we are

found unprepared and have to succumb in the battle.
To that defect, the only remedy is in an increase
of knowledge of the important part which vital force
plays in our lives, and the realization of the fact that
it is a real substance which is subject to increase or
decrease and which, if lacking, can ﬁnd no substitute.
time of disease, when some unseen but real ene
, In
my preys upon us, some little spore seeking to live
at our expense, vital force holds on to our structure
with a tenacious grip and ﬁghts the battle for us that
no other force can ﬁght. Physicians may help us by
furnishing us with the best conditions for the battle
but our own vitality 'can alone make these conditions
\
available; Could we see the combatants, we would
see vital force calling out all its powers, withdrawing
from all unassailed parts, compelling us to inaction
by refusing the needed supply ,to our limbs, that its
whole strength may be thrown to the threatened point
and the enemy defeated.
This wonderful power has been called a - strong
constitution, and its mode of ﬁghting called the wise
provision of nature, but better knowledge shows that
a strong constitution is nothing more or less than a
large amount of reserve vital force, and that it is not
nature in the abstract which is intelligent, directing
the battle from a source of outside knowledge, but
that the intelligence isright where it is needed, having
perfect knowledge of the nature of the enemy and of
the best means needed to defeat it.
exagger
of
may have seemed open to the charge
ation when
said that vital force is an intelligent
force, but
believe that any one who will surrender
pre-conceived beliefs, and watch carefully that which
takes place in the growth of the individual, in the
storing of force during life, oi the use of this force
against all his enemies and specially against internal
disease, will acknowledge that there is a force at work

I
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which is intelligent, that is which can foretell

results

and use means to ends, even beyond that which

we

prize so highly in ourselves, conscious intelligence.
Before
close this chapter on Health, I want to
say a few words that may help my readers to under
stand the cause of many constitutional diseases.
While little is known about the origin of man, yet
it is evident that he has developed under conditions
entirely diﬁerent from those of civilized life. The
subordinate organisms were evolved long before the
advent of man, but pre-historic man must have for
ages adapted himself to an existence where late hours,
artiﬁcial lights, in-door conﬁnement and cooked food
were unknown, and to-day man is slowly adapting
himself to the needs of civilization.
It is not surprising then if some persons fail to

I

I

1
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adapt themselves to the new conditions. The great
est strain seems to come upon the lungs, the stomach
and the eyes, and weakness of these organs ought
to be considered as cases of revertion to the original
state of man in his earliest development. Rest from
the close application of civilized occupations and the
avoidance of artiﬁcial light are the remedies for weak
eyes; outrof-door life the remedy for weak lungs; I111
cooked food, fruits, vegetables and milk the remedy
for weak stomachs. Which means that the strain or
civilization is too great and must be relaxed "$119
individual would enjoy good health.
It is well for us to understand this fact, as itwill
often point to us the true line of action, especi&l1Y in
the education of children, many of them losing their
health by being subjected to too great a strain for the
state of development and adaptation which has been
‘
reached by the subordinate organisms.
have little doubt that man will eventually ldRPl
himself perfectly to the demands of civilization, but
it seems also certain that at this time civilization ll
progressing faster than adaptation.

1
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have been writing mostly of the functions
and attributes of Vital Force, and of the important
part it plays in the growth, maintenance and control
of the living organism. Now
want to speak of a
subject of practical importance, the part which ma
gnetism playsin the exchange between men and men
of sensations and knowledge.
But ﬁrst
must try to deﬁne the special meaning
give to the words Vital Force and Magnetism. So
far as Ican understand it, there is no other- diﬁerence between Electricity, Vital Force and Magnetism
except that which comes , from a different ‘function
being assigned to parts of the same substance. They
are all manifestations of what I have called electrical
substance, but what, in view of its functions and attri
butes ought to be called spiritual substance.
I then use the word Electricity as the accepted
term to designate the immense reservoir of spiritual
use the
substance which encompasses the Universe.
word in a general sense. Part of this substance de
‘velops in special directions and assumes certain func
tions which. I have tried to explain in the foregoing
Thisportion has special powers, but they
chapters.
are so subtle that they can 'only be recognized by
what it -accomplishes.
Seeing what it has done and
is doing,we can conclude that this portion of spiritual
substance is engaged in promoting and maintaining
life. and
designate it as Vital Force.
But Vital Force is also engaged in carrying mes
sages and when so engaged” I call it Magnetism.
The function of these messages is two-fold. .0ne
object is to change the nature of the vital force in
That is more
the organism that receives the message.
So far

'
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especially the function of intellectual magnetism

and

promotes the increase of knowledge and the develop
ment of intelligence. The other is to cause an actual
transfer of an appreciable amount of vital force.
Thistransfer
call exchange because there always
seems to be some vital force going out from the reci
pient to the giver. Other persons who have given the
subject much thought, claim' that it is not magnetic
exchange which takes place, but magnetic blending,
that is, a blending of the vital forces. While I ac
knowledge that there is suﬂicient foundation for their
opinion, yet
prefer to use the word exchange because
think that the process which is going on with this
unseen substance which
call vital force is analogous
to that which is going on in the material world, and
while we must acknowledge that there is a constant
blending of material products yet we call the process
by which this blending is achieved, exchange.
In this one particular of exchange man has progres
sed far beyond animals. He alone has the power ex
tensively developed of accumulating such p10(hl<‘‘i8
as he uses beyond the needs of the moment, Ind
sufficient knowledge to exchange them for other Pm‘
ducts conducive to his welfare.
This faculty, the result of a large brain development'
is specially conspicuous in the realm of material pro
duction. Vast amounts of material products are stored
away to be sent in every direction and exchan8e-d
for other products likewise accumulated. But if thll
exchange of material products has attained such con
siderable proportions as to overshadow all other killdl
of exchange, yet there are others which, 31though
not recognized as such, have an important bearing
upon our health and happiness. We are all the time
exchanging thoughts, knowledge, aﬁection and sells!‘
tions, and in those kinds of exchange magnetism 9111!!
a most important part, worthy of more careful BlilldY
than it has yet received.

I
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Nothing has struck me with more force since have
commenced the investigations which have occupied
my thoughts in the latter years, than the similarity
of the process used by nature in all its phenomena.
One or two leading principles seem to govern all ac
tions, and

'

if

we have a correct knon ledge of the pro
cess in one case, we can rest assured that the same
process will be used in other cases, and thus we can
add a great deal to our knowledge by using analogy.
This analogy works perfectly all through the process
of exchange, and as we are tolerably well acquainted
with the laws which control the exchange of material
products, we can draw some useful lessons from this
knowledge by applying it to magnetic exchange.
In material products, the ﬁrst requisite is a large.
production, accumulated at convenient points, from
which the surplus is exchanged. It requires ever per
fected means of communications, and also freedom
to exchange in that market which oﬁers the best
‘
returns.
I ﬁnd the same requisites in magnetic exchange. A
large production of vital force, its storage in reservoirs
from which it is drawn, ever perfected means of com
munications, and freedom to exchange it wherever we
ﬁnd it,to our best advantage.
We need a strong action in those organs which ga
ther it from our surroundings, so that we may secure
not only enough to supply our daily wants, but also
enough to accumulate a store from which we can
exchange with others.
The channels through which magnetism is exchanged
have to be opened, for it is a fact well known to all
persons acquainted with the working of magnetism
that its easy transfer is the result of constant practice
and that it is capable of great development.
Perfect freedom is also one of the necessary condi
tions. The least restraint, mental or physical, being
a check on the ‘ﬂow of magnetism.
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These needed conditions are found, more or lesl, in
all men, but as in the exchange of material products
they steadily improve as we reach ahigher stage oi
development, and as a civilized nation attains a
ca-_
pacity of production compelling large accumulations,
requiring business houses, banks, steamboats and rail
roads for its proper distribution, and chafes more and
more against all restraints which prevent a free ex
change, so the healthy, active, intellectual men and
women accumulate large stores of vital force, train
themselves to a high degree of efﬁciency in its trans
fer and chaie more and more against restrictions that
prevent its free exchange.

There are within men three separate and different
store-hoﬁses of vital force, each with an accumulated
supply having special functions to perform.
The ﬁrst is the brain where.is stored our intellectual
magnetism.
From this supply we exchange knowledge
and intellectual sensations.
The second is the great nervous center, called the
sympathetic nerve, situated back 0f the heart. Init
is stored the emotional magnetism, and from thls
‘supply we exchange emotion and aﬁection.
The third is the genitals, both of men and women
where is stordi sexual magnetism, or the vital force
especially designated for the work of reproduction.
From this supply we not only perpetuate our race
but, as I shall try to show, we can exchange a aub
‘
stance conducive to increased vitality.
While the same law controls their several exchangeill
the great difference in their functions compels 1118 W
treat of each. -separately.

‘
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I

had any
number of years ago, long before
living
of
was
in
a
small
knowledge
magnetism,
town
in New York. where the Presbyterian Church, fol
lowing in the footsteps of its Puritan founders, had a
sermon in the morning and one in the afternoon, with
Sabbath school between the two services. The minis
ter, a native of Virginia, an eloquent man, not so
strongly imbued with Puritan principles, persuaded
his people to give up the afternoon sermon. Speaking
to me about the reasons for the change, he said: “I
find that if
let out any ﬁre in my morning discourse
have no life left for my afternoon sermon; one
eﬂlcient discourse is as much as
can well make in
3
a day."
What was that ﬁre which had thus to be husbanded
to give eﬁect to his sermons? It was not knowledge,
he had plenty of subjects for his discourses, andcould
speak readily upon any topic. Neither was it health
or strength, for he was a healthy man and did not
complain of being wearied by his efforts. It was mag
netism. He was a magnetic man and his discourses
were so full of magnetism that he used up in one
sermon all he had accumulated during the week.
The brain is a large electric machine. Electricity
as we all know, is generated by friction and, as
have explained before, one of the results of thinking
is to produce cell-combinations.
The formation of
these combinations produces much friction and thus
generates a large amount of magnetism. It is probable
also that the advent of new knowledge, which is
the fundamental cause of the process of thinking,
releases a certain amount of vital force, so that the
ﬁnal outcome of Thought must be the presence in
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the brain of an appreciable portion
of vital force
loaded with special knowledge, and to this
division
of vital force, when used to
exchange or communicate
fhoughts with others,
give the name of intellectual
magnetism. ‘
This magnetism, stored in the brain and
ready for
use, is generally under our
control, and is at will re
leased so as to enable us to communicate with
others,
passing into the currents conveyed through
the per
ceptive senses, but at other times the
accumulation
becomes
so large as to compel us to express our
thoughts. That is the explanation of a
feeling we all
experience, the desire to tell what we know, or think
we know, and the relief felt when
we have unburden
ed ourselves. That which
oppressed us was not the
knowledge, for that we have not lost or given away,
but the surplus of magnetism
generated, either by
the reception of an important
message, or thinking
over and over what occupied our
minds.
It is on that account that it is at times so diﬂicult
to keep silent. Magnetism
is like electricity and Will
escape when the right conductor
presents itself and
forms connection with it. And thus
by words, the
intellectual magnetism collected in our brain will be
discharged upon any person especially calculated to
receive it; and although we may by
practice obtain a great deal of
control over it, yet under certain con
ditions, words will ﬂy‘out of our
mouth without our
being able to repress them, and
often after a long time
of self-control, this
magnetic current will break loose
and the rush of words
will be enormous until the
accumulation is exhausted.
cannot here take room to
explain but one 01‘ W0
of the phenomena
that these facts make clear #0 "s
It explains why we ﬁnd it so
easy to talk to some
PBPsoHs on subjects on
which we never expected to
0pen our lips.
They are conductors particularly adﬂP9
ed to that speeial
want of ours and we feel relieved

I
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when we have thus unburdened ourselves. It also
explains why, in times of excitement, a strong ﬂow
of words— or a ﬂow of strong words—1eaves us more
calm and helps to quiet us. In the same way, when
we are in pain, cries and tears will furnish the con
ductors which carry oﬂ the magnetism charged with
unpleasant sensations.
A great part of these manifestations of intellectual
magnetism are magnetic exchanges. It is no satisfac
tion for us to speak our thoughts to inanimate things
or to dumb animals, or even to persons who cannot
understand them. The exchange is only complete
when that which we give out is received, and aper
son in search of knowledge has as much power to
draw this magnetism from us as we have to impart
it to him. The orator must not only be charged with
intellectual magnetism to speak with eﬁect, but he
must address a sympathetic audience, one who will
absorb his magnetism, for otherwise
his words will
be driven back upon him and he will feel chilled to
the. very marrow of his bones. Attention is magnetic
receptivity, and must be manifested to help the ideasi
to come readily and the words to easily ﬂow.
Study the intellectual intercourse of men and you
will ﬁnd that all the time some are giving and others
receiving, the position ever changing, but the relation
ever the same. A perpetual exchange of intellectual
magnetism is ever going on, and to it is due all the
pleasure of intellectual intercourse.
To promote this exchange and pleasure two things
are needed: First, a large store of knowledge that is
the ability to think and to do hard thinking. Thoughts
are the material for intellectual exchange, and none
is possible without an accumulation of them. Intel
.lectua1ly as materially, nothing is exchanged except
the overplus
of production. A large production of
thoughts is the ﬁrst condition.
The second is a willingness to exchange, meaning

s2
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by that a willingness to hear as well as to speak.
The trouble is that if we do much thinking, we are
much more inclined to unburden ourselves upon
others than to allow others to unburden themselves

upon us. And thus too often hard thinkers make good
talkers, but bad listeners, and ﬁnally tire their audi
ence by forcing their goods on the market faster than
the demand calls for. And if, as often happens, they
have a hobby, then they 'produce but one kind of
goods, for their thoughts run in only one direction
and long after they have supplied all possible demand
they keep on producing until they have to cornerand
button-hole any unlucky person who happens to fall
into their hands, so as to make a possible customer
somewhat as a book agent forces his goods upon his
helpless victim.
The pleasures and beneﬁts of intellectual exchange
are so great that they are worthy of the most careful
investigation, and the knowledge of the true nature of
this exchange will be the best incentive we can have
to an improvement in that direction.

CHAPTER

EMOTIONAL

IX.

MAGNETISM.

Back oi the heart and lungs is an important system
of nerves called the great sympathetic, which is one
Of the reservoirs of vital force from which emanates
magnetism which plays a leading part in our lives

'

I

'

call it emotional magnetism because it is the source
of the feeling we call Emotion.
But emotion is not the only feeling which sP1'1n3'5
from this magnetism, but also the feeling w9 designate
as 3y1npathy or
Affection. The popular idea Whilfh
l°<>&tes
the affections in the heart is due to the W11“

A
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ignorance upon the location and function of this great
sympathetic nerve and locates in the heart sensations
which are really felt in the nerves behind it. Aﬁec
tion- greatly inﬂuences our actions and has much to
do with our happiness and is largely dependent upon
the amount of vital force accumulated in the sympa
thetic nerves and upon ‘an inherited tendency to
transmit the surplus of this vital force, or its results
to others. A big-hearted man or woman is a person
with alarge supply of emotional vital force, and is
usually endowed with good digestive and breathing
powers.

'

'

The great sympathetic nerve controls the vegetative
or organic life, that is, all those organs which act in
voluntarily and are the providers of the means of life
to the individual. And these organs, when their needs
are supplied, not only keep the individual alive, but
enable him to labor to accumulate the products that
are necessary to his sustenance and enjoyment.
Fur
thermore, according to the law of social progress,pro—
duction does not stop when individual wants are
satisﬁed, but goes on to create supplies for exchange.
As
understand it, Intellectual magnetism controls
the direction of our actions, furnishing us with the
necessary knowledge to ascertain
the conduct best
calculated to promote happiness. Emotional magnetism
is the foundation of both life and progress.
On that account our happiness and misery are more
intimately connected with emotional magnetism than
with intellectual magnetism, and it has been well
said that happiness comes from the heart and not
from the head. A large supply of vital force in the
great sympathetic nerves insures a healthy action of
the vegetative organs and is producive of a feeling
of enjoyment that nothing can check, while a low
supply results in diminished vitality, and is always
producive of gloom and dissatisfaction.
The leading characteristic
of this emotional vital

I
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force stored in the great sympathetic is its
steadiness
and stability. Deeply
seated in the center of the sys
tem, its supply is not easily aﬁected by all
passing
events, nor easily reached by messages from the
per
ceptive senses. In infancy a supply is
accumlilated
which, according to its extent, has greatinﬂuence on
the constitution of the individual, and which,
during
all his life, furnishes the back-ground for all his
sensations.
cannot better explain my meaning than
by comparing the result of this
accumulationofvita
force to the difference in our feelings as we
experi
ence them on a bright and sunshiny
day or on a dark
and gloomy clay. On ﬁne days, everything looks
bright
and if diﬂiculties arise, they seem slight and
easily
overcome, vshile on dark clays everything looks dlreary
and the most desirable circumstances give but little
enjoyment. In the same way, those persons who have
a large amount. of vital force stored in the
great
sympathetic carry sunshine in their hearts wherever
they go and life looks bright to them under all its
aspects, while those who lare deﬁcient in this respect
are plunged into dismal gloom
which darkens all their
surroundings.
The transient events of life, While th0Y
make up the picture, do not give it its character, for
it will be bright or gloomy according to its background
which isk furnished by the feelings of the individual
himself.
This great supply of.vital force is the propelling.
power of action and production.
It not only suppllel
the motive power for the
heart, lungs, stomach, Bic-‘,
but through them it furnishes
the force that works
the limbs, hands, etc., and
thus is the‘ source of all
production.
This ever-active force, by its restlssl
energy, creates an amount of production
much greater
than the producer can
consume and thus compels
him either to exchange his
products with others, 0r
to bestow them
upon those persons by whom 11e 19
surrounded.
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In connection with the results of magnetism, one
interesting fact must be noticed. While the tendency
of intellectual magnetism is to lead to an exchange
of thoughts and knowledge, and the tendency of sex
ual magnetism is to draw those who come under its
inﬂuence into personal contact, the tendency of emo
-tional magnetism manifests itself by leading us to
bestow on others the results of material production.
Nothing gives us so much pleasure as giving what
for, those for whom
we can to, or doing something
we have affection, and next to that pleasure is that
of having those we like do something for us. It is of
course very possible for all these magnetic inﬂuences
to exist at the same ti-me, and to enjoy exchange of
thoughts, personal contact and community of posses
sion with the same person, which is in fact what hap
pens in every true marriage, but those feelings spring
from widely different sources. For there are persons
with whom we do not care to come in bodily contact,
because they do not excite our sexual magnetism, nor
do we care to exchange thoughts with them, for
their intellectual magnetism is not congenial to us,
and._yet we ﬁnd great pleasure in bestowing on them
a part of our possessions.
It is due to the inﬂuence
of emotional magnetism, manifesting itself by what
we call affection.
Affection sometimes, it is true, leads us to desire
both for intellectual exchange and bodily contact, but
it is only when we are deeply stirred and that feel
ing does not last very long. It is often felt in its
full force when friends meet after along absence, but
it quickly subsides and the magnetism resumes its
normal condition.
This feeling is also experienced when healthy per
sons take care of sick friends or of young children,
believe, that by bodily contact we
but it is due,
impart to them the vital force which at that time is
the product they most urgently need, and we feel
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strongly impelled to this bodily contact as the most
available manner by which this transfer can be made.
Thus by holding the hands of a sick friend and by
carrying young children in our arms, we transmit to
them, often unconsciously, the vital force which we
possess, and which is, at that time, the one thing that
their welfare requires. That this desire is not due to
affection alone is shown by the fact that we lose it
when our friend gets well or our children are grown
without our affection for them being diminished.
But it manifests itself in a different way, and the
force which leads us to divide with them our emotion
al magnetism when it was that of which they stood
in need of, now leads us to bestow on them food or
raimcnt or any material products in our possession
that we think would be conducive to their happiness.
I believe that investigation will show that I am
substantially correct when
claim that emotional
magnetism,meaning that which is stored in the great

I
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nerves, is the motive power of the human
organism; that it ‘ﬁrst builds and controls the vegeta
tive organs; next that it sets in motion the limbs,
the hands,et'c., and under the control of intellectual
magnetism produces all the material conducive to
health and enjoyment. And that it not only d0§1$th1'5
work for each individual, but that it is also the force
that leads us to bestow our possessions on those Who
are in want.
Benevolence and philanthropy are rnanifestationi
of the same force which, in certain organizations and
under certain conditions, cannot ﬁnd a suﬂiicient out
let within the narrow circle of near relatives and
ﬁie11d$, and seeks a larger ﬁeld for its applicﬂiim‘
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the normal course of growth, whenever the or
ganism has evolved a suﬂicient amount of vital force
to build up its own structure and to satisfy its own
wants; its powers are turned in the direction ‘of re
production and accumulations take place which go to
form a new organism.
It is the law ' of all living
structures, from plants to men.
In man this new supply of vital force accumulates
in the reproductive organs, and there becomes the
incentive to new desires, new wants and new thoughts
which manifest themselves under the inﬂuence of
what
call Sexual Magnetism. It is this sexual mag
netism which gives the man-germ—male and female
—its power of growth, and controls this growth in
the direction inherited from its ancestors.
In view of the facts as we now know them, it
that this
seems impossible to escape the conclusion
sexual magnetism is an epitome or an abstract of all
the vital force contained in the organism, for it trans
mits to the offspring, not only the intellectual and
physical qualities of its parents, but also those of their
long line of ancestors. But the facts show also that
this combination of all these elements must be vari
able for while whatit transmits can always be traced
back to some of the progenitors, yet it is also certain
that the same parents never transmit the same thing
to all their offspring. The nearest approach to it is
in the case oi‘. twins, when sometimes they are so
that they can only be told apart with
nearly

I

-

alike
diﬂiculty.
These variations in the composition of the sexual
magnetism can easily be explained. In the living or
ganism arc stored as many kinds of vital force as

throat how to speak.
Whenever any of these parts are
brought into use, their
magnetism is generated and
Thus it is but natural
and logical to suppose that
in times of
musical festivities the sexual magnetism
of persons of
musical tastes will contain a much
stronger musical
ﬂavor—if
can use the term—than
in times of musical
inactivity, and thus transmit to

I

the new organism
sical enjoyment.

a much greater

such knowledge

tendency to mu

as would ensure a
correct prophecy
hypothesis-I have presented here
@1n, at least,
furnish us with a plausible explanation
of many of
as to results,
the

the vagaries of
heredity.
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ing also that certain of these elements will predomi
nate according to the state of activity or inactivity
of the different facultjes-of the parent at the time
the sexual force was in process of specialization, we
obtain a fair working clueto the phenomena of here
dity, and knowledge is placed in our hands which
may be available for the beneﬁt of humanity.
So much for the physiological functions of sex force,
but just as the intellectual force in its ﬁrst stage of
development only controlled the conduct of the un
developed individual. leading a life of loneliness and
danger, but later on, as the brain enlarged and greater
knowledge was accumulated, so modiﬁed the condition
or man in his new capacity of ‘a social being that he
‘became the controller of society, so has sexual force
developed from a purely reproductive force to a co
hesive force, drawing together the two sexes, and
being largely responsible for the gregarious character
of man.
.
We have very little knowledge as to the evolution
of sex. but it seems probable that the division ofall
living organism into male and female is due to the
importance of variations as a factor in development.
Had the reproductive functions been intrusted to single
individuals acting independently from each other,
the scope of variation would have been very limited,
being effected only by changes in the surroundings
and all the advantages which now result from the
intermingling of.faculties and tendencies, which ﬂnd
its greatest development in cross-breeding, would have
been impossible ‘and progress considerably checked.
But the delegation of the reproductive function to
two individuals, complementing each other and com
pelled to act in conjunction to bring into being a new
individuality, while it opens the way to numberless
new combinations, also compels their near approach,
‘ and
thus sexual force becomes a most potent factor
in- holding society together.
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S0 potent is this force and
so important is its mis
sion that it has compelled
the institution of marriage
a11d the different
forms of marriage are largely ins
trumental in shaping all other social
institutions.
This social function of sexual magnetism
has been
ignored by sociologists
Who, looking only at the sur
face, have seen in
marriage only the result of ecu
nomic conditions. and ascribe
it to the dependent
position of women and
their need of help, in a state
of civilization,
raise their progeny.
Even if the question of
property and the economic
conditions justify the institution of
marriage, yet the
fact remains that its
underlying cause
the inﬂu
ence of sexual force,
and that
perchance thisforce
should become extinct, the
institution of marriage
would not long survive.
But if the process of reproduction
requires the ex
change and blending of
sexual force through bodily
contact, a partial exchange,
both pleasurable and
beneﬁcent, can take place at greater
or lesser dis
tances and in greater or
lesser quantities accordingto
the conditions and to
the degree of aﬂinity which
exists between the persons
who
A manly man and a womanly make the exchange
woman, in good health
and in the possession of
average strength, are Bexllal
magnetic batteries,
always loaded and always roﬂdy
to give oﬁ’
their magnetism.
Through the eye and
the voice this
exchange often takes place, and
“QTY strong when two persons
who are in love kiss
and caress each
other.
For
is as well to
understand that sexual love
a1“'9~§'s due -to an
exchange of sexual magnetism, Mid
that there is no
difference in kind, only in dBB‘1‘eel
between the feelings
caused by the mere presence
*1 Person
of the other sex whom
we ‘love, and those caused
by
kiss or an orgasm.
They
are all due to acurrent
of sexual
magnetism, called out by favorable condi
tien5= and differing
only in the degree of inb-el1Si$Y
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attraction of the sexes for each other in the
humanfamily increases as they develop in knowledge
and intelligence. There is but little attraction among
the savage races and the dregs of civilization, and
the ties of marriage are but little respected unless
enforced by severe penalties. But among the men and
women who have attained the best stage of develop
ment, it is the strongest force known, more potent to
However
control actions.than the love of wealth.
great the intellectual aﬂlnity of two persons of the
same sex, they do not leave home, friends and family
to live together, as does man and woman when they
are attracted to each other. Study it in any of its
manifestations, and you will ﬁnd that both men and
women will endure more, overcome more difficulties
and persist longer to be able to draw near each other
than they will under any other inﬂuence.
The

0
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NORMAL AND ABNORMAL ACTION.
Man is not the result of chance. He has been evolv
ed for a clearly deﬁned purpose: to take the lead in
the work of civilization.
This work consists in using
the results of natural combinations and carrying them

under the inducement of an increase of
sensations, until all possible artiﬁcial com
binations have been accomplished. This work requires
action, and the sphere of the several magnetisms of
promote correct or
which
have been writing is to
'
normal action.
Intellectual force both controls and stimulates ac
tion. Emotional force furnishes the motive power for
action. Sexual force provides for reproduction.
If men had perfect knowledge, were perfectly heal
forward,
pleasant

I
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thy, and if the state of society was in
harmony with
their wants, all actions would be
normal actions.
While there is often within us a conﬂict
caused by
desires resulting from the several
vital forces, yet in
that state of ideal perfection these
desires would be
so nicely balanced, and
the control of the intellectual
force so strong and correct, that
harmony would be
established and only‘ normal actions performed.
But
controlled by defective knowledge, with
defective
health and surrounded by defective
public institutions,
our actions are as often
abnormal as normal.
In earlier times, yet lingering among us,
normal or
right actions were those approved
of by the religion
or morals of the day, regardless
of the result upon
the happiness of individuals,
but now believers in the
theory of evolution call normal or
right actions those
which lead at once or ultimately, to
pleasant sensa
tions—happiness—and call abnormal or wrong actions
those which lead to unpleasant
sensations.
The subject is one for the study of
the sociologist
as well as for the
physiologist, but these few words
of introduction were
necessary to explain what Icall
normal and abnormal action“

Intellectual force both controls and stimulates action. It controls it through
its knowledgelof thep-11s15
—memory. If this knowledge is deﬁcient, the control
is deﬁcient also, and
the result is abnormal action. It
also stimulates action,and
if this stimulus is too great
and the actions are too
violent, they become abnormal
actions. For instance a man
hits his toe against astone

and ﬂies into a passion~over
stimulation—and swears
and kicks the stone,
which is both a waste of vital
force and detrimental
to pleasant sensations,andthl1s
must be called
abnormal action. Another man hiti
the same stone,
but instead of being over-stimulated
and ﬂying into a
passion, he picks up the stone and
throws it out of the
road, which being calculated to
Prevent a reclrrence of unpleasant
sensations must

'
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be called normal action. A third man may have hit
the same stone and simply passed on his way, for it
only stimulated him to thought and not to action.
He may have thought that the stone ’ought to be re
moved, that somebody ought to remove it, that he
would himself remove it at some more convenient
time, but it did not stimulate him to normal action.
These examples are typical of the inﬂuence of the

intellectual stimulus upon all men. Some men, usually
with large brains, are over-stimulated to useless ao
tion. They relieve themselves by passionate language
and useless gestures, but not by eﬂicient action; they
are the talkers of society, and pour out their surplus
intellectual magnetism—of a poor kind usually—on
,
a patient and long-suffering world.
Others cannot be stimulated at all except by actual
pressing wants. They never act if~'they can help it

-

and seldom perform any useful actions. Some occupy
the highest places and their wants are provided through
the inheritance of property. Others are found in the
lowest rounds of the social scale and sink into want
and poverty. But there is athird class, the most nu
merou:-;, who are rightly stimulated by intellectual
force, and it leads them to normal action. That they
do not achieve more success is due to a false knowl
edge of many things which they think they know
and an absolute ignorance of many things which they
ought to know.
The trouble with the ﬁrst class is that they are not
evenly balanced. Their brain receives more than its
proper share of vital force and there is not a suﬂicient
amount of vital force left to carry out its suggestions,
so an easier outlet is found in speech and gesticulations
which draws off the intellectual magnetism and re
lieves the pressure from the brain. The other class
lacks in intellectual force and the brain tails to sti
mulate except when stirred by actual want. These
By self
defects can be remedied by proper training.

I4
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control the intellectual force can be saved for
more
eﬂlcient purposes, and by exercising the brain its ca
pacity will be enlarged. Our present system of edu

.

cation is beneﬁcent to the sluggish, for it
develops their
brain power, but it is not well calculated to beneﬁt
those who generate more intellectual than emotional
'
magnetism.
'~
~
Abnormal actions due to emotional magnetism are
not so common. It is well said that our hearts seldom
lead us wrong. It is only when the strength of our
affections is such as to overpower our judgment
that we are likely to be misled by them, but if the
emotional force usurps the share of the control that
rightly belongs to the intellect, we are liable to be led
into abnormal actions. For example, parents spoiling
their children, undeserving persons helped by their
friends, philanthropists deceived by professional im
postors and beggars.
In an intelligent state of society, sexual force would
not often lead us wrong, but under existing
conditions
it is a fruitful cause of abnormal actions. Sexual
force
is the agent used in reproduction,
and reckless repre
duction is a great danger to happiness in society. for
it is that which feeds
and intensiﬁes the struggle TO1‘
existence. On that account society has erected barriers
to the free exchange of
sexual magnetism, which are
intended to restrict it into approved channels.
But magnetism is a force which it is hard to con
ﬁne, for ever breaking
bounds in some unexpeemd
direction. And sexual magnetism, being the most un
der subjugation, is the most
liable to such rel>el1iou5
action. With society as now organized, there is
P1‘o‘
bably more abnormal action
caused by the Pressure
of sexual magnetism than by the other two magnet
ism?! combined, but society, as usual, instead of seems’
that the fault lays largely in
its own defective insti
tutions, lays the blame altogether upon the
Pe"en5
who overstep the barriers
it has erected.

'
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The actions of men cannot be rightly understood
unless we take into consideration the reaction of the
three diﬁerent magnetic forces upon each other. In
~

tellectual force stimulates emotional force and both
the sexual and the emotional stimulate the intellectual,
The lover will tax his intellect to please his mistress
and the mother to please her child. Intellectual aili
nity leads to love and love turns to aﬁection.
Man is a store house of vital force, fed by the sup
plies absorbed by nutrition, and ever compelled to
action. These forces diﬂusedthrough the system have
each their part to play, but are often interchangeable
in their work. This energy, thus imprisoned within
us, cannot be repressed, but will act so that our
magnetism may be liberated to make room for the
new supply. Abnormal action is the safety valve of
the organism, only instead of there being only one
'
their name is legion.
'
But physical exercise is the safest outlet for unused
magnetism, although when excessive it is abnormal
action. Bodily exercise relieves the brain and quiets
the throbbing pulse; it soothes the wounded heart
and is the best remedy for disappointed aﬁection.
.01’ one form of abnormal action
want to speak
before
close this chapter. There is aclass of prudish
persons, more often females, who are cruelly severe
on lapses of what they call sexual virtue. These per
eons are known as scandal-mongers, and they can‘dis
cover an illicit connection and spread the news long
before the average individual has commenced to mis
trust. Sexual stories have special charms for them,
and while their lips pronounce words of condemna
tion, their eyes twinkle with suppressed excitement
and enjoyment..
Itis abnormal action due to sexual magnetism. For
causes of divers kinds its most natural outﬂow has
been checked and it has turned its course into.abnor
mal channels. 'If they understood the 'workings ot

I
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Electricity both attracts and repulses.
A positive
and a negative pole are
attracted to each other, while
two positive poles
are repulsed from one another.'
This fact ls thought by
some persons to explain the
movement of the planets
around the sun, and it has
been taken
advantage of in the department of me
chanics, as for instance
in the ringing of the electric
bell.
Man being an electric
machine, is inﬂuenced intha

same way and is both
attracted

and -repulsed by hie
the most simple manifestations of
electricity, it is easy enough to
determine the condi
tions under which
attraction and repulsion take place,
but in so complex a
being as man,
surroundings.

In

in whom
city becomes vital
force and magnetism. and

often so
contradictory,

electri

‘which

it is not easy to rsiwh
clearly deﬁned
principles regarding them. Yet'i¢ ii
an important
question, for our attraction or repulsion
for our
fellow-beings is a leading factor in conduct
and has much to
do with the attainment
oi happinee§
think

I

it may

be

that

stated as a fact that scientiﬁc
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and inquiring minds are slowly acknowledging, that
all love or hate, like or dislike, attraction or repulsion,
are due to the inﬂuence of magnetism.
When there is aﬂinity between lthe magnetism of
diﬁerent individuals they are attracted to each other
and they constitute themselves into a harmonious so
ciety, so that the study of how to increase this affinity
is really to seek for the key to all social advance.
The increase of sympathy/—the basis of aﬂinity—is
evidently due to an increase of production. Whenever
we produce more of one article than we can use, we
look round to ﬁnd where we can dispose of our sur
plus, and then with those persons we establish such
relations as will lead to sympathetic exchange. This
is true of all forms of production.
Wherever there is
free exchange there is sympathy also, and it is not
the result of the will, but it is in obedience to the laws
which control the exchange of magnetism. The ﬁrst
condition of attraction is a large production and its
‘
free exchange.
But just as in the electric bell, when both poles
become positive, they cease to be attracted, and on the
contrary are repulsed from each other, so in the hu
man machine certain conditions arise when the mag
netism changes from sympathetic to antagonistic.
believe the same causes affect the man which
affect the electric bell. It is when both parties become
'
positive that they become antagonistic. ‘
I do not hold the idea that man is positive and
woman negative, but
believe that man, woman and
child are positive whenever they exert their will andi
negative or receptive whenever they submit to the
will of another. A woman or a child are often very
positive, while many men have entirely negative
characters. Positiveness is an assertion of will force
by the individual and is a transient and not a per
manent state. We may at times be intellectually po
sitive, as when we assert some knowledge of our own

'
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and seek to impart it to others,
or we may at other
times be intellectually negative,
as when we receive
.
knowledge from others.
In -the --perpetual magnetic exchange which is
taking
place, those who give, let it be love,
aﬁection,knowl
edge or material products, are
positive for the time
being, asserting themselves and using
their will force
for action, while those who
receive are negative, for
they allow their will force to lay
dormant.
But whenever two persons,-both in the positive
mood, come into conﬂict,
they become antagonistic,
both asserting themselves, and
unable to unite on
account cl’ the difference in their wills
and with the
result that they are repulsed from each
other. Could
we see it, we would recognize
that in all
intellectual
controversies, every written-0r spoken
argument is
accompanied by a magnetic current which
is striving
to penetrate his
adversary and take possession of his
seat of consciousness. It
is to the ability thatmag
netic orators possess of
accomplishing this object that
is due their popularity with
the masses, while those
who fail to obtain possession
reap no reward from
their efforts which are, on the
contrary, followed by
an lncrease of repulsion.
This explains the great
complexity of our feelings.
Our magnetic states are
as unstable as water. We
become positive or negative
with every change in
condition, and are attracted or
repulsed in quick suc
cession as the magnetic
inﬂuences of the individuals by
whom we are surrounded
affect us. First we are re
pulsed by an expression
of opinion—intellectua1mag
netism—while next we are
attracted by some kind
action—emotional magnetism—from the same person
and will hardly be
able to decide if we are attracted
or repulsed-—-like or
dis1ike—by that person. Not only
the acts of men,
women and children thus inﬂuence
our feelings, but the
acts of animals also, and we Pet
and scold in quick
succession.

.-lLl
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This unstability of our feelings, due to the many‘
changes in magnetic inﬂuences, is a great source of
discomfort and unhappiness, especially in connection
with those with whom we live in close contact and

whose actions and opinions sometimesclash with our
own. It is impossible for two persons of equal will
force to assert themselves daily in opposition to each
other without creating an antagonism which will des
troy the happiness of their lives, and to this fact are
many of the failures of married life.
due
‘
The usual remedy proposed for this trouble is sub
mission to each other’s wishes. But submission is*
either a surrender of our will force and tends to de
grade the character of the individual, or it is hypo‘-'
crisy, the surrender being of the lips, but the real'
antagonism remaining the same. ‘Submission promotes‘
the happiness of one party at the expense of the
other, so- the remedy is growing in disfavor of late
and is being replaced‘ by divorce or separation.
But
believe that this antagonism can be avoided‘
by the culture of indifference, which means that the
only way to prevent antagonism in association, either“
political, economic or sexual, is for each one “to mind‘
' ~
his own business".
When in marriage the husband ﬁnds that his will‘-'
clashes with his wife’s will, that at times they are
both positive and antagonistic, let him learn to let
his wife attend to that portion of the partnership
which is hers to manage, and if not carried accord-"'
ing to his wishes, let him cultivate indifference,‘~n'ot'
toward his wife, but to the result of her conduct in‘
her own department. And what
consider the best
eonduct tor the husband is the best for the wife also.
The curse of associated life, with the ideas which
prevail at this time, is the desire each person has to
control the conduct of others according to his own
wishes, or assert himself out of his own department.
This assertion, although it may not be expressed by

I
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Words or actions, is felt all
the same and creates a
positive magnetic
current which generates active or
latent antagonism.
We cannot be expected
to approve of that which
we dislike, or to be
sympathetic with conduct which
brings us unpleasant
results, but we can
school our
‘selves to indifference,
which is nothing more nor less
than a non-conduetive
magnetic state in which
neither receive impressions
nor give out any of
own.

To live happily in
associated life we must

we

our

cultivate

sympathy—magnetic exchange—whenever we
ﬁnd that
we can give or receive
from others, and we must cul
tivate indiﬁerence—a
non-conductive magnetic state
whenever we feel a tendency to
antagonism, or other
wise the result will be
repulsion.

Each one must learn to
assert himself in his own
department, whatever that
department may be, and
learn to allow others to
do the same, and that cannot
be done without
cultivating indifference. It may sound
harsh and heartless,
but it is a fact that toomllch
interest in the conduct of
those with whom we live,
let it be husband,
wife, child or friend, leads us to
an effort to control
their lives in amanner that they
‘will resent if they
have any will force of their own,
ind it i one of the most
fruitful causes of family

quarrels and
It may seemdissensions.
a paradox,
fact that by
learning to

but

it

‘is nevertheless

a

mind our ownbusiness, by
cultivating indifference to the
actions of others whell
those actions are
displeasing to us, and by cultivating
Bympathy at other times,
we will lay the best foun
dation for attraction
and suﬁer the least from that
Unpleasant feeling
caused by repulsion. *"

‘
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SLEEP.
We have very little information about sleep, either
All that we really know
is that we partially lose consciousness, and that dur
ing t-hat time we rest and our strength is renewed.
do not claim to know much more, yet
believe
. that the theory of vital force
have explained, can
help us to some useful knowledge on this subject
-which can be made of practical advantage.
as to-‘its causes or results.

I

Several phenomena, such as the mesmeric sleep,
show that there is a connection between sleep and
magnetism, and
feel conﬁdent that there is a close
connection between consciousness and magnetism.
The accepted idea is that when the individual
sleeps, the whole system is asleep, but this is now
knownto be a mistake and the best authorities hold
that only the cerebro-spinal system, that which con
-trols voluntary motion sleeps, while the vegetative or
organic system remains in activity.
Dr. Richardson, in an interesting essay entitled
l“'I‘he Phenomena of Sleep”, states that according to
experiences of his own,“natural sleep is due to a mo
lecular change in the nervous structure of the cere
bro-spinal system, and that in perfect sleep the whole
of the nervous structure is involved in the change
the brain, the chord, the nerves; while in imperfect
sleep, only parts of this nervous matter are inﬂuenced”.
And in speculating on the nature of this change. he
feel
says: “But
venture so far as to express what
will one day be the accepted fact, that the matter of
the wakeful brain is, on going to sleep, changed tem
porarily into a state of greater solidity; that its mo
lecular parts cease to be moved by external, erdi"al‘Y
inﬂuences, by chemical inﬂuences, that they in turn

I
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cease to communicate impressions, or, in other words,
to stimulate the voluntary muscles, and then that
there is sleep which lasts until a re-solution of the
structure takes place, whereupon there is wakefulness
from the renewed motion of the brain matter and
renewed stimulation of the voluntary muscles through

the nerves“.

-

\

I

._ , .._._‘

'to the phenomena of sleep.
By this change in its physical condition thebrain
_
loses its power and ceases to send messages to our
consciousness, which remains quiescent until the brain
resumes again its state of activity, and we restbecause
we are no longer stimulated‘ to action.
But this perfect rest is only theoretical.' In fact.
the process of combination which we calbthinking
never stops while life endures, and gives birth W
dreams. and defective vegetative organisms will send.
sometimes messages of pain strong enough to cause
troubled or uneasy sleep. Perfect sleep is diiﬂcul‘H0
attain by grown persons in possession of full self
consciousness, and is the lot of few of us.
The function of sleep is undoubtedly to enable vital
force to accumulate and thus to enable it to sustain
the demands made upon its resources by the active
life of the day. The drain of each day is greater than
the supply and a time of rest is necessary in PPEVQM
the supply from becoming exhausted. This idea is
clearly expressed by Dr.. Richardson. “The proximate
cause of sleep is an expenditure of the substance that
sustains the vital energy of the brain, nerves and
voluntary muscles beyond what they receive when
awake, and the speciﬁc ofﬁce of sleep is the restoration

-

think that Dr. Richardson's theory of a hardening
of the brain matter in sleep, applied to the theory I
have advanced of the function of the brain as a store
house of intellectual magnetism and as a register oi
knowledge through cell combinations, and its further
function as a stimulator to action, gives us _a clue

,
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by exercise; the most re
markable diﬁerence between sleep and exercise being
that during sleep the income exceeds the expenditure
whereas during exercise the expenditure exceeds the
income”. ‘While this is undoubtedly true, yet it con
veys tothe popular mind an idea which is false, that
sleep has in itself -some special faculty for health and
strength. It has no such power, all it can do is to
enable vital force to turn its attention from the ex
penditure of active life to the accumulation of latent
energy. If vital force is lacking, no amount of sleep
will enable it to repair the structure.
And now comes the important question: How shall
we secure sound and abundant sleep? Sound, healthy
sleep is the result of a perfect equilibrium of the
system, and whatever tends in that direction is a
help to sound sleep. It is because sickness has di
minished this equilibrium that sick people cannot
rest, and it is when the equilibrium is restored that
convalescence may be said to set in. Sorrow and
worry impair the equilibrium and also impair sleep.
To enjoy sound sleep we must possess a sound body.
When the vegetative system works smoothly, it sends
no messages to our consciousness to call it back into
activity. We must learn how to control our minds
and to possess our souls in peace. By allowing out
side inﬂuences to disturb us, it causes our brain to
remain active, and we will fail to sleep or it will
'
not be a sound one.
.
faculty.
We
other
Sleep can be cultivated as any
are creatures of habit, which is due to the fact that
magnetic currents run easier in their usual channels
and at their usual times. So by encouraging those
mental and physical states which are conducive 60
sleep, we shall increase both its amount and its good
of what has been wasted

results.

Live right, think

\

right-~

and you

will

sleep

right.
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am substantially
correctwhen state that
there are two distinct
methods of ﬁghting disease. One
which is the most ancient,
and to which physicians
of the old school
cling most strongly, is by using
chemical forces. They assist
nature by using chemi
cals which by their
rcactions and combinations help
it in its eﬂorts to ﬁght
disease.
The other’ method
is by relying upon
vital force to do the work, and
concentrating our efforts upon the
increase of vital
force. That is the
main reliance. of the physicians
of the new school; it
is much more certain and not
so dangerous as
the ﬁrst, but not so prompt in it!
results. The ﬁrst is best
adapted to acute sickness
and the second to
chronic diseases.
Magnetic doctors,
mind doctors and faith doctor-=—
for in fact all
belong to the same scho‘ol—have been
thought to work
miracles or cried down as charlatans.
but have shown so
much ability and made somany
cures, that to-day at
least so far as magnetic
are
doctors
¢en¢erl1ed. their cures are attributed
to
the
right
cause. It is
transmission of vital force and f0l10.\\'s

-
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The transmission
of magnetism, by actual contact
01'
thmugh a lock of
hair is not so diiﬂcult to un
derstand; but it is
hard to ﬁnd out the source ofﬂle
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supply from which it comes. If magnetic doctors were
always strong, healthy men and women, endowed with
powerful physical organizations, we might think that
they are specially adapted to manufacture magnetism
much beyond their needs, and thus can supply others
out of their abundance. But it is not so. They are
usually persons of very sensitive organizations and
appear to have no vital force to spare. For my part,
am much inclined to look upon them in the light of
“mediums”, that is of persons peculiarly organized so
as to enable them to collect and distribute some occult
or unknown power which is latent in the universe.
Beneiicent advice, resulting from a correct diagnosis
is easy enough to understand. The knowledge of the
disease which the doctor has acquired through the lock
of hair, joined to his knowledge of the laws of health
enables him to give his patient some sound advice. He
acts the part of a medical adviser, and if his patieng
is willing to follow his directions, the prospect of a
' '
r
cure is very favorable.‘
The knowledge of the possibility of the transmission
of vital force by magnetic doctors has a practical value
for ordinary mortals, for it leads toward a study of
the unseen inﬂuence exerted on our health by our
daily associates.
am confident that this” inﬂuence
is much stronger than is usually supposed, and that
in certain surroundings the strongest man or woman
will ﬁnally lose their health and spirits, while in other
surroundings the weakest person ‘will feel the bene
'
‘
‘
i
T
ﬁcent results.
,
through
Here we find the same law which rules all
nature. As wealth cannot be gathered in a poverty
stricken country, so health cannot be attained among
the sick and diseased, for all the care which science
can bestow and all the remedies which the physicians
can give, will fail to secure perfect health so long as
the persons by whom we are surrounded violate the
laws of right living.
often think when the physician
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is sent for

to prescribe

for

one of the members

s
family, that if he knew' more of
the laws of health,
or if those who sent for
him were conscious of the
real cause of the trouble,
instead of medicines the
physician would give
wholesome advice, and the fa
mily change its mode of life, for
the principal cause
of the patient’s sickness is
due to the whole family
being deﬁcient in vital force and
the patient being
of

either the weakest or the most
exposed, thus becom
ing the scape-goat for all their
mistakes.
Often have
seen the wife kept in continual ill
health by the ignorance of the
husband who, by W0!
ry and ~a careless disregard
of the laws of health
wasted his own vital.force,.and
every day—or night
from
her
the vital. force she had accumulated
-drew
and thus kept her deﬁcient
as well as himself.
While
have seen again and again this evilresult
upon husband, wife or
children,
also know too well
that there is no ‘possible
remedy for it with the actual
ignorance as to r the
source of health and of the
transferable nature of vital force. So long as it is not
understood that vital force is an actual substance, to
be acquired only by
following certain lines of action.
not to be bought and sold,
so long will it be wasted
and so long will the
needy allowthernselves to be
robbed by those who
uselessly squander it.
On that account, while
undoubtedly there are among
the magnetic doctors
many impostors, and while even
with the efficient ones the
cures are often transient,
the disease returning
as soon as the eﬁect of the new
inﬂux of vital force ceases,
yet
look upon their in
creasing numbers as a good
omen, for aside from the
beneﬁts they confer, they
have a good educative I11
ﬂuence, for those
who become acquainted with their
"1199, easily believe
in the powers of vital force.
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XV.

MIND READING.
Mind reading or clairvoyance have been known
from the earliest ages, but have been thought to be

I
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I
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powers, and have been classed
among the miracles. It is only of late that the idea
has been advanced that it might be only one of man’s
natural powers, and that a desire has shown itself
to give these phenomena scientiﬁc investigation.
The Society for Psychological Research in England
and~ its branch in this country have spent much time
and labor in carefully sifting all .the occurrences
brought to their notice. The resultof their work has
been published in a book entitled “Mind Reading and
Beyond”, by Mr. Hovey, of Boston.
It seems clearly proven that there is some means
of communication for the transmission
of thought
which eludes our present knowledge. The thoughts
which one person possesses can be transmitted to an
other by what seems an eﬁort of the will, without
any known mode of communication béing used. The
conditions, as found by the society, are ﬁrst: The
concentration of thought by one or more persons on
the idea they wish to communicate; inexta state of
perfect passivity or receptivity in the person to whom
the idea is to be communicated.
Of the mode by
which the thought is transmitted, the society does
not even offer a conjecture. They simply recognize
the fact and prove it to their own satisfaction and to
that of any unprejudiced inquirer.
The theory of vital force and magnetic exchange
which
have formulated in the preceding chapters
oﬁers a plausible explanation which
will now pre
\
sent to the reader.
1
will ﬁrst call attention‘to the fact that, while all

,

due to supernatural

‘

‘
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phenomena take place outside the seat of
conscious
ness, they have no existence for us, are
not recognized
by us, unless corresponding sensations reach
our seat
of consciousness, and they can only reach it
by being
transmitted by magnetic messages. For instance, the
child who plays at our feet will not exist for us unless
the eye mirrors the picture, and the nerves
convey
the picture to the brain, and from the brain
amessage
is sent to the seat of consciousness. Let
any of these
processes fail, and the child will not exist for us.
But on the other hand, if our consciousness receives
such a message, the child will be as real to us as if
he existed, and we will have been
subject to what is
called illusions. -It is by such means that the painter
conveys to us the image of our friends. The picture
sends to our consciousness nearly the same sensation
that the original does, and to that extent is as real
to us as the living person. Could
the painter endow
-the picture with the power of speech and motion the
illusion would be so complete that it would be diffi
cult for us to discriminate between the sensations caus
ed by the picture and those caused by the
original. That
which we believe to exist is not necessarily real, but
is the result of the sensations which reach the seat
of our consciousness.
In the second place, what we call knowledge is the
recognition of certain changes which are taking place
in our magnetism. Mind reading, or the direct trans
mission or knowledge, can thus be explained as due
to the magnetism of
others reaching in adir=ectmal1
ner the seat of consciousness of the subject and thus
replacing the knowledge usually furnished by his
own magnetism.
If we once understand that knowledge is not aP1‘e'
P91‘iiy of the brain, but of the
magnetism contained
in the brain, and that this knowledge is due to ii
faint Change which has taken place in the character
of this magnetism, each
change corresponding te an

rs.'.'’
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increase of knowledge, we will readily recognize that
if we can gain possession of the seat of consciousness of
the subject, and hold his magnetism in abeyance, re
placing it by our own, he will come in possession of our
knowledge, at the temporary exclusion of his own.
It is because a transfer of magnetism—which always
take place
precedes a transfer of knowledge—must
that the experiments are more successful when several
persons unite to impress the subject. All their mag
netism is impregnated with the same knowledge and
they act as a series of batteries concentrated on a
single point. For the same reason the persons trans
mitting impressions must be positive, while those who
receive them must be receptive, which explains why
sensitive persons make the best subjects.
This transfer of knowledge is also easier to make‘
if there is bodily contact, for it helps the transmission
of magnetism. Many mind readers put their hand on
the head of the person from whom they wish to re
ceive impressions, others place it on the nape of the
neck. Bishop, in his wonderful feat of driving blind
folded through crowded streets, was connected by a
copper wire with the man occupying with him the
driver's seat.
It will be easy for any one who accepts my theory
of the evolution of knowledge which
have explained
in the opening chapters, to understand the philosophy
of the phenomena which are classed as telepathy by
the students of psychology.
The process is a very
simple one and in no way different from any other
In the case, for instance,
method of communication.
of a person receiving an object from another and
hiding it, then being led by the mind reader to the
spot where it is hidden, and back again to the per
son who ﬂrst furnished it, the explanation is this:
As the man who is to impress the mind reade1wreceives the object and hides it, that portion of his in
tellectual magnetism called into play undergoes a
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change corresponding to the
knowledge resulting from
the performance of these
actions. This change is the
source of his own knowledge,
and if it did not take
place he would have no
memory of his own actions.
When he takes the mind
reader by the hand,ameg
netic communication is
established between them, and
the mind reader being
naturally sensitive to such
magnetic inﬂuences, and
having trained himself to
recognize them and to allow
them to control l.is own
actions, at once interprets the
message and easily ﬁnds
the hidden object and its
owner.
If the person who is to ﬁnd
the object is one of us
commcn mortals, and the.
needed information i;con
veyed by speech or
writing, nobody would be surpris
ed and yet the problem
of the means of communica
tion is precisely the same.
.
The difﬁcult part of the
problem is not to discover
the means of
communication from one individual to
another, but the means by which
knowledge is com
municated from one brain to the other. Let
me make
my meaning clear. One
man possesses knowledge that
he wants to convey
to another.
This knowledge is
located in his brain. To
accomplish his object he sends
the other man a
letter. The whole problem is this;
What is there in the letter
which conveys the l-:now1
edge? Is it simply the
words? Certainly not, for he
could send him the
whole dictionary and the other
man would be none the
wiser. It cannot be in the
Paper, for no one gets
information from blank paper
Two explanations alone
are worth considering. 0118
is that the ﬁrst
man can transmute his intellectual
knowledge into a mechanical
device, which consists
in certain
combinations of words, and that the reci
Pient can transmute the
mechanical message back
into intellectual
knowledge. This is the accepted
111%

terialist explanation, but
it involves theinvestigawrs
in great
diﬂiculties which go on increasing P-8 t-heY
become more speciﬁc
in their investigations, and it
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breaks down utterly when they try to explain the
phenomena of telepathy.
The other is my own explanation that the letter is
onlya means of conveyance for a magnetic current,
and that we use words and combinations of words
because they are better adapted to the transmission
of these magnetic messages than blank paper.
This is the only explanation which claims that the
of knowl
same method is used for the transmission
edge within the individual and for transmission bet
ween individuals. ‘VVe know that knowledge of what
takes place in one part of our system is conveyed to
the other parts, and know furthermore that it is not
done by such mechanical conveyances as letters or
words. But we know also that if this knowledge is
(carried by magnetic messages—nervous currents the
doctors call them—those messages are themselves
in all di
carried through conductors—nerves--going
rections. What
that
claim is
the same process is
followed for outside as for inside communications, and
that it is the same current which informs us that a
rheumatic pain prevents us from using our limb, that
mal. es use of our voice to convey the same informa
ticn to our doctor; and it is the same intelligence
that built nervous cells to contain and transmit in
formation in the form of magnetism, and that makes
them into combinations as a help to memory, which
also makes use of words and combinations of words
as a help to the communication of knowledge.
There is no transmutation of knowledge into words
and of words into knowledge, as is claimed by the
materialist, but there is a continuous transmission of
substance which contains knowledge, and which as
its own knowledge increases, perfects its own means
of communication.
doubt very much if mind reading, or clairvoyance,
or any other form of telepathy, will ever be of prac
tical use except as a help to the study of the attributes
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of the mind.
look upon them as abnormal develop
ments in special directions which are not favorable
to the normal progress of humanity.
The eyes, the ears, the organs of speech were ﬁrst
evolved as furnishing the best means of communica
tion, and their use has been extended by the arts of
writing and telegraphirfg, just as combinations of cells
as a help to memory have been followed by the use
'
of words and phrases.
And just as there are persons with such a develop
ment of cell-memory as to dispense with writings 02'
books, so there are persons who can send or receive
communicationsfwithout the help of the mechanical
devices evolved' by the
common need of living organ
isms. And yet, although this wonderful development
of memory in some persons is well known, it has been
found to be abnormal and always at the expense of
some other needed faculty, so that it is not thought
advisable to unduly cultivate memory and load it
with a mas: of useless and badly digested knowledge,
but progress has been found in an increased use of
books containing special knowledge, and in perfecting
these mechanical helps which enable us to ﬁnd
Pfe
cisely the knowledge we want in a condensed and
well digested form. In the same way, it will be found
that progress in communication does not lay in the
improvement of telepathy, but in the
perfecting of the
post-oﬂice, telegraph and telephone agencies.
As proof of the statement that telepathy is not ill
the line of progress,
would call attention to the fiwt
that animals use it much
more than men. The reason
for it is plain. Not
possessing suﬂ:lcient intelligence
to develop eﬁicient
mechanical helps to communica
tion, they had to cultivate
the primitive methods that
originally furnished the only means of transmissiml
of knowledge between
individuals. Animals are mind
l‘e35e13. not because they are more developed than
men, but only because
they lack the intelligence
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devise a better‘ system to transmit their own thoughts.
But if telepathy is not. a practical science, it is of
‘the greatest use to the investigator, and with hyp
notism furnishes the best tests of the plausibility of
1the different theories advanced to explain the many
psychologic phenomena. And
claim that.my ex
planation is in accord with my theory of the nature
and'function of vital force and magnetism, and fur
nishesstrong proof of the correctness of my assump
tion as to the basis of knowledge and its relation to
.
memory and heredity.

I

CHAPTER

XVI.

HYPNOTISM.
This phenomenon has been known for a long time
and investigated for a century or more, eve; since
Mesmer called attention to the power certain persons
can acquire over others.
So far as
am acquainted with this subject, no

I

‘plausible explanation is given of the nature of this
power, nor can any be attempted so long as we ac
cept a belief in a living principle, and have such a
wrong idea as to the relations of mind and body.
But it will be apparent to any one who has grasped
the ideas
have tried to explainon the nature of
vital force, that
must look upon hypnotism as an
extension of powers which are already our own in a
certain degree.
In this world of evolution, there is no sudden and
abrupt change, and hypnotizers are only persons who
taking advantage of the power we all possess to
control our own conduct, extend this power so as to
enable them to control the conduct of others.
The problem of how we control our own actions is’

J;-q,e=s

I

,
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I

a

I

diﬂicult one, and
found no clue to its solution
until
accepted the theory of
knowledge advocated
in this

Of in

to

book.
One fact is now recognized by all
students of con
duct, and that is, that it is
controlled by knowledge.
While in older times, other agencies
such as our own
'2! ill, or
the innate depravity of our
nature, were sup
posed to divide the
control of conduct with knowledge,
careful investigation shows
that innate depravity isn
myth, and that our will,
instead of being the master
of knowledge, is its
obedient servant.
Starting then from the proposition
that our knowl
edge controls our
actions, the problem resolves itself
in trying to ascertain
how this knowledge sends its
commands to the several parts
of the body.
Let us investigate the case
of a man who has
open the door of a
shop at a certain hour every
morning. This is my explanation
of how vital force
not only furnishes him
with the power of doing it,b11t
also directs him how
and when to do it. And my
explanation differs from
that of the materialist
this, that while he
recognizes in the man currents
nervous force that enable
him to accomplish his pur
pose, he fails utterly
to explain how is transmitted
the knowledge
necessary to guide the man in his
actions.
'

But

will ﬁrst

state that according to explanation!
given in other parts
of this book and which
will
not repeat here, his
limbs have already received the
vital force imbued with
such knowledge as will guide
them in their actions.
In the development of our p0W
ers we do not
ﬁrst learn what to do but how tenet
The child is
taught how to walk before he is sent
llP0n errands, and taught
how to use his hands before
he is set to
work.
This
teaching means that the
vital force
contained in the limbs has already
809e
through the necessary
changes,
and
in
a
of
health
state
is ever, ready to
answer the demands made up0nit
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Our man can then be considered as a spring already
wound up and ready to act in any direction.
How then is he made to start at the right time
and to accomplish the right actions?
He ﬁrst has information conveyed to him of the ac
tions he is expected to perform. This is transmitted
to him in the shape of magnetism,
as explained in
the previous chapter, which locates in the brain and
uniting with that which was there before, changes
its character and thus changes the nature of his ac
tions. The knowledge thus acquired is at ﬁrst latent,
but at the proper-time it releases itself, and in the
form of a magnetic current reaches the organs 0!
locomotion, and not only sets them in motion but
guides them to their destination. When the man ar
rives at the door, the current passes to the hands and
so controls them that they open the door at the
right moment. For the time being, that part of the
vital force which contains the necessary knowledge
is in command of the voluntary system and control
all the actions of the living organism, the other con
trolling faculties being held in abeyance until such
time as it becomes necessary for them to assume the
r
command.
This ability ot vital force to contain latent knowl
edge, which remains quiescent until it is needed, is
indispensable to the right control of conduct. This
latent power is found in its perfection in the phe
nomena of heredity. In the vital force transferred from
the parent to the germ is stored all the knowledge
needed for the complete development of the new or
ganism, butit is latent and only starts in activity
as the necessity arises. Just as the man does not
start to open the door until the proper time has ar
rived, and does not try to ﬁt the key in the lock
until he has reached his destination, so the plant will
not put out its ﬂowers or mature its fruits until the
proper conditions have been attained.

.
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If

I

am correct in my explanation of how we

trol ourselves and in my belief that the
power

con

which

to

is
a

a

we possess to set to ourselves and
others
duty
be performed at a given time
resides in the magnetism,
then we have an explanation of all
the phenomena
of hypnotism, which as mind
reading,
transfer
of magnetism by direct means
instead of using the
indirect means usually employed. '

In one thing hypnotism diﬁers from mind
reading
and that is that hypnotism takes
possession of the
subject without his being conscious of the
inﬂuence
which is exerted upon him, while in mind
reading
the subject usually submits willingly
to the magnetic
inﬂuence and helps it by all means in his power. This
diﬁerence does not arise from any diﬁereuce in the
character of the phenomena, but in the‘ difference
in the results to be accomplished.
What
have said in the preceding chapter ab0llt
the extension of the means of
communication, applies
to the extension of the
means of control. We control
.
ourselves by magnetic currents extendingto all
parts
of our bodies, and we
control others by sending cur
rents of the same nature
through mechanical agencies
- A
general oﬂicer issues his
orders, and at
given
time his well trained
soldiers are set in motion, sub
mitting to his will and ignorant of the
result oT their
actions. They march and countermarch,
ﬁght, advance
or ‘retreat at the word
of ‘command. The hypn0tiZ91'
does the same with
his subject andone phenomenon
is not more
wonderful than the other.
One diﬁerence
some persons may claim to eXiBt
because the soldier is
conscious of having received
erdel‘B, While the
subject has no recollection of receiv
mg any. But if the
subject has no recollection of how
he came under
the control of the hypnotizer, can it be
Said that the
soldier has any realization of the way
by which the
common people are induced to serve
a

I
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in the army and made to ﬁght the battles of their
oppressors? For my part,
believe that hypnotism
on a large scale is an important factorin the control
of nations, and I attribute to the magnetic power of
strong minds over weak ones the delusion which makes
men vote and ﬁght for measures which are directly
against their own interests; and I further believe that
positive assertions from leading minds have more in

I

ﬂuence than argument to control the votes of the
i
average citizens.
On that account,
make a great difference between
the practical importance of hypnotism and mind read
ing. Hypnotism may have much' healing power, as
is claimed by some physicians, but
know that'it
is a religious and social power, and is an important
factor in shaping the beliefs and conduct of indivi
duals and nations.
A great deal has been said about the possible dan
ger to humanity through an increased use of hypno
1tism,some asserting that it can be made a dangerous
weapon for evil, while others contend that it can only
be used with good intentions.
Butlbelieve that the
practice of hypnotic control, either for the purpose of
'curing disease, or of inducing others to commit
crimes, is but an insigniﬁcant factor compared to the
hypnotic inﬂuence of the selﬁsh and quarrelsome
over their weaker fellow-men, and that better knowl
edge will help the down-trodden to resist and overcome
the inﬂuence which helps to maintain them in astate
of willing slavery.
The fear that an increase of knowledge can result
badly for humanity is a foolish one. and though we
cannot-always tell how it is going to help us, we
ought to have more faith in the outcome of progress,
even if sometimes it looks to us as going in the
wrong direction.
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SPIRITUALISM.
The question of a future existence is

one of great
average intelligence

importance, and no person 0i‘
should fail to give it a thorough investigation. It may
be very pleasant to accept the‘ faith of our fathers,
and whether Protestant, Catholic or Mshomedan, to
believe in our personal salvation and in the loss of
those who fail to agree with us, but it is, to say the
least, a very dangerous and unscientiﬁc proceeding,
and before we decide to rely upon it, we ought, when
we attain the age of understanding, to give the
foundation of our faith a careful examination.
have given this subject due attention, and while
do not wish to treat it here from the theological
standpoint,
want to give the result of my studies
so far as magnetic inﬂuences and spiritualism are
connected.
have come to the ﬁrm conclusion that spirits
exist, and that some persons of peculiarly sensitive
nature can see them and converse with them. I am
glad to see by a late report of the Society for Psy
chological Research, that they have come to the same
conclusion, having scientiﬁcally investigated a num
ber of cases which left no doubt in their minds thﬂi
the apparitions were genuine.
And yet am not a spiritualist in the usual accept
ance of the term.
diﬁer with them in this that I
cannet, #18 yet. see any proof of a spiritual world
where spirits havea conscious and progressive eX18f
ence, and where they follow avocations somewhat
like those we follow here.
do not deny that such a
world may exist, but simply say that our experience
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here does not enable me to conceive of a world
of pleasure or pain disassociated from matter. Our
imagination may construct such a world, but when
we put it to the proof, it entails contradictions to all
known laws as much as the Christian Paradise or the
Christian Hell. Such a spiritual world is beyond our
possible knowledge and outside the pale of scientiﬁc
investigation, and if we believe in it at all, it must
be 'as a pure exercise of faith.
In conversations with spirits through reliable me
diums, ,I have tried to probe this question to the bot
tom, but
have not been able to- get any satisfactory
information.
For instance, when
asked one of my
ghostly visitors if spirits ate and drank as we mater
ial organisms, he answered he did not know. Some
spirits believed that they did, but for his part, he
thought that they mistook the memories of their past
life for actions taking place in their new conditions.
But it is only fair to acknowledge that
may be
prejudiced against a belief in afuture existence, and
that the same answers the spirit gave me mighthave
led another person to an entirely diff-erent conclusion,
so that while personally
have but little faith in a
conscious spiritual existence, can easily understand
how very clear-headed persons can come to a very
diﬁerent belief.
But if
cannot go as far as the Spiritualists, I con
sider it as proven to my satisfaction that the spirit is
distinct from the body and persists after death as an
individuality for a greater or lesser length of time,
and can make itself manifest to the living.
believe, as
have stated it in these pages, that our
individuality is composed of two entirely diﬁerent
substances, the spirit, which
call vital force, and
matter. During life, the spirit holds the matter to
gether and makes it its ‘dwelling place. At death
the bond which had been woven between the spirit
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and matter is broken,and inert
matter, lefttoits om
inherent powers, soon reverts to
its original condition.
But the cohesion which

holds our body together is
not dissolved at once, for
there is no force within us
to wrench the parts
asunder. Outside forces must put
in their work to which
the lifeless body can oﬂerno
resistance, and which slowly
disintegrate its consti
tuting elements. Let the body
be protected from
these
outside forces and it will
remain intact
~The

indeﬁnitely.

knowledge of what becomes of
our body is
within the reach of our perceptive
senses, but what
becomes of our spirit is beyond
our reach, and our

suppositions must be based
upon our present knowl
edge of the nature of
the spirit and upon analogy,
and by their help we can
try to answer these very
natural questions which present
themselves to us:
Does the spirit maintain
its individuality, or does it
when it leaves the
material body, resolve itselt into
its constituting
elements ‘I
From its ﬂuidous and
intangible nature, and from
the fact that even
when conﬁned within the body it
is undergoing a
constant exchange with other living
organisms, we might infer
that the bond which holds
together the different
kinds of vital force which cons
titute the spirit is of a
very tenuous nature. and that
as soon as the spirit
has parted with theorganislnit
has constructed, it will,
as the body, be disintegrated
by outside
inﬂuences, and soon resolve itself back
into the original
reservoir out of which it has emerg
ed. But on the
other hand, if we consider thatthere
is a strong
aﬂinity between the different parts of 0111
spiritual
individuality, and that duringour life there
has been a
constant intermingling and action and
reaction of our
several magnetisms upon each 0111161‘
we may Bafely
assume that there remains after death
3*
strong (301l6-°iV8 power
and suﬂicient aﬂinity bet
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claim then that it is both logical and scientiﬁc
to represent to ourselves the disembodied spirits in
the form of unseen and unponderable substances—vi
tal force when giving life to the body—ﬁoating in
space, attracted hither or thither by other spirits or
by living organisms or by local attachments.
So far
am willing to follow the modern Spiritu
alist, and I ﬁnd in this belief a suﬁlcient explanation
of all proven spiritual phenomena, but
cannot go
with them so far as to believe that this world is only

I

I

the threshold of another of much greater importance,
and
am not even sure that spirits are conscious of
their own existence, except when they take. posses
sion of mediums.
is easy enough for us to conceive
of conscious spirits, and many manifestations seem
to oﬁer clear proof to that eﬁect, but it is also true
that what we know of consciousness here and of the
conditions under which it can be attained makes it
doubtful if the same conditions can be met after death.
A careful examination and a comparison of the condi
tions uncler which mind reading takes place, shows
that consciousness is not a necessary factor in phe-'
nomena of a psychologic nature, and that what seems
the consciousness of the spirit may very well be the

I

It

consciousness of the medium.
However, ‘if I cannot fully agree on all these
points with the Spiritualists,
am so far in accord
with them as to claim that if there is such -a future
existence, it can only be an evolution of our life here
and subject to the same laws, so that, whether we
shall enter after death into a conscious spiritual
existence, or whether death does end all conscious
ness, ought to'make no practical difference in our
‘conduct here, for the complete development of our
highest faculties is not on,y conducive to our happi
ness in this world, but must fnruish also the best
preparation for a spiritual world.

I
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Having thus stated the conclusions

I

I

have reached

after due investigations, will point out to my readers
that the phenomena of spiritualism are of the same
nature as the phenomena of mind reading and of
hypnotism, and that the only diﬁerence between them
is that in these last the magnetism which impresses
the medium comes from living persons, acting cons

ciously or unconsciously, while in the spiritualiitio
manifestations, the magnetism comes from disembo
died spirits, ﬂoating in space, and who by aﬁlnity ol

association, have a strong tendency to unite with the
magnetism of the living.
hold that the vision of spirits and their conversa
tion is due to the magnetism of the dead takiugpos
session of the consciousness of the mediums, precisely
as
have explained takes place in mind reading, and
that the sensations caused in the brain are so preci
sely alike those which the same magnetism in the
body would have caused, that the medium cannot
distinguish them apart, and sees and hears the spirit
precisely as he would see or hear him if he was alive.
The same explanation answers for the transmission
of knowledge. For-the knowledge acquired by the
spirit during his life resides in his maghetisnl, and
through it he can impart this knowledge to the me
dium. But if
am correct as to my belief of the con
ditions of our future existence, it is a knowledge of
their past and not of their present life, which would
account for the -unsatisfactory answers we receive w
many of our questions.
There are well authenticated cases of spirits re
vealing knowledge which they alone possessed in their
earthly existence, and
am a ﬁrm believer in the
theory that not only do spirits for a time retain their
Past knowledge, but can communicate it to persons
qualiﬁed to receive it. But
have seen no commu
nications from spirits which would oﬁer proof that the)’

I
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keep on acquiring knowledge, or are making use of
their opportunities to progress beyond us.
In my numerous discussions on this subject, have
only found two classes of persons among those who
claimed to have any opinions on the question. One
who denies all spiritual manifestations, and believing
that mind is a secretion of matter, says that death
ends all. The other, who believing in spiritual mani
festations, accept them as, sufficient proof of a conscious
future existence. But among this last class there are
many persons who commence to realize that they
have taken toomuch for granted, and there is among
the Spiritualists a diminution of the belief in an end
less spiritual existence and less interest in the des
criptions of the spiritual world.
A better knowledge of the potentialities of magnet
ism, and a comparison between the manifestations of
spirits and of living mediums will show, I believe, that
spiritual phenomena are possible without intent or
consc‘iousness on the part of spirits, for the same
kind of communications'have been received from
living persons without their being intent or conscious
of sending them. And as to the duration of spiritual
life, it seems certain that those communications which
are the most reliable and show the broadest knowi
edge, come from spirits not long departed, while
those which come from persons long dead, are often
incoherent and show a decrease of their powers.
'To my mind, the burden of proof tends to show that
if spirits possess consciousness, it is not as vivid as
that of living persons and tends to fade away, and
also that the probability is that the aﬂinity which
holds spirits together loses its power, and that gradu
ally they become re-incorporated in the great reservoir
of spirit-life from which they originated.
I am further strengthened in that belief by consi
derations as to the beginning of our spiritual indivi

I
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duality, which if it persist for ever, must have ex
isted for all time. How then does it come to pass
that we should have no recollection of this past
existence and that spirits yet unborn should nothave
the power to manifest themselves to us? And by
what process do these spirits pass into the germs to
become clothed in ﬂesh and enter their earthly car
reer? Those are the questions which all believers in
an endless spiritual life must answer to complete the
proof of immortality.
With my explanation the question of a previous
existence oﬁers-no diﬂiculty. The spiritual substance
has always existed and will exist for ever, but our
own individuality has only commenced in the germ
at the time it was thrown oﬂ by-the parents. and it
started on its independent course. The line of its de
velopment, instead of depending on its conduct in s
previous existence, as claimed by the Theosophists,
depends upon the conduct of our ancestors and the
surroundings in which he is placed.
It develops its powers according to the law of evo
lution and attains a high degree of intelligence and
consciousness, until the end of its potentialities has
been reached, when it gradually fades away to be
replaced by other individualities which proﬁt by it!
eﬁorts

and experience,
higher development.

and

successively

attain a

‘
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POTENTIALITIES.

A,l reproduction

is attended with waste. Thousands
of germs are produced which, are never impregnated,
but decay and return to their original elements with
out having fulﬁlled the potentialities of their exist
ence. Of those impregnated, the largest portion suc
cumb in the early part of their lives,aprey to their
enemies or destroyed by adverse elements.
Man fares no better. A‘ large portion of the vital
force of both men and women is spent in producing
useless ‘germs, and the woman has a most complicated
apparatus for the nourishment of the foetus and the
lactation of the child, which'comes into use only for
a brief. period of her existence, and often not at all,
while an extra production for the needed nourishment
for her possible offspring is going on during the best
part of her life, and is going by the discharge of
lier monthly ﬂow.
The tendency or‘ the increased intelligence of man
is to diminish this waste. He controls the reproductive
powers of animals and uses those of the plants for
the alimentation of mankind. Thus in Indian corn less
than one grain in two hundred is used for seed, the
remainder goesto feed man and domestic animals.
This has been accomplished by improving the condi
tions which surround the plants and developing some

potentialities they possessed.
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Horticulturists have progressed in the same direction
and have attained a much more striking development.
By culture the ﬂowers have been made to lose their
reproductive organs, in part or entirely, and have in
creased the number and beauty of their petals, thus
producing what are called double ﬂowers.
The same process of turning the reproducive forces
of mankind into a new and more useful direction is
what
claim can be done by an intelligent exchange
of sexual magnetism, and the general process by which
it is accomplished is what
call Magnetatiom
Magnetation is a new word furnished me by J. W
Lloyd, who has felt the need of a new nomenclature
for our increased knowledge in social science. It is
intended to designate all- forms of exchange of sexual
magnetism made for the beneﬁt of the actors and not
for purposes of procreation.
In claiming for magnetation certain potentialities,I
do not wish to be understood as rejecting the idea that
beneﬁts can be derived from the exchange of intel
lectual or emotional magnetism. On the contra1‘5',I
believe all magnetic exchanges are producive of g00d
results. But
also believe that vital force has devel
oped in special directions, and as it is to the sexll '11
vital force that has been delegated the task ofr9I‘T°'
ducing the race, it has special potentialities in that
direction, which, if they can be used by the Parent
organism for his own beneﬁt, must have better results
than can b-e derived from the other maiiinetismi It
must result in an increase of vitality, and Preb“b1y
in the prolongation of life.
Magnetation includes all those actions that result
in pleasant sensations due to the presence ofa Person
of the other sex. These
pleasant sensations are 11119
to the exchange of
sexual magnetism, and are 31°.
incentive to magnetation.
A man and a woman may
converse or even dance together without magnetmon
taking P1ace, but they cannot ﬂirt together or malw
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love to each other without exchanging more or less
sexual magnetism.
The natural, uneducated result of magnetatlon is
procreation. Animals court at times, but when the
female is impregnated, magnetation ceases and they
Undeveloped
relapse into their normal indiﬁerence.
men act nearly the same. ‘They court, marry, and
very soon the care of the family absorbs their energy
so that but little more magnetation takes place.
But as imen develop it causes a change, marriage
is looked upon as something more than aprocreative
association, and the tendency to magnetation is very
much increased.
This tendency is a mark of progress and ought to
be encouraged, which can best be done by teaching
the knowledge of the potentialities of magnetation
and of the principles upon which it is advocated.

CHAPTER
REASONS

II.

FOR THE CHANGE.

Society has been for some time entering into enti
rely newconditions. The diminution of the wars that
have so long devastated civilized nations, and the
improvements in manufacture and transportation, are
causing a gradual, but constant change in the mode
of life, which in its turn reacts upon the sexual rela
tions. One result is already clearly apparent. Marriages
are not nearly as fruitful as they were when wars
and pestilence held undisputed sway, and the prolon
gation of the length of the average of human life is
followed by a diminution in the size of the family.
This restriction is usually a voluntary one due to the
growing demands. of civilization upon the time and
thoughts of the women, and a dislike among the

vs
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parents to bring into the world children to whom
they
cannot assure a reputable position among their
friends
and associates.
If this diminution in the size of the family was due
to an involuntarydiminution of the generation of sex
force. and not to the use of voluntary checks t0'con
oeption, this change would have only an economic
importance, but would not call for new methods cal
culated to turn procreation into magnetation.
know that the idea has often been advanced by
a class of investigators that, as the human race pro
gresses, an increasing portion of the vital ﬂuid is
diverted from other parts of the body to the brain, so
that the most developed men and women slowly lose
their generating powers. But
do not believeany
such doctrine, nor can
see that it is borne out by
the facts. So far as
have been able to observeitha
men and women in whom intellectuality encrotwhes
upon the physical powers belong to the encePh*11i°
temperament. High foreheads, showing large brsill
development, are united to narrow chests, p00! 1111159
and’ weak stomachs. They are the victims of our one
sided civilization and are specimens of one-sided de
velopment. But there is a large number of persons oi
both sexes who develop evenly and who increase all
their powers; they have broad heads, healthy
1ll"g-,>
and strong stomachs; they live well, and divide thelr
time between useful occupations and intellectual and
social recreations. These persons generate an ever
lncreasing amount of vital force, which is evenly
divided among their intellectual, physical and 993"“
powers.

I

I

I
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The march of civilization provides ample uses f0!‘
the increase of intellectual
and physical force, but as
the tendency to
child-bearing diminishes, it become!
quite 8. problem to
know what shall be done with
the increase of sexual
force so that it shall become!

blessing and not a curse to society.
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question which specially interests the
middle class, those who have secured a suﬂicient
portion of the world’s production to develop all their
physical powers and yet have not become emasculated
by vicious or luxurious living. And it interests the
women more than. the men, for it is from them that
the heaviest part of the task of reproduction is with
drawn, and they will feel the most the pressure of
sex force unused.
We see the forerunner of the coming change in the
prevalent dissatisfaction with the present state of sex
ual relations. Indiﬁerence between husband and wife,
quarrels, violations of the marriage vows, divorces,
are symptoms of the cﬁects which follow the changes
in economic conditions, and mark the transitory stage
from a time of civilization when sex force is used to
maintain by procreation a sufficient increase of popu
lation, to one when more sex force is generated than
is necessary for that purl ose, and new outlets have
to be found that will turn its potentialities to the
beneﬁt of the parents tlieniselvcs.
The change from procreation to magnetation is in
the line of economic and social progress. It is an
economic question because the population question
is the most important question which humanity has
to solve, and the time is fast coming when it will be
recognized that it is hopeless to try to impro've' the
economic conditions of a people who increase faster
than the means of subsistence, or to regenerate indi
viduals conceived in disease and raised in poverty. It
is a social question because it inﬂuences individual
character, which is the only sure basis of social im
‘
provement.
The exercise of the procreative faculties does not
uencourage the qualities that tend to improve society,
Selﬂshness, obstinacy, codlage, strength, are the requi
sites of the male, and the qualities that enable him
a

¢
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to conquer

in the struggle for existence
and to trans
fer his powers to his progeny.
Devotion to her chil
dren, submission to her
husband, absorption in her
home duties are the qualities
which make a good
wife and mother. But these are

not social qualities,
and necessity and habit
very soon compel married
couples with large families to
withdraw themselves
from the public, jand to devote their
spare time

to

-i

hood, motherhood and
It is not so when sexcitizenship.
force is used in magnetaticn.
In that‘ case success depends upon
union and recipro
city. Not the reciprocity of
a moment of passion, as
is too often the case in
procreation, but the reciprocity
of affection, based upon
these qualities which are the
foundation of the social virtues. It requires
good por
sonal control in both
sexes, teaches kindness and for
bearance, broadens the mind and
destroys jealousy
It creates an atmosphere of
sympathy and attraction
which reaches far out from
the family circle, and will
‘in time modify even
the industrial relations.
Surely such a change in
the use of sex force Is
needed, and as it must be
controlled by our intelligence
it cannot be
successfully accomplished unless we have
a clear idea of
the ends we desire and of the mean!
by Which they
can be attained.

,.‘. AA

their children, and too often,
in their isolation they
give full play to defects
in character which would be
curbed if they mixed more in
society. Bad temper,
coarse language, slovenly habits,
laziness and disho
nesty are no bar to the
exercise of the procreative
faculty, and too often the largest
families ‘are found
among those who are the least qualiﬁed
for~iathc1'
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has been said, correctly enough, that progress is
due to the gradual control of the forces of nature
by man, who seizes upon them and uses them for his
beneﬁt. But it is just as true that this control must
he preceded by self-control,-or the ability of man to
control himself.
Self-control is the result of the development of vital
As the
ioree and its trainii.-g in useful directions.
brain increases in size and strength, it gains Letter
control of the other faculties of the organism, and
compels them to curb their propensities and to work
harmoniously for the beneﬁt of all the individuality.
In accord with that law of development, civilized
man has attained a control of his faculties that
can never be reached by the uncivilized man. As
used in the arts and manufactures, his skill, which
vmeans the control of his hands and ﬁngers, shows
a steady increase, and to give no other example, the
art of writing or playing on a musical instrument
shows how far this control can be carried. But the
brain of man has not only secured the control of the
voluntary organs, he has also extended his power over
eating
the vegetative organs. The regular hours for
and sleeping are due to an intelligent control of these
faculties which are taught to adapt themselves to the
It is ‘probably in the control of
needs of civilization.
his digestive organs that man has made the most
advance, teaching them to restrain their voracious
desires and to conform themselves to rules calculated
the
to increase his enjoyment. The diﬁerence between
food
gluttony displayed by the savage in possession of
when
and the rational enjoyment of the civilized man
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partaking of his \meals, is the
difference between the
blind surrender to impulses and
an intelligent control
of the organs of digestion.
'

But it seems

as

if

the control of the organs of

production is the last in
the line of

truly it can

development,

re

and

be said that it is only of
late that man
has tried to pl'ace them
under his subjection. In the
past their non-use has
been taright and practised by

ascetics, butthe teachings of the
Oneida community
and of the author of
Diana, who advocate self-control,
are a late developmeift.
Such teachings would have
been ahead of time
and unheeded until the economic
change of.which
have spoken had progressed far
enough to induce married people
tolimit the size of

I

.

their family.
'

-

In

the pas_t,-’wi-th'.' whole
continents uninhabited
and war and 'pestilence
‘running riot,‘ population did
not increase faster than
was needed 'to, promote civi
lization, and large families
is the natural re

which
sult of 'uncontro1,1e'd ‘sex’ force
were in the line

‘

of

What

v;iras~needed'was the social regulation
ofthis force, and that was provided by the institution
bf marriage, ‘enforced by law
‘
’a-nd public opinion.
The history of th'e 'de-velop-ment'of the
‘use of the
ilroereative force is a very interesting one, and but for
the limited scope of this'work-,
would like to give
it ‘at length, b,ut‘,I
will o'nl'y brieﬂy glance at it so as
l>Pe.%'ress.-

I

toznake more‘clear the
many reasons which

‘are in

.d11ein8'iJhe‘change'from ‘procreation’ to magnetatiolh
The’ law of the
,
‘struggle for existence calls for un
.
checked procreation. All species otliving
Organisms
{are
‘surrounded by numerous enemies that threaten
13161,!‘ existence, and it
is only by excessive procreation
U18‘t' they escape
utter destruction. This procreative
Preeess is then
instinctive and not under any intelli
Bent e'°'nl3rQ1, ‘for no living ‘organism
except marl
any idea of the
obje'ct ‘to be -attained, and even llf/is
111
‘man, all
observation goes to show that except in th0§.e
.....
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who have reached the highest state’o£ development, it
is not the maintenance. of the race, but the satisfaction
of desire, that is the ' incentive to the act of pro
creation.
But as man slowly emerged victorious over all other
animals, progress controlled by intelligence slowly re
placed the instinctive progress of the struggle for
existence, private rroperty was established and in its
‘train ‘followed the marriage relation. Toincrease the
incentive to the acquisition of property, inheritance
was recognized, and as private, property had led to
the organization of the family, so inheritance followed
the game line, and theintegrity of the family had to
‘
..
.be maintained.
But it was not an easy matter to maintain this
integrity among individuals whose ancestry had, for
untold ages, practised ‘-promiscuous intercourse. Thus
new social virtues and‘ new social views had to be re-,
cognized. Chastity, a- thing unknown where private
property does not exist, became a virtue, while wan
,
tonnesshor the open manifestation of sexual desire,
‘became a vice. Laws were enacted to further strength
en the sacredness offamily life, and public opinion
the
fwas invoked to restrain any association outside
i
.
marriage relation.
,
Even all these measures were found insuﬂicient to
accomplish the desired purpose, and new customs had
to be adopted to strengthen the artiﬁcial. relation.
Among these customs were some prescribing diﬁerent
‘forms of garments for persons of diﬁerent sex'es§others
tormulating law's of etiquette for the conduct of in-‘
dividuals in society, others regulating the payment
of visits among. unmarried persons, as
well as the
in
elimination of certain subjects of conversation
respectable society. In a‘ word, the highly artiﬁcial
‘system under which we live wasinaugurated to uphold
marriage ‘and inheritance, the ‘twin' oﬁspring of per
sonal property.
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Under the present state of civilization
such
sys
tem is a necessity. and if
we ‘consider the strength
of inherited tendene/ies and the
power of sexual desires
its success is really wonderful and
shov that sex force
can be brought under the subjection
mankind. But
at this time
is social control and not self-control.
Just as prohibition is social
control while temperance
is self-control, so the sex
control of to-day
social
control, and in
very small measure only can
be
ascribed to self-control. Society prevents
the use
sex force outside of marriage, but within
marriage all
license is permitted without any restraint
from self
control. Under cover of the shield furnished
by the
marriage relation, men and women have given full
vent to their propensities, and
within its sacred pre
cincts procreation has run riot, regardless
of the misery
'
which followed in its tlain.
,
In tlie undeveloped stage which preceded the dawn
of civilization, the
propagation of the species required
different manifestations of sex force in the male and
in the female animals. The
female manifested sexual
desires only at such times as she
could conceive,
while the male was always under their inﬂuence, so
as to be ready to
beget its kind at the propiti0lls
moment. In the semi-civilized state in which we linger

full

of

a

license is given, within marriage, to both men
and women to exercise
these inherited propensities
The complete dominion of
the husband over the Wife
enables him to satisfy his passions
as often as he de
sires, and public opinion
justiﬁes
wife who brings
children into the world to the full extent of her ability
But we are slowly
emerging out of this state
semi
to
a
condition where the true relation
barbarism
of married
persons.to' each other is being‘
r@<>08'I1iZedi
and where marriage
can no long‘or be used asa cloak
for unbridled
license and unchecked reproduction,
The passive
submission of the wife is being replaced

N
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by the recognition of her equal position in the family
andparents commence to see that they are responsible
for the birth of their children.
This change in the views and beliefs of individuals
is slowly leading them in the direction of self-control
and teaching them how to pass from procreation to
magnetation. For magnetation is sexual self-control
and is in the line pf progress ifit is true that every
advance in civilization is due to an advance by man
in the control of his own organization.
'And because magnetation is sexual self-control, no
deﬁnite line of demarkation can be placed between
procreation and magnetation, for the power of self
control of all persons is diﬁerent, and the rule which
would apply to one person might not to another.
What can say is this: The persons who believe
that their sex force can be turned back from its ori
ginal function of reproducing the race to adding to
their own physical powers, and wish to reap this be
neﬁt, must study themselves and ﬁnd out the limit of
their self-control, ‘so as to avoid as far as possible
that complete surrender to passionate desire which is
always the precursor of procreation.
The eﬁort is not nearly as difficult or hopeless as
some persons suppose. We have all around us examples
of the power of the brain to control' the subordinate
organisms, and there is no reason why the sex force
should not be brought into proper subjection whenever
men and women will have developed suﬂiciently to
recognize how necessary it is to curb their inherited
propensities, and how great will be the reward of this
new advance in rivilizatinn.

I
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IV.

EQUILIBRIUM AND WASTE.

have a thorough belief that
allprogress in civi
lization is due to man’s desire for an
increase of hap
piness, and do not believe
that magnetation will su
persede procreation
unless experience shows that there
is a su‘ﬁficient reward oﬁered to
individuals for the
exercise of the necessary
am no believer
in asceticism, or in the self-control.
innate depravity of our na
tural desires, and hold that
an increase of pleasant
sensations is the incentive to all successful
advance
ment. The control of sex
force will follow the same
line of progress, and men
and women will only strive

I

I

for its attainment
when they become persuaded that
‘their eﬂorts will be properly
rewarded.
And therein is found the
diﬁerence between theold
and the new
philosophy. While the ascetics of old
taught the non-use of
sex'f0rce as pleasing to God
and worthy of a
reward after death, evolution philo
sophers teach
self-control in the use of sex force as a.
means of increasing the
sum total of. happiness for

those who exercise
'
it.
What then is the
incentive to magnetation? HoW
will it increase personal
happiness? Brieﬂy told,itis
claimed that it furnishes
a more satisfactory M416ss
wasteful method than
procreation, for restoring the
equilibrium of sex
force.
The continual
breaking of equilibrium and its 1‘e5toration is one of the
laws of motion and one Of the
conditions of progress.
Just as ‘man, when he walks,
breaks his equilibrium
when
he moves his body 1'01"
ward and
restores it by advancing one of his limbs, B0
an. things in nature
progress. The same law is true of
the action of
vital force. First comes an acoumulati0ll

.
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in the reservoirs provided for its storage, which bef
comes so large as to cause unpleasant feelings which
only cease after actions that use the surplus until the
equilibrium is restored. This is the case with the three
diﬁerent reservoirs of vital force, and unless we un
derstand this fact, we can have no proper idea of the
desires and motives which compel man to action.
But if forces stronger than our will compel us to
restore this equilibrium, that is, induce us to increase

the supply of vital force if it has decreased below
the normal demands of the organism, or to decrease
it if it is greater than the reservoirs can contain, there
is a vast diﬁerence in the results upon our happiness
according to the manner in which we use this excess
of vital force.
Thus when used by the vegetative organs in the
form of emotional magnetism, it more than returns to
the individual the vital force consumed. The stomach
and the lungs extract from the food and the air a
'much larger amount than they expend in doing their
work. The conditions under which they work may be
more or less favorable, depending upon their surround
ings and upon the amount of intelligence possessed
by the individual, but they are the providers of the
whole organism, and upon them rests the task of
securing from all available sources within their reach
the needed supply of vital force which the individual
will use intellectually, physically and sexually. On
that account, intelligent persons will divert as large
as possible an agnount of vital force to the vegetative
organs that it may be returned to them with a large
interest.
The vital force used in intellectualor physical work
makes no return in kind. The mission of the brain is
to direct and of the limbs to act. Vital force in
their department is rightfully employed or wasted
according as, the results are helpful or not to the
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vegetative organs, or conducive
or not topersonal
enjoyment.
‘
Sex force used for procreation
is a. pure waste so‘
far as the physical welfare of
the parents is concern
ed. It may be well used,
either from the standpoint
of personal happiness or of
the beneﬁt to society,
when healthy and intelligent children
are procreated.
but the number of such is
small compared to the
amount of sex force used, and it is a tact that 1111
physiologists have deplored that so much sex force
should be wasted.
But the claim is now made that sex force used in
magnetation, instead of being wasted, is returned to.
the whole organism, and that the equilibrium can be
restored without the waste entailed by procreation
Can such a claim be proven?
do not say that in
the present state of our
knowledge it can be done,
but that strong arguments can
be brought to its suppor
Let us ﬁrst examine the theoretical arguments, and
then we will see if it is in accord
with known fam
These arguments are based on three assertions,tW0
of which
have already discussed.
The ﬁrst is that sexual force contains that
peclllifl‘1‘
condensation of vital force which has within itself all
the elements of the living
organism, that it is an
epitome of the individual,
and on that account is set
aside for the work of reproduction.
The second is that this sexual
force is in constant
communication with the remainder of the vital force
in the organism and is
aﬁected by alliits oh8nB'e5- The third is basedupon
this second one, and it 15
that sex force can in
its turn aﬁect the vital force of
the Whole organism.
As this third assertion is the
foundation upon which rests the philosophy of mag‘
nemtiolh
must discuss it at some length
The sympathetic
inﬂuence of the diﬁerent Pam ef
the organism on
each other is well recognized, and
no one who
accepts the theory of vital force oxpmned
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in this book will doubt that this sympathetic in
ﬂuence is due to currents of vital force. Whenever
any one inﬂuence is strong enough to permeate the
whole organism, we recognize the fact in common
speech, and say of a man that he is full of love, or
aﬁection, or of anger. In anger, the intellectual force
stored in the brain is strongly stirred by some out
ward cause, and generates such a current as toper
meate the whole individual and to control all his
actions.

In

affection

it is the sympathetic nerves that

furnish the magnetism, while in love it comes from
the sexual organs. In each case, the inﬂux of one of.
these three kinds of magnetism is sufficiently strong
tojfpermeate the whole organism and control it for the
time being.
'
As the sources of supply are different, so are its
manifestations. Anger is evanescent, reaching great
heights, but usually lasting but a short time. Aﬁection
is strong, steady, not very demonstrative, but causing
an even and lasting inﬂuence. Love stands between
the two, neither as evanescent as anger or permanent
as affection, but its subtle inﬂuence is very penetrat
ing and it is an‘ important factor in our ‘lives.
Not only does common speech—which is based upon
common experience—recognize the fact of this con
trol of individuals by the eﬁusion of special portions
of the vital force, but the difference is felt very clearly
in the spiritual atmosphere of the ‘persons thus inﬂu
enced, and we can easily recognize the difference in
the touch, especially of the lips or hands, ofaperson
loving, aﬁectionate or indifferent. Just as have said
that our vital force can recognize the difference bet
ween a message charged with one kind of knowledge
and that charged with another, and yet we cannot
explain how it is done, so we realize very soon that
a person is under the inﬂuence of anger, love or af
fection, and yet cannot explain in what the diﬁerence

I

consists.
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so
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we admit

that there is such a difference, it

evident that the sex force must ﬁrst have
cialized. Before it can ﬁll a person with

vital force must have been drawn

is

been spe

love,

the

to the sexual organs
and there changed to sex force, and then, to do its

perfect work and lead the individual to such actions
as are necessary to procreation, it must return whence
it came and take control of the organism.
To me it seems then plain that vital force, special
ized so that it contains the reproducing power, must
at times permeate the whole organism, which is the
third assertion
have made, and in view of these
facts
consider it as proven.
Then if we admit that vital force charged with all
the necessary elements of life can return in the form
of a current charged with these elements and course
through the whole organism, the next question is
What becomes of this sex force if not used in pro
creation.
When a man accomplishes a physical task, as walk
ing a certain distance, he has used some of his vital
force in exchange for physical
results. His suPP1Y ef
vital force has diminished, but he has changed his
relations to his surroundings.
But if two persons of different sexes, temperament
ally adapted and in love with each other—that
permeated at the time by a current of self-generated
sex force—hold each other by the hand, they will feel
distinctly a current passing from one to the other,
giving them a pleasant sensation due to the 6qllm'
bration of their sex force. After
certain length
time the current will cease. Why should this current
Evidently because the supply is exhausted
-e°.-3'5e?
Each one has given oﬂ What he or she had to spare
and the equilibrium has
been restored.
But no such result has taken place as followed
Physical action. There has been no diminution in the
“PI”? of vital force, for what each has lost the other
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force,
has received. Then what has become of this vital
claim each one has received?
which
this

I

living organism. But if what I claim should prove

a new

to be true, and
re-ab
if through magnetation the sex force can‘ be
absorbing the sex
sorbed by the organism, the man
0! the
of the woman, and the woman that
force
does not absolutely follow that the process

man, it

will

be beneﬁcent to them.

In this investigation

we

upon known
must not depend only on arguments, but
it
results, for it is a practical question, and while
beneﬁcent,
would be easy to prove that it ought to be
it might be disproved by experience.
been
If we turn to facts, we. ﬁnd that it has long
the close
recognized that beneﬁcent results follow
As those
companionship of persons of‘ different sexes. knew no
results have been observed by persons who
they have been
thing of magnetism and magnetation“,
ascribed to'the stimulus 'of imagination, which‘excited
no results due
the faculties to greater exertions. But
bepermanent unless
to excitement or‘ imaginationrcan
Imagination
there is artactual increase of vital force.
activity, but it. is at
can stir the faculties to greater
vital force, and in that
the expense of the supply
0'!

.

substance
Evidently it has diﬁused itself all through the organ
ism. There has been a blending of male and female
such
sex force, and as it could not take place under
conditions as to create a new living organism, if its
all, they,
special life-giving powers came into play at
must be turned to the beneﬁt of the persons themselvesThis is the principle of magnetation, and it diﬁers
seeks
from procreation in this. that while magnetation
diﬁusion of the sex
to restore the equilibrium by 'the
by blending the
force all through the system and
diffused state,
male and female elements while in that
by loca
procreation seeks to restore the equilibrium
con
that
lizing sex force and throwing it oﬂ while in
of
dition, resulting either in waste or in the creation

‘
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use

the evil eﬁects of the reaction would equal
the
beneﬁts received. For my part,
am more inclined
to ascribe these beneﬂcent results to
the blending of
sex force.
l
Co-education of the sexes is probably the best test
of that question. It is well known that
there is not
a. very large amount of love-making‘
in co-educative
institutions, so that only a mild form of magnetation
can take place, yet such close companionship cannot
exist between young men and young women without
causing some exchange of sexual magnetism.
cannot
‘see how any diﬁerence which may manifest it.-zclf'in
the results between separate and
co-educativeinsti.
tutions can be ascribed to any other inﬂuence but the
blending of sex force,and as the consensus of opinion
among those best qualiﬁed to judge is that 00-6611
cation results favorably for the scholars, the inference
is clear that the exchange and
blending ofsexual
magnetism has a good inﬂuence.
Much more marked are the results which follow
the intimacy which usually takes place between lovers
after they are engaged in marriage. The conditioﬂs
are the most favorable that they can ever
attain for
complete magnetation.
Their relations are then purely
magnetative, without any of the waste entailed by
Pr0<=reation, and undisturbed by the cares of a home
and family. Under these favorable
circumstances young
girls have recovered
their health and spirifs, R1111
young men have found renewed strength to ﬁght
temptations or to overcome the diﬂiculties
whivll
stood in their way.
But after all, while the presumption is all in favor
or the good results
of magnetation, it is like tho
question of
self-eontrol,'one to be left for personal ox
Perience. Surroundings. temperaments, habits, inherit
ed tendencies will
have their inﬂuence. gt may be
“Y! easy for some persons to
diﬂuse their sex force,

I
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while for others the tendency to localization maybe
so strong that it cannot be overcome.
But what we may do is to teach that the practice
of restoring the equilibrium of sex force by procreation
is attended with more or less waste, and that it can
be restored by magnetation with beneﬁt to the health
and happiness of the persons concerned.

CHAPTER

V.

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE.
1

-

.

terms positive and negative have been used
when applied to persons to designate supposed differ
ences in character, but in fact, positiveness and ne
gativeness are not permanent states, but transient,
being dependent upon health, desires and surrounding
conditions.
negativeness is the
Positiveness is self-assertion;
opposite state, where we allow ourselves to be im
pressed by the will power of others.
Positiveness being an assertion of the will is the
prerogative of those who have alarge supply of vital
force and they are called positive characters, while
those who are deﬁcient in vital force are easily inﬂu
enced by others and are called negative. But the
student of magnetism must remember that these terms
are purely relative, just as we say of a man that he
is industrious or lazy. It is only a generalization of
his character, for the laziest man will exert himself
at times, and the most industrious idle away some
leisure hours, and the most negative man assert him
self if he sees sufficient reason for it.
It is diﬂicult for me to understand why the idea
should have been advanced that men are magnetically positive and women magnetically negative, and
The

-

occupations. Women
in the ideas expressedhave written’books, and
has revealed that

nothing

they

were

.‘

-._.,.,‘

of the sexes.
The same subtle
inﬂuence which enables
us to recognize
unspoken feelings in those
with whom

-
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in that belief by seeing
women or strong, positive character, united to weak
been strengthened

negative husbands, who fora life time never asserted
themselves, being prevented from doing so'by the
promise they had made to love and obey, and which
their religious belief compelled them to keep long after
their love or respect for their husband had departed.
This subordinate position which woman occupies in
the family, supplemented by her lack of political pow
er, has placed her in a falseposition, and there is
some excuse for the superﬁcial observer who states
that woman is less positive than man. However, that
assertion is false also, for the raising and controlling
of a growing family requires as much assertion of will
force as is demanded from man in his daily avoca
tions. It is somewhat amusing, yet more pitiful, to
see a man who has shown himself all day the obedient
slave of his employers, or the obsequious clerk of his
customers, come home at night and lord it over his
wife who has exerted all day, in the control of her
home and children, far more ability and decision than
it would be in his power to display.
have alluded in former
But the changes to which
chapters and which lead women to strive for economic
equality, joined to a. tendency to eschew ina degree
the cares of motherhood, and a growing disbelief in
the ancient traditions which assigned to her a sub
ordinate position as compared to man, will soon com
pel her to assert herself and to make use of the will
force she possesses. If we judge of the future by what
has taken place in the last twenty years, it is safe
lo prophesy that all civilized nations will, during the
next century,see the complete emancipation ot women
and the recognition of their equality.
X
of politics
realm
in
the
Up to this time, it is only
and economies that women have made public eﬂo: as
As regards the se t
to assert their right to equality.
ual relation, they remain willing slaves, and the ‘bi

I

electricity.

i

is the‘ negative
pole in sexual

on that subject.

is

Magnetation depends
upon. reciprocity, and
there
can‘ be reciprocity only
between equals. It
nota
transaction where only
one of the parties gives
and
the other receives,
but it

is an exchange of
surplus
as chattel
slavery is not conducive
to ifree
exchange of products, so
sex slavery precllldeﬁ
production.

Just

-

If‘

- .._Pu

it

.
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it it;
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a
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if

bi’

a

must realize that
giving is always
positive act and
receiving a negative one.
Ask
the childiora
the candy he
holds.in his hand. Whenever hepiece-ofup his\
mak95
'mind-'- to give it, whether
prompted
entreaties or by" the
aﬁection he has for -y0u, 'YQ111,'
you
analize your' feelings,
you will
that as he hands“
to you, You put
yourself in a ﬁnd
negative state, w'hl'19 he
becomes positive as he hands
over the coveted gift-‘
you do not persuade
him,
but
compel him to give
is no longer
gift, but practically you
have taken by
force, and as you
have been the positive
actor, and he
the negative
one, the feelings
have been diﬁerent and
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To this unwarranted assumption of superiority on
the part of man and to the barriers it has erected
against the free exchange of sexual magnetism is
due much of the infelicities of married life. The ins
tances are very numerous where the wife is the most.
positive and ought to control and regulate their sexual
relations. But the husband, instead of recognizing the
true condition of affairs and seeking for the harmony
which is thesafeguard of happiness in married life,
tries to assert his fancied superiority, so that their
mutual relations become strained and the miseries of
an uncongenial marriage follow the enjoyment of
courtship, when the woman felt free to assert herself
and the man was willing that she should control their
-'
.
mutual relations.
It is ‘but right to state -that if economic conditions

and superstitious beliefs have had a tendency to make
man over-assertive, the same inﬂuences have made
woman mercenary, and she will have to correct herself
of that defect before right relations can be established
between the sexes. In return for obedience woman has
asked for compensation. This compensation has taken
many diﬁerent forms. Sometimes it has been money,
in or out of marriage, or it may have been a name
and respectability, or the acquisition of a home and
the satisfaction of raising a family, or the belief that
submission would be rewarded in afuture existence
but the fact that woman is too often willing to enter,
and remain in a position of dependence, where she,
must submit to unreciprocated sexual relations, leave
her open to the charge of ‘mercenariness.
Both the tyranny of man and the venality oi. the
woman are the result of economic conditions and will
disappear only when society will have adjusted itself
to our increased production, and so well learned the
art of economic distribution that each individual shall
feel free to assert his or her complete equality.

BEFORE MARRIAGE.‘
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when one or both of the parties are unconscious-of it
and the recipient is in a perfect negative state, but
such currents are feeble and of shortduration. To make
them of lasting beneﬁt the parties must be adapted
to each other, that is, each one must have that mag-'
netism to give which the other wants to receive, and
besides, the one who is the positive character at the
time must use will force and the other use this
power of increasing our receptivity.

CHAPTER

BEFORE

'

VI.

MARRIAGE.

There is no subject more interesting to the student
of Sociology than to trace the evolution of the several
standards of sexual morality among different nations.
1- In the early tribal and communistic times, there was
no need for such a standard and none existed, but
with the recognition of personal property, polygamous
marriage made its appearance, which being an assump
tion of power over the women, necessitated a sexual
standard to safeguard men’s supposed rights. Special
eﬁorts were made to maintain women in the proper
state of subjection, semi-civilized nations going so far
as to place them in the care of eunuchs, shutting
them up in harems, and preventing them from receiv
ing visits from men not members of the family.
But the spirit of independence which is latent in
every heart, brought about important changes among
the races that lead in civilization. Monogamy re
placed polygamy, eunuchs were dispensed with, and
women secured a certain degree of freedom in social
intercourse. In this country the spirit of independence
has found good conditions for its development, and
women are trying to establish a state of equality with

'
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sent restraints
would not have a favorable
‘
inﬂuence.
And if we come to the
conclusion that such a change
in the social
standard which would give the
unmar
ried women more
freedom to follow the dictates of
their own judgment
in their relations with the other
sex would be
beneﬁcent in its result upon society, we
ought to encourage
it by all means in our power. We
may rest assured
that the desire for freedom to control
one’s conduct is
inborn in every right-minded Woman
as well as
man, and that it
will grow and spread
if it receives
proper encouragement.
This movement for
social equality does not receive
the encouragement
it deserves from the very class Of
women who would
have the most inﬂuence1to promote its advance,
because they are ignorant
of the IRWB
which control progress.
mean
the
women who are
taking the leading part
in the battle for economic and

I

the bonds
which fetter them,
frown upon the efforts
made by
other'wornen
to
secure
their social
freedom to control
relations, and stand coldly
by when some

BEFORE MARRIAGE.
of their sex is assailed for asserting their right to
control all their own actions.
It is a common mistake of social reformers to not
recognize that the changes they propose will, if ac
cepted,.be carried to their ‘logical conclusions. If wo
men are entitled to equal rights in politics and in
economics, they are entitled to equal social rights, and
it is not to be supposed that when young women are
taught that they have a right to vote and to fulﬁl
any honest occupation by the side of, and on an
equality with men, they will long submit to social
restraints /which have no reason to exist except their
supposed inferiority.

And we must expect to see in the near future young
women asserting their right, not only to receive whom
they please, but also to visit such men as they desire
to see, and from that assumption of independence it
will not be long until they will try to do a little
courting on their own account. The present system of
one-sided courtship is right enough so long as we be
lieve in man’s superiority and concede to him the posi
tion of the head of the family, and is a relic of the
time when parents disposed of their daughters, and
marriage was more or less a pecuniary bargain. The
ﬁction is yet kept up that because the man is usually
the bread-winner, he alone must court, and that woman
must patiently wait till some man is found wil1ing.to
assume the burden of her support. Butin fact this is
not true except among rich people and those who ape
the ways of living of such as lead in fashion. In the
greatest number of cases, the wife, by taking‘ ¢hal‘ge
of the home and raising the children, ﬁlls as important
a place as does the man in providing for his family.

and if a young woman feels competent to undertake
the responsibilities of married life, she should show no
more diﬂldence than a young man in seeking for a
congenial mate and making the necessary advances
to secure his aﬁection.

MAGNETATION.
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It will

be a great -deal better-,ior all the parties c0n~
-corned when girls will claim the right to'fall in love
without waiting for man’s advances, and will'
feeiirce
to manifest their preference openly, as

‘

selves and an undeﬁned fear that more freedom would
endanger the safeguards thrown around the marriage
relation; and so long as procreation is looked upon
as the accepted method for the equilibration cf the
se: forces, it will be felt that there is danger in t00
much social freedom, and that the girl who mﬂkes
advances to the man of her éhoice places’herself in
a difficult position.

But if there is danger

to society ‘in unregu1a'te-d
procreation, there is safety in magnetation, for ii
{s
baled on ‘self-control, and by its help the p10Per
e‘1“-1-'
librium can be safely maintained, and society Wm
learn in time that the sex force, which
untamed 1111181’
be placed under
outside restraints to keep iffmm
bringing too much misery into the world, Q3/n,
Wile"
its potentialities
are known, be placed‘ under personal
subjection, and play an important partin-the increase
of happiness and the
advance of civilization. The knowledge
‘of the potentialities 0frma€Y\éWiou

~‘:.
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which they are not ashamed, instead of suffering in
silence, o'r using all kinds of 'underhand practices
to attract the desired attentions.
Of course it will only
be the girls of character and those who feel
them
selves the equals of the men of their acquaintance
who will thus give practical results to their belief in
equal rights, while those who are conscious of their
inferiority and feel the need of a supporting hand
will still‘ play the traditional part of the ivy,and1'@
ceive with thankfulness and humility the attentions of
the men who will condescend to pay them court.
But what has sexual morality and woman’s equality
to do with magnetation ? A great deal, for the present
restraint upon young women comes from a lack 03
conﬁdence in their ability to properly conduct them

:
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enable social equality to keep pace with political
and economic equality, for whenever it is well under
stood that there is less danger in intelligent freedom
than in ignorant slavery, and that the free social
ccmmingling of the sexes tendsto restore the proper
equilibrium, while undue restraint tends to such an
as to destroy the equili
nocnmulation of sex force
brium and induce to abnormal actions in eﬂorts to
young girls with the
restore it, the tendency to trust
control of their conduct will greatly increase and the
growing spirit of independence "will receive much
'
more encouragement
It is very satisfactory to persons who hold the views
do, to see the gradual dying out of the puri
that
tanical spirit, and especially to note the breaking
down of the opposition to the dance, for it oﬁers the‘
most available mode of magnetation for young people
The excitement of the
under present conditions.
close proxi
rnusic,~. the exercise of the limbs and the
mity of the sexes tend to release a large amount of
equilibra
sex magnetism and to induce considerable
can be kept up
tion. while the length of time that it
Dancing,
allows it to be enjoyed to full satisfaction.
of puritanical ten
no much condemned by persons
dencies, is the best safeguard against sexual excess’
wheredan
while the kissing plays, so much in favor
the passions
cing is denounced, are sure to excite
indulge ‘in those pas
and to leave the persons who
very ‘
in a state of ferment which leads them
‘tirncs
‘
easily to succumb to temptation.
must be careful not to weaken'prernatu
. While we
found necessary
-rely the restraints which society has
part of wisdom
to its orderly control, yet it is the
the need
\o encourage all knowledge which diminishes
us to place
of social supervision, and which allows or her own
his
the cbnduct of each individual under

will
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'The increasing frequency of divor-ces'might

.3'-"f

by T-is

a

a

1

a

a

superﬁcial observer
tonthe‘ bellef-_ that, for 'so1--n-e,,uu
.known reason, there are more fail
‘yes-,in‘marrfied.‘iiie
than in the past, but the probability wthet theme}:
and women of thisgeneration have higher
standard
of happiness, and are less willing to submit to
{allure
remedy.
and thus more ready to seek for
The tendency to divorce must a,so be increased
the diminished size of the families, for many ~m0thez-*
disappointed as a wile, ﬁnds the needed
consolation
in her numerous children, and many
couple M5
submitted to the daily company of‘ uneongenial path
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ners to keep the family united and to insure
the
welfare of the offspring.
But in any ease,‘ the frequency of divorces shovi's;
that there
a weak spot in the marriage relation
for certainly was not contemplated at the time the
union was consumated. and
am inclined to heliev-e'
the--t this weak
spot is the‘ ignorance of the -d11*11function of sex force and of the antagonism Which‘
exists between magnetation and procreation.we look upon marriage, not as an union
based
upon force, where the power of the law and of Pubhc
opinion is invoked to hold theparties together, bu‘
as upon
free co-partnership of equals. who ullil./9
their faculties and resources to build
110"" and
raise a family,
must be acknowledged that Present -conditions‘ are not favorable to the acquisition; by
the parties concerned. of
the knowledge whi(’:h--$§-."=¢-‘!lli!I;<i
enable them to make a judicious choice of
P@T"1e?P*'‘
and to realize what
is they promise todo and their
ﬁtness to ﬁll the place they
assume.

lﬁ
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Not only do the parties who enter into partnership

a

within us.
Third, that marriage is the legal method for this
equilibration sanctioned by society,which looks upon
as
sexual contract, entered upon for the gratiﬁ

it

cation of sexual desires.
Those are fundamental truths, which must be ro
cognized and acted upon by all persons entering the
marriage relation,
they would have a reasonable
prospect of living happilyin their new conditions.
Aside from the sexual relation, marriage is ‘union
o! the economic and social resources of the parties
concerned, and requires for its success many other
a

if

-

'

'-‘
-

have a very poor conception, and no experience at
all, of the conditions they agree to fulﬁl, buta great
deal of useful knowledge which they ought to have
is withheld from them under the mistaken idea that
'-a1l that which treats of sex is impure and tends to
degrade humanity. It is diﬂicult to understand how a
jyoung girl, kept in ignorance, and taught to repress
as degrading all sexual desires, can be induced to
enter into the marriage relation, but it is not diﬂicult
see that if she does enter it under such conditions
L o
prospect of happiness is greatly diminished, and
'-‘;her
'
why so many regret the step they have rashly taken.
A proper regard for the married happiness of youths
of both sexes ought to lead to their being taught:
f' -First, that sex force is anatural force, as pure and
'-‘
deserving of gratiﬁcation as any force within ‘us, and
'
‘that if society has placed it under restraint, it is not
because its expression is degrading to the human
because its uncontrolled results are
' character, but
inimical to the advance of civilization.
‘
Second, that all expressions of love are due to the
presence of sex force. These expressions may be such
as may be accounted most chaste, or they may be
coarse and aggressive, but their source is the same
and they are all attempts to equilibrate the sex force
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tation. And nowI will say a few words to BXPW“
how this different use aﬁects sexual attraction
This is a world of conﬂict and no material structure
or social institution can ‘be constructed but what will
be assailed by disintegrating forces both from within
and without. Marriage is no exception, and as soon
as
Wllsumatad,‘antagonistic elements will endanger
9a5e*-ySociety being favorable tomarriage and so or
Kaniled as to secure its integrity, outside forces I18"
but little inﬂuence, and its disturbing elements come
from the character of the‘ persons themselves. It
net necessary for me to enumerate t‘l’lem’,‘l01‘th3‘P"l“'

\.

qualiﬁcations, yet these other conditions are seldom
responsible for its failure. The husband may not be
as good a provider as the wife had expected, or the
‘wife as good a housekeeper, but on the whole there
is but lbtle disappointment from these causes, as
both parties had ample opportunities to ascertointhe
qualiﬁcations of their future partners, and what they
cannot see for themselves is sure to be more than
Jupplemented by a host of self-appointed advisers.
But of the more important question of sexual adapta
tion, no information is accessible and none seems to
' ‘
'-"
be desired. ,
,
'That a greater number of marriages donotturn out
to be failures is due to the fact that in all countries
where a reasonable amount of freedom is left to th°
young people, sexual attraction is the controlling tac
tor in marriage, and that wherever that attrlwtlﬂ
exists, the probability is that both parties are well
adapted to each other, and if failure follows their
marriage, it is due to ignorance of how to retain the
original ,sexual attraction.
To ‘retain this attraction, a young couple entering
into 'm.arried life must have a rational view of tht
function of sex force and a desire to,useit toits be-.t
advantage, as well as a knowledge of the results that
will follow if ‘they use it in procreation or in lnagnfl‘
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to make is that these disturbing elements
existed before marriage, and yet the sexual attraction
was so great as to entirely overcome their power.
How does it come to pass then, that failings that
were so easily overlooked during courtship should as.
sume such proportions after marriage ? To my mind
the answer is plain. Before marriage sexual equili
bration was taking place through magnetation, after‘
marriage it usually takes place through procreation,
and the whole secret lays in the fact that procreation
localizes the sex force and throws it oﬂ as fast as
generated, while magnetation diffuses it through the
system to conserve its power of attraction. In one case
the force which originally caused the attraction is no
longer used for that purpose, but to perpetuate the
race, while in the other case it is so stored as to
maintain and use its attracting power.
-Not only is this statement in accord with the com
mon experience of married people, but it is in accord
with the theory of vital force which have previously
explained. If two persons keep up a continuous ext
change and blending of their sexual magnetism, they
cannot help but .be united in purposes and sentiments.
If we accept the theory that our magnetism contains
our feelings and knowledge, then magnetation must
he a mild combination of mind reading and of hyp
notlsm, each individual being inﬂuenced by the feel
ings and knowledge of the other, and adopting them
partially for his own. Infatuation, a term often used
to deﬁne the feelings of lovers, is simply a strong
case of hypnotic inﬂuence, and an exaggerated state
of a feeling which ought to exist all through the
marriage relation.
The same inﬂuence manifests itself between persons
who constantly exchange emotional or' intellectual
magnetism, only in a lesser degree, because sexual
magnetism alone contains a complete epitome of the
different vital forces, and also because its blending
want
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being necessary to the perpetuation of the race, it is
already trained in that direction.
It will easily he understood that so long as the
attraction which led to marriage is maintained, it
will take very strong disintegrating inﬂuences t0des
troy the ediﬁce which has been erected, and as all
sensible people know that they will not meet with
perfection in their partners, it is a question of great
importance what view married couples take of the
'
marriage relation.
-

For magnetation is an art, and cannot

through the unregulated

be attained

ll
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impulses of ignorant indivi
duals, nor can the necessary development be reached
so long as false views of the sex relation controls the
education of the youths of both sexes.
We can learn to crush impulses which we despise
but it is illogical to suppose that we can ever make
intelligent use of faculties which we are taught W
look upon as degrading in their tendencies, and it
not to be wondered at if sex force, under present conditions, proves often to be a great enemyto the hull‘
piness of humanity.
There is another disintegrating inﬂuence,
lnhsfeni
to monogamy, and much
more diﬂicult to Ellﬂld
against. Imean the attraction which some persons of
the opposite sex have for men and women otherwise
happily married, and who have no desire whatever to
let their affection wander from
the legal fold.
To explain the causes of this attraction which
tl-11ls
intrudes itself in the life of many married p91'8e1\51
must refer to what
have said as to the diﬂerence
which exists between the several kinds of magnetism.
Most all those persons who believe in magnetism M
all, class it as heat
or force, as something which
has a ﬁxed value. We
measure heat by degrees and
feree by horse power,
and there is no diﬁerence in
the quality of the
heat or force generated by lb”
slm, or coal, or
electricity; if a suﬂlcient amount

1i—swa--_+
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properly applied, the results are the same. Bo it is
commonly believed that it is immaterial who furnishes
the magnetism, for although some persons may have
more and others less, and some may oftener be posi
tive than others, yet if magnetism is needed, that of i
one person is as good as that of another.
Persons who -hold that belief can. have no correct
idea of the forces which control the aﬂections, and'
usually attribute these intruding attractions to the
most frivolous causes, forgetting that persons who
have shown great clearness of judgment and a ten
dency to be swayed by the highest motives in their
private and public life, have risked their reputation,
the happiness of their married life, and even life it
self, in response to the overpowering force of these
intruding attractions.
But if those persons who do not believe in magne
tism, or believe that all magnetisms are alike, cannot
explain the cause of this unwilling straying of the
aﬁection, it is easily understood when we know that
there is a marked difference between the magnetism
of each person depending upon their individuality. If
furthermore we accept the idea that the supply of
magnetism is generated all the time and that there
is a constant need of its equilibration, we are ready
to recognize the causes which lead some persons to
desire the society of others rather than that of their
life partners.
Let us nov\ take the case of a couple who, attracted
sexually to each other, have married and for some
years have lived the exclusive social life which results
from the monogamic marriage. Being well adapted
on most essential points, their life is in the main a
happy and successful one, and for some years no
clouds arise on their horizon. But the husband hap
pens to have a poetical turn of mind and the wife a
'practical one. The man, mingling freely in society
n
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before his marriage, would come in contact with per
sons of like tendencies, and by the exchange oi thoughts
and animated discussions would keep that part ofhis
magnetism in the proper equilibrium, and notieeling
any special need in that direction, did not attach great
importance to this lack in the girl of his choice.
But the close association to a woman otherwise
qualiﬁed to make him happy stimulates the poetic
side of his nature, and his sexual magnetism becomes
strongly charged with it. Unhappily his wife has no
corresponding magnetism, and no amount of magne
tation with her will succeed in drawing it from him.
What will be the result? At ﬁrst a slight disappoint
ment. The husband will realize that something is
lacking to their union. He may not know wherethe
trouble is, but the feeling is there all the same.
As the years pass on, children may be born to them.
It will stir his sentiments, while his wife will only
see the practical side of parentage, and devoting
more of her lite to the comfort of the family, giv9s
up what little effort she had made before to under
stand and sympathize with her husband ‘in his poetical
tendencies.
Slowly, but surely, a fund of sexual magnetism
Ghargod with all these unexpressed feelings will ac
cumulate within that man, and there foster and wrankle
and although he may say no word and make no sllln,
and even value the practical qualities of his wife more
than the day that he married her, still die will be I
disappointed man and their union be in a precariolli
condition.
Now, suppose that while in that mood he comes in
contact with a woman who having the same tendelwlsl
""n, 110$ only sympathize with him, but also draw frsm
him this accumulated magnetism, there will be bili
ween them, for the time
being, a mostoverpowering
attraction. That attraction may not last, and if they
should enter into illicit relations they would ﬁnd the‘
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poetical tendency to maintain their aﬂection, and the
probability is that on the whole the husband and
wile are much better suited to each other, but it we
judge by what is taking place every day, this intrud
ing attraction, joined to the ignorance of its ‘cause;

parties aﬁected to ‘divorce or some’
action.
foolish tor guilty
do,n0t d-esir-e to give the impression that it is'
‘
only the press'u1""e‘of sexual magnetism which induces
men and women to rash actions. The overpowering
desire which has led parents and friends to run great
dear
-.irlsks to press upon their hearts those who are
to them, is due to the superabundant accumulation of.
i
emotional magnetism; and the continual brooding over
one idel. by murderers has caused such an accumula
as to lead them to con
- tion of intellectual magnetism
less their crimes as the only way to relieve the
,-wi1l

lead the

.

pressure on their brain.
This tendency to intruding attractions is inherent
to monogamy ‘because it provides no means for com
plete equilibration, and will probably increase as men
and women reach. it higher stage of development, for
increase,
as the number and power of the faculties
the greater the variety of magnetism is generated.
and the more difficult ~itis to ﬁnd suitable partners.
The more complex the organism becomes and the
It
more diﬁcult it is to‘match it inall particulars.
to an unconscious recognition of this fact that is
due, in part,.the growing disinclination of the modern
woman to enter the marriage state, for she is no longer
satisﬁed with simply keeping house for a- man who
provides for her needs, but looks for companionship
and sympathetic tastes in the exercise of the higher
faculties. It is also one of the causes for the greater
tendency of the wives to ask for divorces or to live
apart from their husbands,
is
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as soon as the equilibrium was restored, they would
have to depend on other factors than that common
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this trouble is inherent to monogamy

a tendency to increase,

and has

a remedy can be found in
greater social freedom which would allow the equili
brium to be restored through a mild form of magne
tation. 'If, instead of inculcating in married people
the idea of mutual ownership with its resulting jee
lousy, personal independence and equal rights were
the ruling principle in marriage, both partners would
ﬁnd among their friends and acquaintances persolli
who, by ways perfectly compatible with their married
position and the pledges they have made to each
other, would relieve them of undue magnetic pr¢BB""
due to incomplete equilibration. . .
Persona who have the right conception of Whsi
is meant by marriage, and who feel that they made 110
mistakein uniting their lives, ought tolearn to have
more trust in each other than is now 11811,"-11?' Maud
among married couples, and also enough in$16P5"dellee
of character so as to conduct themselves according
to their own idea of right, and thus be abletoproﬂi
--by any advance they may have made in understand
mg the working of the forces which are the basis
'
,
of married union.
"
‘Knowledge and self-control lead to individual lu
'<‘-ependence and are necessary conditions JQ s9”“!
Progress, and it is because
believe it wil1-.!1"*1.P t|1e
onward march of these social forces that I. ﬂdveea'te
'
the change from Procreation to Magnetation. .-

I

THE END.
‘
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MIND CURES. *
This statement of Mr. Hudson brings me to the con
sideration of the method of ﬁghting disease which is
usually meant when we speak of Mind Cures. So far
in this chapter I have spoken of the power of the
mind to cure through the slow improvement which
always follows from a proper training of our normal
*»S'eZections
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powers. But the mind has healing powers which work
much more quickly, and which are exercized, like the
power mentioned by Mr. Hudson, by one person for
‘
the beneﬁt of another.
This power manifestsitself in many different ways.
and is the basis. of all the cures performed by Christian Scientists, Mental Scientists, Magnetic Healers,
Faith Healers, and those who cure by Suggestion.
Before we can understand how these Mind Cures are
eﬂt'ected,we must realize that all diseases can be traced
to two different causes,which resolve themselves into
one fundamental defect, to wit: A deﬁciency in the
amount and quality of the mind substance which has
constructed the physical organism. 'This mind sub
stance—nervous force, so called—not only moves the
organism. as is recognized by the profession, but being
intelligent it also maintains and repairs it and ﬁghts
its enemies. This being understood, we can easily see
that whenever it becomes deﬁcient in quantity or qua
lity, there must be a deterioration in our physical or
ganism, which becomes an easy prey to disease.
Disease manifests itself in two ways, both due to H
deﬁciency in vital force. One is a defect in structure,
and the other in attacks from our enemies.
take it that a defect in structure is chieﬂy detri
mental because itenables our enemies to effect a lodg
ment within us. We may, for instance, lose an eye 01‘
an arm by accident, and it will not permanently 358e”
our health, because it does not affect the supply ef
vital force, but if our eyes or arms are disabled by
disease, the whole system is weakened and we never
can again enjoy the same
amount of health.
It is because we understand better the relation of
vital force to disease, that the discovery of the
Presence
of bacilli in diseased organs has had such an inﬂu
ence upon the methods of
the medical profession. It i5
found that there is in the air, water, food, and even
within us, millions upon millions. of minute living el"
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ganisms—cal1ed bacilli—ready to feed upon us, and
are only held at bay by the presence of the vital force
—mind substance—to which we owe our physical organ
'
'
ization.
We are all of us familiar with one of the results of
the attacks of these bacilli. We all know that as soon
as death occurs disintegration commences. This disin
tegration is the work of some species of bacilli which
feeds upon the body as soon as 1ife—vital force—has
departed, and ceased to extend its protecting inﬂuence
over it.
The same process, in a lesser degree, takes -place
whenever there is'a diminution, either in the quantity
or quality, of the vital force of any of our subordinate
organisms. . Complete disintegration cannot take place
because the vital force in the aggregate organism pre
vents it. But bacilli of various kinds are ever on the
watch to take advantage of any diminution ‘in our
powers of resistance, and whenever they can effect
alodgment it causes chemical changes in our tissues
which are incompatible with a state of perfect health.
if all diseases are due to the presence of bacilli,
made possible through some defect in the quantity or
quality of our vital force, and if vital force is mind
substance, we can trace a clear connection between
mind and disease. And if mind substance is transfer
able from one person to another, we can understand
how the mind of one person can aﬁect the health of
another.
To explain how this transfer of mind substance
is made, either from one person to another, or from one
will relate some facts
part of ourselves to another,
which have a bearing upon the question.
Soon after published the ﬁrst edition of Vital Force,
1 received a letter from a lady who stated that she had
found in it the explanation of a power which she pos
sessed, but which she had never before understood.
She could, by pointing her ﬁnger toward a wart upon
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so destroy its vitality that it would
soon wilt and drop oﬂ. She said she felt
distinctly a
current going out of her ﬁnger toward the wart, but
she had not realized before what was the
nature of
that current.
A wart, like the bacilli, is a parasite, which feeds
at the expense of the organism upon which
it has
fastened, and that which the lady felt going out from
her ﬁnger was a current of mind
substance—vital force
—which in her case was strong enough to kill the life
of the wart, just as a current of electricity
can be
strong enough to destroy the life of a man.
This is typical of one of the processes by which mind
cures are effected. Some persons have the power to
produce a current of vital force sufficiently strong to
destroy the life of parasites, and can send this current
in any direction and at any distance, thus
often almost
instantaneously destroying bacilli preying upon other
persons, and effecting what seems miraculous cures.
The question of the permanency of these cures de
pends upon whether the disease is acute or chronic
due to transient causes or permanent defects. A di
sease due to transient causes would probably be
Perm!nently cured, while a chronic disease would probably
reappear after a time, unless the mind cure was suP'
plemented by a radical change in the mode of life of
the patient.
But the power thus manifested by the destruction of
bacilli is the manifestation of only one of
the
attributes of mind substance. Another of these me"-Y
attri
butes is force, and
will give an instance of 0l-1re
which believe to have been due to the
strengthen-lnZ
power of the mind
current.
Some time ago, after
unwonted mental exertionsi I
suffered with a slight pain in my head. The
Pain was
not severe and was
intermittent, and I had no doubt
was due to the over
straining of some of the nerves of
the brain. and at ﬁrst
I expected that it would pass‘ 03
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with sufficient rest.

But instead of passing off it be
came more frequent and severe, until one day I laid
down on the bed and putting up my hands on each side
of my head, sent a current to the seat. of pain. I felt
the current distinctly, and in a few minutes the pain
disappeared, and I have never felt it since.
I believe that this result was due to the life-giving
power of mind substance. I do not know how it did
the work, but I do know that this case is typical of

many others, of much more importance, when patients
have been so strengthened by vital force received
from others, that they have been able to resist disease
which would undoubtedly have destroyed their life if
they had not received outside help.
Another of the attributes of mind substance is knowl
edge, and
hold that it is by the transfer of knowledge
that are effected the cures due to what is called Sug
gestion. We are all aware of the close relation which
exists between hypnotism and suggestion, and hypno
tism is clearly a transfer of knowledge from the hyp
notizer to his subject; the knowledge of the hypnotizer
taking the place of the knowledge of the patient, and
for the time being controlling his actions.
That the cures eﬁected by suggestion are really due
to a transfer of knowledge, is practically recognized by
the men who are the most successful in its use, for
they acknowledge that it has no lasting effect on the
patients unless it increases their knowledge of the
laws of hygiene, and induces them to replace their
defective mode of life in the past by one more in ac
cord with better hygienic knowledge; and they say
furthermore that it is not necessary to put the patient
to sleep, except that it makes him more susceptible to
the inﬂuence of suggestion.
Other suggeslionists claim that its inﬂuence is due
to the “psychical stimuli which evoke in the patient
the kinetic energy called vie medicatria: nat-urw.”
Which translated in popular language means that sug
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gestion awakens in the patient some latent and unus
ed recuperative powers.
If this explanation is the
correct one, it is quite probable that it is new knowl
edge, transmitted ‘by suggestion, which really does
‘
the work.
While have no pretension to fully explain the occult
causes of all the wonderful cures performed by the
powers of the mind, and which can all be classiﬁed as
mind cures whatever may be the name by which the
agent designates himself, Iclaim that the knowledge
of the attributes of mind substance, that these attri
butes are used to protect our physical organism, that
this power of protection depends upon the quantity
and the quality of our mind substance, and further.
moro that it can be transferred from one p@1‘501\ t0
another without impairing,its powers, furnishes 115
with a clue which, when it will have been intelligently
followed and stripped of all the superstitious belief by
which it is now surrounded, will enable us to cl11‘B
disease in a better and surer way than is now done by
the use of drugs.
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CIVILIZATION AND DISEASE.
Permanent health is secured by a hygienic mode of
life, and Iwill now give reasons for this belief.
have said in this chapter that all diseases are due
to the presence of parasites which prey upon some of
our organs. These parasites—bacil1i—are enabled to
thus live upon us because of the weakening of our PhY'
sical organs due to the great difference between our
Present mode of life and that which was followed by
our pre-historic ancestors, at the time our structure
was evolved.
‘
have already touched upon that in the chapter en
Heredity and Health, but I‘ want to impress the fact
more ﬁrmly upon my readers. Let them understand
this clearly that all diseases are diseases of civilization,
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that is, that they are possible only because of the mo‘de'
‘
of life civilization forces upon' us. ‘ . .
In proof of the correctness of my position,
will
'
present here some facts bearing on the subject.
One of the scourges of civilization is the disease cal
led consumption. Of late years it has been discovered
that there is a bacillus of consumption, which can. be
destroyed only by breathing an abundance of fresh
air, so that now consumptive persons are madeto live
and sleep asmuch as possible out of doors. By this
treatment the bacilli which feeds upon their lungs are
destroyed, and health is restored.
The cause of this result is that when the lungs were
evolved, there were no enclosed houses or heated
rooms, nor need for lungs that could stand civilized
conditions. Now that the environment is changed.
some lungs have developed sufficient strength as to
be able to adapt themselves to the new conditions,
and to withstand the attacks of bacilli. while others
fail to develop the needed strength. and have to return
as near as possible to the primitive environment.
There is a new school of hygienists coming to the
front which claims that all diseases are due to over
eating. They say, and probably correctly, that the
stomach can digest more than the lungs and kidneys
can eliminate, and that as a result too much eating
causes impure blood, and that these impurities settle
on some weak spot and cause disease. That which
these impurities in the blood do. is to furnish a feeding
ground for the bacilli and thus to permit disease.
have no doubt that over-eating causes impure blood,
which in its turn causes disease.
Why do we eat more than we can eliminate? Because
we cook our food and thus help the stomach, while the
'
liver and kidneys are left to do their work unaided.
Thus we ﬁnd that the two most proliﬁc causes of di
sease, breathing i/mpure air and eating too much food,
are the result of civilization;
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One third cause of disease, now well recognized, is
worry.
need not explain here how the worry habit
exhausts the nervous system and diminishes our power
of resistance. Mental Scientists, by their advocacy of
self-control, and their claim of superiority to outside
conditions, have commenced a campaign against the
worry evil which is sure to have good results. But no
one will deny that worry is one of the results of the
conditions of civilized life, and thus we can trace a
third cause of disease to the inﬂuence of civilization.
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an exceptionally well-outlimtl

description of Albert Chavannes’ theory of how our in
.dust1-ial and social problems may be solved. Mr.Ghs
vannes has already written sound works on the econom
io problem, but like the works of many an able thilllwfo
thﬁy have not attracted the wide attention that he ll
persuaded may be possible, through clothing one’s ldwl
in the form of a realistic novel. And so he has 00118
tructed a novel—a very smooth working one——whi¢h
should prove suiﬂeiently colorful to attract the 11111168‘
A ~Mr. Chavannes
strikes a very happy mean in hi!
eeheme: the well adjusted' communism of his Sociolmlfl
interfering not at all with the exercise of any legitimﬂw
individualismf The welfare of the individual is eII’1b1‘3'
ced within the welfare of the whole, and the ownershill
of various industries and properties by a township, 311.4
administered by its citizens according to their mutllll
satisfaction, certainly secures more general and indivi
dual peace and happiness than we can realize to-5&7‘

~

as a country.

The thorough manner in which the writer applies hli
theories to the lite and happiness of the characters ren
ders their everyday life amatter of deep interest,
W6
for
the eommunistic principle a subject of
keenvalue
practical application. The development of the s-t1'e!!1-Tl!’
of true love, the transient path of mere passiqlb the W‘
‘iue ofsincerity and integrity in the rnarriage relationall that has to do with the life of humanity is treated
with singular 1’-nrce and feeling, with the aim of B5919?
mg toward the conscious acquisition of health, harmohi’
and happiness in all the relations of life.—From a R9
vieu’ in Boston I(l1;as.
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I

have decided to offer special terms for the following ten
books, to any person who desires to buy two or more of them
at the same time.
These books are:

Tm:

l Results

or Wx:,u:ru. A Study,

CoNCENTRAT1oN

and Remedies.

as to

its Causes,

THE FUTURE CoMMoNWEALTH, or what Samuel Balcom saw
in Socioland.
IN BR1GHTER Ci.nvms, or Life in Socioland.

A novel.

Lizzm ME1/ION, a Self-Reliant Girl.
EAs'r TENNESsEE
V1T.-\l. FoRCE,
MA<1r~'Er.\1‘1oN,

by Cecile and Albert Chavannes.

S1<1~:'rc1-ms,

Magnetic Exchange and Magnetation.
and its Relation to Health and Character.

Tm: NATURE or

rm-:

Mmn, and its Relation to Magnetism.

Tun Luv or Cmznucr, as based upon a Correct Knowledge
of the Nature of the Mind.
in four parts.
Law of Happiness.
Law of Individual Control.
Law of Exchange.
Law of Environment.

‘STUD1Es lN SoC1oLoGY,

PART

“

“
“

I.

II.

III.

IV.

The
The
The
The

These four parts are bound in one volume, and the regular
price is twenty-ﬁve cents.

The regular price of these books is twenty-ﬁve cents each,
I will sell any two of them for seventeen cents each, any
three for ﬁfteen cents each, any four for twelve and ahalf each,
number higher than four, eleven cents each. The books
any
w' l be sent postpaid. They must all be ordered at one time
Special
and sent to one address.
Stamps taken in payment.
terms to the trade upon application.

but

‘

Tm‘. ECoNOM1C
CAUsEs
M1-:.\1'r.-\r.

or

HAR13

TIMEs,

SC1ENCE,

-

-

-

QU1~:s'r1o.\,

-

-

-

-

-

Five cents.
Five cents.

Fifty cents.

Complete works of Albert Chavannes, in four volumes,
bound in cloth, with gold side and back stamps. $4.00.
Address ALBERT

O1-1AV.-\!\'NES,

308

Fourth Avenue,

KNOXVILLE, TEEN.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARY
Los Angeles
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